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PREFACE.

At the last Annual General Corps Meeting it was decided that
the R.E. Occasional Pape,.s should only be issued in pamphlet form
to those officers who should signify their wish so to receive them,
and that the genera.I issue should be in the form of bound volumes
of the Professional Papers. These volumes are issued at irregular
intervals as sufficient papers accumulate, and are published by
Mr. Edward Stanford, of 55, Gharing Cross. A very small minority of
the officers of the Corps have applied for the papers as they first

appear in pamphlet form, and consequently. to most officers the
present volume (VI.) will be new, and will be fouud to contain
matter of considerable and varied interest.

In this volume are included two Prize Essays-that for 1877,
and that for the present year-and a word of explanation is here
necessary. The Essay for 1877, by Lieut.-Colonel R. Harrison,
R.E., to whom the Gold Medal for that year was awarded, was not
printed at the time, as there were official objections to publishing
some parts of it; these objections have not now the same force, and,
some excisions having been made, permission has been received to

print it with the omissions marked by aste1~sks.
None of the Essays received for the year 1878 were recommended
by the Referees to receive the Gold Medal, but three of them,
which were considered of equal merit, were commended, and an
abstract of these was published in Vol. III. of the present series of
the Professi-011al Pape,·s.

'l'wo Ers:.,ays ouly were stmt in ior 1B'79, and again for 1880, and
in neither of these years did the Referees recommend the award of
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the Medal.
Under tl1ese circumstances, and after much discussion, it was
decided at the Annual General Corps Meeting held in 1880, to discontinue Prize Essays when those for the year 1881 should have
been received.

I

Three Essays were received for 1881 ; the Gold Medal was
awarded to Lieut. R. da Costa Porter, R.E., and hi• Essay, which
is the last of the R.E. Prize Bssays, is published in the present
volume.
ROBT. H. VETCH, MAJO&, R.E.,
Secretary, R.E. Institute, and Eclilor.
Decombet, 1881.
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PAPER I.
REPORT UPON AN

ENGINEER FIELD PARK FOR A DIVISION,
BY

MAJOR•GENERAL

.F. R.

~UUNSELL,

R.E.

Communicated by the Deputy Adjutant General, Royal Engineers.

1.-It seems convenient to divide the subject into three headings,
namely, Material, Personnel, and Transport, prefixed by a state.
meut of tbe general principles upon which the organisation should
be based.
2.-The Park should be arranged into Advanced and Reservedfirst and second if convenient-which principle indeed seems applic.
able to all sound military organisation ; also each of these divisions
shonlcl be estimated with a view to facilitatmg a separation into
two detachments.
3.-The stores should be calculated as mainly for the infantry
when employed on works under the Engineers, their own regimental
equipment tools being only used for regimental requirements and
work under regimental supervisiun, a moderate allowance being
added to meet the demand of other branches and of departments,
which are constantly made, especially in standing camps. They
should also be calculated to supply deficiencies or extra wants of
the Sappers and of Infantry Regiments.
4.-There should be a supply dep6t at the base.
5.-lt should be understood that the equipment laid down is
that generally suitable and to be adhered to, but as the nature and
locality of the operations contemplated may sometimes require
modifications, both for efficiency and economy, some consideration
should generally be given for each case, and any necessary deviation
made.
6.-It is important, therefore, that the Engineer officer in COIU•
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mand, and his park staff, should he appointed nnd fully informed in
good time, so as to be able to consider the requiremet_1ts aud
arra~tgemeuts ncces,;;ary.
Thu-1, bridge stores, &c., nngbt be
necessary as the obstacle:.-; might include rivers to cross ; a
speciality in transport might• also require pre-arrangement. Tl~e
absence of any element of Park organ.isation in peace ren<lers this
early war organi!-lation particularly important.
.
7.-In this report the Sapper Eq,1ipme □ t and Park are not considered, except in so far as accepting the necessity of supplying some of
their probable wants affects them. I would, however, here note the
desirability of establishing lighter or more uniform sets of tools and
boxes for Sappers. Picks and shovels are not sufficiently uniform
nor light.
8.-With regarcl to Material. It is highly desirable that the tools
and apparatus should be of first-class quality; it is false economy,
m· worse, to transport inferior stuff hundrecls of llliles, as it often
has to be discarded, or gets broken or useless. The tools supplied
from Arsenals are generally of good quality and form, though some~
times complained of, the camel boxes, however, are too large and
heavy. I would note here that it is very desirable that a supply of
Bickford's detonating fuzes, and of his instantaneous fuze, should
be obtained from England ; these things are most useful for
demolitions, and efficient articles of this sort ha~e never yet been
received.
9.-The annexed table shows the detail of the stores recommended, with a detail told off as Advanced Equipment. I have
thought it convenient to divide the stores into sets as far as
feasible.
10.-There may seem to be a large quantity of stores in this list,
but for general service it would not be possible to omit stores which
might only be useful in some cases; of course some of these might
be omitted in special cases.
11.-There are, indeed, sundry special stores Ol' equipment which
might be required in addition to those in this list, but which should
not form a necessary part of every Park 1 such as bridging materials,
pontoons, trussed beams, plflnks, iron.hand gabions, &c., these
should be kept in Arsenals l'eacly for issue ou demand. For the
operations of the 1st Dfrision ( of the PeshawA.r Valley Field Force) a
special bridging equipmeut was constructed, and is recommended
as a regular equipment, the pattern to be taken from the Sappers,
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n:,,mely, portable trussed road-be:,,rers, supported on telegraph iron
posts as trestles; they were made in pieces for t.ransport on camels
ancl proved most valuable; the timber of the country was not
generally very strong, being liable to break very unaccountably.
Cable, or hawsers, including wire r0pe, with traveller rollers, &c,,
are very useful stores for aiding in crossing rivers by flying and
warping processes, and should be in Arsenals. A list of such is
appended.
12.-The requirements of .service are sometimes so multifarious
that they cannot always be met without local purchases; charcoal, &c., requires replenishing, civil labour bas often to be paid
for, &c., so that it is necessary to arrange for advances from the
treasure chest and to keep an account. It would be advisable to
start with a small amount of cash to anticipate difficulties.
13.-Regarding the tools ancl stores best suited for British and
Native working parties, the anuexecl table indicates what I consider
a serviceable equipment; a few implements for removing obstructions
and also for lining and measuring are included. It should be in
charge of inteJligent men who understand somewhat of lining out
and measuring. This touches the need of having men trained as
Pioneers or Sappers-I think there should be 10 or 12 in each
company. I think it also important (and this I submitted to Head
Quarters before the march of the Division I was attached to, as it
seemed a matter of general ancl not only divisional concern), that
regiments should keep these things in order themselves. Of course
where there is a Park and time allows they can be then repaired,
but this is not always the case, and it always takes time, and as
regiments have armorers and artizans, who, though few, are
generally of higher qualifications than those of Sappers or of the
Park, it seems very advisable that some spare material should
accompany them, and that they shoulcl be authorized to purchase
whatever is necessary.
'""
14.-Tents suitable to mule transport should be substituted, should
a pattern be ever approved. Some of the stores requiring shelter
when in use, or opeued out, &c., a small amount of tentage has been
allowed for them.
15.-TVith tegatcl lo the Personnel. There should be au officer
definitely appointed to the charge of tLe Park; there is a great deal
to do, the work is very onerous and generally tedious and un~teresting compared to other work, :,o that no one would take it

l

--
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optionally.

He should receive a special and commensurate staff
The
frequent changes which were unavoidable with the 1st Divisiou
might have been very detrimental. I consider that the Superin~
tendent of the Field Park sl,ould receive a staff allowance of Rupees
300, also horse and office allowance.
16.-It would be quite feasible under ordinary circumstances for

,tllowa1ice, auJ be 1·esponsib]e for all stores, returns, &c.

the Brigade Major to have charge of the Park with a junior officer

to assist when office duty calls him away, hut it is of course better
to have things complete in war; it is generally better economy.
17.-As assistant to Liin 2 British Park Serjcants, or rather,
1 Warrant Officer and 1 Park Serjeant would generally
suffice; for these, too, some arrangement for their allowance is
wanted. Vexatious difficulties have beeu made as to the allowances
of the British Park Serjeants employeu in the 1st Division ; these
men Lad very haril work, they were constantly employed and should
have received pay commensurate with their deserts; the last month's
pay they drew on Public Works from which they joined was Rupees
85 and horse allowance. A staff allowance of Rupees 50 and horse
allowance would be the least they could fairly be allotted. Officers
join from works and get the whole of their Public Works allowance
made up, and this rule might be fairly taken as a guide for their
assistants.
Difficulty and delay occurred in obtaining these

I

men.

18.-For the Native staff two intelligent non-commissioned officers
are required to keep tbe accounts, one of money and one of stores,
also 2 (two) fance-naicks, one for general duty and one for transport
duty. These were obtained from the Sappers, but I regretted afterwards having clone this, as they were much wanted in their
companies.

19.-No other fighting men seem necessary, hut the usual Line
guard would be necessary.
20.-The scale proposed for establishment is shewn in the annexed
table. No difficulty existed about their pay because it was made a
charge i:1 _the Park accounts, ·which however, might be objected to
by a cnt1cal pay _department. A difficulty occurred in obtaining
these men. N othmg effiment could be obtained near at hand and
the men w~re finally got from a long clii,tance, and after much delay.

The establishment should be properly armed with cutlasses or
tu lwm·s, which they undel'stand how to use,

I

j
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21.-The transport drivers for the advanced equipments on mules
should be thorough good muleteers, and exclusively under the control of, and paid, rationed, &c., by the regiments or departments to
which they are attached, as regular regimeutal establishments. I
think that a portion, if not all (as also those for ammunition), mules
and muleteers should be permanent establishments on the rolls of
regiments, and that all others added should be also borne on the
same rolls. For the transport taken up on the hiring system the
usual number o:f drivers seems enough ; an addition, to allow of the
owners tending their own animals, should be made. There has often
been difficulty about the pay and rations of these men and the
rations of their animals on service, i.e., of those attached to the
Engineer Brigade, chiefly owing to there not beiug any special or
fixed commissa1·iat officer or official of any sort for that port,ion of
the force- very likely due to th<i want of any definite organisation
being laid down.
22.-A?Tangements are required to provide all the establishments
at any early date. Indeed the same might be said of the officers
and soldiers ; they are all most particularly required in the preparation and first movements of a force. The difficulty and delay iu
this matte1• in the late operations was a ve1·y vexatious hindrance to
works and to efficiency, and requiring great personal exertions
(which might have been better directed) to improvise make-shifts.
The Sappers should not be counted upon to furnish Park Se1jeants
or Native Staff, as they have not sufficient efficient men generally
even for their own requirements, but they should be referred to in
case they have any available. The Park Serjeants should be
available from R.E ., D.P.W., men, arrangements being made in that
department to provide fit men. 'L'he Native Staff could be obtained
from infantry regiments. This plan of getting men for the D.P.W.
is not good under present circumstances ; of 8 or 9 men nominated
to be chose& from, hardly auy were really available or fit for
the work.
23.-It sh ould be noted here that the establisbmentgiven is what
would be generally enough, but that circumgtances ~ay require
During t.he late operations I obtained a good
extensi,Te additions.
many good artisans from British regiments, and ~ go~d ma.uy bad
ones from the country for the extensive work reqmrecl m the Park.
24.-The Staff or Brigade Office being intimately connected with
the Park business, the Brigade Staff.Serjeaut having to see to the
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telling off of the working parties, &c., and the other officials also
being associated, they should be classed and quartered together.
25.-The 11ersonnel, as above, is assumed as to be improvised at
the time of the mobilisatton of the Park, and without encroaching
upon the existing strength or organisation of other servicesespecially of the Sappers-for that Corps is certainly too weak for
its ordinary cluties; but it is most desirable that there shoulcl be a
special and separate arrangement for this Park duty. This should
exist in the form of a nucleus or cadre of men in peace, ready to
take up the duty under military surveillauce, and in the discharge
of the very duties required of the men in the field, The only
feasible plan of ensuring a ser,iceable system, seems to me to be to
establish an efficient cadre at the depot of the Sappers, where they
should have the necessary practice, and have lists of stores con~
ta,i ned iu a Field Park.
This cadre-say 2 British Serjeants,
2 Native N.C.O. and 2 Lance N.C .0-should be in addition to
the strength of the Sappers. When detached for Park duties with
a Division, they shoulcl be settled up with as to pay, &c., before
starting, and thereafter they should be settled with under the orders
of the C.R.E. of the Division to which they are attached. As to
whether any transport cadre should exist depends on the scheme
(believed to be under consideration) for army transport.
26.-Circumstances, such as extensive cantonments, &c., sometimes require extensive additions of officers, establishment, stores, &c.
These, of conrse, are not taken into consideration here.
27.-With rngarcl to t/,e T,·,rnsport. Except for the difficulties in
getting over road obstacles, the advantage of wheei transport is
very great in saving delays and Jabour io loading, unloading,
dividing the stores into numerous parcels, &c. Against an exclusive
mule transport is the inabi lity to carry some of the heavier stores.
Camels can carry these, but mules have not sufficient power. It is
desirable, however, that a proportion of mules should be attached
in all cases, so that a light advanced equipment might be sent,
should it be required to move rapidly over bad ground, and this has
been allowed for in the table annexed. Such an eqnipment was to}d
off for the advance on Kabul. In case the road difficulties are great,
a large proportion of mules should be used, but camels should be
nsed for the main reserve.
If good carts are available ancl suitable
to the country, lhey should te used for a porlion of the stc,res.
28.-A light cart was aµp1·u,e<l. iwo year::; ::igo for Sapper equi11-
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ment, and some were found very serviceable during the late
campaign; having springs, they made good ambulance carts on a
certain occasion. The carts weighed 9 maunds-half the weight of
a native cart. They were intended to contain 10 to 12 maunds of
stores, and were drawn by 1 pair of train bullocks to each. I would
have 24 (twenty-four), or so, of these maintained in each Arsenal
for Engineer Field Park stores. .A. still lighter cart, to be drawn
by one horse, or mule, has been proposed by me for the Field Telegraph Train, which might also be usefully adopted if it should be
approved of.
29.-For the transport of the implements with British and Native
regiments an advanced proportion should be ori mules with Sapper
kujawabs (the new pattern adopted under No. 1021 S. of
28th October, 1878, from Secretary to Government to Quarter·•
Master-General, not being suitable for the field, for this reason,
namely, that the helves of picks cannot be made interchangeable,
and mnch delay is occasioned by fitting, and if they are cut for each
fitting they soon become unserviceable), for these tools should be
available for immecliate use, and these mules ( or at least a portiou)
should be permanently with regiments. The rest of the tools
might follow on any suitable or obtainable transport-mules, camels,
or light carts; vide also para. 25 above.
30.-An establishment of this description, with a demolition, &c.,
equipment, was got up during this campaign for Sapper companies,
ancl pl'oved of great service. Had it been permanent instead of being
improvised, the advantage to the public service would have been
more marked.
31.-I am not aware whether any revised sytem of transport, is
under consideration which would affect the matter under report, so
that I do not see any necessity, under present circumstances a.nd
organisatjon: to attempt to define any particular system for Park
tram;port, except the ensuring that it shall be forthcoming when
wanted, and for this no doubt a proportion of mules should be
maintained; vide para. 25 above.
(Signed)

F. R. :MA.UNSELL, :l\IAJOR-GENERAL, R.E.,
late Oo m:ma11ding B.E., lst Dil:i-sion, P. V.F.F.
1

Table showi,ig detail of Engineer P'ield Pm·k, also of Equipment for each Regiment, of a Division.
(General List).

Description.

!of each.

Advanced
Portion,

Total.

No. /weight.

I11trt11ching a11d, Mining Tool,.

Bag-a, snnd, liEfbt ...
B1:11TOW8,

minmg

...

Buckets, canvns, mining
K11ives, gabion ...
. ..
L11dders, rope, mining ..
Levels, field
··skei~S
Lines, log ...
Ml\Uets,picket
Pickets
Reole, hand.,"with'ime :..
Rods, measuring, half 10' a.nd.balf.61
'l'ape, tracing
...
bnnclles
,. measuring 100' ...
. ..
'1'ools, n.xes, felling, American,
pick ...
...
. ..
billhooks or kukeries ...
hand spikes, 11ide foot tiote
hatchets ...
...
. ..
helves, spare
phou.rohs

b~dles

shovels

lf.

!I,

H.

i

10,000
2

t

60

22
ll
6
2

I

I!
I
II
1
2

I

2
6
ll
6
I
1
31

2f

spades
sickles

21

!

Total weight

--

•
•

•,.

40

10
10
5
20

20

12

24

15

10

7\

12
9
100
5
1,600 200
100
5
3
20
2 20
100
2 20
1,000 26
600 43 30
1,600 110
600 34 15
loO
I 85

627

0

Weight.

1,000
8

9 16

...

Portion.

Weight.

Weight.

No.

Advanced
Portion.

Total.

No.

Weight.

•
•• ... •
... • ... •
•
•
6

5
200
10

11.

2

8.

3 30

2
16
160
50

16
60

6

6

20
• 16
13 80

10

8
1

...

••
•

3
10

20
50
200

65

...

12
20

25

...

400

200

11.

No.

Weight.

M.

8.

I

36

400

8.

3 30

200

.. .

... 2

I[.

s.

I

35

I

..

8

...

No.

8.

r,r,

8.

20
12
30

Advanced

Total.

- -- -

- -

93 30
I
6

6

No.

N.UIVB R:a901Bl'l'T.

BBITISR RllGlllBlfT.

ENGIKBltR FI&LD PAIIX,

1we;ghtl

•

..i60
60
20

6
6

•
.. .

•

I!

32
20
1 22
20
16
I 10

11

...

•

41,

6
16

11½

2

...
...

2
2

. ..

..

1
6

...
3
3
2

...

2

••
•

12

1
16
80

10

12
20

50

10

10

BO

f

10

••

80
20
10

•

5'"20
1 16
8

20

2-lt

•

16
50

100
60
20
20

00

I\

6

...

•
•
t

32
10
1 22
20
16
1 10
8 30
6
1 16
16

•

SS

ll¼I

2
2

.. .
2
.. .

H

I

I
6

3
3

I

10

12
1 10

10

12

••

10
30
10

10
2 26

10

"'•
••
27

10

8

I •

II

-'.rtijict r', and other Tool,, ,f-c., in ,ets.
Carpenter's, Sapper scale
Smith's ...
...
.. .
[ Saddler's...
...
.. .
Field 1'~orge
...
.. .
Set Solrlering and Tinsmith's,
J.,~ield Pork scale
...
Demolition and blasting
Road m11king and Mason's
StR.tionery
.. .
. ..
Surveying Instruments

'l

Total weight
Mi8ctlla1uo1u,

2 35
3 20
12
2 20

3

1 16
42 30
3-.1, 18¼
30
3 36

1
1

7

!l

26
12
20

...

2 35
2
12
l

1
1

l 16
12 30
3.1, 18¼
30
3 36

l
l
l

101

6 ..36½
5 25¼

2

20
8

22

l

7
5
l

27

19 17

l
1
ll
10

ll
19
ll

--

l
4 16
7 20
28

400

l

1

1

...

9
2 20
lO

•

...

18

1

30
6
100
24

l

l

80

l

"'2 I

7½
l

2

1 62

I
ot

3<\

3 29

3 29

l

3<1

3 29

1 341

...

-

1 341

-<:,

14
10

5

6

l

12
...

2
2

20

1

-

6

••
•• • •

60
5
6
2
8

3 29

lO

18

- - --- - -- - -

Adzes, counttJ .. .
.. .
. ..
Barrows, wheel (half in pieces)
oaskets ...
...
...
Bloc:ks, double, with tackle
,,
single
Candles
l
Charcoal ...
l
Dogs-iron .
Glue
Grapnels ...
. ..
Grindstones, 18"
l
Hides, bullock ...
Iron, round and bar
1
Jacks, lift.ing
...
...
...
..
Ladders, scaliug, (3 lengths, each
81 long),
l
Lanterns .
...
. ..
Line, ratline
... yarde
Matches ...
...
. .. boxes
., Vesuvians
... .,
NRilaofsorts
... meta
l
Cnrriedoyer

•

2

1
l

•I
6

I3

...
lO

6

Table showing detail of Enginee>' Field Park, also for each Regiment of a Division.
_(General LiaL, Continued.)

w, iight

Description.

'of ~ncb.

,.

Mi,cellaneoua (c<mtinutd) .

ratliii:

:: wir;, H" I~'~...
Saws, croies-cut, European

,.

copper
...

,,

munJ

...

JO}

31
1
1

'

sets

J

...

...

. seers
.. . seers

..

I

02

Q½

l

2

½

}

l

1

. .. mds.

... miles

20
6

6

1

2

Special,

20
20

Total weight

10

60

M.

8.

3

6

35

25
145 86

No.

NATIVE RBGU1BNT.

Advanced
Portion.

I

Total.

Weight. _'.'.'.':._IWeight. _'.'.'.':._!Weight.

x.

8.

H.

8.

M.

Advnnced
Portion.

No.

8.

Weight
ll.

8.

.. .

2
3

21
2

..

......
0
2
3

11

1

2

2J

•

20

Bridge stores, trussed road bearer
2'long...
. ..
Planks, 10' long .

...

7
20
30
10

I

Total.

Weight.

2
100
200

5

BlllTISB'. RBGIHI!N'l'.

Portion.

..

20

: }1
20
20
4
2
20
20

P.UlK.

Advanced

No.

I"· ,.
...
... •
• •

2

Wire, iron, (not larger than lndinn

gauge 12)

I

200
200
1,000
2
20
30
2

30

...

Spikes, marline .
Steel...
...
'l'bermometer
...
. ..
Twine, hem1>, country ..

Total.

20
2
Jo

2

'feet

., hand, couutry
,.
., Europe
., pit, country
Scales,
Screws

...

1

FIELD

_'.'.'.':._IW,ight.

Brought forwnr(l
Needles,eail
·ganoi:;~
Oil ...
. ..
... seers
Paint, mixed
.. .
...
Rope, drag, 18', heavy ..
., Mo.nilla,3"

Ezrnnnnrn

I

+

20

.
7

1JJ_

- --

Packa[r, Tent,, ,fl',

Boxe~, Cnmel
pair...l
Boxei;, Mule
...
Knjawahs. C'amel
.,
i\Inle, Sapper pattern, prs.
Pswlins, C11mel .
.,
Mule
Tables, Office
Stools
--...
...
Tents, Europerrn, Private
Sepo~· or L11.scar Pnls
Follower's Pols

2

l

5

26
11

10
6

4

11

12, I

Miseellaneons ...
Package, Tents, &c.

Grand Total Weight,

~
~

3

'

l

3 20

6

20

6

g

u

•

~

w
~

8
11

n

· 2
. 4
8
1
2
... 2

I

1···12
1"

6 [ 1 20

I

4 [ l .. 0

4 [ l

0

·, I ...30

l

0

30

32
12
•
0 ··20

•I ,

I a
2

13

1

20

l

0

- - , - - ,- - l - - l - - l - - 1 - - 1 - - 1 - - 1 - - 1 - - 1 - - , - -

~i
lrntrencbing aud Mining Tools
f.~ Artificer and other sets...
...

i
:;j~

w

8 26
5 8

12

75

Total Weight,

~

w

...
...

52i
101 27
11.5 36
75 2

. ..
...

·· I

I., ,,I . .

55 1
19 27
7 3
13

4;1

I~*I
20

I'" ,. I I I I.
l 34\
1· ·· 0

3 29
33 10
1"" 0

1

32¾
34-l
30

ld-:-1. ~I . . I, ,,.I . . I, ,I .. lu "'

H and spikes shoulll be shorl with iron so as to be t1l'A.ble ns crowbars.
A rope made of bill palm or putba is very s trong nod Ul'eful. 4 mn.unds might be added for trn.ns-Iudus operations.
Spare emls for measuring t0,pei! should be aclde-1, 2 to euch tape with brass ring and 5 feet ts.pe, as thiB part often gets destro;red.
Powder should be kept w·ith Ordnance Park.

.....
......

Table showing detail of Engine,:r Field Park, also Equipment for each Regvment, of a Division.
(Detail of Field Park Sets).
EKGINBBR FIKLl> PiltlL

BRITISH RBGDllNT.

Advanced
Portion.

Weight
Total.
of each.I--~--

Description.

No. !Weight.I

No. IWeigbt,1

ll,

s.

H.

Anvils, Tinman's
Borox
Brass
FilP ...

...

Advanced
Portion.

No. !Weight.I

No. !Weight.

1--1--1--1--1--f---

6

•

...

10

. ,

•'

Hammers, hnnd ...
,,
jointing

1'

t

I
I
I

1-c

1*

•

Lead

Mallet
Resin

No. !Weight.I

NUIVlli RBGIMBNT,

Total.

Iv. e.

I

8.

Portion.

No. !Weight.I

----------1--1--1--1--1--1 - Soldering ami Tin-mith', Tool.-set. I

Advanced

Total.

I

1

...

6

Bnl Ammoniac

'11

Shears
...
Soldering iron
Tin.

2

I

½•!

1

.::b10Ck

•

sheets

Zinc ...

10
5

- - 1 - - 1 - - 1 - - 1 - - 1 - - 1- -1--1- -1- -1-Total weight

I

, --

,--

16

- - 1 - - ,- -,- - , - -, -Demolition, Blasting, ,fc.-ut.
Detonators, Bickford's ..
,.
Electric
Funnels, copper . .
Fuze, Bickford.'11
...

. .. boxes
. ..
. ..
fathoms

inetantaneous

.,

6

51

·1

6

•
2

200
200

25

I
I
1
60

26

50

25
211

I½

5

6½

t

61
61

,.

1,000

Gun cotton...
... lbs.
Matches . ..
...
. .. boxes
.,
Vesuvian
PortJ:ires
...
. ..
Powder
...
barrels
Match, f)Uick
... lbs .
.,
slow
. ..
.. .
skeins
Measures, powder, copper ... sets
Electric apparatus with 800 yards
insulated wire for firing charges ..
Total weight

2,,
10
20
2

HI

lZ 20

t

100 I l 10
6
6

•

l¼

i

25
l

5

11

l

l½

1

}I
•

ll

2 20
<2 30

I6

...

,--1--1--,--,--,--,--

I

36¼

-,-1- --

Road making a11d Ma1on'1 Tooll-1d.
200

Baskets
...
. ..
Hammers, sledge

8
5

•
111

.,
Mason's
Jumpers,steel
Handspikes
. ..
. ..
Ropes, drug, 18', heavy
... pairs
Wedges
.
...
. ..
Trowels, 1011, Brickla.yer's
,.
Plasterer's
Plumb bobs and line .. .
. ..
Lin~s, chalk, 20 yards, with pins
Clir:ometer
...
...
. ..
Crowbars ...

5

10!
2

l

tl

Sqna'res,grO~nd :::

10

5
20
20
20

•

2
25
2
5 30
2 20

,.
7½
7t
•I
21

'

12

20
20
12
2
2
40
60
2

•

111

12

--,--,

Total weight •••

I S4

18¼

...
...

::: : I

!I

]~ I

10

1
2

16
25

23
30
10!
8

·1

...

--- 16

2

•
...

...

•
•
2

...

16
20

2

20

•

20
21
8

l
2

..

---

10\

•

.: I
.. : I ···,,1
1.\

···1: I

---

2

•
•
•

,..

---20

""

21

2

··· 4
6

16
20

8

I ..
l

16
8

l - - 1 - -1---1--- 1 - -1 - - 1 - - I - 34 2Bt

5

33¼1

...

2

6t.1

l

3<11

3 29

l

34I

Detail of Field Park Seta, Continued.
ENGINBB.ll. FIELD PAllK,

Weight
of each.

Description.

No.

Bll.lTISH Rl!!Gllf£1'T.

Advanced
Portion.

Total.
IWeight,1

No.

Total.

jWeight,1 No.

.Advanced
Portion.

!Weight.! No.

- - - - - - - - 1--1 - 1 - - l - - 1 - - l - - l - - 1 Stationery-Bet.

English Wl'iting paper, Foolscap quires
Qunrto post ,,
,,
Notepl'lpor ,,
Draft or printing paper, Royal
.,
Draft or printing paper, Medium, qrs .
.,
,.
Foolscap ,,

~~°;~~!et

:::sheets

1

f-~~ls~flp si~e
,.
Note
.,
...
. ..
Blank books, English, Flscp., (2 qrs.)
Blank books, coarse, Flscp., (3 qrs.)
Memo. books, (Quarto
U1ack ink powder
bwulles
Red
.,
,,
Office pencils
...
...
Colored ,, (red nnd blue) ...
.. .
Red tnpe (bundles of 7 yards)
.. .
Inilia-rnhbcr
...
...
pieces
Rulers, round

size) ...

,.

...

flut

Goose quills
Steel pen nibs
Holtler11
...
...
Screw top i~ glnsses
Penknives (smgle)
Erasers
...
Papercuttei·s
8cii;sors {l1.1rge) ...

2
6

2
2

10
12
160
60

I

6

•
•
4

2

...

...

...

¼

).

2

.,

)

6

t

3
2
2

i"J

2

I
l

2
2

[Weight.

- -l- - l - 8,

1!

11

I

. ..
...
..

!Weight.[ No.

-- ·--1

•

l
I

2
12
4

!Weight.! No.

Advanced
Portion .

2
I

2

s

Total.

lll..

•

,'.

50
100

,,
(M,alJ) ...
...
...
. ..
Wnx cluth {piece containing 5 ynrds)

Knrwa cloth (

10

NATlVE Rl!GUlRNT,

,\

*I,

,,$:1
•

JO

,,......

,',

Silk thread (skein 1 tolah each)
...
Sealing wnx
sticks
Paper weights
File registers
...
. ..
Pins, common ...
...
packets
Gum bottles and brushes
Gum
ozs.

1

t

z"

- -1---t---

,_ _ ,_ _ ,_ _ ,_ _ ,_ _

10

28}~

Total weight
S11ra.vi11g Im1tru111e11ts, <fc.-8et.

Almnnac>1, Nautical
Bnnnerols with staves ..
Boning rods
...
sets
Ca11es, Mathematical ...
. ..
., Sketching
...
. ..
Chains, mea1.uring, with arrows
Compai!ses, prismatic ...
Color boxes
Levels, Dumpy ...
,,
Almey's.
.,
stiives
...
sets
Logarithms, tables of
...
..
Paper, drawing .
sheets
Perambulators ..
...
. ..
Pencil8, drawing
dozens
Pins, dra\ving
Plane tables
...
. ..
Sextant with nxerage bar
.,
pocket ...
. ..
Trq)es merumring 100 feet
Theodolite with stand ..
Telescopes
...
. ..
Tracing cloth
. ..
. .. yards
Scales, Mo.rquois. .
...
... sets
Barometer, Aneroid (small and
large)
·

1
3

l¼

l!

¼

6

½

t

l

l

6

IB

•
••
2
6
2

2
2

••

bO
9

h
.. 7

2
2

60

. lt

1
1

l

1

5

5

u

2

¼
¼

1

~~

~.1

1/
1

1
l

2
, l

2

2

2
24

2

~

1

~

8

1
2
3

u

2

m

'"11

8

~

w

~t

8

1
7

I

I

~

~

16
Table sh01toing som,e Sto1·es

recommiended

to be kept in A1·senal,

besides those required, by the Gene,·al Table Joi· E11gineer Divisional

Field Park.

Description.

No.

Remarka.

... large
medium
... small
Gabions,
... iron band
...
fathoms, 6 a.nd 4 inch
. ..
...
Hawsers,
Pontoon train bridge,
section
. ..
...
trestle ,,
,.
... yards
Portable trestle, with trussed girder,

Bamboos,

60
100
20,000
10,000
400
1
60
100

~~I ft:'.}

Wire rope,

fathoms

Table showing the Es/.ablishmenl of an Engineer Fielcl Park for a

Divisio'n.

No.

Rank.

Superintendent, Capt.fl.in or Lieutenant,
. ..
...
...
...
...
Pnrk Serjei:inte,
Native Non-Com. Officers, Havildars or Naicke,
Lance Naicke,
Total Combatants.
1

•

17

2

2

61

. ..
...
...
...
...
...
...
Tindal, ...
. ..
...
...
Lascars, for general Park duty, ...
or 1 additional for every 50 manndeof stores,
,.
. ..
Mochies,...
Tent makers, .
. ..
Smiths,...
Hammennen, ...
Bellows, boys,:..
Carpenters,
!3histies, ..
t.weepers,

Totat Non-Combe.te.nts.

Remarks.

17
J[emora,n,lum of Strength, Equ,ipnumt, an.cl T1·an~port for Divisional

Engineer Park
TR,\NSPOJI.T.

Train.

EXPLANATORY DETAIL,

HireU.

ARMS

TEXTS,

i

British Non.-Comnul.
Oj/fot r,.

Baggage total

Lascar
Pal,
E.P.

Stores advanced

f

E.-!

,.

reserve
l

Guard

f

Office .. ,

§

Water

4 ...

[

Tents

35 . .

11
~-

A:uuu:in-

TION,

Correcterl to dnte
30th August, 1879.

-'-

AND

2 ..

Lascar
Pal,
Do.

32-0

11 0

J:<i

~
320 !::

320

ii;

Officor's
servant

I

Do. horse:;

-i

,.;

~

f3

British

N.C.O's
servants
Do. horses

Grand Totals ... 814 .. .

2 ... ·•·

'I, ...

. ~~~::~1. .

13To.,;;-:::350
13

Total.

a-,l-.-l--'--- , 60 121

tI

·g.

p.

Equipment as per scale sanctioned for a 'Diwision. Of this 25 muunds powrler,
or nt any rate 20 mauncls, should be carried by Ordnance. A reduction would ft.1/Vl
follow on a revised pattern of tent.

i_... .,~
~ ~

Irne:1;:~~8 i~d\1aga~!1;~~?It e::;rc;:ta~~e~l8~:1,0i~\7ou~d~;~;~~et~~l;~;11,f:

A

1..;

~

The drivers are not included. They are I to 3 camels, and 1 to 3 mn)cs, with R

Ct>timate.

Proposecl Field Park Eqrn'pm.ent fur the Fotces cletailecl in the m.argin.

,;

Description of Forces.

f ! 1~~~"" !2_,. 1~~s l i~
i~ ~ !! I 'a..
l!
'\I

'\I

i

Pi

!<-

~

~.$

~~

~

256

... { Infn.utry
So.ppors

100

{Infantry
Sappers
'l'otal

Army Corps

{Infantry
Sappers
Total

2nd Claes Siege Train

.s

:<CO

~

350

Total
Divi.;ion,

512
100

_···1-1

64
676

. J-1
21

Hired.

Train.

~

·a

Brigade,

TRANSPORT.

FQUJPMRNT,

8'l'RBNGTH.

102-1
100
192

1

f~,:,.1

;:;

;al

··•

•
• •
6

...

• ••

~

;?,,,;

~,,;

d'g

f~ j

11

0

0

12

s

Rcmat·ks.
,;

Transport being according to description :wailable.

10
l

.....
00

-

16

11

24

20

·N.B.-The aclvancecl Tmin for Sappers GJ. m11umls per Company, and
11, like amount (6•J. mnuude) per unit
of Field Park, should be on li~bt
transport.

s

6

12

12

I

_::_1~
...

•

18

6
18

40

s

I I I I
. . -.. -.. --;-/-1
~-.. ·11316

I

3

:).I

2-J

61

41

...

Memo.-'l'he scale fur n Brigade only wm; sancUoncd for cocb Column moving into Afgl..mui,;tnn.

ADDENDUM.
Thei'e are a few mimerioal e1·rors in the details nf these Tables, also n
few omissions, which seem wo1·thy of notice.

l.-Uniformity and ligbtness are most desirable in "11 parts of
this Equipment; these do not exist to a sufficient extent as yet.
Ficlcl service shovels should weigh 5½ lbs. ; pick-axes, 7 lbs. 9 ozs. ;
spades, 5f lbs. only.
2.-Bill-hooks are generally of inferior pattern and useless; a
description lately made np in the Sapper Park, at Roorkee, is
recommended.

3.-The wheelbarrow also should be of the pattern made up at
Roorkee; these are superior to any others, their wheels ('Cannell'
pattem), are specially good.
4.- Tbe sets given for demolition and road making are noh
intended as a complete Equipment, i .e., some sma11 stores noted in
othe1· places, as push-picks, knives, tarpaulins, &c., might be
required .

5.-Norton's field pumps are not included as they are on the
Sapper lists, but Crom the few occasions on which they have been
found suitable, it seems likely they may be omitted from those lists,
and they might, therefore, be kept in Arsenals in case they were
wanted.

6.-Some sheet copper might be useful, amongst other purposes, for work connected with powder stores, for copper shovels,
bar1·ow wheels, &c.

7.-The peace establishment for charge of Engineer stores
might most suitably be attached to Arsenals.
8.-The subject of detonating fuzes requires careful attention;

also some pieces (say 10), of dosootie should be taken to form hose,
lighted with port-fires, when_fuzes fail.
(Signed)

F. R. MAUNSELL,

l\fAJOR-GENL.,

R.E.

PAPER II.
AN ABSTRACT OF

MULLER'S HISTORY OF FORTRESS-WARFARE:
BY

CAPTAIN

E. 1,I.

LLOYD,

R.E.

COLONEL MULLER is well known by his successive works on the
development of the several classes of artillery in Prussia. In the
present work he has passed, and to good purpose, beyoncl tbe strict
domain of his own arm. As a teacher for several years in the War
Academy at Berlin, he bad occasion to feel the want of any adequate
historic:1! account of the reciprocal influence of the changes that have
taken place in fortification, and iu the means and method of attack.
This want he endeavours to supply; and in order to exhibit fully the
connection between the two, he goes back to the time of the first
introduction of fire-arms, especially as that period furnishes some
remarkable analogies to the changes that are now taking p1arc.
The earlier stages, however, are quickly disposed of. Out of the
220 pages of which his sketch-for it is hardly entitled to be called a
history-consists, only one-tenth is given to the time before Vauban,
and 60 pages bring us down to 1815. Nearly half the book, in fact, is
occupied with the work of the last twenty years, since the general
adoption of rifled guns.
His mode of treatment is to deal first, in each successive period,
with the development of the fortress (the 'Kampfobjekt '), and then
with the development of the artillery (the principal 'Kampfmittel '),
and to follow this up by a general account of the method of fighting
on each side. This way of handling the subject he claims as quite
novel; but, so far as the earlier history of fortress-warfare is concerned,

it was previously adopted in its main features by the late Emperor

* Geschiclde des Fesfongskrieges seit allgemeincr Einfiilil'ung der Feucrwaffc1i liis
~u,n Jahre 1880, von H. :Mi.iller, Oberstlieutenant und Abtbeilungschef im Kriegsministerium. Berlio, 1880.
n

20
Napoleon III., in the second volume of his work, Le Passe et l'Avenir
de l'Artilleri,. That, after all, remains the most useful storehouse of
information as regards the infancy of the mo,lern art of sieges.
Original or not, the plan is the right one, to interweave the
histories of fortification and artillery with that of fortress-warfare ; hut
there is perhaps an unnecessary obtrusion of the skeleton of the work,
so to speak, in its execution. The rigorous parcelling out into sections
and sub-sections, two or three of which sometimes occur in a single
page, breaks the flow of the writing, and len,ds to a good deal of repetition. There are also several small slips in matters of fact, which
make one a little doubtful of the writer's accuracy.*
But exactness, important as it is, is not of so much importance as
breadth of view, for a work of this kind. The general relation of the
facts is the thing to be brought out, rather than the facts themselYes.
Colonel Miiller's readers will find no reason to complain that they
' cannot see the wood for the trees' ; and his grasp of the subject as a
whole makes ample amends for any blemishes in detail. The book is
good enough to make one hope that he will some day expand it,
especially the earlier portions, to the full compass of a history, and
provide it with plates, which do so much to relieve and supplement
verbal description.
Such histories, it is true, are not much in demand just now. lllen
of a practical bent are disposed to let 'bygones be bygones,' or at
all events to bound their horizon by the Franco-German ,var. But
the chief argument for the study of history in general-that it
liberalises the mind and gets rid of prej ndice and bias-applies in full
measure to the historical study of the art of war. Nothing will help
men so much to see things in true perspectiYe, and to measure jnstly

* The famous siege of Ostend, which lasted from July 5, 1501, till September 20,
1504, is spoken of as lasting twelve montl1s (p. 22). It is Ly a misprint, of course,
that the British loss in tho later period of the siege of Burgos is giYen as 11,222
(p. 98), instead of 1,222; Lut tho misprint is not noticed in the erratu. The loss of
the allies in the siege of Namur, in 1695, is gfren as 20,000 (p. 23); whereas, according
to General Hamilton (History of the Grenadier Guatds), it was about 9,000. Yau1an
is commonly reckoned to }iaye taken part in 47 sieges, of which be directed 40; but
he is stated here to hHe directed 53 {p. 25). According to the best authorities,
1·icochet batteries wer~ first tried at the siege of Philipsburg, in l 688; but they aro
here carried Lack to the siege of Ma£'stricl1t, fifteen years eal'lier (p. 29). It is
surprising that a. writer on the history of fortification should confuse General Prt"YoEt
de Vernoie with Colonel Pr11rnst (p. 87); ancl so accomplished an artillerist rnigJit
h:-we bee-n expected to gire correctly the composition of the siege train :in the British
service (p. 187), or at any rate to be aware that smooth-hero mortars Jun-e Leen
replaced by rifled howitzers.

~l
the latesb novelties of warfare, which are apt to loom so large upon
those whose eyes are fixed wholly on the present and the future.
In the absence of any English work upon the same subject, the
following outline of Col. JII(\ller's sketch may be useful. A few plates
have been added to illustrate early siege operations.

First Periocl.-FRO),

THE INTRODUCTION OF FmE-ARMS TO TITE
VAUCAN

Tnrn

OF

(13.)0-1700).

1. (1350-1500.) The walls of towns and castles, when c<1nnon first
came into nse, were 2 to 3 metres thick, -usually unbacked by earth,
and often without ditches. They were high enough to be secure from
escalade, and were more or less flanked by towers, placed 36 to 45 m.
apart, and intended for hand-weapons. The earliest siege artillery
were the bombards, which were at first roughly forged out of iron bars,
but, after 1400, were generally cast of bronze. Their length and calibre
was gradually increased, in order to extend the ,·ange of the stone shot
used with them, which attained to about 2,000 m. There were also
small-bore pieces: falconets, cannon, and cnlverins. About 1450, mortars were introduced, to project stone shot of very large calibre, and
fireballs; but, owing to their small effect, they dropped out of' use,
until the adoption of iron shells, in the seventeenth century, gave them
a new value. Both for bombards and cannon, direct frontal fire with
foll charges was at first exclusively used, to cut down the walls at the
top, and drive the defenders from the battlements. The introduction
of cast-iron shot in France, in 1471, led to an increase in the calibres of
the cannon, and a decrease in those of the bombards. Regular breaching took the place of mere demolition fire; and Charles VIII., in 1498,
took many Italian towns with surprising rapidity by a pure artillery
attack. The defenders were driven from their loopholes by the lighter
pieces; then the heavy guns were brought close up, a span of wall or
a gate was laid open, and the assault deliverecl. Against strong walls,
however, this method often failed, as at Ravenna in 1512, &c. (see
Oont>-ibutions to the Histo,·y of B,·eaching by Mims ancl Artillery,
vols. 55 et seq. of the Archiv .fur die Artillerie-uncl Ingenieur Corps).
As guns came also to he employed in the defence, it was found necessary
to protect the siege artillery by breastworks revetted with casks,* ancl
to abandon the use of the older engines of attack, which survived for

* Or more probably constructed of them, just as batteries were afterwards constructed wholly of gabione, which were sometimes as much as 10 feet high a.nd 7 fi>C't
in diameter. Pl. l shows batteries of this character. It is take.n from a work of
Jt 2
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more than a century after the first introduction of fire.arms. Movable
towers, or belfries, were last used by the Turks in 1453, at the siege of
Constantinople, but were soon destroyed by the guns of the besieged.
In the middle of the fifteenth century, trenches began to be made
use of as siege approaches. Before Honfleur,* in 1450, they were
pushed forward in zigzags from a distance of 250 to 300 m. In the
htter half of the century, something like a system of attack had been
developed, owing chiefly to the Tt1rks, who, in the siege of Constantinople and in their wars with the Venetians, introduced many
novelties, which were afterwards adopted in 1Vestern Europe.
llfen early endeavoured to employ cannon in defences.swell as in
attack, but the walls and towers were ill.suited to them. Earthen
ramparts were made for them at the back of the walls, if they were
strong enough and not too high; or, if the wall was weak, the rampart
was retired to some distance from it. The towers were lowered and
solidly filled up, so that guns could be mounted on them. ln the case
of new works the changes went further. The walls were made strong
enough to support ramparts, and while their height (9 to 11 m.) was
maintained, they were partly sunk below the ground. The towers were
enlarged into 'roundels,' which soon developed into angular bastions,
as that form was found more convenient for fire in definite directions
(and was also less easily breached). Their distance apart was extended
to 375 to 450 m., but in the interval between two bastions there
projected a small work called a moineaii (or platform) to cover the
gateway. The earliest bastions-those designed by l\Iartini at the
encl of the fifteenth century-had short flanks, long faces, and blunt
salients; the faces serving merely to cover the flanks, which nlone
were habitually armed with artillery.
II. (1500-1700.) The things chiefly required in fortification "'t
the beginuing of this period were:
the middle of the sixteenth century, where it is gi,·en to illusb:ate the defects of
squR.re forts, and how the besirger may attack them. If the salient is breached, says
the writer, there is good coyer for the rncmy therP, and in any caso his pioneers
adyancing upon the buhntrk are exposed to little fire. Ho cn.u make batteries to
choke the guns in the flanks, and he can easily ruinate the shoulder, and so uncon•r
the flank behind it. Or, if he wishes to breach the curtnin, he can enfilade it by a
mount, so that, 'when occasion shall serYe, that the men should appear for the
defence of tho breach or walls of tho curtain, they shall find themselns subjected 1,y
the same mount in such sort. as they shall not be able to abide thereat, wht>n the
assault should be presented.' (Set Appendix E of the Wvolwiclt n:rt.l.,ook ol Fortification-'The Key of the Treasury.')
·

*

Or rather Ilarfleur, on Lte other side of the Seine,

Honfleur smrenderecl without standing a siege.

Aft(lr lforfleur was taken,
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(1) Better arrangements for artillery defence in general.
(2) Better cover for the walls against direct fire.
(3) Good flank defence by artillery.
( ,t) Protection of the entrances, both from access and from fire.
Of these, the two first chiefly affected the profile, and the two last the
traco. To meet these requirements, bastioned fronts were developed
gradually and with many variations; each country taking more or less
its own line, but tho Italians leading the way.
The earlier Italian engineers, of whom San Micheli and Tartagliit
are reprcsentati,es, made their fronts very long and their bastions
small. The salients of the bastions were usually blunt, the faces
unflanked, and unable to cross fire upon the ground in front of the
curtain. The flanks, in two or three tiers, were perpendicular to
the curtain, and were partially casewatod and protected by orillons.
In the hter Italian manner, as describecl by Marchi in 1599, the
bast.ions were better flanked and gave a better cross-fire. Tenaillons
and counter-guards were placed in front of them, and a revelldno in
front of the curtain.
During the sixteenth century Italian engineers were in request all
over Europe, and while Paciotto was building the citadel of Antwerp
(1574), Chiamarella was building the citadel of Spandau. Germany
produced two remarkable engineers, Di\rer and Speckle, but they
founded no schools. In France the Italian principles ,vcrc followed
out, and in tho hands of Pagan (1645) modifiecl to the advantage of
the close defence. In Rolland, during the war of independence, a
che,ip mode of fortifying was developed, with low earthworks and
wide wet ditches, which gained a high reputation ancl was afterwards
adopted elsewhere. The great Elector brought Dutch engineers to
Prussia, and set them to fortify Colberg and Minden in 1650.
A review of the development of bastioned fortification in the
sixteenth and early part of the seventeenth centuries shows that the
bastions, being made larger and closer, became more capable of frontal
action, while their flanking fire was studiously improved and secured.
The walls were only partially bidden, because so much stress was
laid upon high escarps; but various kinds of construction were
adopted to make tbem more difficult to breach. The covered way
was not fully matured, and its communications, both to the front and
rear, were imperfect.
Meanwhile there was considerable progress both in guns and
gunnery. By the middle uf the sixteenth century the use of iron shot
Jmd become almost universal, and the calibres of guns were further
reduced, and more definitely fixed. Double cannon, 42-pounders, were

=
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the heaviest pieces in France; 48-pounders in Gerruany. Direct fire
at .J,50 to 600 m. was chiefly used for dismounting and breaching. The
latter was usnally unsystematic, from above downwards; though
Frundsberg (15G6) gave several rules for it, recommending that a
horizontal cut should be first made, 2 m. above the foot of the wall.
Enfilade fire was employed before the middle of the sixteenth century
(Pl. I.), and traverses to gnard against it were designed by Marchi
and Cataneo.
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At the beginning of the seventeenth century, hand-grenades, and,
shortly afterwards, shells fired from mortars, came into general nsc.
About 12,000 hand-grenades were, thrown at · the siege of Maestricht
(1673), and nearly 24,000 at Stettin (1678). The calibres of the
morta1·s were nearly those of the present clay-13-inch, 10-inch, and
8-inch; and in 1674, at Grave, Coehorn introduced the small mortars
named after him. In France there were also pierriers. Incendiary
projectiles were fired from mortaTs, and case from guns. At Grave,
both sicles used case largely.
Down to the time of Vauban, the bulk of the siege artillery was
commonly placed in one large battery, called in France batterie
Against places ill-proroyale, and in Germany general-batterie.
vided with outworks this battery was made opposite the curtain, 450
to GOO m. from it. It served, if possible, for breaching as well as clismountiug, so as to save tbe labour of shifting the guns forward , and to
allow the more advanced trenches tq be made narrow. When ravelins
became common, and the faces qf the bastions took a more active part
in the defence, the attack was directed chiefly upon them. As their
flanks were ca1·efully bidden, batteries had to be made on the glacis at
the salients to silence them, and often others also to make breaches.
Even where breaches wero made from a distance, it was sometimes found,
as at Menin (1700) and Lille (1708), that it was impossible to make
nee of them. The approaches had to be carried forward to the glacis,
and batteries made there, after a11. The massing of guns in one
general counter-battery was opposed by Vauban; but it fonnd an
advocate in Coehorn, and was practised on a great scale by the Tnrks,
who had 74 guns in one battery at Fam~gosta, To give some other
instances : there were batteries of 44 guns before 1\Iayence, in 167-J.,
and before Lille in 17M, and there was a battery of GO guns before
Turin in 1706.
Enfilade batteries were more rarely used. Like the counterbat,ter!es, they we:e mostly raised above the surface of the ground ;
sometimes, especially by the Turks, they were placed upon high
cavalicrE', because, with full charges, enfilade fire from a lower level
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was ineffectual. A battery before llfaestricht, in 1579, was 8 m. high,
aud the cavalier batteq for G guns, built by the Spaniards during the
siege of Ostend, occupied eight months in construction.
The increased effect of impro,ed guns, and the great results
obtained by mortar fire against works as yet unprovided with bomb.
proof cover, and against buildings, together with the want of skill at
that time in the management of the approaches, all tended to develop
the artillery.attack, and caused it to be relied upon more and more.
This was much less the case with France, in Vauban's day, than with
the allies opposed to her; and Coehorn was the chief representative
of this tendency. At Liege, in 1702, the siege train consisted of
480 pieces (including 300 small mortars), aud at Bonn, in 1704, it
consisted of 646 pieces (including 500 small mortars). With the
artillery-attack assaults were often combined, which in most cases cost
many men and proved unsuccessful. The attempt to storm the covered
way cost 5,000 men at llfayence (1689), and 4,600 at Lille (1708).
Bombarclment of the town buildings became also a recognised mode
of attack. Stettin, in 1676, had 30,000 shells thrown into it, some of
them weighing 4 cwt.; and Stralsund surrendered, in 1678, after a five.
days' bombardment from 52 mortars.
During these two centuries several steps were made in the conduct
and execution of the trenches. Returns were made, to flank the
approaches, e.g. by Montluc at Thionville (1558). Traversed saps
were employee! in the seeo11d half of the sixteenth century;* ancl in
1578, for the first time in Western Europe, the Turkish earth sap was
made use of, before DeYcnter. As outworks giving a grazing fire were
added to fortresses, it was found necessary to open the trenches at

* In the earliest traversed saps tho tranrses seem to have been formed o,·erhead,
by blinding portions of a direct flpproach. A trench was made in this way by the
engineer Campi at the siege of Haarlem. (1573), and Mendoza speaks of it as a
no\·elty. At inte1Tals there were wooden uprights, carrying joists 011 ·which sand•
bags were laid, tho joists forming a kind of bridge. Ol1andcliers-frames consisting

of a ground sill, with two uprights, between which fascincs could be piled-became
recognised siege stores in the srventeenth century, being used both for blinding
trenches and for formiEg breastworks where excarntion was impossible. The siege
of Bois-le-Due (1629) affords an early iustanco of the ordinary tra'\'"ersed sap (see
Pl. II.). On tho N.E. side the attack, directed by Count Ernest of Nassau, was
hindered lJy the swamry ground. At length he 'was ad,ised by his engiDAer,
l\Iatthias Van Voord, to make a great gallery directly upon the city . . . which
shoultl be made in this manner. 'l'ho plain thereof should be a foot high abo,·e
water, and 12 foot broad between the walls thereof on both sidf's, which walls should
be cannon-proof. And at e'\'"ery 8 or 10-foot length a tra'\'"erse to be made also raunonproof. . . . To this end the two batteries (D and E) were put forth to be made, t=Jach
of them for 8 pieces of ordnance, the wings or hinder part thereof dosing together,
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greater distances. The besieged, unable to make any impression on
them by fire, had to resort to sorties to hinder their progress, and
these were facilitated by the general adoption of the covered way.
Hence, with enterprising garrisons, ' skirmishing' in front of the·
place became a chief feature in tbe defence. Cavalry took part in it,
and the besiegers found it necessary to have cavalry of their own near
at band, behind epaulments. Sometimes, as at Gmve, foot soldiers were
taken out mounted behind the horsemen, and the former dismounted
and attacked the advanced siege works while the horsemen pushed on to
bold reinforcements in check. To guard their trenches and batteries
against such attacks, besiegers made redoubts at the angles of thei,·
zigzags ; and as fire-arms gradually superseded pikes, it was found
advisable (e.g. by the Swedes in the Thirty Years' war) to throw out
'lines'-tbe rudiments of parallels -which afforded better fit-ing
positions than the redoubts.
The method of attack elaborated in the Dutch war of independence,
and known as 'the method of the Princes of Orange,' was a combination of the three elements-trenches, batteries, and redoubts. It
began with the construction of continuous lines of circumvallation and
contravallation, with redoubts or forfs in front of them, armed with
artillery. The trenches started at 230 to 330 m. from the place; the
redoubts, or cO>]JS de garde, at their angles, not only defended them,
but also the batteries, which lay close by." The whole group of works
upon any one capital was termed 'an attack.'
The artillery of the fort,ress at first confined itself to the defence
and baying on the sides corps-de-gatde for the safety of the batteries . . . . And Ly
reason tliat the place where this great g:tllery was to be made was altogether a morMs,
which was o,·erflowed with water at i:;ome places a man's height, we were fain to fill
the way, as we worked forward, with brush and earth, which was brought thither
from afar off in carts. And for the more security of this gallery there were made the
ha.tteries F and G.' (Prem part, Siege of the B11ssc, 1630.)

* Fig. I, Pl. Ill, shows the disposition recommended by :r.Iarollois (Ars .1.lfuniendi,
1614). The working party, from 200 to 400 men, is extended along the line of the
intended trench by' the mathematician who directs the works,' the men being 3 or 4
feet apart. The guard lie down, taking care to hide their burning matches from the
P.nemy, find throwing out scouts towards the place. If a sortie is mu.de, and they find
themselves unable to hold their ground, both guards and workmen must fall back
upon the corps-dc•g_arde. The trench should be made 3 feet deep and (i feet wide, and
a~ the e~d of the lme there should be a redoubt (or corps-de-garde) of about 20 yards
~~d~, which must be ready by daybreak to rPcei'\"e the sconte and to resist the en('my.
l'_re1tag-, anothn Dutch engineer of the same time, places the redoubts, not in the
line of the approach, but at the end of short lateral trenches ou either flank of it
(Fig. 2, Pt. Ill.). The Spaniards seemed to have trusted usuaJJy to returns, like tho~e
of Montluc, which afforded a flankinR fire (Figs. 3 and 4).
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of the cmtain from well-hidden flanks. But the counter.batteries, which
after a time besiegers began to make on the glacis at the salients of
the bastions, proved able to search out and overpower these flanks.
The besieged then tried to arrest the progress of the besiegers at an
earlier stage, by engaging their general-battery, at first from the
curtain, but afterwards from the faces of the bastions, as these were
found to give a more convergent and effectual fire. Gradually the
artillery defence centred more and more in the bastions, which grew
larger and more salient. They enveloped and often mastered the general.
battery of the besiegers ; and so long as they were unsu bdued, the infantry and cavalry of the garrison were free to take the offensiYe against
the narrow front of the attack. Mortar fire, it is true, told chiefly in
favour of the besiegers, especially the fire of the heavier mortars. But,
in spite of this, the defence was on the whole decidedly superior to the
attack: active in the earlier, obstinate in the later stages. Its activity
was furthered by the fact that sieges were not as yet reduced to mere
engiueer operations of a fixed pattern, and that commandants were
mostly experienced soldiers accustomed to handle troops in every way.
Consequently, besides the prolonged sieges of the Dutch war, we find
the siege of Candia lasting 28 months (1667-9), Grave four months
(1679), Mayence three months (1689), &c.

Scconcl Periucl.-FROM

'.l.'IIE 'lTME OP V.AUD,\N 'l'O 'l'IlE END Of THE

NAPOLEO~IC WARS

(1700-1815).

I. (1700-1740.) 'l'he experience acquired in the Dutch war of
independence, and in the Turkish sieges ( especially the siege of
Candia), was greatly extended in the long wars of Louis XIV. against
Holland and Germany. In these wars the French were usually the
besiegers, and Vauban in particular, in the many sieges he directed,
had abundant opportunity for noting the improvements required, alike
in fortification and in the art of attack.
As regards fortification, three men took the lead in altering the
pract.ioe of their time :-Vauban (1633-1707), Coehorn (1641-1704),
and Rimpler (1640-1683). All alike, though with widely different
results, Ret aside the doctrines then in vogue, and worked unfettered
upon the lines which circumstances and their experience marked out
for them. Tbe chief defects to be corrected were:
(1) Faulty trace, especially as regards the use of artillery in tlw
distant defence.
(2) Insufficient cover for the masonry.
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(3) Want of secure shelter against the increasing vertical firc.
(4) Want of retrenchments and keeps for interior defence.
Vauban, in his later system, tried to remedy these with only partial
success. In the attack of Luxemburg, in 1684, be had been held in
check for ten days by the pentagonal towers with two tiers of guncasemates built by Louvigny (1673-83), and from these he borrowed
his tower bastions.* The casemates of these tower bastions were
shown by trials, not strictly fair, at Landau in 1704, to be inconvenient for artillery service ; and the French entirely abandoned guncasemates, their aversion to which has subsisted until quite lately.
Coehorn laid great stress on a step-by-step defence by means of
outworks and retrenchments ; and by his skilful combination of wet
and dry ditches, and his keeps (especially those of the covered way),
he gave great facilities for an active defence. He covered bis masonry
well; and with his double flanks and orillon towers he obtained a
powerful flank fire.
Rimpler's experience was drawn chiefly from the defence of
fortresses, especially that of Candia, in which he had taken part. This
led him to set much store '[,y sorties and retrenchments. The latter
he multiplied to excess. To assist sorties he prosided a dry outer
ditch, ancl a double glacis with casemated keeps in the covered way.
He recommendecl that, instead of spending money on high escarps,
numerous casemates should be built, because 'high and costly walls are
only calculated to guard against assault, and afford no other advantage,
except to the besieger, who can very soon bring them down.'
As regards siege operations, Vauban had been early struck with the
disconnected way in which the saps were pushed on, the insufficient
extension of thelll in tbe 1ast stages of the siege, and the want of skill
in the disposition and use of the artillery. In 1669 be wrote his first
treatise on sieges; t and in 1673, before l\Iaestricht, he departed from
* This seems to bo mere conjecture, The towers at Luxembm·g were ud,anced
works on the glacis, not part of the enceinte. Vaubun thought well of them, and
built others like thrm ; but he himself says that the tower Lastions were suggested
to him by the clifficultios of the site of Belfort.

t In this treatise, after pointing out the mistakes commonly made in sieges at
tbat time, he illustrated his remarks by contrasting the nttAck which ho had himself
directed against Lillc, two years Lefore, with an imaginary attack upon the same
front (see Pl. IV.). He Llamcs the artillerymen for placing their Uatteries too far off,
and on what was practically one straight line, instead of i-tndying to get some convergence of fue. lie owns that, owing to the want of workmen, ho pushed forward
his snp on the left with nry insufficient support. The samo error was committed in
forming the lodgment on the counterscarp. No precautions were taken against sorties
on the left, nod no batteries made to oppose the outworks on that side, The assault
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tLo common practice, ancl introducecl parallels-previously employed
by the Swedes and by the Turks*-to connect the approaches, and to
receive the guards. He dispersed his batteries to some extent; and,
for the first time, lrn formed ft ' crowning' on the glacis. By these
means he brought one of the best fortresses in Holland to surrender in
10 days, at a cost of only one-tenth of the usual number of men.
His success gave him henceforward more freedom of action ; but there
were many difficulties in the application of parallels, especially the
disorder attending the extension of the workmen, and it was not till
the siege of Ath, in 1697, that these difficulties were fully overcome,
and the parallels properly executed. At Ath, also, ricochet fire first
showed its v"lue, in spite of the distaste for it felt by the artillery.
It bad been previously tried, but without marked success. At Ath,
5 batteries armed wit,h 30 guns (12-pounders and 8-pounders) in the
second parallel, about 260 m, from the place, dismounted 83 guns in
a few days,t
In the Tra ite des sic'ges et de l'allaque cles l'laces, written by
Vanban a few years afterwards, a precise system of attack was laid
clown, which, based as it was on his vast experience, bas served as a
on the r an•lin, though it prond successful, was premature and hazardous, for there
was no breach ju the work, no gallery of descent into its ditch, and no Iodgment on
its counterscarp. And yet this attack, he snys, was a ,rery farnurable e:xumplc, and
met with much approbation. Hence he concludes that, 'when we succeed, it is rathot·
owing to the weakness of the enemy than to our own merit.'
* The author does not mention the instances in which they were employed by the
~wedes. They were employed by the Turks in a quite unsystematic, but in a most
wholesale manner, <luring the siege of Candi,t (166i-9), and it ha.s been supposed
that Yauban borrowed them from the Tnrks. But there is no .sufficient proof of this.
and it is eYident that the idea of parallels was already afloa.t in Western Europe. It
is developed in Yauban's treatise of 1669, and it is to be found also in a work published the year before (Liurc de toutes sortcs de Fortifications, by the Siour D'Aurignac).
The writer proposes a plan of attack which he says he had successfully practised at
Bellegarde. The approaches start from one grand place of arms, 12 feet wide (sc,
Fig. 5, Pl. Ill.), nnd at e,ery 50 yards they are crossed by other places of arms, each
intended for half a battalion. At 18 or 20 paces from the salient of the counterscarp
of the raYelin, thfly are connected by 'trenches parallel to the place,' 6 feet wido,
under conr of the musketry fire from which the three lodgments on the counterscarp
can be made simultaneously.
t Batteries I. to V. of those shown on Plate V. 'l'he defence was so pai:,siYe that
Yauban did not think it worth while to make a third parfl.llcl. Tho besieged had
made an inundation on the left flank of the attack with the waters of the upper
Dender, which was maintained by a sluice opposite the Burgundy Lastion. 'l'h~y
hoped, ·with th~ full head of water which this furnished them, to scour the marn
<lit.eh when the besiegers were cro::,sing it; but before that time the sluice was
breached by a batte.t·y of 3 mortars (No. VII.), which threw shells of 5 <'wt.
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pattern until quite lately. Bis siege train consisted of 130 guns,
80 mortars, and 80 pierriNs. The investment was secured by continuous lines, with a ditch 15 to 18 feet wide, and 6 to 7½ feet deep.
The first parallel was about 575 m., tbe second, 225 to 275 m., and the
third, 30 to 4.5 m. from the place. The 'crowning' furnished a final
infantry position on the crest of tl10 glacis, aucl also received the
breacli;ug and counter-batteries. He preferred to use artillery for
breaching, rather than mines, as had formerly been customary, because,
'with artillery,' he says, 'one can breach when 1 where, an4 how one
pleases.' The infantry, in Vauban's scheme, took no active part in
the attack, but merely acted as guards, except in the special cases
where it might be necessary to storm the covered way or the
breaches. The batteries for silencing the fortress were, if possible, to
be so placed as to enfilade and ricochet one face while directly
engaging another; by preference in the second parallel, but at all
events not behind the first parallel. The main principles of Vauban's
system of attack were :-To surprise and envelop the enemy as much
as possible, always to be prepared against sorties, and to obtain an
art.illery superiority by dispersion and convergence rather than by
number of pieces.
In a seconcl treatise be dealt with the subject of defence. Sorties,
in face of his own precautions against them, he had little faith in. He
declared, indeed: 'I have never seen a siege in which sorLies have
delayed the progress of the attack by so much as half a day.' Bot he
recommended that they should he tried on the first nights of breaking
ground, and whenef't:r special circumstances or the remissnes.s of the
enemy gave opportunity for them. He also advised a sortie in force
against the crowning of the g1acis, and frequent small sorties during
the defence of the covered way. To hinder the execution of the first
parallel by musketry fire, be would have sharpshooters posted at
night 100 to 200 m. in front of the covered way. But in the main be
would use his infantry defensively, to hold the ramparts and tbo
covered way against assault. The saying is ascribed to him: ' Co,·cred
way lost, all lost.'
As regards the artillery defence, he looked chiefly to mortars.
' The fury of the attack,' he says, 'is beyond measure increasecl by the
great number of guns and the e:xtensiye use of sheJls; therefore,
numerous mortars must be employed in the fortresses too.' As soon
as the fronts to be attacked were known, as many guns as possible
should he mounted upon them, but a direct engagement with tho
besiegers' batteries should be avoided, and the pieces transferred to
the neighbouring fronts which were not enveloped. This direction
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was acted upon with much success by Valliere, who commanded the
artillery, in the defence of Aire, in 1710. He shi~cd his guns from
place to place, cutting new embrasures where the enemy least looked
for them. He had also invented a heightened carriage, which allowed
of fire over the parapet without cutting embrasures.
The engineer operations in the defence consisted chiefly in mining
and in making counter-approaches. The latter were used at Grave
(1674), Philipsburg (1676), and llfayencc (1689).
Reviewing this period, we see that the chief part in the attack,
which had before lain with the batteries, was shifted by Vauban to the
systematic and steadily advancing sap ,Yith its strong infantry guard.
The active infantry defence, hitherto superior, was broken by this
infantry attack, strong both for offence and defence; while the artillery attack, widely distributerl and enveloping, gave frontal, enfilading,
and high-angle fire against the bastions, and quickly annihilated the
artillery distant defence. Hence the superiority was transferred in all
respects to the attack. 'l'he preponderance was especially marked in the
earlie1· stages : in the later stages, particularly after the attack bad
reached the covered way, it was itself taken more in flank, while the
besiegers' guns had partially to cease firing lest they should injure the
siege works. The close defence, therefore, still retained much value.
Instances like the capture of Bonn in twelve days (1703), Landau
in five days (1705),* Ath in eleven days (1706), showed what skilful
besiegers could clo with a feeble defence; but there were other
instances, such as tb"t of Tournay (1709), held for 57 days against
l\Iarlborough and Prince Eugene, which showed that a stout and prolonged defence was still possible.
II. (1740-1815.) The predominance in military matters which the
Fre!lch had attained at the encl of the seventeenth ceniury caused
other nations to follow their lead, and made bastioned fortification, for
about l 00 years, the prevailing, or, as we may say, the historical, type
throughout Europe. Yet this did not prevent abundant rnriations of
detail, and it is reckoned that in this century there were upwards of
180 revisions of Vauban's trace.
Cormontaingne, by enlarging the bastions and raveJins, brougbtmore
fire to bear upon the ground in front, but at the same time increased
the length of line which was exposed to en,elopmcnt. He rejected
those germs of a good retrenchment which were to be found in
Vauban's la.ter system. He covered all masonry from direct fire from

* This is a mistake. Landau was not besieged in 1705; it Wl:\S LesiPged in each
of the threo preceding yenrs, but the defence in aH cases extended much beyond
five dnys.

a distance, but nt the sacrifice of strong profiles. The advancec1
lunettes at the foot of the glacis, which were adopted by the school of
:Mezieres, did something to facilitate offensive action upon the ground
outside. This was also forthered by the detached i-avelins, and the
well-organised covered ways, proposed by Bousmarc1 and Chasseloup ;
nnd it was a main object with Carnot, who suggested a countersloping glacis for the sake of it. The t"·o former engineers made
some use of casemates for the flank defence of their ditches, while
Carnot adopted them largely for high-angle fire.
Wallrawe, a Dutch engineer, who entered the Prussian service in
1715, and Frederic the Great, who, after the death of Wallrawe, took
the direction of fortification works into bis own bands, departed from
the bastionecl tmce, :1nd adopted in general a tenaille trace, with
r everse flank defence from counterscarp galleries. Schweidnitz was
provicled with an enceinte of polygonal trace flanked by caponiers, and
also with five detached forts, and other advanced casemated \\·orks,
which favoured an acti,e defence. Graudenz, which fell to Prussia
in 1772, was fortified after Frederic's own designs. In all the works
casemates ,~ere largely used, both for shelter and defence ; the ditches
were nanow ancl deep, so that the walls were well hidden and difficult
to breach.
In Austria, as in Prussia., fortification, to some extent, broke loose
from the French school. General Harsch, in 1763, pointed out the
faults of Cormontaingne's system, ancl in fortifying Arad he used
polygonal fronts with detached bastions in the middle of them.
The first Frenchman to raise bis voice against tbe dominant
system was l\Iontalembert, who was the more unfettered from the fact
that he was not himself an engineer officer. He took as his main
principle that the defender must secure a superiority in number,
calibre, and protection of pieces at every stage of the siege ; and this
demancled the abandonment of the bastioned trace, and the general
adoption of gun-casemates, tier above tier. The polygon:,,] trace, which
he developed to meet these requirements, afforded long fronts, cnpab1e
of mounting an immense number of guns, and which were difficult to

cn,elop and difficult to overpower by frontal lire.
The material of artillery was reorganised during this period, by
Gribeauval in Franco, and by Frederic the Great in Prussin. Great
attention was paid to gunnery, and the ballistic problemR bearing upon
it were investigated by Robins, Euler, Hutton, &c. Ricochet fire,

though reckoned by Cormonlaingne the best kind of fire, made its way
slowly in Germany. 'l'he first experiments with it in Prussia took
place at Berliu in 1749. The adoption of traverses to guard :,,gainst
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it raised many questions as to its use: what point should be aimed at,
what elevation given, whether the bounds should be short or high, or
long and flat, &c. Opinions were very divicled on these points, and
Du Puget (17il) distinguishecl high ricochet ancl flat ricochet as
separate kinds of fire. The increased use of howitzers gave the former
kind the preference in most cases. The ranges recommended varied
from 570 m. to 750 m., but these were often greatly exceeded in
practice, ancl the batteries were placed too far off for accuracy of fire
with low charges. Hence many writers, such as :Morla, Hoyer, and
Tempelhoff, thought little of ricochet; and Scharnhorst considered it
effective only at short ranges. Its nlue, when properly used, was,
however,. sufficiently shown by the numerous a.ttempt,s made to improve
fortification so ao to obviate its effects. For breaching, the best rules
were given by Morla, in 179G. He prescribed a horizontal cut, 1 or 2 m.
above the base of tbe wall, and then two vertical cuts. Oblique was
preferred to perpendicular fire, hut, according to Cormontaingne, the
horizontal angle shonlcl not be less than 45°, nor the range exceed 230 m.
As regards the general course of siege opern,tions, both engineer
and artillery, there was very little deviation from the rules Jaicl clown
by Vanban. His disposition of the trenches, improved in some minor
details by Cormontaingne ancl his successors, formed a definite scheme
of attack, which soon came to be regarded as perfect a.nd unfailing.
Lefebvre (1757) proposed to modify the trace of the parallels: to make
the first and third re-entering, ancl the second straight, the ends of the
second parallel resting upon tbe two branches of the :first, while its
centre was tbe starting-point of tbe two branches of the third. By
this combination of parallel ancl appro,teb in one he hoped to sa,e
time and labour, but his plan found no favour.

In mining, B0liclor,

by his globes of compression, broke clown the previous superiority
of countermines, and the art of underground warfare was further
developed by the siege of Schweiclnitz, and by the work of Lefebvre
based upon that siege.

After the war in Flanders (17~-8) the ricochet batteries were
placed in the first pamllel, sometimes with rauges of 1,000 m. or more.
The artillery attack began with them and with tbe heavy mortar
batteries; it was reinforced by the frontal fire of tbe counter- batteries
iu the second parallel, at ranges of 300 to 450 m.,and was afterwards supported l:ry the fire of light mortru.·s and JJierriers in, or in aclvan?e of,
the second p9.ralle1. In the crowning there were counter-batteries of
12.ponnders, and breaching batteries of 24-pounders, unless, as nt
Touruay and Vnlenciennes in 1793, the breaching could be done from
~ distance. The number of pieces in each battery w1iri~d from four to
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ten. Vanban bad disapproved of the bombardment of towns, and in
this he was followed by the whole French school. D'.A.r9on and
Carnot spoke of it as ineffectual; Bousmard, as inhuman. It was
tried ,vithout success by Frederic the Great, at Prague, in 1757; by
the a1lies against Thionville, Lille, and Valenciennes, in 1792-3; and
against Wittenberg in 1813. But it led to the surrender of Longwy
and Verdun to the allies in 1792, ancl of Breda, Ypres, and Naestricht
to the French in 1793-4.
The svsternatic attack was often abridged or accelerated under
special ci,:cumstances. '.l.'bis was the case especially with the British
sieges in Spain, owing to the deficient engineer equipment of the
besiegers, and the olcl-fashioned places with which they had to deal.
The breaches were made at long distances, but with great ex1)cnditure
of ammunition. They were often difficult to reach, ancl difficult to
mount, and jt was impossible to reconnoitre them; whlle the defenders
were able to prepare obstacles on tuem, and to form up behind them
in readiness for the stormers. Hence the loss of 3,000 men at the
breaches at Badajos, and of 4,000* men in the Gssaults at Sau Sebastian.
Nevertheless, the British attacks on Cindad Rodrigo and Badajos
succeeded in half the time taken by the more regular attacks of the
French upon those places two years before. The Prussians, in 1813-15,
successfully accelerated their attacks by opening the first parallel as
close to the place as possible, and making the batteries simultaneously
with it.
The superiority of the attack over the defence was looked upon rit
this time as an unqnestionab]e fact, which it was vain to struggle
against. The part of the defence was merely to delay the advauce of
the besieger, so far as that could be done with small expenditure, and
to reserve the main stock of material for the last stage of the siege.
Vauban's unfavourable opinion of sorties was generally accepted, and
even pushed further (e.g . by Cormontaingne and Bousmard). Carnot
was the first Frenchman to take the opposite view .
.A.s to the use of artillery in the defence, the prevailing opinions (as
expressed by Morla in bis handbook of artillery, in 1796) were generally as follows:
(a) Before the attack begins, the greatest possible number of guns
should be mounted on the front attacked, and their fire kept up r,ight
and dav.
(b)- 'l'he main thing is to delay the enemy; therefore, a heavy fire
is maintained till their batteries arc fin ished. When ,bat has been

* 2,500, according to Sir J. Jones, yiz., 500 killed and wounded in the assault of
July 25, ancl 2,000 in the assault of August 31.

accomplished, a combat with them should not be attempted, but the
heavy guns should be transferred to the adjoining fronts.
(c) With the light guns one should try to manoouvre on the
ramparts, :tnd to make use of every favourable opportunity to open
upon some one point with an overwhelming fire. At night the fire
should be increased. Heavy shells should be used ; and when the
enemy comes close, there should also be high angle fire from sm"ll
mortars.

( ,l) In the last stage, gnus and ammunition should be expended, so
that nothing may remain to be surrendered.
(e) Fire through embrasures is to be avoided.
l\Iontalembert was strongly opposed to these principles of defence,
n.nd was for engaging and overpowering the besiegers' batteries from
the outset. Virgin also (in 1781) advocated a vigorous use of artillery,
especially of mortars. But Cormontaingne, Fourcroy, and many
others regarded artillery as playing a secondary part in the defence;
and Cormontaingne accordingly reduced the armament for a hexagon

to 68 pieces. 'One attacks fortresses with artillery, one defends them
with musketry,' is a saying attributed to General Riboisi0re. Even
Carnot, strongly as he recommended high angle fire, considered it a
mistake to expend much ammunition in tbe earlier periods of the siege.
The admitted superiority of the attack, and the inability of the
defence to make head against it, made the surrender of a fortress a
mere question of time, and a question which engineers soon came to
regard as admitting of easy calculation. Vauban, in order to arrive at
data for the provisioning of fortresses, had determined the average
duration of the several stages of the siege of a regular hexa.gon, accord~
ing to bis experience, and had so set the example of paper attacks.
These were developed by Cormontaingne and Fourcroy, and converted
into an 'analysis of fortresses,' o, mode of measuring their relative
strength. According to this gauge, a place fortified after Vauban'a
first system wonld hold out 19 days, after his third system 26 days,
after Cormontaingne's system 32 days, and after Coehorn's system 21
days. These numbers were to be regarded as maxima which no energy
or intelligence on the part of the garrison could extend.• If, as

* The authors of this much-aLuscd method say distinctly thn.t they exclude from
their hypothesis the effect of sorties, mines, counter-approaches, and improl"iscd
retrenchments, and aesume the garrison merely to ho1d thf'ir ground find keep up
their fire with ordinary tena<'ity. They point out that, if they were estimating the
munit ions required for a fortress, all tbe above resources of the defence would ha,·e
to Le taken into account, and the probable duration of the siege might be doubled.
(&i, Cormontaingne, Memorial pour la Fortification permanenti,, p. 101, and tho
,1.l[/:moires sur la Fortijicatio1, JJerpendiculairi,, by Fourcroy and others, P· 22.)
C
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military history proved, they were often exceeded, this was due to
the blunders of besiegers.
The effect of the general acceptance of this mode of measurement
was to reduce t.be clefence, as Carnot said, to the 'art of honourably
surrendering fortresses according to certain agreed formalities.' Its
fruits, according to Reiche (1812), were-' A disastrous feebleness in
the defence, a depreciation and mistrust of fortification, embarrassment

and perplexity for weak minds, a screen for neglected duties, and a
pitiful way of judging of the defences that took place.' According to
Bousmard (1797), 'nine places out of ten surrender without waiting
for an assault.' Carnet's work, De la cl6fense des places fortes, wns
written by Napoleon's wish to oppose this sort of teaching ; but it hacl
litt.le effect. The inferiority of the defence sprang from faults in
fortification, and it was only by curing them that it could be removed.
Cormontaingne and his successors, though they made some small
improvements in bastioned fortification, were unable to get. rid of its
main defects-its unsuitableness for a good artillery defence, aml for
the active use of infantry in sorties. At the same time they cast it
into so rigid a. form that it waR incapable of further development, and
they set their faces against al1 radical change.
Vauban's eminence had thrown the direction of sieges into the
bands of the engineers. With them the conduct of the sap became the
principal thing, to be escorted by infantry ancl supported by artillery.
'!'he number of guns in the siege train had been considerably reduced
by Vanban, owing to his more skilful ancl methodical nse of them;
and Cormontaingne further climinishe:l this number, and more
narrowly restricted their nse. The ~amc course was followed as
regards the defence, which, both in respect of artillery and infantry,
tended to become purely passive, owing to the little scope which the
mode of fortification afforded. A good defence became rarer and
rarer ; commandants less capable, and more ignorant of fortress warfare. 'For nearly a century,' wrote Bousmard, 'the conduct of tbo
attack and of the defence bas been left to the engineel's alone; and the
study of Eucb operations has been neglected by all other Roldiers; so
that now generals, comma,ndants, and garrison officers find themselves
almost wholly ignorant of the first and most essential elements of the
art of fortification. Tbc attack of fortresses was left entirely to
Vauban after his first successes : others did not concern themselves
any more about it, and regarded it as too difficult; and so began this
mischief.' Frederic the Great declared: 'En general, ni les fortifi<'ations, ni le nombre des soldn.ts defendent une vme, ma.is tout aepencl
de la tete pins on mains forte de colui qui y commande'; yet most of
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the Prussian commandants in 1806-7 were old men, physically infirm,
and without the slightest acquaintance with the first conditions of fortress-warfare, who afforded disastrous confirmation of the truth of bis
words. Here ancl there, men like Gneisenau at Colberg, and Kalkreuth
at Dantzig, showed how much might be done even with indifferent
fortresses ; but these men wero not engineers, and probably they had
the good fortune to be utterly ignorant of the French system of
defence.•
In the war in Flanders (1744-8), Ath, Antwerp, Charleroi, ancl
Namur were taken within a week ; Brussels and Lille within a fortnight. Bnt Berg-op-Zoom (1747) held ont for nine weeks, owing
chiefly to the delays of mine warfare. This in itself occupied seven
weeks at Schweidnitz (1762), during which time the besiegers gained
only 50 m. of ground.
Throughout the eighteenth centnry the llrench maintained their
position as the most skilful and experienced besiegers. The Revolution broke up the Corps of Engineers, and for a time artillery attacks
had to be adopted. But later, especially in Spain, the French
engineers revived their former fame, both in their attacks and defences (e.g., Tortosa, Tarragona, and San Sebastian).

Third Periocl.-FROM 1815 •ro THE GENERAL INTRODUCTION OF RIFLED
WEAPONS IN

1860.

After the end of the Napoleonic wars, all the Great Powers had
much to do in altering old fortresses or building new ones, whic11,
according to the latest lessons of expedence and of military science,
were principally on a large scale. This led on all bands to a closer
examination of the bastioned fortification hitherto dominant, the
defects of which, long known and often insisted upon, had been newly
illustrated in these wars. J\Iore effective and less exposed emplacements for the artillery, both for action on the country and for defence
of the ditch; bomb-proof cover for men and stores ; advanced works
enabling the infantry to hold their ground outside the fortress, and to
tn.ke the offensfre; retrenchments for interior defence; protection of
the masonry against breaching; a system of countermines ready prepared-these were the chief requirements. Choumflra showed that
they might be met to some extent without abandoning the bastioned
trace, and in France this trace was adhered to, alike for forts and
"' Yet Bousmard, one of the most clistinguiRhecl officers of the French cngineers1
took a leading part in the defence of Dantzig.
C •~
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for enceintes; as, for instance, at Paris, where, after long discussions,
the enceinte recommended by General Haxo, and the forts advocated
by General Rogniat, were ultimately combi_ned.
.
Germany, following tbe lead of Pruss1a, took a dilferent course.
The bastioned trace had been already departed from in Frederic the
Great's time, and there was now a reversion to the masonry works of
the old German engineers, and an approximation to the ideas of
l\Iontalembert. Captain von Reiche gave early expression to this
tendency in a work written in 1805, though published in 1812 (DPr
Befestigimgslmnst, hergelcitet aus de,· gegenwiil"tigen Art des Angr(fjs
mid der Vertheidigung). 'Vauban's great renown, a weak proneness
to imitation, and the opinion that has hitherto prevailed, that no great
engineer could spring from the soil of the l!'atherland, have all,' he
says, 'contributed to make us abandon the excellent ideas of our forefathers, and blindly follow the foreigner.'
In the instructions issued by General von Rauch, the head of the
Engineer Corps, for the preparation of projects, in 1815, it is said: 'In
all new works it is absolutely necessary to take account of improved
methods of fortification, better suited to the condit,ions than those
hitherto in vogue, and especially not to adhere rigidly to any of tho
older systems.' The value of detached works is pointed out. They
should he so placed as to intercept the prolongations of the principal
fronts of the enceinte. If they lie beyond effective musketry range,
they should be provided with bomb-proof keeps, and be flanked by
caponiers or counterscarp galleries. There should also be defensible
barracks as keeps in the gorges of the bastions.
Between 1817 and 1830 Colonel Aster fortified Coblentz, occupying the commanding positions by groups of works; and at the sa.me
time Cologne was strengthened by five detached forts, about 565 m.
in front of the enceinte, and 1,130 m. apart.* In 1827 l\Iajor Brese
prepared a project for Posen, c01nprising a citadel and a main enceinte.
'l'he latter consisted of detached bastions, with keeps and caponiers,
occupying the dominant sites, and connected by lines of rampart, This
became generally known as the 'new Prnssian system.' Between the
views of General von Aster, who was head of the Engineer Corps from
1837 to 1849, and those of General Brese, who succeeded him, there was
a broad distinction. The former looked upon the command of the foreground as the principal point, and rating the forts above the enceinte,
he allowed the strength of the works to decline according as they lay
fusthcr back. Brese held, on the contrary, that the innermost line
Si.l: aew foJ'ts wero inrerpolated :n U::IH-7.
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should be the strongest, to compensate for the diminished strength and
energy of the garrison.
In a memoir written in 1844 upon the new method of fortification,
General Brese gave four remarkable examples from recent sieges,
corroborative of its chief principles:
(1) Berg-op-Zoom ( 1747), suddenly stormed after 63 days' defence ;
showing the importance of a retrenchment to check troops who may
penetrate by a single breach, and the need of low flanking fire.
(2) Saragossa (1808-9) ; showing, by the obstiuacy of the defence
of its houses until artillery was brought to bear upon them, that
masom-y keeps are of great value, if well screened and properly
flanked.
(3) Dantzig (1807); where a block.house in the re·entering place
of arms, being covered from the batteries of the besiegers, compelled
them to have recourse to a mine attack, and delayed them 15 days in
getting possession of the covered way.*
( 4) Colberg (1807) ; where a detached work, hastily thrown up at a
distance of 1,125 m. from the place, detained the enemy 44 days, owing
to the vigorous offensive action of the infantry of the garrison.
The general disposition of works adopted in view of these instances
was as follows :-The most important points of the ground were occupied
by detached forts, about 600 m. apart, consisting of defensible barracks
with several tiers of casemates, covered by earthen ramparts in front,
which were flanked by caponiers or casemated batteries. Their
covered wnys were provided with masonry block-houses and a system
of countermines. The body of the place, 375 to 600 m, in rear of the
forts, was composed of similar but stronger works, connected by long
and simple lines with blunt salients. The casemates flanking the
ditches were exposed to direct fire only from batteries on the crest of
the glacis, which were necessarily much inferior to them in number of
pieces. The escarps were usually detached walls. Numerous hollow
traverses were provided on the ramparts, and shelter-casemates behind
the ramparts, so that troops might be able to hold the works unrelieved.
This kind of fortification fully satisfied the various requirements of tbat
day. It was very favourable to the offensive action of infantry. It
afforded good artillery positions, especially on tbe long fronts of tbe
enceinte, which could not be enfiladed; while the casemates of the
keeps and defensible barracks served for covered fire from howitzers.
'!'he block-houses and conntermines in tbe covered way, and t.be keeps

* This instance was pa.:rticularly referred to by Napoleon in his letter oi lnstruc~
tions for Carnot's Treatise on the Defence of Fortresses ( Correspondence, June 17,
1809),
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in the works themselves, allowed of a most obstinate close defence.
rrbe caponiers and flanking batteries were hidden from the besiegers'

distant batteries, and were more than a match for those that could bo
made on tbe glacis or in capturecl outworks.
But just at the time that the new Prussian system was beginning
lo take shape, a fresh factor presented itself in artillery. At Woolwicb, in 1824, a detached wn.11, screenerl by a counterguard, was

breached by 2,100 rounds from 8" and 10'' howitzers,'' fired with
elevations of 10° to 21°. This experiment, rude as it was, showed that
systematic breaching by indirect fire was possible, and attracted great
attention, especially in Prussia, where maEourywas being so Jargely used.

General von Aster at once admitted that no one had hitherto supposed
a wall could be breached by curved fire with reduced charges, and that
if the results of the Woolwich experiments were borne out, con.
siderable changes must follow, both as regards the construction and
the attack of fortresses.
In 1826, the chief of the Engineer Corps, General Rauch, sent in
a report, by desire of the Minister of ·war, upon the influence of the
new kind of fire on existing works and on future designs. Since the
introduction of fire-arms, no new discoveries-not even the invention
of shells or of ricochet fire-had, as he declared, made so much
sensation as these Woolwich experiments. In the course of three
centuries the old walls and towers of the time before gunpowder had
been gradually transformed into fortresses capable of considerable
resistance ; numerous writers had expended all their powers in contriving how to neutralise the effects of fire-arms by defilade, casemates,
nigh glacis, and sunken walls; and the Prussian Engineer Corps had had
r.ne rare good fortune to be able to combine the results of the latest
experience with the theories of the best w,~ters, and to carry them
out in practice, putting aside nll prejudice and accepting whatever
was good. And now suddenly these W oolwich experiments threatened
to reduce the art of fortification once more to that state of impotence in
which it found itself when cannon first came into play. These experiments, then, should be carefully scrutinised, to ascertain how far
they were really trustworthy, and to follow out their consequences,
in order tliat the fruit of the great expenditure incmTed for the
fortification of the fatherland might not be forfeited.
He went on to examine successively:
(1) What reliance ought to be placecl on the ,voolwich experi,., Of these rounds, 1,200 were £red from 68-pouncler carronacles, and were solid
shot. The howitzers fired shell, The range was 400 to 500 yards. In addition,
800 shot and 510 shell were afterwards fired to make the breach more perfect.
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ments, and what was their actual result? 'l'his much, he allowed
seemed certain: that this new mode of breaching may in many case;
be employed successfolly without requiring a provision of guns and
ammunition, or an expenditure of force, excessive and disproportionate
to the object in view. But it would he desirable to ascertain by
further trials what would be the effect of such a breaching battery
against casemated keeps, the thick walls and numerous arches of
which would probably offer a long resistance, while the breaching
of the front of one casemate would by no means cause the loss
of all.
(2) What changes would be brought about in siege warfare by
the new mode of breaching? 'l'he breaching batteries would in future
be made with less difficulty and less danger, and they could be as large
as might be wished, instead of being limited by the length of the
intended breach, or the space available for their construction. 'l'he
breach could be made at an early period of the siege, and the threat of
an assault held constantly over the beads of the garrison, and perhaps
in urgent cases carried into effect. In many places, especittlly with
fortresses built according to the older systems, the profile would be
more favourable for indirect breaching than was the case at w·oolwich.
But a .more important application than the breaching of the cscarp by
fu-e across the ditch, lay in the breaching of casemated flanking
batteries by fire along the ditches they were intended to flank,
wherever tbo prolongation of these ditches could be taken up by the
enemy. 'l'be angle of descent would be less, and the charge consequently greater. On the other hand, he pointed out that it was
becoming more and more difficult to storm a breach which was out of
sight,, and as to the state of which nothing was known; and that it
was impossible so long as the covered way, counterscarp, keeps, and
interior retrenchments were intact. Hence, as the siege works must
all be carried out as usual, with the exception of the breaching batferies,
the saving of time by their omission was the only real gain. ]forcover, the narrowness of the ditches would allow only a few guns to
be placed on their prolongations; with wet ditches and earthen slopes
the new mode of breaching was inapplicable, and in any case the
bringing up of the ammunition required for it was a laborious undertaking.
(3) What would be the influence of the Woolwich experiments on
the art of fortification, and the value of the new Prussian works ? At
first it would seem that henceforward ditches should be as narrow and
deep as possible, with revetted connterscarps and casemates for reverse
fire. But such changes in existing works would be very cost.ly "nd
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would only P"rtially attain their object, since with more guns and
longer firing tee besieger could make up for the diminished force of
impact due to the greater angle of descent. Also the narrowing of
the ditches would do little to prevent the besieger from firing along
them at their flanking batteries. Besides, the new Prnssian works
were so designed that a breach would not lead to the capture of the
place, but would only give the besieger the ground ho could actually
carry, while e,•ery foot beyond would be disputed.
Upon the whole he concluded that the new mode of bre:1ching was
still surrounded by doubts which could only be set at rest by further
experiments; that it was in many case, too costly for use; and that,
since it was just as applicable to revetment walls as to detached walls,
it was more threatening to the old weak fortresses of neighbouring
states, with their wide ditches and their lack of retrenchments, than it
was to the Prussian works. AnxiouR endeavours to cover all masonry
on account of this new means of attack be considered to be in the
main unnecessary. So men are always apt (Colonel Miiller remarks),
wl1en new factors first present themselves, to indulge the thought,
'It will not be so bad after all: it will still do.'
The Prussian mode of fortifying was soon followed in other
countries-in Russia, Austria, and, owing to the influence of Brialmont,
its most prominent vindicator, in Belgium. The French Engineers,
however, continued to cling to the bastioned trace and to parapet flank
defence; and notwithstanding their high training and their practical
experience in sieges, they did little to ad van cc the art of fortification.
Their exclusive devotion to one t_ype made them regard everyone as a
heretic who (like Choumara, for instance) ventured to depart from it
in any degree. The new German tendencies they ascribed to sentiment, and in support of this Blesson's statement was quof.ed, that
'since 1814 men in Germany bave wanted to be German abo,e everything, and have therefore renounced the bastioned fortification like
CYerything else that bore the French name.'
The chief steps in artillery during this period were the increased use
of heavy howitzers, and the introduction of she11-gans. rrhe former
(25-pounder and 30-pounder) had been used in the eighteenth century,
but had fallen into neglect until the Woolwich experiment again drew
attention to them. The latter, proposed by Captain Paixhans, were
tried for the first time at Brest, in 1824, with great success. Howitzer&
of 23-cm. were brought into tbe Prussian ;iege train in 1831, and
shell-guns of the same calibre in 1841. Howitzers and shell-guns of
28-cm. were aft.erwards adopted. Hand-mortars were introduced into
Prussia in 1837 for close defence, especially from loop-holed walls. By
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the employment of hollow shot increased accuracy and range were
obtained, owing to their eccentricity. In 1850, fortress shrapnel was
introduced.
The effective ranges at this time were, for enfilade fire with heavy
pieces, up to 1,500 m. ; for ricochet fire with howitzers and shellguns, up to 600 m.; for counter-battering, up to 450 m.; for high
angle fire with light mortars, np to 600 m. ; with heavy mortars,
against extended objects, up to 1,200 m. ; for breaching by direct fire,
up to 300 m. Important experiments in direct breaching took place
at Metz and Bapaume, confirming the method of operating by horizontal and vertical cuts. At Coblentz (1856) and Schweidnitz (1857)
experiments were made in indirect breaching, or rather demolition,
which showed that it could he applied satisfactorily against casemates
at ranges of 470 to 750 m., and with elevation of 10°, StilJ engineers
continued to neglect to screen their walJs from it, and many writers
(e.g., Zastrow, Simon, and Riistow) threw doubts on its efficacy
where the conditions were unknown and the effects could not he
observed.
Increased attention was paid to the composition of siege trains .
In France the siege train was graduaJJy increased to 200 pieces, in
Austria to 220; while in Prnssia, in 18,53, it numbered 268 pieces,
viz., 124 guns (15-cm. and ] 2-cm.), 33 howitzers and shell-guns
(28-cm. and 23-cm.), 51 l1eavy mortars (28-cm. and 23-cm.), and 60
light n101 tars.
But duriug this period scarcely anything was clone for the advance
of the theory of attack. 'l.'be few books of instruction which appeared
on this subject, such as tho~e of Aster a.nd Sonntag, howe--rcr copious
in detail, were little more than a repetition of the precepts of Cormontoiugne and Bousmard. Until 1860, Vauban's system of attack upon
a bastioned fortress was the only one taught in the Prussia.n military
schools. The rirtillery-attack of a polygonal front was fully dealt with
by Simon (Von de,· polygonal-uncl Kaponnier-Befesligw1:1, 1856), but
the adoption of rifled guns soon made his work obsolete. Bombard·
ment found a strong advocate in General De Blois, of the French
Arlillery; but the weight of authority was against it, on the score of
ineffectiveness rather than of inhumanity. Its power was increased
by the introduction of shell-guns and heavy howitzers, and was illustrated by the capture of Sveaborg and Bomarsund in 1854.
As regards the infantry defence, the views pre~ious1y cru·rent were
in the main unchanged; but opinion was generally in foxour of heav_y
sorties in the early stages of the siege. 'Kotbing,' wrote Simon, 'is
so mischievous for the defence as mistrust of coming to close quarters

with the enemy, and especially at the beginning, when the moral force
is ganged and determined in the first contact with the foe. It is a
chief rule for the defence, therefore, not to be too prudent about sorties,
or too economica1, especially at the beginning of the siege. The
necessity of abstaining from them shows itself plainly enough when
the time comes for it.' In tbe later stages small sorties were recommended, chiefly for the destruction of the siege works.
The principles of the artillery defence of bastioned fortresses
remained as before. Smola (Hanclb1'ch
K. K. Oesterreichisdw
.,frtillerie OJficiere, 1839) wrote : ' It is a settled point that artilJery
combats are mere waste of blood ancl ammunition, that nothing is
decided by them, and no time is gained. The true object of the
artillery action is to binder the approach of the sap, the building of the
batteries, and the repair of damaged embrasures. The defender must
protect his g-uns, therefore, from the enemy's fire as well as he can, and
withdraw them if the enemy concentrates his fire on them; but he
should immediately appear elsewhere, for which purpose light guns on
high carriages are necessary. 1
So also Simon, in dealing with the defence of a polygonal front.,
showed little faith in the power of the defenders' artillery to hold its
own against the attack. The difficulties of the latter, he held, lay
chiefly beyond the third parallel, and the besieged should reserve their
strength for that time. General von Brese, however, thought quite
otherwise. The fortress artillery, he saicl in 1850, should keep up the
combat with the besiegers' batteries until they were completely o,erpowered; there would still be guns enough for the later stages of the
defence. 'l.'he lung lines of polygonal fronts favoured their efforts;
though they favoured still more, as he considered, the close defence,
in which the besieger would be enveloped by casemated works.
Detached forts were less suitable for artillery action, and, in fact,
corresponded generally to bastions. Their keeps, however, could take
a part in the engagement, and this part became more and more im.
portant as the att.ack advanced. The defence of Sebastopol not long
afterwards strikingly demonstrated how obstinately the artillery
combat might he maintained with long, unenfiladed lines, and abundant
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means.

Fourth Periocl.-SINCE WE GENERAJ. INTRODUCTION OF RIFLED
,VEAPONS.

Several new factors have 1·ecently entered into the general problem
of fortress warfare. Besides rifled guns, these include the following :

J.j

BrcccLloading riflce, which al'e chieffy favourable to the defence, as
increasing the risk of e:s:ecnting siege works and of attempting assaults;
railways and telegraphs, which allow supplies to be rapidly thrown
into threatened fortresses; the electric light, which deprives the
besiegers of the cov1:;r of night in their nearer operations; balloons and
pigeons, which assist observation of the enemy and communication
with the field armies ontsicle; and lastly, universal co1npulsory service,
which furnishes masses of men which can be converted into armies
under shelter of fortresses, and can be usecl either foe their attack or
defence. But it was rifled artillery which exerted the most immediate
ancl most pmfound intl ueuce upon fortification and fortress warfare.
I. (1860-70.) Rifled guns (8 to 15-cm.) were earliest introduced,
· rifled mortars and howitzers later. The weight of their elongated shot
was about two and a half times that of spherical shot of corresponding
diameter. Their effective range and their penetration was at least
doubled, while the explosive action of the shells increased their effect
enormously, both on earth and masonry. The conclusions deduced
from numerous trials in Prussia were that enfilade fire was now practicable (with large calibres) "t 3,000 m., ricochet at 1,800 m., and
counter-battering (i.e., dismounting by direct frontal fire) at 1,200 m.
Experiments at Silberberg in 1869 proved that indirect breaching up
to an angle of descent of 7° could be made use of, even where the object
could not he seen or the effect observed.
The siege of Diippel, in 18G4, afforclecl the Prussians " good opportunity of testing their rifled artillery, and in 1865 they reorganised
their siege train. 'l'he new train (with which the sieges of 1870 were
begun) was composed of320 pieces, viz., 200 rifled gnus (15-cm., 12-cm.,
and 9-cm. ), 32 howitzers and shell-guns (28-cm. and 23-cm. ), 48 he,.vy
mortars (28-cm. and 23-cm.), and 40 light mortars (15-cm. ). High siege
·
carriages were adopted for all rifled guns.
The siege of Diippel proved that, against rifled guns, block-houses,
keeps, &c., must be much better coyered than hitherto, and that fire,
even "t such ranges as 4,500 m., could not be disregarded. It became
necessary to rednce keeps to a single tier of casemates, and to avo1d
placing caponicrs and flanking-batteries at t-he ends of ditches who~c
prolongations coulcl be taken up.* After long discussion it was laid
clown in 1869 that:
(a) Salient caponiers must be so protected that the cordon of their
front walls is covered from shots coming "t right angles to them with
"' Here the English eugiueers were in adf'ance of the Germans, and this point was
carefully studied in the new works for the defence of the dockyards designed in l SbO.
(Su R.E. Professio11al Papers, ix. 135.)
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an angle of descent of 7°, whereby the lo.west poiut 0of imp0act will. be
covered against an angle of descent varymg from 11 to 15 accordmg
to the height of the surface of wall to be bit.
. .
.
(b) '!.'he conditions of cm·er for the keep ares1m1lar; the cordon 1s,
as far as possible, to be protected against shots at 9° of descent.
From this it followed that the keeps must be pushed np so
close to the covci•jng parapet, or must be sunk so much below it,
that they could no longer fulfil their former chief function of sweeping tho interior, and the terreplein of the work ; still less could they
take part in the artillery defence. 'l'he consequence was the total
abandonment, after a time, of the keeps hitherto in use. Traver8es,
especially hollow traverses, l1ad to be more largely provided on the
ramparts. On the other band, the co,ered way lost much of its
importance, ancl was either reduced to a mere patrol path, or (with
detached forts) omitted altogether. '!.'he increased range of smallarms allowed the main parapet to ser.e instead of it as regards
musketry fire, while in face of rifled guns palisading was useless, and
it was consequently exposed to inroads at night. In the case of the
forts, sorties could be made from their gorges.
'!.'be distance between the chain of forts and the fortress itself
bad to be considerably extended. .A.t first only about 600 m., this
distance bad grown in Germany to abont 1,400 m., after shell-guns came
into use; while in the works of Paris (18,11) it varied from 1,500
to 3,000 m. '!.'be forts of Antwerp (1859) were placed at 2,500 to 3,600 m.
from the enceinte ; but by 1869 Colonel Brialmont was of opinion that
the distance ought to ~xceed 4,000 m., so as not to allow the enemy
to come within 7,000 m. of the place. He still considered that the
intervals between the forts should be normally about 2,000 m. ( as
was the case with the Antwerp forts), hnt would increase this on
occasion to 3,500 m., if intermediate redoubts were provided.
In France, a ·voice was raised here and there against the bastioned
trace, but it continned to maintain its ascendency. Prevost de
V ernois, indeed, criticised Cormontaingne, bnt only to fall back on
Vauban; and Noizet published, in 1859, a book on fortification which
might, as Brialmont said, have been written in 1740. A commission
was appointed in 1861 to consider the changes required by the introduction of rifled artillery. '!.'hey recommended hollow traverses upon
all faces that are exposed to enfilade, but the cost of these for the
numerous fortresses in Ii'rance was so great that the war ministry
shrunk from it. To give protection against indirect fire was still
more difficult, and men preferred, therefore, to embrace the comfortable and prevalent opinion that its effect in practice would be
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small. For the more important places a few detached forts were
decidecl on, especially at Metz; but these were mostly unfinished
in 1870.
The earliest experience of the influence of rifled weapons was
afforded by the sieges of Gaeta, Charleston, ancl Diippel. Gener:11
von Prittwitz and Colonel Brialmont were the chief writers who
during thls period dealt with the new conditions of siege.warfare.
Tbc p,·incipal things to be noted are the stress that was laid on
infantry fire, to support the attack on one side, and to hinder it on
the other; the increased distance of the siege batteries (up to
3,750m. for enfilade, and 4-,500 m. for bombardment, at Diippel); and
the first mooting of the question whether a first artillery position at
a distance would not be necessary in future before a besieger could
build batteries at 900 to 1,200 m. from a well-equipped fortress.
When these batteries were once built, Brialmont adhered to the
old opinion that the fortress artillery should avoid any general
engagement with them. Overrating the mobility of the arm when
the fight has once begun, he hoped much from the action of ambulant
pieces firing over the parapet. Von Prittwitz, on the other hand,
urged, as General von Brese had done, that the earlier part of the siege
was the true time of action for the guns, and they should fight as long
as possible; lat_er on, 1uusketry came more prominently into play, and
it was foolish, therefore, to reserve them for the final stages.
In the case of a large fortress covered by detached forts, Brialmont,
was the first to point out that the artillery defence should be carried
on by batteries in the intervals between the forts, rather than by the
forts themselves. In common, however, with other writers of
authority, be regarded the systematic attack of such a fortre ss, if
well garrisoned, as an impossibility; and believed that assauH, however bloody, wonld have to be adopted in preference. The difficulties
of a regular siege led other writers to recur to bombardment, which
it was recognised that railways and rifled ordnance bad done much
to facilitate. In the winter of 1869-70, the General Inspections of
Artillery and Engineers in Prussia. formed a mixed commission, which
worked out in detail the attack of a fortress, with detached forts
1,700 m. apart, and l,87Um. in front of t4e enceinte. Three of the
forts were simultaneously attacked, ancl then the enceinte itself. 'l'he
necessary siege train was estimated at 400 pieces.
.
But the war of 1859, and still more that ofl866, bad drawn attenL,on
to field operations rather than to sieges ; the lesson of Sebastopo1 w~s
forgotten, and some people even fancied that fortresses bad lost then·
value. The difficulty of bringing them up to a level with the new
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weapons, and the doubts felt as to tho importance of so doing, caused
them to be modified in onlv a very trifling degree; and in like manner
the art of sieges itself rec.eived much less attcution than the handling
of troops in the field. Hence the conduct of the attacks in 1870 was
a mixture of old principles and new rules, which had to receive many
modifications in the course of the war. On both sides, also, the
system of rifled orclnauce was defective and incomplete.
II. (1870-1880.) 'l'he widespread disparagement of fortresses in
general, a sense of the critical position of the smaller places when
opposed to the new artillery, the information receiyed as to their insufficient garrisons and equipment, together with some over-estimate
of the effect of rifled guns, led to the idea that a mere cannonade with
fielcl pieces, with or without an assault, would probably lead to their
snrrendel·. This was tried in several cases in the Franco-German war,
but without success, except in two instances-Marsal and Rocroi, the
former of which places had only one artilleryman in its garrison.
Bombarclments with siege guns prayed very different in their
results, and led directly or indirectly to the surrender of several fortresses. One evidence of their effectiveness is to be found in the
exaggerations of French writers as to the number of shells actually
fired. Colonel Prevost (in most cases following the commandants of
the fortresses in question) gives the number of shells thrown into
Toni as 12,000 instead of 4,000; into Verdun, 30,000 instead of 7,570 ;
into Schlettstadt, 10,000 instead of 2,082 ; into Thionville, upwards
of 25,000 insteacl of 8,600 ; and so with other places. But these
bombardments also were at first undertaken too hurriedly and with
inadequate provision, ancl failed of success ( e.g., at Toul and Strassburg).
'rhe chief instances of successful blockade were l\Ietz and
Paris, ancl of systematic attack, Strassburg and Belfort ( all of which
are noticed at some length). At Paris we have an example of the first
stage of the attack upon a great modern fortress, and for the fii·st time
we meet with batteries outside the forts in the intervals between them.
The aclvantage of these positions was not fully realised, or made the
most of; but, nevertheless, such batteries as there were were found very
difficult to silence. To carry on the sap attack according to the old
system, as was done at Strassburg, is now possible only when tlie
defence is nlmost absolutely passive. Hence no rules for tbe future
can be deduced from that siege. Indirect breaching was practised
there for the first time. in a.ctna} warfare, with good results nndei• diffi~
cult conditions. At Belfort the defenders hacl three and a half months
for preparation, which they turned to good account. Blindages,
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traverses, and other works were skilfully and suhst1tn!ially made, and
the arLillery armament was no less carefully executed. Particularly
worthy of remark wns the good cover provided for the guns, and the
Ul't'aogements made fo1· giving them great elevation, wl1ereby ranges

.,.

of 4,000 to G,000 m. were attained. When the siege began, the out.
lying positions occupied by the ga1Tison proved very valnablo, They
were in some cases very exposed, and were weakly and nnski!fully
defend et!, so that they were quickly carried when assaulted; but,
nevertheless, they kept the attack for a long time at a distance from
the works, partly because the besiegers were too weak to take the
offensive, and partly because they were intimidated by the resolute
attitude of the defenders. The well-directed and judiciously employed
artillery fire of the fortress contributed no less to the same result. The
offensive action of the infantry of the garrison soon subsided, and was
very feeble, considering the weakness of the investment line: it fell
far short of the performance of the artillery.
The general result of the war of 1870 was to show the weakness
of small fortresses exposed to fire from all sides. Even the hrger
places which had no detached forts were seriously enveloped. The
forts themselves possessed all the disadvantages of the small fortresses
in an aggravated form, so that their artillery defence was soon extinguished, and their distance from the place (2,250 to 3,000 m.) was
not enough to secure it from bombardment. On the other hand, the
siege artillery fell short of what was required of it. Greater range
was often wanted. The effect of shots npon earth and masonry was
insufficient, and demanded too prolonged a fire. The 12-cm. ancl (long)
15-cm. guns in particular gave liWe satisfaction, and the smooth-bore
howitzers requirecl to be replaced by rifled pieces.
The chief conclusions drawn from the experience of the war as
regaTcls fortress constrnction were as follows :
Earth is the main means of cover. :Masonry must face the enemy
as little as possible. Security from assault, therefore, is to be attained
chiefly by higl1 counterscarps, the value of which bas considerably
increased. All masonry facing the enemy must be co,-erecl completely
ngainst an angle or descent of 15°. The n1ost carefnl arrangements
must be made for the service and protection of the guns, as well as for
the storage and supply of ammunition. The casematcs for men and
sto1·cs must be in the reverse of the rampart.

To escape enfilade as

much as possible, forts should have blunt salients and short flanks.
r11 he fronts of tbe enceintc should be long and stra.ight, and ontworks
should he discarded, so as to lessen the depth of the target offered to
tho enemy's fire. Little can be made of retrenchments, since keeps of
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the old type are inadmissible ; hut this is of less importance, since tho
decisive struggle now takes place at a distance. .
.
'fhe German forts built since 1870 have been simple lunettes, with
counterscarps 6 to 7 m. high, and detached escarp walls 4 to 5 m. high,
organised according to the conditions above-mentioned. In France,
although Colonel Prevost, in 1872, still ad,•ocated the bastioned trace,
the long-despised polygonal trace was adopted for the new forts.
These have counterscarps 7 m. high, aucl escarps Gm. high, covered
against au angle of descent of 15° . Parades and capital traverses
cover the ramparts against reverse or enfilade fire up to 10° of
descent, and there are numerous c::u:1emates under the ramparts.
A characteristic feature in the French forts (which has been adopted
quite recently also in Germany) is the provision of an upper
and a lower rampart, the former chiefly for musketry, the latter for
artillery: an acrangement of great importance as allowing of the
simultaneous fire of infantry and artillery at the moment of assault.
The covered way consists of a patrol path, 2 to 4 m. wide in Germany,
8 m. wide in France; the latter affording a much better infantry position, whether for fire only or for sorties. In neither country have the
new forts keeps.
The employment of iron-plating was strongly urged immediately
after the war, and it was argued that one gun so protected would he
able to make head against six, eight, or eveu ten siege guns. But it
was soon recognised that, to secure them against assault, iron-plated
batteries or turrets would require to be inside the forts, and that
there were only a few cases in which lhe latter needed to be
strengthened so considerably and at such great cost. Hence there
are not more tban a dozen turrets in the whole of the fortresses of
Germany, and only a few iron-plated caponiers for the enceintes. In
the French forts iron has been more largely nsed, shields being provided
for several guns on the ramparts. Shields, however: are inferior to
turrets, because the ports of the latter can be averted from the enemy,
so that the guns in them are more likely to remain serviceable in the
later stages of the siege, when they are 0£ most value.
In order to secure places absolutely from bombardment, Brunner
and Brialmont have recommended tl1at the chain of forts should be
thrown forward to about 7,000 m. from the cnceinte. But this extends
the length of the chain, and increases the number of works, or the
intervals between them, and calls for a larger garrison. Hence it has
been justly a1·gued in Germany that 5,000 m. should be regarded as a
maximum, and the distance of the forts most recently built is actually
between 4,000 ancl 5,000 m. The intervals between ihe forts are in
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13ermany not more, if possible, than 4,000 m,, which will give nine or
!en forts for the whole circuit-a number which is not excessive. The
ilew French forts are :

At Verdun, 4,000-6,800 m. from the enceinte, and 3,100-4,900 m. apart
4,600-4,900 m.
,, Toni,
,, Belfort, 3,200-4,100 m.

,,

,,

,,

4,200-9,700 m. ,,
8,000-11,500 m, ,,

At Paris they are disposed according to the group system developed
by BriaJmont, and are 9,500 to 15,000 m. from the enceinte, and 5,000
f.o 18,000 m. apart. Mutual support is therefore excluded, and even the
defence of the intervals between them. They must fight independently,
and are larger and more heavily armed than the German works. The
whole chain consists of forty-five works, armed with 2,000 guns, and
having a circumference of 130 km.
In Germany it is not considered that strength and the power of
independent defence necessarily demand size. Three types have been
got out, for 20, 32, and 54 guns respectively, and for infantry garrisons of 250 to 500 men. Brialmont, on the other hand, advocates large
forts, with 400 m, of front, and an armament of 100 guns ; and
considers that the intervals may be extended to 5,000 or even 6,000 m,
On the flanks of the forts wing-batteries for 8 to 12 guns may be got
ready in peace time, but the intermediate batteries and field works for
infantry must be left till the siege.
It has been often proposed to dispense with the inner enceinte, and
trust wholly to the chain of forts; but this proposal has nowhere found
acceptance, and the objections to it have been fully stated by Bria].
mont. A special character is given to the fortification of the east
frontier of France by a chain of barrier forts. These are adapted to
the varieties of the ground, with much freedom in the handliug both
of trace and profile. Their details correspond to what has been
already described. They were at first macle small, for 150 to 500 men
and 25 guns; but the later ones have been much larger, some of them
for 1,500 to 2,000 men and 80 to 100 guns. Altogether these harrier.
forts require 18,000 men and 800 guns, or as much as a large fortress.
In artillery, the new pieces, introduced in Germany to meet the
wants experienced in the war of 1870, are the 15-cm. hooped gun,
the heavy 12-cm. gnu, the short 21-cm. gun, and the 21-cm. mortar.
The first and last of these are intended to he used for bombardment at
ranges of more than 3,000 m. ; the first and second for enfilade at
4,000 to 5,000 m., and for counter-battering (which has become more
difficult since em brasnres have been abandoned) at ranges under 1,500 m.
aa also for direct breaching, whenever there is opportunity for it.
p
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Ricochet fire is possible with all pieces, np to 2,000 m. or moro;
but the short 21-cm. and 15-cm. guns are best suited for it, as they
"ive the most highly-curved trajectories. They are also intended for
indirect breaching. For this it is found that, with angles of descent
exceeding 8°, demolition fire must be substituted for groove-cutt.ing,
ancl may be effective up to 20° or 25° of descent. With the exception
of some smooth-bore mortars, and smooth-bore guns for flanks, rifled
pieces have been generally substituted throughout the fortresses. In
some of the French places, 19-cm. naval guns have been mounted.
The German siege train, as reorganised in 1875, consists of 400 pieces
(viz., 40 hooped 15-cm., 120 short 15-cm., 120 12-cm., and 40 8-cm.
rifled guns, with 40 21-cm. rifled mortars, and 40 15-cm. smooth-bore
mortars). It is calculated for the attack of three detached forts, and
afterwards of the enceinte of a great fortress. The Austrian and
Russian trains are of the same number of pieces. 'l'rains of 500 pieces
are in contemplation in France. The German pieces are much more
effective than those used in the war. By increasing the initial
velocity, and by the use oflong shells, their accuracy has been much
improved, and their service is better and more rapid.
Immediately after the war, extreme stress was la.id on great
length of range, just as we have heard so much about long-range
musketry fire since 1877. But this has lessened lately. It is only in
special cases that very long range is wanted; and the pieces that have
the longest range are not those which are most useful for bombardment. But no limit has yet been reached in the progress made by
artillery, and ten years hence we may have to reckon with factors
which at present lie quite outside of our field of view.
The success of bombardment in bringing about the surrender of
the smaller French fortresses caused it to be highly rated as a mode of
attack after the war. The French denounced it as barbarous; but they
had themselves used it against Rome and Sebastopol, and even from
Montmartre against La Villette. The first writer to discredit it, however, was Colonel Prevost, who, in 1872, showed that the loss of life
occasioned by it was quite inconsiderable. Hence he argued that,
though allowable as an aid in a regular siege, it is by itself ineffectual,
and therefore unmanly, when a place is determined to hold out. The
French official instructions for the service of artillery in a siege (published in 1876) recognise it as lawful in all cases ; ancl the extension of
the new works of defence, both in France and Germany, has been
influenced by the fear of it. But in Germany the sounder opinion has
recently gained ground, that with well-organised works bombardment
is not formidable, especially where the area is large.
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The great difficulties and delays which must attend the regular siege
of a large fortress of the modern type, and the rapidity with which
war is now carried on and campaigns are decided, have led many
writers of authority to turn to assaalt as the simplest and best mode of
capture. It is argued that, with the help of a violent cannonade, ancl
such aids to storming as can he quickly brought up, the obstacles of
an isolated fort can be overcome; and, heavy as may be the losses, they
will not exceed those attending a long siege. But the experience of
the war of 1870 is quite against this view. The one attempt made at,
Toni failed ; and, in spite of favourable conditions, the assault of the
Paris forts was never ventured. The preliminary cannonade will put
the garrison on the alert, and to bring up the storming-appliances
without attracting notice is quite impossible. So many men arc
needed, and so much time, that the enemy's fire has full opportunity
of checking an operation, which is liable to be frustrated by any
accident, and is dependent on leaders who may be killed at any
moment.

The project of systematic attack worked out by the Prussian
mixed commission in the early part of 1870 was revised after the war,
and, together with a project of defence, was issued to the troops in
1874 for general information and criticism. So far as artillery and
engineer operations are concerned, these projects have formed the basis
of all subsequent discussions, private or official. The subject has been
recently handled by Schmolzl, Popp, Mollik, Ratheau, Bonin, and
Wolf (and their works are briefly noticed).
Three varieties of regular siege may be distinguished : the systematic c.ttack in its complete form ; the abbreviatecl attack, where the
assault is delivered before the siege works have been pushed fully
home ; and the acceleratecl attack, where the siege works are carried
on more rapidly than usual, less methodically, and with a larger uso
of force. It has been urged that, in order to take the besieger by
surprise and to decide matters quickly, it is hotter not to have any
definite distant artillery position. But the ground for the clccisive
batteries is so near the place that, to gain possession of it, the support
of more distant batteries will almost always be necessary. Therefore,
although the first batteries should be made as near as may be possible,
others will afterwards be pushed forward nearer, even if there are not
llharply-marked successive positions. Usually, with a strong garrison
the distance for the first artillery position will be 3,000 to 4,000 m. ; with
& weak garrison, under favourable circumstances, 2,000 to 2,500 m.
The second position will be between 750 and 2,000 m. In advance of
this, in the parallels, some 9-cm. pieces will probably ho needed to diso2
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mollllt particular guns, and to drive away riflemen from sandbag loopholes; as well as light mortars in large numbers.
As regards the artillery defence, a decisive encounter with tbe
batteries of the first artillery position is not possible. All that can be
done is, while encleavouring to draw off the batteries in general from
their main objects, to concentrate a fire from various points upon tho
most important and most threatening group of batteries. There should
be similar concentration against the batteries of the second artillery
position, with a large employment of high angle fire. The main
principle for the defenders is no longer the saving of strength and
material for the later stages of the fight, but their fit use iu the earlier
period, when they have room for movement and some freedom of
initiative. Some pieces, however, must be preserved to meet assaults,
to check the advance of the sapheads, and to oppose the breaching
batteries.
In the case of fortresses with detached forts, the questions have
been raised: How far will the placing of guns in intermediate
batteries, desirable as it may he in an artillery sense, he practicable on
broken ground ? How will the departure from normal arrangements
which may be necessary in such cases affect the artillery? How will
the infantry be handled, and how far must the artillery bend to its
requirements? As regards these points, it may he remarked that the
amount of work to be clone, and the shortness of the time, will always
restrict indulgence of the preference for intermediate batteries, and
oblige men to mount as many pieces as possible in the forts and
their wing-batteries. The commanding positions of the forts will
also make them in some respects the best places for guns. The inter.
mediate batteries will not be built and armed until the direction of
attack is known, and how far there will then be time for them is questionable; so that strongly-armed forts will be very advantageous.
Besides, a numerous artillery in the intermediate batteries will require
a strong force of infantry to guard it against troops who may pass
between the forts; and this infantry will be much exposed to fire, and
will forfeit all offensive action. It seems probable, therefore, that the
ideal of artillery defence is only capable of realisation with an unnsually strong garrison, and that in other cases the p1acing of guns in
intermediate batteries will only be feasible where the ground affords
supporting points and cover, which admit of a weak guard. As regards
the pieces, those intended for direct fire and wide lateral range will
he best placed in or near the forts; those to be laid indirectly, and to
fire in one direction, in the immediate batte, ies. :Mortars may be any.
where, hut usually behind the gun-batteries. The sites of the batteries
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must be chosen witb an eye to their protection against attack. If the
ground is nniform, it is much better that they should not bein front or,
or even in, the general line of the forts, but several hundred yards
behind it. The fighting position for tbe infantry can then be placed in
that line, or in front of it, and the reserves can be kept near the
batteries.
But, hoth as regards attack and defence, there is much that is
uncertain. Ideas on fortress-warfare a.re undergoing a complete re\'O•
lution, the result of which is not yet apparent. A Iittle w bile ago
there was a general predilection for those modes of attack which
promised t'> give escape from a regular siege. But this has lessened
with discussion, and consequently the formation of rules for the conduct of the systematic attack has been recently taken up with zeal.
Though the bases for it have been laid and accepted, there still remains
great divergence of views as regards particular points; especia)ly the
tactical use of troops, many questions bearing upon which have hardly
been touched.

E.M.L.
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PAPER III.

THE ARTILLERY DEFENCE OF A FORTRESS.
BY LIEUT. A. P. CODD, R.E.

Tms is generally admitted to be a subject of the greatest importance
at the present day ; of so great importance and so wide a scope that
it is scarcely possible to enter into it very fully in the space now at
my disposal. I shall therefore confine myself to the consideration of
the leading principles which should guide ns in the disposition of our
artillery defences on an extended line of detached forts.
Thus I am not dealing with any system of fortification. The
defensibility of an important fortress lies in its detached forts, and the
enceinte will be seldom relied upon to offer a prolonged defence, only,
indeed, where the natural strength of the position is very great, or
from political considerations where a central fortress represents tl1e
defence of a kingdom. Thns at Antwerp all the skill and ingenuity
of engineering art has been applied to produce a defensible system,
which does not rely upon prominent natural features of ground. But
the most extended enceinte must be confined, when compared with
the extent of the ground available for the besiegers' batteries firing at
2,000 to 4,000 yards range; so that his power of concentration of fire on
one or two fronts must soon silence guns worked in the open or even
temporary casemates. Our space for arrangements of trace and profile
is so limited that we can no longer rely upon those for the protection
of guns, but only on strength of material; and casemated batteries
are, as a rule, expensive luxuries for land fronts.
Thus the artillery defence of the main body of a fortress is not
likely to be prolonged, and we must depend upon the difficulties we
can offer to the pmgress 0f the enemy's s;ege works and to his final
attack upon the works. Hut the case is entirely different in the
defence of a position strengthened by numerous detached forts, ancl
we propose to consider how far the artillery defence may be conclncted
actively by the disposition of our guns in batteries, from wbich they
may be shifted as required, and which take aclvantage of the features
of the ground.
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We must first arrive at the functions of the artillery, and must therefore briefly refer to the various stages of the attack and defence. We
have no important example of a regula(attack upon a strong line of
works under modern conditions of warfare'; but we know that during
the early part of the siege the besieger ,~ill act upon the defensive.
He will strengthen his lines of investment, and allow the garrison
to shatter their strength and become demoralised in executing unavailing sorties.
In the meantime, the front of attack, comprising three or four forts,
will have been selected, and the artillery and engineer parks formed,
so that active operations may be commenced so soon as the superiority
of the besieger is finally established.
Then follows the bombardment or artillery attack, undertaken with
two objects: (1) to completely overpower and silence the defensive
artillery, and (2) to demoralise as far as possible the troops exposed
to this fire. To this, hitherto, a passive defence only has been opposed;
the concentration of the enemy's fire on individual forts silences their
artillery in a few days and thus prepares the way for the prosecution
of the close attack. And how great demoralisation may result
from the unexpected opening of a heavy artillery fire was shown
in the panic produced by the artillery attack on Mount Avron
before Paris; on the other hand, where .good cover, permanent or
temporary, is provided, the effect on the garrison, both in point of
actual loss and of morale, is little or nothing, and it is generally
assumed that bomb-proof cover will be available either in permanent
casemates or in temporary blindages excavated in rear of the position
or under the ramparts.
Thus the second object, referred to above, may be left out of
considemtion, and the first and most important function of the
defensive artillery is to resist the artillery attack as long as possible.
This is the artillery combat at long ranges; no other arms take part
in it, and it is necessary for the besieger to gain the upper hand in
it before he can prosecute the siege. It is the object of the defender
to defer this period to the utmost.
This part of the subject may be called the distant or artillery
defence ; but the artillery has also its functions in the close or
musketry defence which follows on the enemy taking up his
second artillery position and advancing within the musketry
zone, assuming that he has more or less silenced the defensive
":tillery. Two forms of close attack are open to the besieger,
viz., the assault and tbe attack by regular approaches. In the
first tbe heavy artillery of the defenders would play a compara-
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tively unimportant part; the conditions would be similar to those
of an attack on an intrenched position, strengthened by powerful
works at intervals. The defenders would bring their field artillery
into action, and it would be the province of such of their heavy guns
as are still available tu keep under, as far as possible, the fire of the
siege batteries, at least until the assaulting columns are within 200 or
300 yards of the position. Recent examples have clearly proved that
strong earthworks, resolutely held, are almost if not quite impreg•
n:.ble, even if they are of weak profile, provided we fulfil the main
principles of infantry defence, viz. (1) complete observation of the
foreground within the musketry zone, (2) m:.ximum amount of
clearance wit-hin this zone, (3) maximum front available for rifle fire.
Thus iu the case of an assault we depend upon rifle, not artillery
fire.
But we must have artillery fire available, if we expect to delay the
progress of the enemy's siege works; and artillery miost be reserved for
this object; i.e., artillery that has taken no part in the distant defence
must be at our disposal to concentrate its fire on the approaches.
This, tben, is the all-important part our artillery has lo play in the
close defence, and for it we must reserve a portion of our guns to be
disposed on a totally distinct system from that on which we propose to
organise our artillery for the distant defence.
I shall therefore consider these two separately, and commence with
the distant artilllfl'y defence where the artillery depends on itself
alone, instead of supporting and being supported by infantry.
Now the general principle on which I would organise the artillery
defence is this : I would reserve a certain portion of the guns of the
armament of a fort to support the close defence from batteries in the
fort itself; but those guns intended to sustain the artillery combat
should be disposed in batteries, permanent or temporary, between the
work,, whether for direct or indirect firing; a,nd a system of active
defence should be organised so that the guns may be shifted to
positions in rear when the first position is rendered untenable. Tims
not a single gun fro,n the fort sho1'ld take part in distant defence.
Now what is the present state of the question? In most of our
own forts the batteries are intended to be armed on the ramparts,
perhaps in Haxo casemates or Moncrieff pits; if guns are available
intermediate batteries might be formed. In important works, iron
cupolas might be erected in the keeps, and we learn tbat Brialmont
intends to arm a battery behind the gorge of his large forts from
which to direct a high angle fire over the front of attack.
The Germans have since taken another step in tbe direction I
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propose. In Captain Fraser's essay on the Attack of Forfresses in
the Fut,,i·e, we find this sketch of the artillery defence; the forts
will only mount such guns as can he thoroughly well covered, while
a number of the defenders' guns, as well as a proportion of the
artillery from works not engaged, will be posted in siege batteries
near the line of forts, and connected with them by trenches, which
guns, if hardly pressed, may be shifted into fresh batteries in. rear.
'£he case of the new German forts at Strassburg is cited; they are small,
and only afford space for 14 or 16 guns on siege carriages.
The latest German system seems yet more definite ; there are
' attached batteries ' forming with the fort one defensive unit, and
'intermediate batteries' are to be thrown up before or during the
siege. The former are to oppose the enemy's first position batteries,
and the latter his second. It is also stated 'there is no cover on
the ramparts for the armament which it is intended to withdraw into
the <tllached batteries in case of the enemy's fire getting the upper
halld.'
This, then, seems to be the latest development of the battery system
of defence, but it is apparent that the idea of maintaining the artillery
defence in the first instance from the works is not yet abandoned.
But I consider that there are important objections to arming any
batteries in the forts that arc intended to engage in the artillery
combat; they may be briefly stated thus:
(1) It is evidently a source of weakness to concentrate our guns
in the forts, since the convergence of the enemy's fire on sing1e points
in au extended defensive line is very great; whereas the ratio of the
lengths of the besiegers' and defenders' lines is comparatively small,
so that our artillery would fight on more equal terms, if disposed
along the whole line. Nor, unless our guns are advantageonsly
placed at the opening, can we expect to avail ourselves of intermediate batteries after the forts are silenced ; for at Paris, nol;\only
were the attached works silenced in a few days, but such single
guns as the French brought forward into the subsidiary emplacements were invariably obliged to cease their fire after a few rounds
(Blume).
(2) The enemy are almost certain to be able to obtain from plans,
&c., -information concerning permanent batteries constructed in the
forts, by which to regulate their fire, and the fort must be more or
less conspicuous, so that the besieger not only knows how to calculate
his aim but has apparent objects to aim at. If we strengthen our
defences we but defer our defeat, as the strongest work exposed to the
accurate fire of modern ru·tillery must succumb; it would therefore
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seem better to increase the inaccuracy of the enemy's fire by arming
batteries in positions unknown previously. This it is almost impossible to do in or near a fort, but the natural featill'es of an extensive
position should afford numerous points.
(3) If we occupy the ramparts with Haxo casemates, we diminish
the extent of parapet available for tbe close defence, and thus infringe
an important condition of the latter.
(4) So long as artillery fire is maintained from the fort, artillery
,Ii /'e will be clrawn "Pon it; then the besieger not only effects his object
of silencing the defensive artillery, but he demoralises the garrison
and damages the work generally, involving extra labour and loss on
the part of the troops in executing the necessary repairs before the
regular siege commence8.
Thus it would appear that the German system does not dispose of
these objections ; the small artillery forts would particularly suffer
from the concentration of fire that would be drawn upon them, while
the front available for infantry defence woulcl be insufficient. And as,
according to the latest idea, the besiegers' fire must soon get the
upper hand, especially as there is to be no cover on the ramparts, not
only is the fort damaged so long as the artillery defence is conducted
from it, but a great deal of labour and probable loss is incurrecl in
shifting the guns into the 'attached batteries,' while needless elaboration is expencled on the construction of the parapets, which are
ultimately destined for the infantry alone.
Granting, then, that the artillery combat should be maintainecl
from ,z'nttrmediate batteries only, let us briefly discuss some of the
practical conditions of the question with reference to the following
points:
1. The working and supply of the guns in batteries.
2. The form of battery to be adopted and its defence.
3. The sighting of guns for indirect firing from concealed
positions.
4. '!.'he withdrawal of guns from the first position and their
supply in a second.
(1) Here we meet with the first practical objection to the battery
system. So long as the guns are in the fort, it is possible to convey the
ammunition direct, under cover, from the main to the expense
magazine, by galleries and lifts. But defence batteries must be
supplied in a similar manner to siege batteries, and battery magazines
must be constructed capable of holding sufficient rounds for a certain
number of days' firing. We have, however, two sorts of battery to
consider, viz., the attached and intermediate; the former, not more
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than 300 or 400 yards distant from the fort, would he connected with it
by trenches cut on the opening of the siege, and would have expense
magazines supplied direct from the main magazine of the work.
A subterranean gallery could be constructed from this magazine
to a point in rear of the gorge, from which the trenches could start..
And here we should hardly be liable to more accidents and loss than
if the batteries were on the ramparts. The artillery reliefs would
also live in the fort.
But intermediate batteries must have field magazines, supplied
from depots in rear, and the reliefs must alHo occupy field casemates
and blindages in reat· of the position.
With all the stores of a large fortress at our disposal during the
period pt·eceding the attack, we should be able to render our batteries
and magazines more secure than those of the attack, as regards the
effects of artillery fire. Of course these batteries are disposed so as
to take acl vantage of the ground, so that men and ammunition could
proceed direct to them, at least at night, so long as the enemy holds
his first artillery position only; but in some cases zigzags might be
necessary from the nearest point of cover.
Thus, on the whole, the objection on the score of greater labour
and loss involved in maintaining an active artillery defence is of small
importance when compared with the advantages of the system.
(2) Now the functions of our artillery have been already referred
to; our batteries have to sustain the artillery combat, and we assume
that the enemy could not open regular siege operations in the face of
a well-sustained artillery fire. Thus the batteries are not likely to he
exposed to attack by sapping.
But circumstances might justiry the besieger in ,enturing an
assault or night attack. The field force intended to maintain an
active defence might have been cut off, or driven into the place completely demoralised; the g1>rrisov might thus be of inferior quality
and barely sufficient to hold the forts; or political considerations
might demand the capture of the fortress at any cost.
But, whatever the cause, our batteries are liable to attack, and
some, :;t least, must be made defensible with direct observat-ion of the
foreground, in order that, towards the final stage of the attack, volleys
of case, &c., may be poured into the enemy's columns.
vVe shonld, obviously, utilise the attached batteries for this purpose,
as their guns would sweep the ground in the immediate vicinity of
the fort, and their own front would be flanked from the flanks of
the work; and thus the defensive front of each fort would be
increased, while a portion of the garrison coulcl be spflrecl to hold the
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connecting trenches and defend the batteries, oven if we have not
sufficient troops to hold the whole position in strength, and are thus
unable to defend intermediate batteries.
With reg0,rd to tho <1ttachcd and exposed batteries, another ohjec.
tion to the battery system occurs, viz., loss of comm011icl. Provided we
fulfil tho conditions of musketry defence above referred to, we should
decrease to the utmost the command of onr works, in order to render
them less conspicuous and save expense, by adopting a light profile,
which can be applied to strengthening our batteries.
But the loss even of 10 feet or 15 feet command, while making little
difference in our distant firing, ma yconsiderably decrease our power
of observing the foreground. From low batteries our guns are able to
, direct a searching fire over the enemy's positions, but it may be difficult
for them to sweep the ground in their front up to 400 or 500 yards.
Again, it is not easy to find a form of battery adapted for direct
as well as high angle firing; for the latter, overbank fire would be
"
most suitable, but with countersloping depressions, we should seldom
b:i
be able to observe the ground in front, unless we excavate the interior
, of the battery and have our line of fire only a foot or two above the
ground. Very low batteries of this type might be employed in some
situations; otherwise we must use carriages on ~Ioncrieff's principle
or embrasures. The former are objectionable on account of their
cumbrous nature and the consequent difficulty of shifting them.
The objections to embrasures are well known, and are increased by
the fact that the defensive guns require a far greater radial sweep than
those of the attack, each of which has its work cut out and its line of
fire adjusted accordingly.
However, there can be no doubt that embrasures are most suitable
where we desire to observe the foreground from low batteries, unless
a more simple and more mobile form of carriage than the ~foncrieff
is clevised for overbank fire; but they must have considerable splay,
and should, if possible, be provided with iron shields, of sufficient
strength to resist the penetration of ordinary siege train projectiles.
In any case, our advanced batteries (t.lie attached) should be
permanently and strongly constructed, as they would be exposed to
the enemy's view, though less conspicuous marks than the forts, and
thus contend at a disadvantage with the distant siege batteries, which
need not provide for close defence, and which may occupy concealed
positions.
Siege batteries may also be covered by screens, whereas it would
obviously be impossible for us to throw up substantial screens in
advance of batteries in the fighting line, as not only would they inter-
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£ere with our observation of the foreground, hut they might serve as
temporary lodgments for the enemy. Such natural screens as a thin
row of bushes, &c., might howerer be admitted.
Thus we see that there are practical difficulties to he met in the
design of our advanced batteries, if, as is desirable, they are to support
our line of resistance in case of an assault by direct fire. But we
must also remember that the chance of an assault being made on a
strong line, resolutely held by a la.rge force, is a remote one; and as
in any case field guns could be brought into action in temporary
emplacements, where the nature of the ground would render these
batteries too exposed, a1'd monetary considerations prevent us employing
iron shields, we must consider the distant defence of first importance,
and retire our attached batteries to such positions, and so construct
them, as would admit of their observing the flanks and gorge of tho
fort, though concealed from the enemy's view.
This would be the case with our retired and intermediate batteries;
their fire would be directed from positions at least 400 or 500 yards in
rear, over the crest of the position.
As we may be holding the whole position, we must so situate them
that their projectiles directed on the enemy's batteries pass well above
the troops engaged ; there is, of course, an objection to firing over the
heads of troops in front, but at least we are not worse off in this
respect than the besiegers. Retired batteries would not participate in
the close defence, except by directing an irregular fire over the fielcl
of attack; but they should, if possible, observe the crest of the position and the gorge of the works, so as to check the enemy in forming
lodgments in our position 01· working round the flanks of the forts.
These batteries would be of temporary construction, similar to siege
batteries, and thrown up in positions unknown to the enemy, so that
his fire on them woulcl at the best be inaccurate. If he fonncl the
range of one too well, the guns could be shifted to another battery,
and I conside1· it doubtful whether indirect fire of this nature could
ever be entirely silenced. The effect of the enemy's fire on such
batte,·ies would be too great to enable us to huld them very long if his
fire once became accurate, as they would be of comparatively slight
profile, and their interior would not be defiladed. On this point bat.
terics on the ramparts of the fort have au advantage.
It would seldom be necessary to render retired batteries defensible;
if we could hold them after the opening of the close attack, they woukl
still be sufficiently in rear to render the chance of the enemy peuetratiug our advanced lines in night attacks from his trenches, and
spiking the guns or otl1erwise damaging onr works, a very remote one.
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Still, in case of a successful assault, it would be better if they had
fairly open ground in front of them, that they might check the enemy
and serve to cover the retreat of our troops.
Now, to see more clearly the part retired batteries would play in
the artillery defence, I will briefly describe the normal conditions of the
artillery combat. Although the importance of our external batteries
supporting the close defence is diminishecl by the fact that we have
reserved a certain number of guns in the fort expressly for that purpose, yet it would seem advisable to strengthen the position by a few
stro1Jgly constructed exposed batteries.
On these the enemy would probably, in the first case, concenkatc
his fire, and evenf'U,ally silence them, or cause us to withdraw the guns.
He would then prepare the way for his close attack by a vigorous bombardment of the forts, at the same time engaging our retired batteries.
In this contest it is not likely that either side would incur fatn,l damage;
but though our fire on the enemy's first position might be ineffective,
our knowledge of the surrounding country would enable us to keep
under fire the ground in the vicinity of his probable second position,
and cause him great loss, if not entirely prevent him throwing up and
arming his batteries. But assuming that this operation is successfully
executed, ancl that the first parallel ancl regular approaches are opened,
it would be difficult to direct an effective fire on so small a mark as a
sap head, whose position continually shifts; thus our indirect fire can
only be maintained on existing works such as the batteries and
parallels. It would, therefore, seem advisable, as the siege operations
proceed, to evacuate some of our retired batteries, even if not silenced,
and take up a second commanding position in rear, out of rifle range,
whence a direct fire can be pourecl upon the approaches, &c. These
batteries would then divert a portion of the enemy's fire from the forts,
from whose batteries the main opposition to the progress of the trenches
is to be expected.
The success of the battery system must depend upon the skilful
selection of the positions and the subsequent judgment displayed in
choosing the opportunity of withdrawing them. Jn le,-cl sites, every
dip and natural screen, such as trees, &c., must be taken advantage of
to conceal retired batteries; or the reverse slopes of the position, or the
crest of lower hills in rear must be occupied, provided always that the
line of fire passes well over the position. Some positions may not
admit of a good batte1·y defence, such as narrow ridges falling steeply
to the front and rear. Thus it woulcl be difficult to make use of
retired batteries on the Portsdown Hills, where there is not much depth
in the position and no high ground in rear.
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But after discussing all the theoretical conditions of the question,
we arc still dependent, for successful defence, on two practical points,
viz., an efficient system of indirect aiming and the design
of a suitable gun carriage.
(3) In the distant artillery contest it is evident that
the besieger has the advantage, as we have seen his first
position batteries, not intended for defence, may occupy
concealed positions and employ natural or artificial screens,
whereas the necessity of our having a clear foreground
must expose all works advanced to the front of the position
to vie,v, while at the same time the enemy can adjust his
fire according to the plans he probably possesses of our permanent works. But his fire from his first position on
concealed parts of our works, such as caponiers or low
batteries, will not be sufficiently accurate to demolish them.
For this purpose he must take up the second position, and
the question is whether we could so command the ground
up to 1,000 or 1,200 yards distance as to hinder, if not prevent, the enemy developing his attack. Consequently,
our first duty is to have an accurate knowledge of the
ground up to 1,500 yards distance, and as much farther as is
possible ; to note the probable artillery positions ; such
prominent features as might guide us in judging the sides
of the enemy's batteries and the ranges to them.
Our plans must be accurately contoured within this
zone. With the assistance of range finders, or by triangulation, the position of siege batteries must be judged and
plotted. Our advanced batteries, after estimating the
range, would, of course, open fire directly. But we must
transfer the line of fire to our retired batteries from the
plans, and mark it on the platforms, or note such features
in the ground in front as it cuts.
For sighting,~however, the only information we have is
the approximate difference of level between our own and
the enemy's position and the range.
We must then either obtain our line of sight on the
ground or on the gun by an attached scale; the first
system would be most accurate, and might be applied to
sites of the nature shown in the diagram :
. Th_e point A :,vonld be marked on the ground by ~
adJustrng a theodolite to the slope, or by running a level ~
across the valley and levelling the vertical distance down. ~
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If the difference in level was very small, we might level the sights
and firo by judgment, according as we can obtain information as to the
results of onr firing from the forts or observatories.
But where there is considerable difference of level, unless we obtain
the line of sight on the ground, an instrument of sufficient accuracy
to reacl up to ,,Iu must be attached to the sights. This might be done
with a level ancl a sight rod with a vernier working on a graduated
arc, or bar.

On some such system we could no doubt maintain a fairly accurate,
though slow, fire on points whose positions we know or judge, such as
siege batteries or parallels ; and when it appears that the enemy
intend to take up a nearer position a more rapid and general fire
would be kept up by judgment and trial, as we should then be better
,i,ble to observe the results of our firing from the forts. But it is
doubtful whether au indirect fire could be maintained to any advantage on points like the sap heads; these could only be assailed from
batteries in rear, or from batteries in the fort reserved for this
purpose. It might, however, be possible by rough triangulation from
the forts and small intermediate bullet-proof observatories to plot an
approximate plan of the enemy's siege works, by the help of which,
and observation of results, shots could be directed from retired
batteries.
(4) I have no cloubt that we ooulcl move our guns within the
position, certainly at night, in the open, so long as the enemy's are
not within rifle range ; the risk from chance shots would be comparatively small, and in very exposecl places it woulcl be needless to
incur any great risk in withdrawing guns, as trenches could be cut.
But when our exposed batteries become nntenablo tbe guns might be
withdrawn , though if there is no good second position we must
continue our indirect fire to the last.
We require a mobile gun carriage, more mobile than the garrison
carr·iage, and less heavy than the siege carriage.
For the comparatively slight movements required it is evident
that we do not require a ca1Tiage designed to traverse miles of road.

The J\Ioncrieff carriage is too cumbrous, but it would be a clecided
advantage if we could mount our guns in the exposed batteries on
some disappearing principle, so tha.t we could dispense with embrasures
and yet command the foreground. The second position batteries woulcl
clerive their supplies from the body of the place; and we must ~!so
remember that, though a second position would be of use as serving
to divert the enemy's fire, in less important fortresses, the guns of the
enoeinte would be able to support the forts.
E
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The space at my disposal is too limited to enable me to enter
very fully into these points, but we must admit that a far more
efficient artillery defence conic! be maintained from batteries than from
the forts.
. The iclea of placing field artillery in field redoubts ·has long been
abandoned on the same principles as those on which our heavy
artillery should be withdrawn from the forts. Such practical objections or difficulties as I h,we alluded to could, I think, he met and
overcome if the theoretical ad vantages of the system were once
admitted. The first objection would arise regarding the insecurity of
the guns in batteries as compared with the fort, but if an efficient
system of indirect firing were adoptecl, there woulcl he no occasion to
expose our guns in aclvancecl batteries. Nor is it intenclecl to leave
the forts entirely without artillery clefence, ancl we can now consicler
how to dispose of such guns as we reserve for the close clefence,
whether or no we are supportecl by clirect fire from the attached
batteries or batteries in rear.

Now it is evident that we require heavy artillery to participate in
the final operations of the close defence, if we would check the progrnss
of the enemy's approaches.
We cannot hope to do much by indirect firing, even if we venturecl
to hold aclvancecl batteries after the opening of the seconcl parallel,
ancl there may not be a second position suitable; so that in some cases

we must rely upon guns in the fort, ancl it would be desirable ahrnys
to have at our disposal a few guus, not only to flank adjacent works,
hut to corumancl t.hc intervals. For with works 2,000 yards apart we
could not rely upon musketry fire from the works, in case our garrison
were weak and we had to evacuate our intermediate lodgmeuts on tbe
position.

Ancl this reserve artillery should not be brought into action until the
fire of our batteries should have been silenced or have provecl ineffccti~e,
and, as a rule, not until the enemy are within 400 or 500 yarcls of our
position. He would then fine! his advance suddenly checked; he would
be unable to push on between the forts and throw up loclgments from
which to assail our flanks, so that he 'l:_Oulcl either be forcccl to assault
or undertake distinct operations to silence these concealed batteries ;
and if these are so traced as to be secured R·on1 his distant batteries,
he would be forced, at .considerable risk, to push forward and arm
batteries within 500 or GOO yarcls of the position.
Now we may clispose of our reserve artillery in two ways: (1) for
direct firing from the faces; (2) for flanking fire from the flanks.
(1) For direct fire our guns must be placccl either in blinclagcs,
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with perhaps bliucled embrasures, Moncrieff pits, or in iron cupolas in
the keep.
Of these we may at once dismiss Haxo casemates on the faces, as
it would be almost impossible to shield the masonry, except by the use
of iron; they would also occupy too great an extent of parapet unless
-we construct a rampart abo,e them for infantry; their height would
also render their position conspicuous, and, finally, masonry casemates
would invol,e us in unprofitable expense.
Moncri~tf pits, on the other hand, are simple and offer great ad.
vantages, as we do not require to shift the gun ca.r riages. The guns
would be kept down, and a temporary banquette for infantry constructed, until we open fire; they would not involve any complications
in the construction of the parapet, and there would be nothing to
mark their position to the enemy. Thus two or three pits might with
great advantage be constructed on the face of each work.
Brialmont has provided several of the Antwerp forts with iron
cupolas, but it is evident that they are not adapted to this system of
defence. They woulcl offer a goocl mark to the enemy's artillery at all
stages of the attack, and, however strongly constructed, would probably suffer considerably before we required to make use of them.
They are employed with advantage by the Dutch engineer in sm'111
artillery fods <l'a,.,-,!/, but are scarcely worth their expense on an
extendecl line of forts. However, we should, if possible, have a few
guns in the keep for direct firing, and it might be possible to provide
the embrasures with movable iron shields.
(2) Next, as to batteries in the flanks; we might place Moncrieff pits
on the upper ramparts with, of course, strong paraclos, if the ground
about the forts he of a complicated nature, ancl we require coillmand
for its efficient observation. But, where it is possible, a low battery
containing three or four pieces in casemates under the ramparts is
preferable. We can then by arrangements of trace and details of construction secure t,be masonry against clirect fire, unless the enemy
advances his batteries within dangerous distance from our position.
The most convenient position for the battery would be in the
acl vancecl p'1rt of the flank, adjoining the face, so as to take advantage
of the earl h covering of the caponier to screen the front of the battery,
and of the faces to .defilade the casernates opening to the rear. The
tracing line of the battery would also be retired as much as possible,
so as to form a rctnrn in the flank.
As I have uot space at present to enter into details of construction, I can only briefly st.ate the system on which I would utilise such
low batteries. In the first place, I would limit the line of fire 11f each
E2
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.,.nn to 500 or 600 yarJs from the next fort, as they would not be brought
into action until the enemy was within that distance; and each
embrasure would provide for its own defence, as we should so trace
the outer side as to limit the view of the gun to the desired point.
This outer side might be revetted with masonry; the other, or more
exposed side, with gabions at a moderate slope.
The masonry at the casemate might be iron shielded, or protected
by a short masonry tunnel, forming a section of this nature :

'

Such a low battery would only answer for a level site, or one on
which the forts stand prominently out, as the guns could only have a
command of 3 feet 6 inches. The amount of ground under their fire
would be this :

Thus a cross fire is brought to bear on the salient of each fort, and
on the ground immediately in front of the position; and the enemy
cannot assail the front of the battery except at long ranges, or by
advancing bis batteries to within 500 yards of the adjacent fort.
To conclude this subject I must briefly refer to the use of mortars
and field artillery. The former may be most effective defensive
weapons, and they have been extensively employed in late wars for the
purpose of directing a general fire over the field of siege operationR.
I should certn..inly reserve a certain number of mortars within t,be fort
to support the close defence. They might be disposed behind the
faces of work or keep, or behind the gorge.
Great use may be made of light fielcl guns and Gatlings, which are
capable of being rapidly shifted from point to point. Hollow traverses
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should bo providccl on the ramparts for such guns, from which the gun
may be run np a ramp, for barbette firing, in case of an assault or sudden attack; or platforms capable of being raised, and with space for a
couple of Gatlings, might be disposed at certain points, so that when
raised the gun is protected hy a bullet-proof shield. We should certainly adcl to our defences against assault by such devices, as the
artillery of the besieger must cease fire when his troops gat within a
certain distance, and the fire of Gatliugs from small bullet-proof
cupolas would then be most effective.
Of course this is the merest sketch of the artillery defence on a
battery system, and before this could be efficiently organised the
mobility of our carriages must be increased, and a practical plan of
indirect sighting, with increased accuracy of range finding, must be
devised. But, theoretically, there can be no doubt that the plan of
massing our artillery in the forts is incorrect, and the Germans have
already adopted batteries; but there seem to be defects in their system,
and, indeed, exposed batteries are likely to suffer as much as if the guns
were in the forts.
,vith exposed batteries we only gain by the enemy's loss of power
of concentration; but we should gain more if we could also decrease
the accuracy of his fire on our known positions without materially
increasing the inaccuracy of our own fire on his unknown positions.
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PAPER IV.

THE SALT LAKE, LARNAOA-OYPRUS.
By Lrnu·r. H. M.

SINCLAIR,

R.E.

NONE of the English Expeditionary Force to Cyprus will readily forget the barren and desolate appearance presented by the vicinity of
Larnaca on their first arrival. The snn. burnt plain, stretching away
for several miles on three sides of the little white minaretted town,
and unrelieved by a single patch of green-the white gliste:uing hills
behind, equally devoid of vegetation, and standing out with a yellow
brightness against the dark blue of sea and sky-form a depressing
scene not easily to be forgotten. Beyond the precincts of the town
itself, there is no object of interest for walk 01· ride except one, and
that is the Salt Lake. Crossing a low tract, dusty in summer and
muddy in winter, to the south of the town, a low range of flat hills is
soon reached, and, on emerging from a gap in these, a scene suddenly
presents itself of a beauty not to he expected in so desolate a neighbour.
hood. A large sheet of perfectly still wat,er reflects on its clear and
tranquil surface the low brown hillocks which shut it in, the middle
distance of yellow and grey, and the blue and purple tints of M. St.
Croce and M. Jlfachiera, towering in the distance. The lines of the
foreground are broken by the tall minaret and large dome of a mosque
picturesquely situated on a promontory in tbe lake, and surrounded by
palms and cypresses, and higher up the arches of the Larnaca aqueduct
run in two graceful series. This lake forms the principal object of
interest and beauty in the neighbourhood of Larnaca, and, unlike most
picturesque places, it supplies to the Government a very large and
certain revenue. I propose to give, in the following paper, an account
of the lake, and the works, ancient and modern, connected with it.
On my arrival in Cyprus, in October, 1878, I was placed in charge
of the Larnaca district for military and civil engineering works,
under the command of Lieut.-Col. J. P. llfaquay, C.R.E., and Government Engineer. My attention was almost immediately called by the
Commissioner of Larnaca, Colonel White, to the state of the Salt Lake,
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and I made an examination of it as soon as possible. Pl. I. gives a
map of the lake and neighbourhood, taken :rom the Naval Cha:·t, _the
most accurate map of the island, so far as it goes, at present ex1stmg.
It will be seen that it is an irregular figure about H square miles in
extent, but of this area seldom more than one-half is under water.
The basin of the lake, though surrounded on three sides by hills about
50 to 100 feet high, rising precipitously from its brink, is almost absolutely flat, and consists of soft, sticky, alluvial mud, with a substratum,
a few inches below, of coarse sand. The soil is a very late tertiary
formation of conglomerates, sands, and marls. There is no vegetation
within the flood-level of the Jake. The action of the lake, by which
salt is collected, is as follows : In winter, tbc rains fill it to a greater
or Jess extent, according to the rainfall. About May, the water begins
to recede again, owing to evaporation, leaving behind it a deposit of
salt. The evaporation continues till July or August, when the whole
of the lake has evaporated, leaving a crust of salt, thickening from
¼" at the edge to 5" or 6" in the centre, where the water was deepest
and last dried up. At this time it presents a most curious appearance,
looking like a large glistening field of newly-fallen snow in the midst
of the blazing yellow plain, quivering in the intolerable beat of an
August sun. The salt is then collected by large gangs of natives from
the neighbouring villages, who proceed in the following way-probably
tbe same that was in vogue in the time of the Phoonicians and Solomon.
They begin by scraping up the salt about twenty yards from its edge,
as the deposit is at first too thin to be collected with advantage. They
pile this into heaps with their rough wooden shovels, working all the
time with bare feet in the briny slush that underlies the salt. Care
has to be taken that the lowest stratum which is mixed with the mud
below is not scraped up. Having worked ont about 50 yarcls, they
proceed to construct causeways of the salt itself-to every gang a causeway-upon which they work out to the deeper deposit in tbe centre,
collecting that between the canseways as they go along. Tbe donkeys
now come into nse, and these most wonderfully hardy aud endnring
little animals, with big rush-panniers on their backs, convey the salt as
it is collected from the lake along the causeways to the shore, where it
is piled in great conical mounds, the donkeys struggling up the steep
and yielding sides with their heavy load on their backs, and often fall.
ing down and rolJing in pure salt. Sometimes as many as 1,000 men
and 500 or 600 donkeys are employed at once, and the scene is then
very picturesque. The numerous causeways of white salt in the black
mud, the heaps in the lake and the mounds on its banks, the natives
(Greeks and Turks together) in their quaint many.coloured costumes,
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the lines of laden donkeys, and the great white field in "the centre,
form a striking and unusual picture. Each gang ( of abont 25) forms
its own mound, and is paid by results, 4s. 7d. per 1,000 okes (800 okes
to the ton). The heaps are weighed, and finally piled into five or six
gigantic pyramids, the sides of which are carefully smoothed and
beaten. The salt is now ready for exportation, and is left till called
for-any rain which falls upon the pyramicls running off the hardened
snrface without injuring it. Last summer (1879) 11,000,000 okes
(13,750 tons) were collected, and this (the year being a particularly
goocl one) was not more than one-sixth the quantity available in the
lake; but as the Turks, with their nsual cunning, have now forbidden
the importation of Cyprus salt into Syria and Asia Minor, there is no
market for it at present, and the Government judged it unnecessary to
collect more. They, however, have circumvented the Turks at their
own game, by paying the average income which the latter derived
from the lake, £17,360 (4,166,220 okes at lei. per oke), in salt, which
now lies by the lake ready for H.M. the Sultan's acceptance. The
total cost of collection was-10,000,000 okes at 4,. 7d. per 1,000 =
£2,291. 13s. 4,Z., and 1,000,000 at 2s. 6cl. = £125 (as this was beyond the
authorised amount and an arrangement was come to with the villagers
as to the payment). There was also a sum of £64. 13s. Gd. for stacking, and the salaries of overseers and guards, which raise the total to
£2,630. The present retail price.is ld. per oke (2¾ lbs.), t-he same as
it was under Turkish rule, when it was a Government monopoly;
but this will probably be reduced if any chance of disposing of it
should offer itself, and already 12,000 okes have been sold at 15 paras
(!;d.) per oke as au experiment. Its market value in England is said
to be 15s. per ton, and if recrystallised for table use, 20s. or 25,. per ton;
but this could not be easily done in Cyprus, where fuel is so scarce,
unless shallow pans could be constructed near the lake, and the water
evaporated in them by the action of the sun. An analysis maclo by an
eminent chemist gives the following result:
Chloride of Sodium
Magnesium
Aluminum
,,
Sulphate of Potaf:.sium
Sodium

Calcium
,,
Nitrate of Potassium
Oxide of Iron

90·024
3·380
·620
!·890
2·860
!·070
·136
·020
JO0·000

His opinion, based upon the result of the analysis, is that the salt
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is derived from sea water. The first question which arises naturally
is, How did the salt get there? and on this point various theories have
been advanced, of which 111. Gaudry's seemed to be the most
plausible. M. Gaudry, a French geologist, who visited the island in
1855-56, and wrote a geological report on Cyprus for the French
Government, is of opinion that the high winds in winter force the sea
above its ordinary level, and the sea water then percolates through to
the lake, where it evaporates. But from careful observations, which I
have made in all weathers and all times of the year, I am convinced
that his hypothesis is wrong. In the first place, high winds do not
raise the mean level of the sea more than about a foot at any time,
and it is hardly likely that so small a difference for the short duration
of a storm would cause enough water to supply the lake to flow where
it did not before; secondly, the level of the lake, even in winter, when
it is full, is 51 below the level of the sea, and, therefore, if the sea water
flowed at all, it would do so always ; and, thirdly, it practically does
not flow in, for the lake remained dry the whole summer after it had
once evaporated, and only began to fill as the rain fell, and then in
exact proportion and at the exact time that the rain did fall, not
advancing an inch between the different showers, even though a high
east wind was blowing directly on shore. The opinion to which I
incline, in spite of 111. Gaudry, is that there are beds of rock salt under.
lying the lake, that the water reaches these beds through the sandy
bottom, and becomes impregnated with salt, which would naturally
communicate itself to all the water in the lake. This opinion is
supported by the fact that rock salt is often found in proximity to
gypsum heels, of which there are large masses all round Larnaca, that
the water in the wells round Larnaca above sea level are brackish, and
that I found a piece of rock salt on one occasion on the edge of the
lake. I hope that some experiments may be made by boring, to prove
the truth of this theory.
Such is the natural process by which salt is produced. But, in
order to ensure an annual hru.-vest, artificial meas1ues have from the

earliest times been adopted to regulate the supply of fresh water. I
have said that the lake at its ordinary winter level is 5' below the
level of the sea, and it is therefore evident that there is no means of
getting rid of surplus water, once in the lake, except by evaporation;
and should too much be allowed to get into the lake in winter, the
whole of it will not be evaporated, and the salt will not be deposited.
This was the case in 1878, the year of the English occupation, the
previous winter having been an unusually wet one, and the Turks

having neglected the ancient artificial works.

I had to examine the
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lake aud its surroundings to provide means to guard against a like
failure in the future. I found that on each side of the lake there is
a canal, forme,l by an enormous earthen embankment or dyke, starting
from the two principal valleys which come down from the hills
behind, and, according to native information, bring down floods of
water. These canals and embankments (AB and CD, Pl. I.) run
along the edge of the lake, following the contonr in numerous
windings and debouch: the one, AB, on the north side of the
lake, into the sea near Larnaca, the other into a second lake,
south of the Salt Lake, and separated from it by an artificial
bund. The embankments must have been constructed at a very
early rfate, for they show every trace of antiquity, are of enormous
size and thickness (in some places 20' high, and of equal thickness at
the base) ; and I found, in working in them, very ancient coins and
pottery. I should be disposed to assign them to the time of the
Phcenicians, who are known to have worked the lake. The canals
are eddently intended to divert the surplus water, coming down from
the upper country, from the lake to the sea and the lower marsh.
From the very slight fall which they have from start to finish, they
require constant care to keep the bed clear and level, and the embankments repaired from the destructive action of sheep and goats passing
over them. But this the Turks of course neglected to do, and, the
canals becoming choked, the water in flood burst the banks and flowed
into the lake, which, up to the time of tbe English occupation, it continued to ilo. The canal on the north side was breached at its commencement at A, where it had formerly started under the arches of
the aqueduct. I founcl it would be more convenient to make it start
a little higher np, where the valley was narrower and the ground
higher. We began repairing the numerous breaches from hero downwards, building a core of masonry with earth, well rn.mmed and
puddled around and ove1· it. The work had not proceeded far when
a heavy fall of rain filled the canal. I went down it to sec why the
water did not flow off to the sea, and found that, at the point marked El,
the bed of the canal rose so that the water could never pass it.
A careful inspection showed tlrnt the line of the original canal had
been altered, and, instead of passing through the gap at F, bad a new
channel cut for it through the hill, where the bed rose 5' above the
level of the canal behind it. 'l.'his had been done by au energetic
Turkish Pasha, who had put up a monument to commemorate bis
deed, bnt who could never have seen the water run down, or rather
up, his canal, and who probably pocketed the money required to
deepen it to the necessary level. Another gang was therefore started
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to deepen this part of the canal, which, being in a cutting about 15'
deep, was rather an awkward job, with hardly any implements. I
adopted the best method which suggested itself, which was to haul the
earth up in baskets from the bottom, on slides formed of two planks;
two men with pick and shovel below, one hauling up, and one carrying
off the baskets to empty. It took two or three baskets to a gang.
There was also a bridge, of which the foundations had to be underpinned, as they were 5' above the req nired level. There were here
about 100 men employed, and the same number at the breaches abovcmentioned. They were Greeks, and Turks, and Arabs, white and
black mixed, but I invariably found the Turks tbe best workmen and
most trustworthy men. They all worked for ls. per diem, and boys
at 6d. One lot was superintended by a Frenchman and the other by
a Greek, and I bad two sappers to keep the checks. Both superintendents received 5s. a day. The whole length of the canal, nearly 4
miles, took about three months to pnt in order.
At the same time that these works were started, I had to report
upon a more difficult matter-the canal on the south side of the lake.
This was more important, as a constant stream was running into the
lake on that side through a breach in the canal at G, being the overflow from the Larnaca aqueduct. This canal runs like the other, along
the contour of the steep hill-side. It had to double a promontory in
the lake in its course, and at this point its course was obliterated, and
it was difficult to discover what had become of it. It soon appeared
that the mosque (Pl. I. H.) above-mentioned was in the middle of the
ancient can1tl, and the cause of all the difficnlty and obstruction.
A visit to the Sheikhs of that establishment-most polite and
gentlemanly Turks, with whom I afterwards became great friendssoon cleared up the whole matter. Their story is that MaJ1ommed's
wet-nurse, a lady of great sanctity, headed an expedition to Cyprus in
her foster-sou's interest. But he1• arms miscarried, and she was killed
in battle on the site where the mosque is placed. Afterwards, when in
1570 the Turks took the island, this mosque was raised to her memory,
the spot having heen miraculously marked by three huge stones
brought from Mecca. The stones arc certainly there, and exactly
resemble a set of those at Stonehenge-two uprights, about 18' higb,
10' wide, and 3' thick, with a slab of equal size on the top. They are
now enclosed in a dome, with a tomb inside them, and the usual
paraphernalia of candles and lamps, &c. I was shown these megaliths as a great favour, and I never heard that anyone had discovered
them before me; hut I leave the Turks to discnss the authenticity of
their legend. The stones, however, are an additional proof of the
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antiquity of the canal, as they are almost in its centre, and mnst have
been placed there after it was made. In placing the mosque in its
obstructive position, the Tnrks probably intended to show their contempt for the Giaour and all his works. They must afterwards have
found out their mistake, for a small tunnel has been carried through
the hill behind the mosque, from the canal above it, apparently
with the object of remedying the evil; but as, unfortunately, this too,
like the canal on the north side, ran uphill, its excellent object was
defeated, and the water from the upper country had breached the dyke
in several places, and flowed into the lake. The difficulty now was
how to get round the mosque. There were three methods availableto enlarge and deepen the Turkish tunnel, to carry the embankment
round the mosque, or to make a deep cutting in the hill behind (See
Pl. II). The first of these would have been a costly operation, as the
soil is too soft to stand without masonry, and unsatisfactory, as it was
impossible to tell how much water it might be required to take in a
flood. The second would also have been very costly, as the ground
below the mosque falls immediately to the level of the lake, and an
enormous embankment would have had to be formed. There was
another objection to this course, viz., that the tombs of the Sheikh's
ancestors, held in deep veneration, were on this side, and to touch them
would have been sacrilege. The Royal Engineers therefore recommended a cutting through the hill behind, and £1,200 were granted
for the purpose. The length of the cutting required was 330 yards,
the mean height 25', and the width at bottom proposed 10'. Colonel
Naquay wished to pave and revet with stone, but this expense the
Governor wonld not accede to. These dimensions, with a slope of t for
the sides, gives 26,160 cubic yards of earth to be removed at rather
less than ls. a cubic yard, which, considering that the average wheeling
distance was 150 yards, is not an exaggerated estimate. But at
a time and in a country where the conditions of labour, soil,
and all other data, were almost unknown, it was impossible
to make au accurate estimate. Before beginning operations, I urged
the Government to procure a light tramway, which I felt sure would
be a great saving of expense. But they thought the expense at the
time too great, and it was not authorised, so I had to make arrangements for doing the whole excavation by wheelbarrows.
I began with a gang of about 100 natives at each end of the
cutting-one under an English foreman named Philipson, who bad
been with me since I began work on the roads; the other a Frenchman,
M. Lehagre, who brought good credentials as an engineer. Each had
two native gangers under him. The section of the ground is shown
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in Pl. III. The first 50 yards at either end were easily managed, the
cutting being excavated to the bottom, and a ramp left up the sid0
for the wheelers. It was necessary to have a large number of them at
the lower (M. Lehagre's) end, as the ground close by was cultivated,
and the earth bad to be wheeled some 200 yards. As the cutting got
deeper the difficulties became greater. E1ch foram~u had a msth
which he wished to try, and I allowed them to do so, as the rivalry
urged them to do their utmost. Philipson worked out in horizontal
layers with ramps up the side of the cutting ; Lehagre worked downwards from three points at once, the whole width of the cutting, an
when he had reache,d the bottom worked backwards, throwing up th
e,i,rth in steps to the top. The former plan in the encl proved murl
the cheapest and quickest. I found it better to employ bullock-cart
and wheel the earth at the lower encl, as the distance was so great
each cart conveying about a cubic yard a journey, and making 3
journeys a clay, the price being 3s. 6cl. a day for two bullocks, a driver
and a cart. In this way we reached to within 50 yards of the centre,
Lebagre being at the bottom of his cutting, but with a good lump still
behind him to come out, Philipson about two-thirds down, and clear
behind him. I now found the expense of these methods was getting
too great, so I tried a different way, slower but less costly. A bridge
had to be provided for communication with the mosque, so I now constructed this, using three 1211 x 12" timbers 35 feet long, with a
roadway of planks across. In the centre of this I placed two sets of
pulleys and blocks, supported by a scaffold. The wheelbarrows were
filled below, fastened to the fall by a cradle with three books for the
handles and wheel, and were then hauled up by a pair of bullocks whose
yoke was attached to the running encl. The barrows were disengagecl at
the top and run off to be emptiecl, and then lowerecl again. This plan
succeeded admirably, and we soon cleared out the remaining earth in
the cutting. The first 50 yards at each side cost, on an average, 3d.
per yard all counted; this gradually increased to 6cl., when I tried the
new methocl, which again reduced it to about 3½cl, In the end, when
all was finished, I found we had completed tho work for £500, less
than half the original estimate, and at an a,erage of 4½cl, per cubic
yarcl. This, when it is remembered that the earth was raised an
average of 12½', and wheeled an average of 150 yards, will appear
astonishingly cheap when comparecl with the cost per cubic yarcl of such
work in Englancl. All tools ancl material were obtainecl from the
military stores. I was much favourecl by the weather, which was
al~ost invariably fine, and the nature of the soil-a stiff clayey marl,
winch stands very well at a slope of 2 in 1. In one or two places
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there were layers of shingle, which had to be sloped off to a greater
angle, but these were fortunately near the top. The work was begun
in the beginning of February and completed by the second week in
April.
The extreme cheapness with which the work was accomplished I
attribute partly to the energy of my foreman, Philipson, who had
trained the gang nuder him, with the help of two very active Greek
gangers, into excellent labom·ers capable of executing as good a day's
work as many an English navvy, and to the wonderful cheapness of
labour. The best labourers got ls. a day, inferior men 9J., and boys
6cl.; mules and donkeys for 3s. and ls. 6cl. respectively; aml
bullock-carts for 3s. 6cl. were always forthcoming.
I cannot too highly praise the enduring qualities of the Cypriote
villagers, their temperate and abstemious habits, and their docility and
obedience. I was also much assisted by the kindness of the Sheikhs
of the mosque, who were grateful to me for not destroying the tombs
oftbeir ancestors (the threat of which I had used as a lever to obtain
their consent to the ultimate pion), and who readily sacrificed their
land, and to some extent their convenience, to the public service. A
few judicious presents, the loan of some whMlbarrows, together wit,h
stril/gent regulations to prevent damage to their fields and property,
were amply repaid by their good-will and co.operation.
The canals are now ready for action in case of floods, but as none
have yet come down, their utility has not been made apparent. Unfortunatcly the fall which it is possible to give is so very small, n,ml the
soil so porous, that the stream, which it was hoped would flow down to
the lower lake, disappears through the ground <>nd soaks into the Salt
Lake before reaching that point. Should its action he fonncl to injure
the salt crop in summer, after further experience, the bed of the canal
will h<>ve to he puddled, or the water of the stream diverted higher
up for purposes of irrigation.
In conclusion, it may be well to remark that these and other works
have been executed under the great disadvantage of a total want of
experience, as to the effect of Leavy rain in the plains. The most
reliable information from various sources bas been collected, but
hitherto we have been working very much in the dark, and our opera0

tions are more based on second-hand reports and t.heoretical calculation
tba.n on practiqal experience.

H. JII.

s.
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PAPER V.

DEVELOPMENT OF FIELD ARTILLERY.
THE R.A. INSTITUTION PRIZE ESSAYS OF 1879.*
A CRI1'IC!Slll.

By

LIEUT.

E.

w.

COTTER,

R.E.

THE Gold and Silver Medal Essays of the Royal Artillery Institution
contain matter of great interest, not merely for gunners themselves,

but for the army generally. The prizemen, as gunners, are naturally
apt to take an optimist view of the future of fielcl artillery; it may
be, then, not impossible that to look at the matter from an outsider's
point of view may lead to a more accurate appreciation of the many
points to be considered in deciding on the strength and armament of
the field artillery with an army corps.
With our system of voluntary enlistment everything is a question
of money. 1'.Iore money will produce more men, more material, more
horses. The question to be considered is not whether an increase in
any one arm will increase the power of an army, for, of course, every

fresh rifle, gun, or sabre will tell; but how, with a given sum of money,
the most efficient force for attack or defence can be produced. If there
is an increase in the proportion of any one arm of the service, there

must be a reduction in the strength of the others. Outside criticism,
therefore, on the proposals of each arm, cannot but be of ad vantage to
those who are responsible for the efficiency of the army generally. But
the value of outside criticism does not end here ; it may be of the
utmost value to the particular arm itself. For instance, in the Peninsula, the Duke of Wellington confined the field artillery to o horses
per gun; the gunners were bent on having 8, and, indeed, so determined was one colonel in his opposition that he was sent home in some
sort of disgrace. The question here for the artillery was not merely
to get increased mobility by having the higher number of horses, but
also whether the advantage gained compensated for the increased
• Gold Medal, Lieut, Goold-Adams; Sih·er Medal , Capt. EIIes.
F
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length of line of march, the increased difficulty of supplying the extra
number of horses with the consequent extra number of drivers. This
case in the field, where the gunners might say that the particular gnus
absolutely requirecl the extra horses, is but a miniature of the decisions
gunners should make in peace. Their object should be, not purely
how to render themselves relatively more important iu actual fight, by
piling on men and horses, but, taking into consideration cost, length of
line of march, carriage of supplies, &c., to render themselves a more
efficient element of an army, not only on the field of battle, but throughout a whole campaign. If the artillery become cumbrous, no matter
how great the mobility of each carriage, they become detrimental to
the efficiency of a force, with a possible result of being left behind, in
part, in order not to keep the infantry out of action.*
But it is not only the battery men and horses that have to be considered; weight of ammunition is a very important factor. Ifa battery
has with it 300 rounds per gun, either in its own wagons or with the
ammunition columns, an increase of only l lb. in the weight of a
round means 1,800 lbs. per battery added to the burden of transport.
In short, the question is not to get the greatest power per gun in
action, but to get that power with the least possible strain on the
capabilities of the staff and the supply departments, with the smallest
initial cost, and a minimum. of men.
Our connection with the gunners is too well known to be here
dilated on, whilst, when not technically employed, we are ourselves
nothing but infantry ; and as by education we are necessarily acquainted
with the powers of both arms, it is deemed not, too much to say that
from no quarter is outside criticism likely to be of more value than
from the corps of Engineers.
With this preface let us at once enter into an examination of the
proposals of the gallant essayists.
Both prizemen favour the adoption of breech-loaders. Though a
few of the reasons they give are open to argument, the balance remains
in favour of their proposal; in fact, the matter seems now to have
grown beyond argument. The discovery of the advantages of air
spacing and chambering, enabling guns to fire much larger charO'es
without increasing the stl'ain, renders long guns to burn the increa:ed
charges necessary if the advantages of the discovery are to be realised.
It can be easily unclerstoocl that, though with short guns the breechloader and the muzzle-loader may be on a par, as the bore lengthens
the advantage tells in favour of the former .
. * ·witness General Roberta's march, in which, despite loss in power, none Lutmoun•
ta10 guns we1·e taken, though there were horse artillery in Kabul, whence he started.
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One advantage not mentioned by the essayists is of importance. To
give rotation to an M.L. projectile, the gas-check has been found superior to the stud system, but the gas check, by its own weight and that
of its fitments, adds about 5 per cent. to the weight of a projectile,
which weight could be very much more usefully employed in the shape
of a more powerful shell.• To wit-the experimental 13-pounder
(13¼-lb. shell), the greatest triumph of onr gnn factories, fires a shell
weighing about 12½ lbs., the remainder being made np of gas-check
and fitments.
It may surprise some to learn that one of the reasons for the
adoption of breech-loaders by the French was economy. The Chief of the
Artillery Staff in Algeria, in 1876, thus explained to the writer how
this conclusion was arrived at : To obtain accuracy with a mnzzleloader the utmost nicety in rifling is necessary, whilst moderately
good work in a breech-loader will give better centring, and consequently greater accuracy. Of course more money may be spent by
rifling a B.L. gun with delicacy of workmanship; but, if that is done,
it is only because the increased accuracy, unattainable in a muzzleloader, is deemed worth the money.t
Both essayists again agree in recommending increased charges, not
only of powder but of projectiles. Capt. Elles merely advocates a
long-range 25-pounder, but Lieut. Goold-Adams goes into the matter
in detail. The latter proposes to retain our present calibres (3" and
3"·6) aucl increase the projectiles from 9 lbs. and 16 lbs. to 15 lbs. and
24 lbs., ancl at the same time increase the velocities a couple of hundred
feet per second, and all this without increasing the draught beyond
the powers of 6 and 8 horses respectively.
Draught, or rather the necessity for mobility, is the limiting element
of field guns. It is allowed on all hands that horse artillery should
not have more than 6 horses, and field batteries not more than 8
horses per gun. The greater the speed the less proportionate value is
obtained from an increase in tbe number of horses, whilst even at low
speeds the power of draught does not increase in proportion with the
horses. ll1any have laid clown weights that may be clrawn by field
artillery teams, but all require to be taken cwn g1·a1w salis. The
higher t.hc wheel the easier the draught of a given weight; English
horses can draw more than continental horses, and, as before pointed

* It is true the gas-check fragments would be useful, Lu~ in the shrapnel not so
useful as balls placed in front of the bursting charge; whilst m the common shell the
weight might be better used in strengthening tl1e walls to pre,ent prematures and
.
.
.
increasing the capacity.
t The writer does not vouch fol' the correctness of these news; he simply gn·ea
them as he heard them stated.
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out the weight per horse will depend on the number in the team, But
thi~ is not all; the number of gunners carried is a fresh factor. As
a gun team has to move faster and over worse ground in action
than on the march, it is the draught in action, which includes the
gunners carried on tl,e gnu carriage, that limits the weight of material.
Wacrons will very mrely be brought nearer to the guns than 200 yards
in f~ture fights, and, as they are usually heavier than the gun carriages,
they will follow the movements of the latter at a slower rate ; hence, if
a gun is to be efficient, it must have a detachme11t sufficient to work it,
either riding with the piece or carried on the carriage.
From a comparison of a large number of cases (see Appendix A),
and from deduct.ions and calculations based on height of wheel, I have
arranged the following table to suit English horses drawing gun
carriages with 5-feet wheels, both heavy and light field batteries to
have equal mobility, the weights given to include everything carried
behind the teams in action :
4 Horses
~

Per horse Total
cwt.
cwt.

Horse batteries
Field batteries

I1

I

. 7i
. 8¼

30
33

GHorses
~---~
Per horse Total

8 Horses

~'-----Per horse Total

cwt.

cwt.

cwt.

6¼
7¼

37}
43~

6¼

cwt.

See
- )
50 f Appendix A.

The Swiss Aide-M6moire for artillery says: 'La force de traction
par cbeval diminue en raison de !'augmentation cln nombre de
chevaux, dans Ja proportion de 8, 7, et 6 pour 4, 6 et 8 chevaux.'
Captain Langlois, of the French Artillery, in his work commenting on
this, says that these deductions for increased number of horses may
be a little exaggerated. As the Swiss have no horse artillery, the
statement in the Aide-Memoire must apply to field batteries. The
figures above taken, being in the proportion of 8, 7·03, 6·06, are
nearer to what Captain Langlois would prefer, and, as they are
deduced from practice, they must be ,-ery near t.he mark. The
R-horse draught is½ cwt. rnore than the 16-pounder, the only field gun
which has so large a team. As to the figures given for the 4-horse
and o-horse teams, as against a remark that they are respectively
½cwt.and 3½ cwt. less than the Italian and German equipments,* it
may be stated that the writer bas seen doubts expressed in an Italian
paper to the effect that their light gun would require a larger team,
whilst Captain Fraser, R .E., in the United Service Institution Prize
Essay for 1879, states that the heavy Turkish gun, exactly similar to
the German field gun, was deficient in mobility. The weight for the
ri-horse team, as above, is an almost exact mean between the Austrian
light and heavy field guns, both of which are drawn by 6 horses,

* The reduced weights, as in Appendix A

are here referred to.
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Gunners with kits weigh nearer to 13 than to 12 stone ; but, as the
former are a removable burden, some reduction must be made in
making comparisons. .Assuming that with his kit the average field
gunner is equal to a permanent burden of 12 stone, the following table
is arrived at :
GW1Uers carried Remaining
for
Number Weight

cwts.

Remarks

Material

- -cwts.

{

nil.

nit.
3

30

In our serf'ice 2 N.C.O.

2

27

and 6 men ride wi th

6 hones

{

11il.

nil.

2

3

3i·5
3-J;.j

holders. In the F.A.

{ 6 horses

L

4

6

5

7,5

{

4

6

44

5

7·5

42}

{ 4 horses

H. A.

(

F.A.
8 horses

37·0
36

the piece in the H.A.,
of whom 3 are horse•
2 N.C.O., one holds
the other's J1orse.

It would seem that with fewer than six men with the piece
there is a loss of efficiency; hence, at least that number should bo
with the gun in the H ..A.., whilst in field batteries the more carried
on the gun carriage the better; the number of seats which may be
provided is, however, limited to fi vc.
From the tables given, it appears that with our present arrangements we may adopt a weight of material of 34·5 cwt. for the light
gun, which will admit of two gunners being carried in the H ..A.., thus
with the five riders making up a detachment of seven,* whilst five men
may he carried in the F.A. without exceeding the above dr'3/ught. For
the heavy gun, if five gunners be carried, 42½ cwt. is left for material.
These are practically the same draughts as those proposed by Lieut.
Goold-.A.dams, who thus arranges the qualities to be obtained :
Lt. Field ...

Hy. Field...

Calibre

Guu

3"

7 to 8 cwt.

3"·6

12 ,,

:M.V.

Projectile

16 lbs.

1,550 f.s.

24 ,,

;:zgg ~:.}

{

Wt. of Material

34 to 35 cwt.
42 ,,

Round11

40
30

The experimental 13-pounder 11'1.L. fires a 13¼-lb. projectile with
3k lbs. of powder, with a velocity of 1,595 f.s., the weight of material,
including 36 rounds, being 36·85 cwt. If in that gun the projectile
was increased to 15 lbs., the l\I.V. (by the formula 1VV 2 = wv 2)
would be 1,500 f.s., or 50 feet short of the desired velocity. Allowing
that the substitution of breech for muzzle loading will admit of
• ,vith four riders only, the detachment would be six, thus sa,·ing from the danger
in first line-1 gunner, 1 horse holder, and 2 horses. Six is the largest gun detachment,
used a.broad.
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increased chambering, that the winclage will he absolutely sealed, and
also considering the slight increase of energy due to longer projectile,
we may allow that not more than 3¼ lbs. of powder would, in a gun of
same calibre and lengtl1 of bore, be required to give the shot an M.V.
of 1,550 f.s. Admitting that a B.L. gun of 8 cwt. could be made to
do this with safety, the question a.rises: Will a carriage of the same
weight bear the increase of recoil of 20 per cent.? If we consider that
the 13-pounder carriage, constructed within the last three years, has
been made as light as is consistent with strength, the answer seems to
be doubtful, even if we follow the essayist's advice, and substitute steel
for wrought iron and wood everywhere, except in the wheels. Jlloreover, 40 15-pounder rounds would weigh l¼ cwt. more than 36 rounds
of 13-pounder ammunition. Where is the saving to meet this to come
from ? From the limber, which has to bear the increased weight?
Even then the total would be l ·85 cwt. more than the essayist's higher
limit of weight (35 cwt.), which is itself ½cwt. more than we have
deduced. But he further proposes the adoption of the Russian butter,*
which allows the trail brackets on recoil to impart motion to the
wheels and axletree by stays, which themselves receive the strain
through an iudiarubber buffer, the middle of the axletree being allowed
to move freely in a slot along the under sides of the brackets. By the
adoption of this buffer the essayist claims to be able to lighten the carriage sufficiently. I take exception to his calculations, as he did not
take into consideration that., though the buffer eases the blow, it does
not allow the brackets to slip away as if they had only their own weight.
Nor did he consider in his deductions that the difference between the
Russian 4-foot and the British 5-foot wheel causes an increase of
weight for the four wheels alone of 3 cwt., not to mention that the axletree for a 5-foot wheel must be longer, and consequently heavier than
would be necessary, all other things being equal, for a 4-foot wheel.
The main advantage of the buffer seems to be, to make the shock act
more gradually and at better positious in the ax]etree, aucl it also might
allow the lower flanges of the trail bmckcts to be reduced in section.
Russian experiments, moreover, are not reliable, nor bas that nation

been so successful with its artillery to make us feel sure that something
really good has been adopted. The writer believes that buffer carriagest are certain to be adopted, sooner or later, yet be cannot admit
that the total draught of the 15-ponnder could be reduced to 35 cwt.,
even should the number of rounds carried be reduced to 3G.
• A good description of this carriage is to be found in No, 6,

Proceedings.

1" Not necessarily of the Russian pattern.

YOl.

x., R.A. luditulion
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But there is another question to solve, viz., Is it advisable to fire
15-lb. projectiles from a gun of 3 11 calibre? Professor Greenhill has
come to the rescue to enable us to decide this point. By some intricate
calculations* he arrived at a formula by which to find the proper rotation for elongated projectiles. 'rhe results obtained by this formula
are wonderfully good, to wit: two of the most accurate rifles in
existence, the 40 c.m. Krupp and the Martini-Henry, the one weighing
72 tons, tl1c other an infantry weapon, should have twists, the former
of 1 in 4,'\·758, the latter of 1 in 50·7.J,4. The Krnpp has l in 45, and
the famous Henry barrel has 1 in 49.
Tbc following, as regards twists, are deduced from the Professor's
results:
Common Shell

Twist

l in 2S
1 jn

ao

I in 32¼
1 in 35¼
l in 39-

L~i£t~~~!.~11

Weight for S''

Weight for 311·G

Wei:hh[Ig:;?; gun

4

14·4 lbs.

23·4 lbs.

16 lbs.

1a•5 ,,

22

al
3¼

at

3

,,

14•1 ,.

20·6 ,,

13·2 ,,

11·7 ,,

10·1 "

12·2 ,,

10·8 ,,

17·6,,

ll·2 ,,

12·6 ,,

t

The weights are obtained by deductions from service shells, allowing for the facts that the clearance of fut,ure projectiles, owing to absence
of necessity for windage to light the foze, will be only 1 per cent.
of the calibre, instead of, as in our present field gnns, 2 per cent.
Also that, as the pressures per square inch will, owing to chambering
and air spacing, remain nearly constant in both calibres, the walls of
the shells of tbe larger calibre will be relatively thinner, increasing the
capaeity, but reducing the weight.
From the table it would seem that with a twist of 1 in 30, as in our
present field guns (M.L. ), a common shell, 13½ lbs., is the limit beyoncl
which, in a 3 11 gun, we should not go. If, however, we increase the
effect of the shell against entrenchments by packing it with gun cotton
at a high density, as proposed by the essayist, the weight might be
increased to 14 lbs. without greater length. The advantages of such
a course are doubtful , for not only has the use of gnn cotton been made
the subject of experiment,t but, as it gives forth no smoke, it would
render common shell useless in ascertaining range; and as, most likely,
the walls on explosion would be shivered almost to dust, the mankilling power would be destroyed.
* Sre No. 7, Yol. x., R .A. In.stitution Proceedings.
.

t

,vithout a gas-check the 13-pouncler common shell would wCJgh about this

amount. It is nlmost exactly 3½ diameters.
.
t Except as ~ small primer in the experimental water sbf'll, wlm·h was not
adopted. !further experimPnts with gun cotton ns the burster for shell have beeu

mado since this paper was written.
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If the common shell were made 15 lbs., a twist of 1 in 27 wonld he
necessary. Now increased twist means increaserl strain, with sharper
recoil and greater wear on the grooves, and, with an increasing spiral,
loss of velocity. For further examination of this question see Appendix C, from which, and from the above, it will he seen that a 18½-lb.
shell seems the outside that should be adopted for a 311 g11n.*
.A. shrapnel of 3¾ calibres would weigh 14 lbs., but, surely, having
suited an equipment to fire one projectile which is useful as an incendia1·y and man-killing projectile, useful in ascertaining range and
in destroying entrenchments, it would be a very wrong conrse to
increase the weight of everything in order that half the projectiles
might have a slight increase in effect; if followed, the two natures of
shell wonld require different range tables, and different lengths of faze.
If the weight of the projectiles were reduced from 15 lbs. to 13½ lbs.,
and tbe charge from 3¼ lbs. to that of the 13-pounder, 3½ lbs., then,
keeping the gun at 3 cwt., and carrying 36 rounds of ammunition, the
draught, by the adoption of a buffer, might be reduced to 34½ cwt.
Similarly, it is found that a 24-lb. shrapnel and a 22-lb. common
shell would suit a 3"·6 gun with a 1 in 30 spiral. .A.s the relative
value of both projectiles is, in the larger gnu, more equal, the case
for not increasing the weight of the shrapnel beyond that of the
common shell is still stronger. Besides this there is the question :
With 24-lb. projectiles, can we obtain the velocity required from a
12-cwt. gun, or from a gun of any weight, without having excessive
length of bore? The essayist almost assumed 1,600 f.s., though he
allowed a margin from 1,550 to 1,600. When it is considered that a
3"·6 chambered to 4¼ inches would require, to realise tbe higher figure,
a bore at least 24 calibres long-that is, 18" longer than the present
16-pounder-and when we add to this at least 6" behind the bore due
to breech-loading-that is, 2 feet in all-it seems improbable that the
same quantity of metal which fires an 18-lb. shrapnel with an l\LV.
under 1,300 f.s. could fire with safety one weighing 24 lbs. at a velocity
of 1,600, weakened as it would be by the breech openings.
The strain on the carriage, if the weight of the gun was kept down
to 12 cwt., would be increased, as compared with the 16-pounder, as
8 to 3, whilst 30 rounds of 24-pounder ammunition would weigh 3 cwt.
more than the 28 rounds carried by the 16-pounder, as the former
would require a charge of 6 lbs. as compared with 3 lbs. Surely all
this cannot be made good without increasing the total weight of
material beyond 42 cwt. (same as 16-pounder), or 42½ cwt., the limit
we have taken. The writer does not believe that any improvement in
• No existing field shell has so great a length.
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carriage construction, the adoption of a buffer, or any other contrivance,
would enable ns to even approximate to this result.
If we are satisfied with a velocity of 1,600 f.s. in the light gun, it
would follow that the projectiles of t-he heavier gun, which, being
longer, will retain their velocity better, with the same compara.tive
efficiency may have a less M.V. The German, French, and our present
systems are so arranged; indeed, it is difficult to see why a reverse
disposition should be adopted. Five lbs. of powder could fire a 22.lb.
projectile from a chambered 311 ·6 gun with a velocity about 1,500 f.s.,
if the bore be as long as that of the 13-ponnder (23·3 calibres). If
24 rounds were carried in the limber, as at present, we would have, as
compared with Lieut. Goold-.A.dams's proposal, a saving of 2¾ cwt. in
weight of ammunition, combined with a reduction in strain on the
carriage in the proportion of 4 to 3, whilst we feel sure that a 12-cwt.
gun conld do what is required. To fire against an entrenched enemy,
a powerful common shell is required, and as late warfare foreshadows
increased nse of entrenchments, it is thought that, if the power as
above can be obtained, it might be adopted, provided the weight of
material be kept down to 42½ cwt. Were it not for this question of
entrenchments, the writer is of opinion that it would be helter to arm
all the field artillery with the lighter gun. Assuming, owing to our
increased knowledge of field gun-carriage construction, and to the
reduction in mawi-mum• strain on gun and carriage due to air spacing
and chambering, that the weight can be kept down as desired, we can
tabulate the modifications of the essayist's proposals, which we think
necessary:
L' ht G
ig

H

eavy

{Lt. Goold-Adam,
un · Modified . . .

G

un

{Lt. Goold-Adams
Modified .

.

.

Weight of 11Iateria.l

SJ1cll

M.V.

34 to 35 cwt.

15 lbs.
13½ ,,
24 ,,
22 "

1,550 f.s.
1,600 ,.

34½ "
42 "
42½ ,,

1,600 ,,
1,500 ,,

No. of
Rounds

t

40
06

30
24

As regards the details of the carriage, the proposal to abolish axletree boxes is to be commended for their weight, and that of the rounds
in them would be removed from tbe most objectionable position in
which they could be placed. .A. round of case could be carried, as suggested, in leather pockets between the trail brackets, where tbe weight
would rather ease the blow on the axletree, and be not more hurtful to
the trail than in the present position. The weight of the boxes, which
have to be large to act as seats, would thus be saved.
If we retain wrought iron as the material for the trail brackets,

; 1":s~is{1~\~~1~tfi~:n~:~a!

for

::f~r allowance
chambering as that ma.de for the Hi-pounder is taken.

Lreech-loading and increa!;ed
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greater strength for the same section may be obtained by pressing
down the flanges hot, instead of, an at present, riveting on angle iron,
saving at the same time the hurtful weight of the rivet heads. This is
deemed better than merely bending over the plates cold, as in Italy
and Russia, as, no matter how good the iron, there is a loss of strength
at the bend, and, when bent, there is a loss of stiffness, nor is it possible
to get the flange equally well placed as if shaped hot.*
And now as to the advisability of adopting pole in lieu of shaft
draught, recommended by Capt. Elles. The writer cannot see that
there is any doubt in the matter. We are the only nation that adopts
shaft draught for gun-caITiages, and we stick to them on purely conservative principles.
The solitary advantage of shaft draught is that, with a powe,ful
horse in the shafts, the cal'riage is more under control in turning. Our
text-books say that a pole bears down on the horses when crossing a
ditch or depression in the ground. Is this true of a gun-carriage ? If
you have a rigid four-wheeler, as the Royal Engineer pontoon wagon,
by all mes.us use shafts, for then they can hinge on the carriage. But
a gun-carriage is not a rigid four-wheeler, and hence both shafts and
poles are necessarily rigidly connected with the limber, with a result
that one bears down pretty well as much as the other, the pole perhaps a little more, becanse it is longer, but then two horses receive
the pressure instead of one.
The disadvantages of shaft as compared with pole draught are as
follows:
(1) In stopping or going clown hill, one horse, instead of two, bears
the weight of the carriage.
(2) The shaft horse alone is always kept up to his work, receiving
every jerk from the limber, so much so that, as Captain Elles says, it is
common to see the other horses fresh and the shaft horse thoroughly
exhausted.
(3) Special harness is required for a shaft horse.
(4) Should the shaft horse fall, it is difficult to extricate him-a
difficulty increased tenfold should he be killed.
(5) A shaft limber is heavier than a pole limber, reducing thereby
the number of rounds that may be carried; moreover, the weight of
the spare shafts carried on the ammnnition wagon is greater than the
spare pole.
(6) A pole limber bas fewer parts, and is cheaper than a shaft
limber.

* There is no part of the equipment where steel would show to greater advantage
as compared with wrought iron than in the axletree.
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(7) Projection of the limber hook to the rear enables a carriage to
lock further in turning; it is more difficult to project it with a shaft
than with a pole limber.
As an instance of this last, though the extreme length of carriage
in the Austrian service is greater than in ours, their carriage can turn
in two-thirds the space, thus enabling a battery to occupy less ground.
Partly this, no doubt, is due to the fact that the wheels are smaller,
but mainly to the fact that the pole projects to the rear, so that the
limber hook is as far back as the rear of the wheels, enabling the
carriage to lock to an angle of 80°.
Both essayists recommend the adoption of rifled howitzers, but for
different purposes. The gold medallist proposes a 32-pounder, drawn
by 8 horses, to act as a sort of field siege howitzer for the attack of
entrenched positions, provided with blindages and splinter proofs;
the silver medallist a light 25-pounder to assist the attack of infantry
with vertical fire after the low trajectory weapons have been obliged to
cease for fear of hurting their own men. Neither propose to reduce
the long-range batteries so as to substitute howitzers without increasing
the proportion of artillery. Of course, both the objects mentioned by
the essayists are highly desirable; the question merely is: Is it worth
while to adopt howitzers at a cost either of reducing the number oflongrange batteries, or reducing our cavalry or infantry ? for all cannot be
provided for the same money, the same number of recruits, the same
carriage of supplies, with in either case the disadvantage of increasing
the number of different sorts of ammunition carried with an army.
Howitzers in defence would be of little practical use; they would be
heavily handicapped in the preliminary artillery fight, whilst, if they
came into front line later to fire case, they would simply occupy
ground that could much better be occupied by infantry. Moreover,
if we increase the common shells of our heavy field guns from 16 to
22 lbs., the necessity for howitzers becomes of less importance. To use
a long-range 22-pounder for curved fire is not waste of power, for two
reasons: 1st, curved fire strains a carriage more than direct fire, and
hence the low charges are necessary; 2nd, when a gun bas to cease
direct firing, it is better to commence curved fire tl1an not fire at all.
The 22-pounder would be a powerful weapon, whether for curved or
direct fire, and therefore it is believed to be a far better course to render
it capable of quickly changing from one sort of fire to another,* than
to adopt howitzers with their many disadvantages.

* An extreme elevation of 2.5° might be provided, and this would be ~mple for
curved fire, the drop at 1,300 yards being about 1 in 2. 'l'~e twist (1 in 30) 1s greatn
than that of the Aervice siege howitzer of 6"·3, which has 1 m 35.
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As to the proportion of artillery in an army corps, let ns see what
the French and Germans have adopted after their experience:
German Corps, 25,000 bayonets.
. l } Total, 17 batteries,
.
.
Ctwalry Division, 1 horse battery
or 4 guns per
, 8
Corps Artillery, 2 horse and 6 field batteries
1,000 bayonets.
. 8
Divisions, each 4 field batteries
French Corps, 26,000 bayonets.
. 1 } Total 19, or 4l
.
.
Cavalry Brigade, 1 horse battery
guns per
• 10
Corps Artillery, 8 field and 2 horse batteries
1,000 bayonets.
. 8
2 Divisions, each 4 field batteries
British Corps, 21,000 bayonets.
1 ..., Total 15, or 4i
.
.
.
Cavalry Brigade, 1 horse battery
guns pe1·
5 ~
Ccrps Artillery, 3 horse and 2 heavy field batteries .
9
1,000 bayonets.
3 Divisions, each 2 heayy and 1 light field batteries .

J

The British proportion is consequently a mean between those of
the two other Powers. If it be true, as stated in our ' Field Exercises,'
that the object of field artillery is merely to give the necessary support to
infantry, it would seem that the more powerful the guns, the fewer of
them are required. It remains, therefore, for the artillery to prove
that they are really the arm that bears the brunt of the fight beforo
increased power becomes au argument in favour of increasing the
proportion of guns in an army.
Seeing bow great would be the weight of transport of ammnnition
for the 22-pounder, considering also that it requires 8 horses, and more
space in which to manceuvre, that it would fire less quickly and have
fewer rounds with it than the light gun, and that, owing to its larger
team, it would be more likely to suffer in mobility by casualties among
the horses, the writer proposes to relegate it to the corps artillery,
instead of distributing the light and heavy batteries as at present,
with a consequent advantage of having all the divisional batteries
armed with the same weapon, and enabling the divisional ammunition
columns, with same transport, more effectually to supply the batteries.
As the number of light batteries would be thus largely increased,
we might increase the number of heavy batteries with the corps
artillery, reducing a battery of that expensive corps, the horEe
artillery, leaving us, however, a larger proportion of it than exists
either in France or Germany.• The result, compared with a distribution as at present, is:
Present
Honse

Lt. Field

Proposed
Hy. Field

Horse

Lt. Field

Hy.Field

Cavalry Brigade and Corps{
.{
.
Artillery
·
3 Divisions, each

* Italy bas no horse artillery. 1ifajor Kemmis, R.A., in the Prizu Essay of this
year, !ecommends a reduction of the horse artillery ba.tkries to two per army corps
-a st1l l larger step,

I
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Such a distribution would result in a saving of 121) battery draught
horses and 60 drivers, besides the 36 H.A. riding horses and the reduction that might be effected in spare horses and their drivers. Will
any artillery officer deny that this would be an increase in efficiency
equal to a very large increase in gun power? It should be remembered
that the proposed light guns would be more efficient than existing
heavy ones.
In conclusion, let us collect the result of what the writer believes
to be an impartial examination of the proposals of the essayists :
(1) A return to breech-loading for field artillery.
(2) That, for a light field gun, suitable for horse artillery as well
as field batteries, a power equal to a 13½-lb. shot, fired with an M.V.
of l,GOO f.s., is as great as we can hope for. The number of rounds
with the gun might be 36, the draught 34½ cwt.
(3) 'l'hat, for a field gun, due regard being given to mobility, a
power equal to 22 lbs., fired with an M:.V. of 1,500 f.s., is the utmost
that can be obtained, 8 horses being allowed, the draught 42½ cwt.
(4) That, the necessity for rifled howitzers, or for any increase to
the present high proportion of field artillery with an army corps, is
not proven.
(5) That, for gun carriages and their wagons, pole draught is
distinctly superior to shaft draught.
In the meanwhile, our field guns are inferior in power to those of
continental nations, whilst the number of men and horses per gun
is very much greater-a peculiar anomaly, considering that our difficulty is men, not material.
I append a table (see Appendix Il) of the field guns adopted by
continental nations. Of these it may be remarked that they form the
second effort of Germany, Italy, Austria, and England, ancl the third
of France, in the production of rifled field artillery.

E.W. C.
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APPE::-.'TIIX A.
WEIGHTS DRAW~ BY FIELD ARTILLERY TEAMS.

Nature of Piece

f c\\ t.
-HoRS
AnTIL-LERY.
-E
,-

9-pr._ /:'1 8 for India ,}
origmal .
.
9-pr. at pre,-,ent
8-cm. Austrian
~m. Germ.an

:So. , :So.

cwt

Xo

Pc,
hora,
cwt. ~ ~ ..::_

- ,- 1- - -- I

34·1
33·9
30
35·2

cv.t.

2

5
3
7

I

3i·l

6

6 18 60

37'1

6·18

3
6
nil

36·9
33
35·2

6
6
6

6·15 60
6
54
5·86 55

36·9
34:i9

136·76

6·1,j
5·80
6·12

5
4
4

7-5
6
6

43-4
36
30·6

6
6
4

7-23 60 j 4N
6·00 ol 37-95
7·65 49·01 33·69

7·23
6·32
8·42

5
5

7-5
7·5
7-5

4-LS

45·2
40·5

6
6
8

1--n 5,1
;-.j3 55
6·19 60

2
4
nil

LIGRT FIELD ARTILLERY.

J3riti:sh 9-pr. of 8 cwt. • 3-)·9
Au!:lrian 8-cm.
. 30
Italian i-em.
• 24·6
H£Ayy }"inn
ABTILLEQY,

A11Strian 9-cm.
German 9-cm.
"British 16-pr.

5

I

4i·l1

46·91

;-82
7- 35

!9·5

6·19

* Gunners with their kits weigh nearer to 13 than to 12 stone. but some allowance must be made for the fact that they are a remornble burden.
t It has been taken that for equal draught the weights may be increased in the
proportion of the roots of the heights of the wheels. Except in going up a steep hill,
the roads being smooth, this is rather under the mark . The exaet calculation for
friction at the pipe Lo::t gil'cs, th:'.lt the weights may increase as the cube roots of the
squares of the heights, whilst the power of Ol"ercoming obstades gives increases in
still greater proportion.
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APPENDIX B.
PRESENT FIELD ARTILLERY OF FRANCE, ITALY, AUSTRIA,
GERMANY, AND BRITAIN.
Weight
behind Team

l

Nature of Gun

_

_ _ _ _ _ _,_n.
1

cwt . INo. No.

cwt.

cwt.

~f. {i'ri~~~ : f~ 1i:1~
5

Italy

• {Lt,. Field 1Hl5

B.L.

A t ·

~-{~a

Hy. Field 3·43

{Horse

~~- i!:1~

G~~~y { ~~~:
B •ta·

i.L~.

. 2·95

'.

. 3

E~r~e;tal 1:1,L.} 3

..

1a·2

••

17·6

lb3

~-7

6

f.s.

ao

9·37 1,312

4.8

..

1,492

1,490

t1il

'
••

40
40
iH

352
45·2

U·SG
Ni3

IMO 12-17 1,625
15·4 r;-43 1,456

40
31

2-i5
3·3

36·9
43·4
49·5

6·15
7·23
6·19

9·06 9·8
9·06 9·8
16·19 17'!:I

40
40
28

I-7.j

"

35·2
37·7
33·1)

36·8S

1·21
f abont
•• : 3·3

G·00
7·41

44•5

Sa·9

a·s

-1·2

10·3 1,397
10·3 1,397
la·M 1,480

l'.i'ti

"

24

!hi
9·5
lG-1

33

30
30
31

No. _ lbs.

1,oos

9'6

5·9

i'r;. :1: ~ i-o 1;

{Horse

lbs.

24.·6

6·8

:::3 i:i
i:~:

cwt.

1,391
1,381
1,35/i

2·09
2·0!.I
3·3

Vi5
3

..

Tho df'tails of the new French equipment, as above, haYo not yet been published.
The Light gun is for both Horse and Light Field Batteries.
The details of the Italian Ileo:ry gun are not known. Italy has no llorso Artillery.
The German Light gun is for Horse Artillery only.
,vith mark I. carriages, now used only with Field Batteries, the weights of the
British Light and llcrwy gun c:1rriages would be l cwt. and 1 cwt. respccti rely moro
than the aboYe weights, which are those> of present pattern.
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APPENDIX C.

COllPARISON OF 1 5 -LB. WITH 1 2½-LB. PROJECTH,ES I~ A LIGHT FIELD GUN,

Light Artillery does not pepper away at long ranges ; its duties a.re to support tho
other arms with its fire, advancing with them in attack to the distance whence its
fire will produce the utmost effect, sacrificing itself, if necessary, and in defence re~
maining in position with the hope that the last round of case might cause an attack
to fail. The ranges it will most affect may therefore be considered to 'fary between
800 and 1,800 yards. It will avoid in attack shorter ranges, as the loss due to the
enemy's infantry fire would be so great that the effect would be reduced. Let us then
take a mean range, say 1,200 yards, and compare the relative ndv-antages of a 13~~lb.
and a 15-lb. shell at that distance.
Suppose an equipment suited to Light Artillery, e'\"erytbing fixed except the
nature of ammunition. Let the gun ba'\"e a 3-inch calibre of such a length and such
a chambering that with 3 lbs, of powder the 13½-lb. shot will have an M.V. of
1,600 f.s., and the carriage sufficiently strong to just withstand the recoil due to this
momentum efficiently. If we increase the weight of the shot, we must, to have same
rec1Jil, reduce the charge; in other words, the momentum of the projectiles at the
muzzle must be equal-that is to say, the following amount for each gun must ho
equa.1-(sbot +½charge) x velocity-.
At least 2 lb. 10 oz. would be required to give the 15-lb. shot the n;iomentum of
the 13}-lb. shot as above, say only 2·6 lbs. We then ha\"e (13}+ 11) 1,600 = (15 + 1 ·3)
x velocity of 15-lb. shell, whence we find \elocity of 15-lb. shell equals l,4i3 f.s.
'rhe generally accepted measure of the Yalue of a projectile is its energy, all other
things being equal. At the muzzle the 13½ lb. shot will have the admntage, but it
will not retain it. At 1,200 yards the velocities would be: Of 13~-pounder, 1,144 f.s.;
of 15-pounder, 1,090 f.s.; the energies being in the proportion of 1,766 to 1,812, or
an advantage of only 2·6 per cent. in favour of 15-pounder. Does this balance an
increase of 6·6 per cent. in the weight of a round, not to mention the loss in speed of
firing, and the other disadrnntages noted in the text? Besides, beyond a certain
length the bullet or powder capacity of a shell will not increase in proportion to
weight. The answer seems decidedly in fa:-rour of the light projectile.
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VI.

BOUNDARY LINE
BE'l'WEEN THE

ORANGE FREESTA'fE&GRIQUA-LAND WEST.
BY BREVET L1Eu·r.-CoLONEL CH.<RLES WAR-REN, C.M.G.,

R.E.

'11hefollowing obsel'vations hai:e been 'Written for the purpose of supplyl'ny
i'11fui'niation to brother n_fficers on subjects 11;hich are not fu)ly

?llfll·

tioucd in icorks on surveying, ancl more especially to show the
accu,rate results which may be obtained with instruments in orcli11r1ry
use.

Ir wlll not be necessary to give in detail any a.ccount of the
political cmup1ications which led to the lnyiug clow·n of tlw Bonwhu·.,
Line between the Orange F1·ee 8tate and Gri(j 11a•La11d \Vest, bey1)11rl
stating the broad facts that the Diamond Fields were claimed by
Chief Wa,terboer o-f the Griquas, and by Presirlent Bra.nd, Or·auge
Free State: that the British Government acquired the rights of
aterboer, and that after some µ1·otractecl negoti:ttions it was
arranged that the Orange Free State should a,bandon its claim on
receiving from Griqua- Lancl West the sum of £90,000.
On 13th Jnly 1876, a. Memorandum of Agreement regarding the
Boundary Line, was clnt,vn up between Earl Carnarvon, Secretary of
State, and His Honour President Brand, Orange Free State,
Hs follows:1. The frontier shall be known and recognised hereafter (subject to the provisions in para. No. 2) by a line drawn from
Ramab (1"ouutain) passing through David's Graf (close above the
juuclivu of the HciL and 1-lutl<lcr Hivcr~) tu Uic beacons siandiug·on
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'l'arantnal Kop (aucl rn,u,kecl by De Villiers uu tLc map referred to
hereafter), t hence by a straight li11 e at right angles to the liue from
David's Uraf to the summit of Pbtberg, and from the poiut wbc1·e
the two lines join, hcllcc to the summit of Platberg, thence in a
straight line to the point marked G on the said map, on the River
Vaal, inclnding t he 1d1ole of the places known as the Diamond
:Fields.
2. The boundary line given shall be drawn so as to leave within
the Free State tcl'ritory the farm helonging to Gideon Joubert, and
the four farms occupied by Commandant Dolf Erasmus, according
to the boundaries of the said farms as registered in the R egistry
of Deeds Office of Bi ,emfontein, on the 27th October, 18 71,
but verified and certified by examination, and by marking of beacons,

to be made on the spot by two experts, approved by tbe Right
Hon. Earl of Oarnarvon 1 and his Honour President Brand.

3. 'l'he map now in the h~ncls of the E arl of Carnarvon, drawn by
llf. Jos, de Villiers of the Free State, and signed in duplicate, shows
the boundary as herein set forth. But i t is admitted that this map
is to be verified and appl'Ovecl on tbe spot by tbe experts herein
rcfcnecl to, who will make out the 1inc of boundary by beacons,
and make out two copies of the cLart, and sign the same, w bich is
to be completed within six months, unless prevented by unforeseen
circumstances, or sooner if possible.
Paragraphs 4 and 5 do not refer to the survey.
3rd October, 1876, Colonial Office to War Office, referring to permission having been granted for Capta,in C. \Varren, R.E. , to
condnct Survey of boundary line, requests that he may be directed
to place himself in communication with Colonial Office without
delay.
6th October, 1876, Captain Warren sends a preliminary report on
" Tracing of Boundary Line."
No. 24.
Captain ff,..cin-en, R .E., to Oolo,.1ial QtJice.
Waltha m Abbey, October 6th 1876.
Sm,
I have the honour to transmit herewith a, preliminary report
on the subject of the tracing of boundary line between Griqua-Land
West and Orange Free State,
I have, &c.

(Signed)

"81. ..

ll

CHARLES WARHEN, Captain, R.l!l,
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Griq,ia-Land TVest and Orange Free State.-Tracing of
Boimdary Line.
The work to be performed appears to be as follows : 1. To fix accurately on a plan, either by astronomical observa-

tions or trigonometrically ( with reference to the Observatory of
Cape Town), the positions of Kimberley, Ramah, David's Graf,
rrarantaal Kop, Platberg, point G on River Vaal, and about six
other points on the boundary line.
2. To survey and delineate on plan, accurately, the eastern
limit of the Diamond Fields, which have to be included in British
ten·itory, and also the western limits of the four farms occupied by
Commandant Dolf Erasmus and the farm belonging to Gideon
Joubert, which have to be excluded from British territory.
3. To trace out, chain and beacon, the boundary line over an
extent of upwards of 120 miles, showing the general features within
a mile on British side of tbe line.
This line is not necessarily a series of straight lines, as sketched
on map; it may pcssibly be found to run in a most irregular course,
in order to include the Diamond Fields and to exclude the farms
above-mentioned.
For the work in hand there are no materials at present
available. The map cnn only be used for the purpose of indicating
the direction of the line ; it is on too smaJl " scale and of too rough
and uncertain a description to be of any use, either in assisting, or
in forming a basis for, the correct delineation of the boundary
line.

The question then arises, what is the best metl1od of performing
the work in hand ?
As a standard of comparison I may mention that the 120 miles
of boundary, if traced and. laid down -with the same accuracy and
on the same scale as was required on the North American Boundary
Survey, would cost 29,000l., and would occupy four Officers and
forty-five Non-Commissioned Officers and Sappers nine months. On
that occasion a belt of six miles breadth on the British side was
surveyed trigonometrically.
On the pre:sent occasion so great an expense cannot be incurred,
but yet it would not be desirable to limit the accuracy and durability
of the work ioo far by tho cm·tailments of the cxpeuditure.

1U2

.Assuming, however, that the vory cheapest form of trace bo adopted,
compatible with accuracy, I note the work which yet appears to be
absolutely necessary.
(a.) Examination of the plans of the five forms registered at
Bloemfontein, and the determination of their western limits on the
ground.
(b.) Examination and verification of the eastern limits of the
Diamond Fields on the ground.
(c.) Examinatiou and verification of the point of departure at
Ramal,, the points at David's Graf, Platberg, &c.
(d.) .A series of obserrntions at Kimberley, to ascertain its
longitude from Cape '!'own by the electric telegmph ; and latitude
astronomically.
(e.) Observations for latitude and time, and longitude by
chronometers, from ten or twelve stations on the boundary line.
(f.) The laying out the boundary line.
(g.) The chaining of the line, and survey of one mile on British
side.
(h.) Erection of beacons.

(i.) Computation of several hundred astronomical observations,
and plotting work on plan.
(j.) Special survey of Kimberley.

(k,) Barometric observations for heights.
(l.) Special survey of any places to be connected with the
boundary line.
(,n.) Connection of any conspicuous points within thirty miles on
British side of boundary line.
(n.) Completion of survey on scale of four inches to the mile,
and of general plan half-inch to tbe mile.
I have to propose that, as is usual ou such a service, the boundary
line be chained throughout its length, and that beacons be erected
at intervals of one mile in populated districts, ancl in any diamoncliferous soil; aud at three miles in wild portions of the country.
The cairns should be of so large and compact a nature that they
may not be gra<luully ove1·turneu and ubliterateil by wild animals.
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The estimate which I have fo1·med, and which is necessarily most
approximate, is as follows :-

Salary, Captain Warren
,,
four N.-C. Officers, R.E.
0,1tfit, Captain Warren (to include
horse)
four N.-C. Officers
Passages

Per Annum.
£
£
600
370
70
60
110
1,210 from England

Two chain-men from Colony
Rationa and lodging...
Two horses fot· party
Native workmen, carts, erecting
mtirns, travelling expenses

350
600
90
2,750
3,790 from Colony .

Total ...

... £5,000

Although I do not think it would be a very desirable alternative
I submit another scheme, by which the chaining of the line may be
omitted and the distances obtained in another and less 1·igidly
accurate manner.
Per Annum.
£
£

Captain Warren
Two N.-C. Officers, R.E.
Ot1t6t, Captain ·warren (to include
horse)
N.-0. Officers
Passages

600
230
70
30
70
1,000 from England.

Rations and lodging ...
Two horses for party
Nat,i\·es, carts, erecting beacons

380
90
2,530
3,000 from Colony .

Total ...

..• £4,000
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I beg to point out that the great expense will be in tbe Colonial
and native labour.
s. d.
The wages appear to be,20 0 per diem.
Artificer ...
7 0
Ground labourer ...
2 6
Coolie
" work
As none of tbese men would in any way be trained to the
and would probably be adventurers, it appears clear tbat it would
be far more economical to take three or four Non-Commissioned
Officers of the Engineers, who would do double the work in
comparison with any assistants obtainable in the Colony at half the
pay.
The difficulty of employing civilians ( who are not specially
trained) on surveying in a wild country is well recognized. The
American surveying party on the eastern side of tl,e Jordan entl,·ely
collapsed on this account.
With regard to the cost of erecting beacons, &c., I have made a
rough approximation, but I do not think it is in excess.
I have not included the cost of instruments in the estimate
because I am under the impression that the greater number of them
may be Jent by tbe Foreign Office, or the Admiralty. About
70l., however, at least would be required for new instruments, &c.
The work could probably be executed in loss than twelve months.
(Signed)
CHARLES WARREN, Ca1,taii,, R.E.
London, October 6, 1876.
No.26.
Colonial Office to Captain Wa,.,.en, R.E.
Sm,
Do,rning Street, October 13, 1876.
I am directed by the Earl of Carnarvon to aekuowledge the
receipt of your letter of the 6th instant" on the subject of the
tracing of the boundary line between the Provi nee of Griq ua- Land
West and the Orange Free State, in which you poiut out the
nature of the work, which in your opiniou shou]d be undertaken,
and indicate two different methods by which it may be accomplished. You have also furnished approximate estimates of the
cost of these two methods amounting respectively to 5,000l. and
4,000!., and you observe that you do not consider the method represented by the lower of these two estimates a very desirable alternative.
No. 24 •

11),5
2. Refening first to this latter portion of your report, I am to
observe that Lord Carnarvon, while fully recognizing that the
estimates are extremely moderate, looking as well to the amouut of
work which it is proposed to undertake as to the guarantee for its
proper execution which is given by your high reputation as a
surveyor, is compelled to limit the sum to be expended on this
sei·vice to the minimum consistent with an effective carrying ont of
the terms of the agreement with President Brand, of which you
haYe already received a copy. But, inasmuch as the question of
expenditure is governed entirely by that of the degree of accuracy
required, it may be convenient, in order to decide whether some
reduction may not be made in the cost of the survey, to defi □ e in
general terms the objects which Lord Carnarvon considers it
desirable that yon should more especially hear in mind in the discharge of the dut,y entrusted to you, and which will govern to a
great extent the amount and character of the work to be performed.
3. Your first duty will be to inspect the line of proposed frontier
in conjunction with Mr. de Villiers, the expert nominated by the
Orange Free State, and to settle with him what are to be the
recognised positions, on the grounds of the points named in the
Memorandum of Agreement; this part of the work will involve a
verification of the eastern boundaries of the Diamond Fields and of
the western boundaries of the farms named in the second clause of
the Agreement, and I am to observe that Lord Carnarvon attaches
quite as much importance to arriving at a. settlement, which on
these matters of detail shall be final ancl satisfactory to both sides,
as to the actual precision of the survey work. Adhering therefore
to the general spirit of the Agreement, you may consider yourself
at liberty, without sacrificing material points, to make such concessions in minor matters as you may consider fair and expedient and
as may seem necessary in order to prevent disagreement or controversy in the future.
4 . Haviug arrived at an understanding with :Mr. de Villiers on
the:=-e questions, it will next be necessary to mark by beacons the
points named in the Agreement, anLl a sufficient number 0£ intermediate points to enable the boundaries agreed upon to be verified
hereafter: a record of the position of the more important of these
beacons in the form of a plan seems necessary, and also probably a
survey of the portion of the boundary near the Diamond Fielcls and
the specified fa,·ms. But, bearing in mind that all the boundaries
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in South Africa have been at the best, on l.v approximately defined,
and that much of the country is uuoccupied and wild, it would
seem unnecessary to survey the entire Jength of the line, or to do
more than fix the positions of a limited number of points on those
portions of the line which are at present of only secondary importance. For instance, it would hardly appear to be necessary to
place any beacons at all on the line between Ramah and David's Graf,
provided the points themselves were relatively determined.
5. Such being, so far as Lord Carnarvon is in a position to form
an opinion, the objects of the survey, it appears to his Lordship that
the second and less rigidly accurate method proposed by you wil I
fully meet all the requirements of the case, and that the estimate of
4,0001. will admit of considerabl,cn·eduction, pal'tly by omitting from
the work the items J, l, and m, detailed at page 3 of your report, and
partly by revising the item of 2,5301. for nati l'e labour and beaconing;
a portion of the cost (at least half) of this service would be
chargeable to the Orange Free State, and by reducing the number
of beacons and taking advantage of the facilities which the
Administrator may be able to give you in providing Jabour, it would
seem possible to substitute a much smaller sum . :Moreover it seems
to his Lordship very essential that the work should be completed
within, at the outside, six months from your arriva.l in the Province,
and the estimate will be susceptible of s01ne further reduction on
this account also. On the other hand, Lord Carnarvon observes
that you have estimated your own salary at the rate of 600l. a year,
but, looking to the cost of living in the Province, his Lordship
proposes to make an addition to the estima.te under this head : and
again, as regards the employment of the two Non•Commissjoned
Officers of Roya] Engineers, which l1is Lordship considers to be
necessary, it would seem better to give tliern a subsistence allowance
rather than to uncle1·take to provide them with rations (and quarters
when not in the field). The estimate, subject to the revisions, will
become:Captain Warren's salary for six mouths
... £500
...
Ditto, half-salary during two months on ~assage
84
Two Non•Commissioned Officers' pay for eight mouths
154
Outfits for party ...
100
Passages ...
140
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Travelling expenses of Captain Warre11 , four months at
21. 2s. 0,-day
... £'WO
Subsistence to two Non-Commissionecl Officers at 10.s. a-clay
for six months ...
183
Instruments
GO
Horses, carts, &c ....
300
Hs,lf-cost of beaconing
,500

t'
C!,

Total
£2,225
(Say 2,5001.)
6. In conclusion, I am to request that you will state at your early
convenience whet.her you consider that you cau properly undertake
the Rervice with a reasonable hope of executing it on these terms,
and if so on what date you will be prepared to sail. Your departure
should, if possible, take place before the end of this month.
I have, &c.
(Signecl)
W. R. MALCOLJ\I.
No. 27.
Captain Warren, R.E., to Colonial OJfice.
Srn,
Waltha,n Abbey, October 14, 1876.
I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of
the l 3th instant,* conveying instructions from the Earl of
Oarna.rvon, concerning the tracing of the boundary line between the
Province of Griqua-Lancl West and the Orange Free State.
l. rl'he importance of arriving at a just settlement (satisfactory
to both sides) of the cletails of the boundary, so as to prevent
disagreement or controversy in the future, will be a gn:icling line in
the performance of my dutie1:1.
2. Taking into consideration the work to be performed on the
survey as now limited, the revision of the item for beacooing, and
by taking aclvantage of the facilities the Administrator may be
e □ ablecl to afford, 1 have no doubt but that the work can be
efficiently performecl at a cost within the revised estimate of 2,500!.,
and that it can be completed within six months of the time of
aL'l'ival in the province.
3. I am prepared to sail at any time after the 22nd instant. I
have to suggest that the two Non-Commissioned OfficersoftheRoyal
Engineers should embark in the same steamer with me, so that we
• No. 2G.
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mn.y be cnab1ed, on passage out, to test the astronomical instruments,
to rate the chronometers, and get ready our field-books, and to make
such other prepa,rations as will allow of our commencing '\\'ork on
arrival in the Province.
4. I have to submit that, as the expedition of the service will in
some measure rlepend on accurate simultn.neous observations at
different points, and on the efficiency of my assistants, it would be
conducive to economy that one Non-Commissioned Officer should be
an expert observer (if possible either from the Ordnance Survey or
from the recent North American Bo,mclary Survey,) and that the
other should be a good clerk and computer.
5. I have to suggest that six pocket chronometers may be
obtained from the Admiralty (Greenwich Observatory), on the
same terms as were those obtained for the North American Boundary
Survey, namely, that they will be returned in as fair a state of repair
as they are issued.
In conclusion, I beg to express my sense of the 1ibera1 rate at
which Lord Carnarvon bas fixeLl my own salary, on acconnt of the
cost of living in the Province.

I have, &c.
(Signed)

CHARLES WARREN,
Captain, R.JiJ.

On the 20th November, 1876, I landed at Cape Town with my
party (consisting of one Serjeant and one Lance-Corporal, R.E.),
and after an interview with His Excellency Sir Henry Barkly,
G.C.M.G., proceeded to Port Elizabeth by steamer, having previously sent the Non-ComruisRioned Officers, instruments aud stores,
by mu]e wagon over tbe Karoo to Kimberley.
From Port Elizabeth I proceeded (28th November) by coach to
Kimberley, by Graham's Town and Cradock, a route which passes
through the ,~chest sheep veldt.
1 was principally struck with the exceeding desert appearance of
the country, and the lowering aspect of all the Kaffirs and Hotten tots
we met. I saw not one happy e..xpression on the face of a nati,e
1mtil after crossing the Orange River, and arriving within the
limits of the Orange Free State.
Arriyjng at Kimberley on the 4th December, I was introduced
by His Excellency Major Lanyon, the Administrator, to my
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co1league, :Mr. Joseph E. de Villiers, Government Sur~·eyor, who
had come over from Boshof to meet me. I started with him for
Bloemfontein next day, and was there introduced to His Honour
President Brand, Orange Free State, and ascertained from him his
views concerning the details of the boundary line about to be laid
clown.
Ou my return to Kimberley I went clown along the boundary
line as far as Ra mah on the Orange River with Mr. Orpen the
Surveyor General, Mr. de Villiers being employed at the time in
the Volksraad at Bloemfontein. I was particularly anxious to
proceed over this line with Mr. Orpen, because he had strenuously
opposed the views of President Brand regarding the encroachment
of the Orange Free State; and as I was about to be colleagued with
Mr. cle Villiers for so many months, I considued it desirable that
I should he fully aware of his views which had been supported by
the Governor of the Cape Colony, and the British Government.
On inspection of the ground it was evident to me that with the
cordial co-operation of !>Ir. de Villiers, there would be no insurmountable difficulty in rapidly settling the disputed point.
I returned to Kimberley the 19th December, and found that the
two Non-Commissioned Officers with the instruments and stores
had arrived the same day. Owing to the exertions of Mr. Orpen
and his subordinates, we were enabled to go into camp on the 21st
December, outside Kimberley, where I was joined shortly by Mr. de
Villiers.
Our camp fittings consisted of one wagon with twelve oxen,
leader and driver, three riding horses, a light cart, two tents, two
coloured servants, bedding, cooking utensils, &c. We here remained
encamped until the 17th January, 1877, during which time, the
base of vel'ification was measured, observations were taken to points
within a day's journey, Jatilude and longitude and meridian observations were obtained, and the general scheme for the laying clown of
the boundary line was elaborated.
It was endent from the nature of the country over which the
line would pass (involving the cutting of fn.rms with accurately
defined lines) that au astronomical survey or reconnaissance would
not meet the requirements of the case, that an accurate triangnla ..
tion would be necessary.
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There alrmdy existed a triangulation somewhat t.o the west, of
of our line, made by llir. Orpen, by aid of which the former boundary
line was laid down, the calculations concerning which llfr. Orpen
most kindly placed in my hands. But in this matter a question at
once arose, whether we could with justice to the Orange Free State
use the work of a Griqua- Land West antagonist, upon the very line
which bad been in dispute. This was a subject which required
some delicate handling, but eventually it was clearly demonstrated
that the value of the survey work of the Surveyor General, could
not be invalidated by any conclusions (adverse to the interest of the
Orange Free State) which he might derive therefrom, and as a
Surveyor, llfr. de Villiers cheerfully acknowledged the worth of
:Mr. Orpen's survey, although he was strongly opposed to his
deductions therefrom.
This was the first difficulty I had to remove, and it was I considered
a matter of considerahle importance, because it appeared to me that
we were bound, from an economical point of view alone, to make
use of any existing information, wbich we might ascertain to be
correct, whatever might have been the conclusions derived from it
in other hands; and moreover, that it was essential for the consistency of the future maps of the country, that the tria.n gulation
which we should carry out ( which may possibly be the basis of a
trigonometrical survey of the Orange Free State) should be connected
systematically with that of Griqua-Land West. This was finally
agreed to by my colleague, and it was then arranged that we should
carry out an independent series of triangles (from Ramah on the
Orange River to Platberg on the Vaal River) to the east of, but
throughout its length, systematically connected with, the triangulation of Griqua-Land West; that we should re-measure and use the
base line ofl\Ir. Orpen's triangulation (at Kimberley) as our base of
verification, and that we should measure a somewhat longer base in
n,, better position at Fredericksfontein, about twelve miles north-east
1)f

Ra.mah.

This was ultimately accomplished, ancl it was found that the two
triangulations, subjected thus to the severest of tests, agreed so
closely in every respect, that they could be treated as one triangulati011.
A full description is given in the Appendix of the following work
which took place here and elsewhere.
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(a.) Details uf the measurements of the Frcclericksfontein base,
:md base of ve1·ific»tiou. 'l'hc comparison of the standards of
measurement one with another, and results of measurements with
deal rods.
(b.) Method of obtaining true azimuthal bearing of base of verification and comparisons with t,he same obtained at the Fredericksfontein base, and calculations for convergency of meridians.
(c.) Observations and calculations for latitude and longitude.
(d.) Observations and calculations for the triangulation.
(e.) Positions of t1~gouometrical points, obtained by general
geometry.
(f.) Method of obtaining by calculations the direction of the
boundary line, tracing the same, and method of obtaining the right
angle on the ground.
(g.) Piles at trigonometrical stations, and piles on base line and
height,s,
(h.) Fixing of Ramah, David's Graf and Platberg.
I will now proceed to give some description of the country along
the boundary line.
Griqua-Land West is bounded on the south by the Orange Ri,-er,
and is intersected by the Vaal River, which enters the Province at
its north-east extremity, and joins the Orange River about the centre
of the southern boundary liue; the eastern boundary line of
Griqua-Land ( which was now to be laid down) lies between the Vaal
River and the Orange River, at an angle of about 26° to east oftme
north, the total length being about 120 miles. This country, thus
cut off between the Orange and Va.al Rivers, is again intersected
about 50 miles from the Orange River by the Riet and ]\fodder Rivers,
which effect a junction just within the boundary and tiow westward
into the Vaal River.
This district was in 1867 an extensive dry sheep w,i,Jk, favoured
with few fountains and little rain, the herbage being in some parts
i;cauty tufts of graijs and in others shrubs, supporting about oue
farm house or tent to 12,0U0 acres: it was called the Pannevelclt.
In 1870 it was discovered that the diamonds which bad hitherto
been found in the bed of the Vaal River only, were likewise to be
found in some of the Pans, which are apparently the craters of
extinct vo lcanoes: and the dry diggings of New Rush (Kimberley),
Du Beer~, DL1toits Pan, and Bultfontein were opened up, and townbhips established. Water was found by ,ligging wells at depths of
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froru 20 to 100 feet, and the population of these diggings rapidly
increased to upwa,rds of 20,000 persons, white and black.
The subject of these diggings I treat of in another paper. This
tract of country is elevated about 4,000 feet above tbe level of the
Atlant.ic, and consists of a series of extensive flats raised one above
another, with scarps breaking down from the higher to the lower.
Tbe rocks of this district are pcincipally clays, schists, aud
]imestones, arranged in horizontn.1 strata, and in many in8tances they
are pierced by pipes and dykes of trap, which has iutruded itself
between the strata.
Th" effect of denudation has been to remove the softer rocks for
a clepth of 300 to 400 feet at least, leaving standing portions where
the trap bas intrucled, forming those series of flat topped bills so
cbnracteristic of South African scenery, and which are almost invariably surmountecl by layers of trap or felspathic rocks.
The action of denudation gives rise to a singular optical illusion.
The plains between the ranges of trap-topped hills dip gently to
the centre, so that when the eye surveys one of these ranges at a
distance over the surface of the plain, the gentle rise towards it gives
the effect of distance; thus ranges only 200 to 300 feet in height
and distant ten or fifteen miles, look like lofty mountain chains at
great distances; this illusion takes away from the exceeding flat
appearance which would otherwise characterise the Panneveldt.
The eastern boundary is not a straight line, but u. series of right
lines ; the fo11owing is briefly a description.
Ramah, near the Orange River, David's Graf,on the RietRiver, and
Platberg, near the Vaal River, are nearly in a straight line, whl]e
Tarantaal Kop lies about seven miles out of the line to east of and
opposite Kimberley.
The boundary line runs from the Vaal River through Platberg 11
in the direction of David's Graf (ahout 70 miles) until it is cut by n,
line striking it at right angles from Tarantaal Kop. Thence from
Taran ta al Kop to David's Graf inastraight line, and from David's G~af
to the Orange River through Ramab in a straight line.
In the line from Platberg towards Davicl's Graf are the two farms
of Gideon Joubert and Aclolf Erasmus which, by the agreement, bad
to be cut into the Orange Free State, and along the western borders
of which the boundary line bad t,o be traced.
The general line of the country was as follows; a gentle rise for
twelve miles, from the Vaal River up to the summit of Platberg,
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thence over a series of plains and gentle rises until opposite
1'arantaal Kop. From Tarantaal Kop a dip and then arise, a pass at
l::lcboltz's farm, and thence a fall to David's Graf.
A rise from David's Graf to a series of undulations on the Panneveldt, whence no length of observation could be obtained, down to
R.amah on the Orange River.
The longest line to be trace<l was that from Pl"tberg to David's
Graf which passed between Kimberley and Dntoits Pan, and exceeded
tiO miles in length.
Olimate.-This elevated plateau in latitude 28° SO'S. is subject to
extremes of temperatu1·e. During the winter time there is little
or no rain 1 and a continually cloudless sky; at nig-hts the temperature is below freezing point with icy cold winds, while in the middle
of the day it is often extremely hot.
In summer time, the sky is often cloudy; there are frequently
thunder storms each afternoon about 3 p.m., and there is a
constant change from excessive dryness to humidity in the atmosphere. The whole average rainfall however does not generally
exceed twelve inches per annum.
The dry winds, which so constantly blow from the west and north,
are so ,vanting in moisture tJ1at well seasoned articles made of
English wood are quickly warped and shrivelled up. Despatch boxes
and desks which I had used for many years in a variety of climates
became so warped tbat they refused to open or shut, and the
electricity of the atmosphere, was so gre"t that when undoing the
blankets in the evening there were often bright flashes and a succes•
sion of reports.
Dnring the day time in surmner, the mean solar radiation vacuum
thermometer registered as high as 180° F., and the temperature in
the shade remained at upwards of 100° F. for several hours.
In the wagon the thermometer (F.) often stood at J 08° for several
hours, and under the wagon at 104°. It was found impossible to
keep up the attention in calculating when the thermometer was at
this height and the atmosphere highly charged with electricity, for
it was found that the calculators frequently put clown a figure a
second time, n.nd thus vitiated the work: in order to avoid this
difficulty, the calculations which were clone in the field, were for the
most part pcrfo1·med at night.
During the intense heat of the chty, there would frequently be an
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icy cold wind fol' a few seconds, which was quite as refrm;hiug as a,
pluuge into a cold bath.
The thunder storms during the summer were often terrific, the
lightning playing all around the encampment, or party, and the
ground being struck in all directions. On this account an empty
soda-water bottle was fixed on the extremity of each tent pole, as
a non-conductor.
During part of the summer, mosquitoes were very prevalent aucl
Yenomous, especially near the 1·iver banks; flies abounded to such
an extent that they swarmed round the heads of the observers, and
collected in clouds in the tents, ,ind filled and put out the candles.
There were no scorpions seen, though they had abounded in previous
years, but there were cobras and other venomons sna,kes in most
parts, though the natives were so accustomed to them, that they
were able to kill them without danger or trouble, and very few
accidents occurred in consequence.
Owing to the extreme dryness of the atmosphere, the wagon
wheels had to be taken off periodically and soaked in water for about
48 hours, in order that the wood might swell sufficiently t.o pre,,eut
the iron tires from coming off.
The rainfall is very partial, and it would appear thl1t the p,u·ts
of the country which get the first showers continue to be rained
upon during the whole season, while parts often get no rain. Some.
times on farms there appears to have been little or no rain for Lwo
or three years, and when thi:; occurs the grass a.nd shrnbs become sti
dry that they catch fire like tinder, and great prccautiuns lia ve to
be taken to prevent accidents in consequence.
Water•spouts are not unfrequent,, and it sometimes ha ppeus tLat
a pan which has been dry for some years will become sudclenly
filled with sufficient ·w ater to last for several years, it usually
happening that a pan of water attracts t,h e rain. Although there
is so small a rain.fall, there is ample for irrigation purposes,
were it properly stored. Except iu the construction of small fa.rm
dams, no attempt whatever has been niade to store the rainfall in
any way, and it often happens that the rivei·s are full, ·while the
lauds through which they pass arn so d1·y tlutt the stock is wasting
away from drought. '.rhe rivers flow at some depth below Lhe
level of the surrounding country, so that they overflow their banks
only in exceptional seasons.
In many cases the farmers are nomadic, living alJ their 1ivu::; ill
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tent~, and wandering from one pasture to another, owing to the
excessive droughts. At these times they must hring down their
flocks to the river side on account of the scarcity of water. This
drought is sometimes so thorough that travelling from one part of
the country to another is stopped. While the boundary survey
was going on, a case of this kind occurred, and it was difficult to
bring sheep from the Orange River to Kimberley. This want of
water was a very serious hindrance to the surveyor, as be had
frequently to carry enough not only for himself but for his
animals. Horses require water twice a day in the dry weather,
and the oxen, if they are thirsty, will stray to great distances,
leaving the camp to its fate. There are very few fountains and the
farmers supply themselves by dams, or artificial ponds; during the
wet season these gi,e moderately wholesome water, hut after a
clrought the water is generally green, alive with animalculre and
strongly impregnated with the excrement of the cattle which stand
in the mud during the heat of the day. The small charcoal filters we
carried with us could not romove the disagreeable taste in these
cases.
Our foocl was of the simplest kind, so far as the products of the
country were concerned; some very dry bread, rusks, and tainted
mutton, if we attempted to live in European style ; but if we lived
according to the ways of the country, the food was wholesome, con.
sisting of biltong (meat dried in the sun in long strips), and cakes
cooked on the emberR, and as these embers were usually of cow-clung,
the food whether meat or drink, had a s011p9on of the live ox about it.
Our meals were generally supplemented with tinned lobster, F:.almon,
herrings, &c.
For example, the food which we would take when away from
camp for a day or two would consist of a few pounds of Boer meal,
coffee, sugar, two or three tins of lobster, and some biltong.
On account of the exhilarating effects of the climate, few
stimulants are required, and work is best done on tea or coffee, in
fact no man during the bot weather can drink beer or stout in the
middle of the clay for any time with impunity. There are many
however in the country who consider that alcohol is good for the
system, and drink it in any form whenever they have an opportunity.
After Laving completed our work a,1•ound the base line of verification at Kimberley, we proceeded to the Rict River to fix David's
Graf (Appenclix H), arriving there 21st January. We remaineil
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on the hank of the Riet River about eight days, observing at the
stations around, selecting the !Javid's Graf station for the boundary
line, and deterruiuing the direction of the line to Ramah (about 43
miles) by connecting 1'I. Orpeu's triangulation with our own.
While we were here one of our part,y became extremely ill; he could
not eat the food of the couutry, and became so emaciated that
when I rettnnecl from observing on the evening of 2::3rd January,
l found him in a state of collapse, and gradually sinkiug from
exhaustion; I was obliged to force food down his throat, much
against his will, ancl by constant attention during the night brought
him round, and in a few days he became convalescent; one native
was also ill at the same time with inflammatory symptoms, due to
the fluctuation of temperature, it being now the middle of summer.
The laying out of an alignment for a distance of 43 miles between
two points by an azimuthal angle is a very interesting operation, and many were the speculations which we made as to the
exactitude with ,d1ich we could do it (see Appendix F). At
this distance every second of error in azimuth would be subtended
by about one foot on the earth's surface, and as I did not think
we could possibly work to within ten seconds, I expected to be
within ten feet of the centre of the pile. We were not satisfied
with fixing one point for our alignment at starting but laid down
several, with both 12'1 and 10'1 theodolites, thus obtaining a mean
position for our firRt forward station from points whose errors of
alignment only differed three or four inches in themselves, but
still 1:mfficiently to throw us out in the long run if they were
not eliminatecl as far as practicable. This system was carried out
throughout, and accounts in a great measure for the success of
our alignment, which struck the pile at Ramah within three feet of
the centre.
This work occupied us several days, and we continued at the
same time the obsel'vations from the trigonometrical stations
near at hand. The work was very trying, as the line passed at
long distances from tents, anci. we were for hours without food or
water, and had to bivouac as best we could.
We arrived at Ramah on the afternoon of Saturday, 8th Feb., and
having thus aucomplisbed this portion of our line sucessfully, pro•
ceeded to Frederlcksfontein 1 a few miles to the nortl1-east of Ramah
w11ere there was a flat pan for three miles in length, on which w~
lrn.d determined to measure our base line.
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The weather was very dry at the moment, and there was little
food for our 0.1:on, which caused them coustantly to stray, and
g-a,·e ns considerable work; our native drivers were no good,
and I had on more than one ocrasion to assist in the search on foot,
and had the gratification of finding and bringing them in myself,
The sea,rching for oxen is rather an intel'esting p!·oceeding: when it is
determined that they are lost, each person settles in his own
mind where they are gone, the party spreads out in every direction
anLl endeavours to spoor them. Sometimes if they are thirsty, or are
suddenly £lied with a desire to return to their native haunts, they
will move off at three to four miles an hour, and are most difficult
to catch up on foot.
The account of the measurement of the base line at Fredericksfonteiu is given in the Appendix. In addition we took observations
for latitude and azimuthal bearing of base lino.
We were very much concerned about the weather, for at any
time tue flat pan, which we used as a base line, might be converted
into a sheet of water in a few minutes.
Fortunately the rains did not come on uU:til 19th l<'ebrnary, when
we bad completely finished our work in the pan.
Having now taken the greater part of our observations required
for the triangulation, and mea~ured our base line, we proceeded to
Ramah, 23rd February. rrhe weather was very cold at night in
consequence of the rain, and I took pity upon the ox leader, giYing
him a blanket and rough coat, and as a consequence he disappeared ·
11ext clay, as is usual with these natives, to pawn his coat, and we
Raw nothing more of him: we were thus left in difficult circumstances, as the other help had on our former visit to Ramah
endeayoured to stab tbe cook, andhacl in consequence been dismissed.
We now began to pnt up the beacons on the line, and connected
them wit,h the triangulation, commeucing at No. l on the Orange
River, and proceeded slowly back again to David's Graf, erecting tht'
twenty beacons as we proceeded. For this work we were fortunate
enough to be able to hire a few Kaffirs at Zwinkspan, for as a rule
it is extremely difficult to hire labour near the Diamond Fields,
as the chance of secreting a diamond in the mines draws the
natives there.
We had to work hard ourselves, and I found that we could put
the Kaffirs to shame in any manual labour. We had to fol1ow
the boundary liue, as I bad to sket,ch in tlw detail, while onr mHt
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had often to go many miles round on account of the cropping up of
the trap rocks; "'1 e were thus often cut off for hours from our tents
and food, and sometimes we could not be fonnd by our drivers or
could not find our wagons ourselves .
. I 1nade it a rule if any man should be away, even for two or three
days, to put up a lantern nt night on a pole near the wagon,
because it was easy to get lost, and the lantern could be seen at a
great distance.
We arrived at the junction of the Riet and l\Iodder Rivers the
8th :March, but were unable to cross on account of the rain having
come down that day; it was rising rapidly, and as we were looking on a wagon stuck in the drift; two spans of bu1locks were
put on witho,1t effect, and it. was supposed that the wagon would
be swept down the river. A. third span however was tried on, and
then the wagon was dragged out just in time. We were thus cut
off from our work, and a.3 these rivers are often down for £our or five
days at a time, we were afraid that we should be considerably
delayed.
I therefore determined to attempt to cross the rjvers above the
junction, ancl went to David's Graf, where there is au old drift, which
wagons had not attempted for many yea.r s ; here the volume of
water in the Riet River was not half what jt was at the junction.
1 emptied the wagon, successfully got it down the very steep side of
the drift, and draggecl it across, and then had the contents taken
over on the heads of the natives; we were now between the two
rivers on a tongue of land which is sometimes flooded. On the
following d•y, 12th l\Iarch, we attempted to cross the Modder
River and having a farmer in front of us with another wagon, we
were ,ible to ford it without great difficulty.
We now (15th March) proceeded to lay down the line between
David's Grafand Tarantaal Kop (33 miles), and were enabled to execute this work very rapidly, as about midway the liue cuts a Kop
in the neck at Scholtz's Dam, from whence both points could be seen.
,Vhilst here engaged, a deputation from the Loudon and South
African Exploration Company waited upon me, requesting that for
their individual interests I should make a deviation from the line so
as to bring all their laud into British territory; they brought a
letter of introduction from the Administra.tor of the Province.
At the same time I received a memorandum from the A.dminis•
trator, asking me whether I considered my instructions would

cnablo me to deal with the matter. About my discretionary power
I bad no doubt, but I did not consider it necessary to use it in this
case, and replied"" " " ,vit,h regard to Mr. Coryudou's suggestions (in his
letters of the 13th February and 14th March) that the p1·operty of
the l\Ianager of the Landau and South African .l!lxploration Company and others should continue to be iu British territory, I w0t1ld
point out that such a suggestion if applied to the whole property
over which the line passes, is simply a proposal that the whole line
be moved in a zigzag direction, here some miles to the east, here
some miles to the west of the line agreed on, according to the
individual wishes or interests of the owners of property, and without
reference to the interests of the States coucernecl.
"As 1Ir. Coryndon has, in order to further the interests of his
clients, shown his appreciation of the absorbing importance of the
public iutcrests over those of private individuals by adducing two
points regarding the interests of the public, I am sure he will fully
understand the necessity for tracing the line in compliance with the
].femorandum of Agreement between the Earl of Carnarvon and His
Honour the President of the Orange Free State, and in accordance
with the instructions issued to tbe two experts to w-hom the work
has been eotrusted."
Finding that I was not disposed to give way iu this matter, an
agitation was got up in the local papers, stating that the traffic to
Kimberley would be interfered with, because a portion of the main
road near 1\1:argersfonlein was cut into the 01"auge li'ree ,-,tatc, a
proposition which wai,; mauife8t1y ridiculous because the road over
the Veldt could be altered at any time in a clay, tihuL1lcl any iuco11 ..
venience arise.
A more serious difficulty, however, arose when it was found that
some officious officials at Jacobsdaal (Orange Free State), who
were interested in the matter, were actually exercising jurisdiction
over this road _immediately on our laying down the line, before it
was proclaimed or completed, a proceeding which I felt stu·c was
directly contrary to the wishes of the P,·esiclcnt.
I therefore, in company with my colleague, proceeded to Bloemfontein (120 miles) on 21st March, and consulted with tLe
President on 23rd March, and enquired from him whether the fact
of this road overlapping into the Orange Free State Laci been
noticed at the time the agreement was dnt,wn up, aud whcU1cr ho
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cuu] I suggest any arrangeme11t. At the same time J presented to
him a leUel' .from ::\Iaj01· Lanyon rcgnril.ing the prcscr\•ation of the
olcl boundary until the new one should be proclaimed. The President at once sent an express to the officin.ls at Jacobsdna1, ordering
them to adhere to the boundary then in force, »nd not to give
trouble on the road at Jlfargersfoutein, and at the same time he
assured me that the £act of the overlap of the road into the Orange
Free State would not be a source of trunble in any way, and had
been known at the time of the agreement. H e entirely concurred
with me in considering that no deviation from the line could be
made to suit individual interests without causing discontent
amoug the majority of land owners on the line, who would all
wish the line changed hither and thither to suit their individual
interests.
I arranged at the same time with the President that on the completion of the beacons on the boundary line, they should be pointed
out by us to officials on both sides of the line, in order that they
might be preserved intact until they came into use. I returned from Bloemfontein on 2-Uh l\Iarch, arriving at
llacFa1·lane's station, opposite Tara.ntaal Kop, on 2,6th l\farch. During
our absence considerable prngl'ess had been made in building up the
beacons we Jiad laid out on tLe line between t;eholtz's Dam and
Tara.utaal Kop, which are J:Jlaced at the close interval of about one
ruile ,ip;irt, on account of the proximity of the Diamond Fields.
We now pruceeJed to settle the point at PJatburg, and selected
the centre of the flnt summit, anLl ba,ing clone this cumrncncetl to
trace the line from Platberg to Din- id's Graf, which we bad to continue throughout its leugth, although we only used it as a bou :1clary
line so far as a point opposite to Tarantaal Kop.
So far as this point, PJ::ttbcrg could be seen, about 30 miles off,
but beyonJ to south , the ground was undulating n~d the li11e had
to be carried on iu short lengths; on this account it was 11ecessarr
to calculate the nzim uth from PJatberg. rrhis being done l\Ir.
Vi1lier:::. p1aceL1 himself at Platberg witl1 his ten-inch tbc udolite, a
large flag ]2 feet square kept up by guys, and a piece of lool..;ng
glass or heliostat, and proceeclecl to place me in liue. I was on the
hills at a distance of 30 miles from him, 1'ritb a 12" theodolite and
heliostat.
The taking np our alignment at a distance of 30 miles is not a long
busiuess lo describe on paper, but it is a delicate a.ud difficult opera-
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tiou on the ground, ln a rough country, covered wlth brushwooJ.
and trees.
With the use of the large flag and heliostat we succeeded iu keeping
up a gooU communication and secured- our position accurately ;
the line was then continued over the nndulating ground past
Kimberley down to the }.fodder River, and was found to our g1·eatsn.tisfactiou to cut within tbe diameter of the David's Graf beacon,
showing not only that we had traced the line correctly, but also
that our triangulation and calculations were rigiJly accurate.
We had now to trace this line over thei intervening country to
Platberg, to fix the lines 0£ the farms of Erasmus and Joubert and
:find their intersection with the main line; we had al:so to produce
the line past Platberg to the Vaal River.
This involved incessant work night and day, during which time
we werA seldom able to rest iu our tents 1 but carried on the work
from point to point, sleeping out in the opeu wherever it bm;t
suited ns.
e also fixed the position of the right angle opposite
'rarantaal Kop.
On 16th April, I went into Kimberley to report that we were
ready for the line to be inspected, and found that the parties nominated wel'e 1·eady for us.
'l1 be 60 beacons which we 11ad laid out on tbe boundary line were
not yet all erected, but they we1·e all in course of completion, and
work on them con]d continue under the direction of Se1 jt. Kennedy
and Corporal Randall while the inspection of the line was going on.
Accordingly, on 18th April, those who were nominated assembled
at our camp at 1lacFadane's Station. 1rhey consisted of
'rhe two Commissioners ;
Government Secretary, Orange Free State;
Landrost, Boshof,
Veldt Kornets,
,,
Acting Adminish-ator, Griqua-Land West;
Acting Surveyor General.
V{ e took our course to north, arri,ing at the farm of Erasmus that
eveuing; next day we proceeded to tbe Vaal River and back to
Erasmus. We had now to get fresh horses and we travelled down
the line to Ramah, being met on the way by the lanclrost of Jacobsdaa.l au<l Civil Commis1Sioner, Langford. We arrived at Ramah OD
22nd April.
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Adolf Erasmus, the ferv,d Republic>in, whose farm had been by
special agreement cut into the Ont.oge Fr~ State, was now so
favoul'ably impressed with the British Government that he had
insisted on carrying me down the boundary line in bis own cart.
Our journey of inspection was fn.r from disagreeable; we numbered
about 12 person• in all, and there was a general desire on the part
of all to make merry over the satisfactory completion of the line.
We arrived at Jacobsdaal on 24th April, where my colleague
and I united in writing the following report, so that it might be
presented to the V olksraad at the opening on 1st llfay : " Sm,
Jacobsdaal, 24th April, 1877.
" In compliance with the wish expressed by you to be informed
whether the survey and boundaries of Griqua-Land West and the
Orange Free State have been completed aud settled, and the beacons
erected as required by paragraph 4- of the agreement entered into
between Lord Carnarvon and President Brand, dated 13th July,
1876, we have the honour to state that t,he line has been surveyed
and the beacons erected in accordance with the agreement, the map
of which will be completed within a month from this date.
"We have, &c.
(Signed)
"CHARLES WARREN, 0,'1,tain, R.E.
,,
,. Jos. E. de VILLIERS.
" The Gov. Secretary,
" Orange Fi·ee State.''
I returned to camp to complete our beacons on 25th April aud
succeeded in finishing them by the encl of the month.
On 1st i\Iay, I wrote a report to the Secretary of State iuformiug
him of the completion of the field work; there now only remained
the final calculation and drawing of the plans.
After visiting Kimberley and Barkly I proceeded to Boshof,
Orange Free State, on 8th l\Iay, and commenced the calculations
and construction of the plans on a scale of 3 miles to one inch.
'l'hese we completed in time to allow of our proceeding to
Bloemfontein on 15th llfay.
On 17th May I was asked by President Brand to meet the
V olksraad at the annual official dinner. At this time there was a
very strong feeling against England in the Orange Free State, in
consequence of the annexation of Griqua-Land West and the
Tranl:lvaal, and there was some hesitation about propo1::1ing Her
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Majesty's health coupled with Great Britain and Ireland amongst
other toasts, it being supposed that whoever responded would not
be received favourably, and that a disturbance would arise; hearing
of this I begged that matters should proceed as in former years
and engaged that the Boers would not be displeased. As a result,
the toast was received with acclamation, and cordiality was for the
time restored.
On 19th :i'.fay we finally banded over to President Brand for his
signature our plans of the boundary line, and forwarded them to
England.
On 21st May, I returned to Boshof, gave directions for the
N .-C. Officers to proceed to England via Cape Town, and proceeded
myself to Kimberley and thence to Pretoria and the Gold Fields to
Delagoa Bay, intending to go to England by Zanzibar. I was,
howernr, directed to return to Cape Town from Delagoa Bay to see
His Excellency Sir Bartle Frere, and on arrival there was
requested by him to accept an appointment for six months as
Special Commissioner in Griqua-Land West, to investigate and
arrange the various land cases in appeal upon the high land of
Griqua-Land West.
Votes of thanks were passed by the Orange Free State and
Legislature Assembly of Griqua-Land West on the completion of
the boundary line, and forwarded to their two Commissioners.

.APPENDICES.
APPENDIX

A.

Two base lines were measured for the Boundary Survey; the first
over a distance of three miles at Fredericksfontein, on the Orange
River, the second (used as a hase of verification) over a distnnce of
2,000 yards, and prolonged by triangulatiou on the original base
near Kimberley, which had been previously measured with a chain,
for the Farm Survey of Griqua-Land West. 'l'he first mentioned
base line was measured on a perfectly level and smooth surface,
the second sloped irregularly from S. W. to N.E., and the surfaces
were made smooth artificially by the aid of the spade.
'fhe actual measurements of the base Jines were made by means
of three deal rods laid successively on the surface of the ground,
each rod abutting on that previously laid.
The staves or rods were each cut out of seasoned deal, about
l¾ inches square, 12 Cape feet long, shod with sheet 1:inc and painted
wbite. The ends of each rod over which the zinc was laid were cut
square; but actually, the zinc at centre of end of each staff
projeck<I almost imperceptibly, yet still sufficiently to ensure the
contac:t of the rods being always at the same spot,.
'l1his was a most important item in the con~truction of eacb rod,
ewmrmg ruuch closer and more accurate measurements than could
have been obtained with ends carefully squared; at t.he same time
this imperceptible bulge at the cent1·e dicl not produce any vacant
space between the zinc and the wood sufficie11t to cause it to git:c,
when one rod was pressed in against another.
These rods both before and after the measurements of the base
line, were tested o•ter the distance of 3G0 feet with two standard
Cape rods, each 6 Capo feet in length. The deal rods being laid flat
on the surface of the ground as in measurjug tlic base line, while the
staudard rods were laicl over them.
There were two sets of standard rods ovuilable, of identical
pa.ttern; one Ret had been received direct, at Kimberley from Cape
Town some years before, the other set was supplied by the Orange
Free State Government, to whom it had recently bean prf'sentod
by the Cape Gm·ernment.
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The difference between these two sets of 1·ods was not so great
as the difference in each rod itself, as will be explained hel'eaftel',
so that practically they may be assumed to have been of equal
lengths.
These standard rods were made of mahogany, each 6 Cape feet in
length, the ratio of the Cape foot to the English foot being as
follows:10 Cape feet = 10·33 English feet.
72 Cape inches
74·376 English inches.

=

rrbc work in hand was therefore

(«.) To obtain measurements of each base line in terms of the
deal rods.
(b.) To compare the deal rods, for ten sets (about 360 feet)
with Cape standard rods.
(c.) 'l'o ascertain, as far as practicable, the accuracy or actuA.l
limit of errol' of tbe standard rods.
(d.) To reduce the length of base line in terms of corrected
standard rods, from Cape feet to English feet.
(e.) 'ro work out the ordinary reductions of the base line to the
level of the sea.
The Kimberley standard rods wel'e first tested in themselves by
means of one J1~nglish standard, and tlrnngb their mean length of
1 ~ feet, -ktiOU iuches, closely agreed with that of the Orange Free
State rods of 12 feet, 4·603 inches, yet there was too great a
difference on the edges, and consequently these rods were not used,
though for all general purposes they were sufficiently accurate.
Thei1· defect appeared to be that the iron shoes at either ends were
not perfectly 8q uare, and consequently each edge measured a
different length. The same defect also attached to the Orange Free
State rods, but not to the same extent.
These latter rods were next tested in themselves, and it was
found that the rods together, ga,-e far more accurate results than
when measured separately, and it ,,,as surmised that as standards
they were only to be used as one rod. The following observations
may prove of interest:lst Edge { Rod A., o' 2 ·Z95''} A + B = 12' 4·601" (English.)
,, B., G' 2·30G''
2ud ,, l ,, A., 6 ' 2·3
A + B
12' 4·017"
l ,, B., (j' 2·307

lo"}
11

=
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3rd Edge
4th

= 12' 4·591" (English.)
= 12' 4·604"
B., 6' 2·314" 5
Mean A + B = 12' 4·603''

f Rod A., 6' 2·280" 1 A + B
,, B. , 61 2·311 11 f
A., 61 2 ·29 o'' ( A + B
"
{
(

,,

'l'hese descrepancies, which thus in the rods themselves amounted
to ·026 inches in 12 feet, or about 11 inches in a mile, were found
to be practically eliminated, very nearly, when these rods were
measured together over a distance of from 300 to 360 feet. The
distance they measured being found to agree almost exactly with
the mean of the lengths of the edges, which amounts to 12 feet,
4·603 inches (English), It was therefore decided not to trust to
the measurement of one set of standard rods, but to test these rods
with the deal service rods over a distance of ten sets of deal rods,
or about 360 feet.
The next operation was merely one of comparison, in order that
it might be satisfactorily ascertained that the standard rods were
the length they professed to be. For this purpose the two standard
rods were laid down on a smooth board, and a line drawn at each
extremity with the sharp edge of a knife, giving exactly the lengths
on the sums of the rods A and B.
The tests used were an electrum graduated straight edge
(standard) belonging to the Surveyor General, and a standard
42-inch rod of boxwood (by Elliot), brought out by Captain
Warren, and were applied by the aid of a strong microscope, with
the following 1·esult:-Thermometer F. 80°
1st Measurement A
A
2nd

+ B = 12' -1'625" English.
+ B = 12' •kti30"
Mean 12' 4·627''

Along edges 12' 4·624"
12' 4·630''
JIIe,in of edges 12' 4·627"
Now the length of the Cape rods should be 12 feet, 4·752 inches
(English), and it is therefore evident that this error of ·125 inch in
12 feet, lay either in tbe standard Cape rods, in the standard
English measures, ur partially in each.
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No practical conclusion could be arrived at as to wbere tbis error
lay, because Kimberley is about 700 miles from Cape Towu, at a
difference of level of about 4,000 feet, with a totally different
climate, and during tbe journey backwards and forwards it was not
practicable to ascertain the exact change that would take place in
any of the wooden standards used. The electrum standard was
sent down for comparison, but the exact ratio of expansion and
contraction of electrum for various degrees of heat, could not be
ascertained. The probabilities were that the English standard bad
altered, if originally correct, by change of climate, and that the
Cape standards were of the same length nearly as when they had
left Cape Town. It was, ruoreover, considered desirable that the
preference should be given to that standard which was in use in
South .Africa, by authority. The Cape standard rods (A + B) as
measured over a distance of 360 Cape feet, we,·e therefore assumed
to be the length they professed to be, viz :-30 X 12 feet, 4·752 in.
(English), and this was the standard used in measuring the base
lines.
The next process was to test the deal rods with the Cape standard
rods, and as a preliminary operation, the Kimberley standard rods
were laid ont over a distance of 72 Cape feet, on the smooth
verandah of the Surveyor General's Office, and in two successive
measurements (29th December, 1876), the deal rods were found to
be too short .by a mean of ·773 inch, (·766 inch ancl ·781 inch.)
'l'bis woulcl give ;J·865 inches in 360 feet, whereas with the Orange
Free State rods it was only 3·535 inches, being a difference of
·330 inches in 360 feet, or about 4·8 inches in a mile. I have
alreacly stated that the Kimberley rods were not usecl in tbe actual
operations, and I merely give this result to show what was practically
the defect of the Kimberley rods, and from which it will be seen that
unless most minute accuracy is obtained in the original standard, it
is of little use attempting to measure a base within certain limits of
accuracy, say two inches to a mile .
.After some further testing of the deal rods with the standard rods,
the party proceecled to measure the Kimberley base, which was used
in the survey as a base of verification.
This Kimberley base, which had four years before been measured
by Mr. Surveyor Ford (a ve1·y experienced and accurate surveyor),
for the Surveyor General, was found to be too rough at its northern
extremity for very accurate measurements, it was therefore divided
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into two portions (chuiu~ the first week in Jn.uua1·y, 187i), and
the point of division marked by a stone sm1k in the ground to about
nine inches below the surfo.ce, with a Ll. marked thereon, it wnA
arrangt:!cl to cxtenLl the northern pot'tion by tl'iangula.tion, and the
southern portion thus cut off measuring about 2,000 yards -in length,
was carefully cleared of the shrubs which had grown up during the
pl'evious four years, and the ground for a width of about 12 inches
was cut into a series of pln.ne surfaces by tbe men in camp, assisted by
a gang of six convicts from Kimberley gaol. This work, commenced
on 1st J,;uuary, 1877, was completed early on Tuesday, 9th January.
The measurement of the base line was commenced on the morning
of Tuesday, 0th January, by aid of the three deal rods already mentioned. .As previously mentioned, they were constructed to measure
12 Cape feet each, though actually they were somewhat short.
A. 7-inch theodolite was put up at S. W. end of base, and by its
aid iron pegs were driven about one inch from the actual line, and
at about 30 yards apal't; from peg to peg a line of string wns
strung, along which the rods were to lie.
Alt bough the base linP. consisted of a series of plane surfaces, yet
it was considered desirable that the measurement of the line should
run through without a break, so as to ensm·e the most perfcrt
accuracy of through measurement attainable uncl~r the circumstances, so far as the total length along the series of plane surfact•s
was concerned. This was considered to be practicable, because theslopes differed very slightly one from anothel'. The angle of these
slopes to the bori?.on, was obta.iued by means of the theodolite, the
distances of points of change from slope to slope, from origin of
base line, being noted.
Accordingly the measurements were taken throughout without
a,ny break in the line from S.W. encl to tbe sectional point, and the
results of the various measurements, compared one with anot.her:
proved mo8t successful.
1st measurement, 184 sets + 2 rods + 5' 6'1 = 6,653 1 G"
4 hours, 51 miuute8, from lOa.m. to 5p.m.
2nd measurement, 184 sets + 2 rods + 5' 7t-r = 6,653' 7t{'
3 hours, 87 minutes, from 5.3Oa.m. to 9.3Oa.m.
3rd measurement, 184 sets + 2 rods + 5' 9f' = 6,653' 9}''
2 hours, 20 minutes.
The third measurement wns taken Yeryrapiclly, mere1y to tust the
other two, and to ascertain what wouJd be the effect on t11e mca:mn'•
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ment of the line when executed rapidly, and the results show the
great accuracy with whlch measw·ement with de:il rods can be made
in a dry climate, when the line is run right through without a break.
The system of measurement adopted was as follows :
The rods were painted white and numbered I., II., and III. No. III.
being painted black for about one foot at either end, to distinguish
it from tbe other two. In the first place, No. I. was laid down along
the liue of the base by 8erjeant Kenne,ly, commencing from the
cent.re of mark at S. W. end, and the position was verified by Captain
Warreu. Serjeant Kennedy then crept to the forward end and
gently placed his foot firmly upon it (the ground underneath being
extremely hard, solid and smooth), and remained there till Nos. II.
and III. had been placed in position thus :-A. labourer brought forward No. II., and placed it so as to abut on No. I., Serjeant Kennedy
adjusting the contact. Captain Warren then placed No. III., in line
with N os. I. and II., and abutting on tbe latter, on the forward end
of which the labourer had previously placerl his foot. After seeing to
the close contact of N os. II. and III., Captain Warren stood on the
forward encl of the latter, markecl the tally, and noted the distance
in bis field-book, while at the same time 8erjeant Kennedy ma,le
The tallies were entered in
a similar observation in his book.
columns of ten each, so that each represented 3,600 Cape feet.
After a short time the party became very expert in taking these
measurements rapidly, and the knees were used instead of the feet
for keeping the rods firmly fixed in their places.
Iu comparing the deal rods with the standard rods on the base
line, the former were laid down as in measuring the base, and the
latter then laid over them, and abutting one on to the other in
succession. At the end of 360 Cape feet, it was found that the
deal roda were too short by a mean of 3·538 inches, the extremes
being 3·55 and 3 525 inches. The same comI_Jariso11 was again
mac.le, returning the same distance, when the deal rods were
found to be less than the Cape rods by a mean of 3·6 inches, giving
a mean defect of the deal rods at this time of 3·568 iuches in
360 feet.
FREDEitICKSls'QN'I'EIN BASE LINE.

About twelve miles notth east of Ramnh, on the Omnge Rive1',
within the boundary of the Orange Free State, there is a long pan,
a driecl up bed of a lagoon, in length nearly north and south, ot·
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mm·e correctly speaking in tho same direction ns the boundary line
itself. It is about three miles in length and six hundred ya.rds in
width.
At the southern extremity there is a spring of water called
Fredericksfontein, and due ea~t of the centre of the pan, at a
distance of about four miles, is a conical hill, rising about 250 feet
above the bed of the pan, which can be seen from all sides up to a
distance of about twenty miles.
The bed of the pan is perfectly level and, for about two miles in
the centre, is extremely smooth. About six hundred yards of the
southern end is somewhat rough, owing to the constant tramping of
sheep on the smooth surface, when going to and returning from t,he
fontein. At the northern end, the pan-bed is grown over with
low shrubs.
As a whole, the pa,u presents a perfect site for a short base line.
There is nothing to be compared to it within the British Isles. It is
ready for the laying down of a base line; no spade work being
required, except at the northern end where a. few shrubs require to
be removed. The dead level of the pan-bed may be known by tho
fact that, after a thunderstorm) the water lies on the bed in one long
unbroken sheet during calm weather at an uniform depth; but when
the wind blows strongly and continuously, the water is blown over to
tbe leeward side and heaped up there; so much so, that should there
be a sudden change of wind, the wa.ter will be driven in n. wave from
one side to the other, the dry portion being in a short time covered
up to a depth of one or two feet, while what was covered with
water is now left dry.
The survey party arrived on Friday, 9th February, 1877, and
encamped near Fredericksfontein, and in the evening l'Ir. de Villiers
a.nd Captain Warren selected the line of base, and sunk stones
at the northern and southern ends of the pan, nearly t,hree miles
a.part, to mark the extremities of the base to be measured. At
about the centre of this projected line a flagstaff was also put up,
dividing the line into two nearly equal sections.
On 10th February, at sunrise, Captain \Varren, assisted by
Serjeant Kennedy, laid out and picketed, from its southern e;trcmity, about a mile and a half of the base line, while at the same
time Jvlr. de Villiers correctly aligned the northern extremity with
the southern and sectional points. In the forenoon of the fiame
day the measurement of the base line was commenced from the
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southern end, and was carried out in a somAwhat simllar mnnner
to that described in the account of the Kimberley base.
:Mr. de Villiers had charge of No. I. rod, Serjeant Kennedy of
No. II., and Captain Warren of No. III.
Owing to the want of sufficient string for giving the alignment
between the pickets, the progress was comparatively slow ; 230 sets
of rods were measured up to the sectional point, and this occupied
8 hours, 30 minutes, from 10 a.m. to 7.30 p.m., allowing one hour
for lunch.
On the afternoon of the following day (Sunday, 11th February)
Mr. de Villiers and Captain Warren laid out the line by pickets for a
few hundred yards from the section point, so as to be ready for the
morning.
On Monday at daybreak, a stone was sunk at the sectional point
of base, and at 7.30 a.m. the measurement of the base was continued. The measurement of every ten sets of rods was then found to
occupy about 12 minutes, so that the north end of base was reached
at 1.28 p.m., an hour having been occupied for lunch.
The northern extremity of base was fixed at the termination of
210 sets of rods from the sectional point, and 440 sets of rods from
the southern end of base; and as each set of rods is assumed to
equal 12 yards, this measurement gives roughly 5,280 yards, or
three miles as the length of the base line. The exact measurement
is given below.
The measurement of the base from north to south was commenced
on same day at 2.17 p.m., the rods managed as before. For the
first 400 yards the rate was about ten sets in 12 minutes, but on getting
on to the perfectly smooth part of the pan, it was not considered
necessary to have two rocls out of three fixed always at the same time;
therefore only one was kept fixed at one time, and the rate was accele-

rated to ten sets of rods in 4½ minutes, or a pace of 1,560 yards per
hour.
On reaching the sectional point, at 4.30 p.m., the rods were found
to overlap upon the first measurement by one quarter of an inch.
The measuremeo t was now continued at the rate of about tea sets
of rods in 5 minutes, and the southern extremity 0£ base w:1s
reached at 7.20 p.m., at about 20 minutes after sunset. On arrival
at this point, it was founil that the deal rods did not come up to it
by 2·5 inches.

.
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Thus on the re-measurement of the second section (with the
230 sets of rods) the second measurement was less than the first by
only one quarter of an inch, while in the re-measurement of the first
section (with the 210 sets of rods), the second measurement exceeded
the first by 2·75 ('25 + 2·5) inches.
Now it is to be noted that the measurement and re-measurement
of the second section took place on one day, the 12th February,
between 7.30 a.m. and 4.30 p.m., whereas the measurement of the
first section took place ou 10th February, between 10.30 a.m. and
7.30 p.m., while the re-measurement took place two days after, on
12th February, between 4.30 p.m. and 7.30 p.m.
Thus, in the case when the discrepancy was only a quarter of
an inch, the two measurements took place under nearly precisely
similar circumstances, whereas in the case where the discrepancy
1·eached 2 ·75 inches, the re-measurement took place after the interval of nearly 48 hours, and at a different time of the day.
The question therefore arises. How are these discrepancies to be
distributed or disposed of, and on which measurement can most
reliance be placed?
In the first place, it is possible that between 10th and 12th
February the rods may have met with some minute injury during
the time they were not in use, which may have reduced their length
by about ·005 inch, or this may have happened after the
re-measurement of the second section on 12th February. On the
other hand, during the interval of 48 hours, the atmospheric changes
may have affected the length of the rods to this slight extent, and
again, the second measurement of the first section having been
made wholly after the heat of the day had passed away, the
difference of temperature might have altered the length of the rods
to this minute extent.
The discrepancy, howe"<'er, of 2·75 inches in about 2,760 yards
is only ·00003 inches per cent., is far less than the average discre.
pancy in accurate measurements of base lines, and therefore a mean
was taken.
Even with compensation bars it is difficult to arrive at such close
results as those obtained here.
See, for example, Captain Bailey's "Report of the Measurement
of the Base Line for the Cape Triangulation/' in which there was a
discrepancy of eight inches between the two measurements of a
section about a mile and a half in length.

I
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See also the discrepancies between the various measut1ements of
the Salisbury Plain Base aud Hounslow Heath Base, which exceeded
those ou that of Fredericksfontein.
It is obvious that in a dry climate like that of the Orange Free
State, wood would not be affected to the same degree as in the
humid climate of England, so that deal rods, which in England
might be very imperfect standards of measurements, may in a dry
climate be as nearly perfect standards as could be used.
After the measurement of the base, on the night of 12th February,
the deal rods were carefully covered up, and were brought out
aud tested with Cape standard rods on following morning.
These rods were tested one set over the other for a distance of
twenty sets (or 720 Cape feet), when it was found that the Cape
rods over-lapped 5·025 inches, by Captain Warren's observation,
and 5·05 inches by that of Mr. de Villiers.
Leaving the last rod with this over-lap, the re-measurement was
made, and on arrival at the extremity of the first ten sets of rods, the
over-lap was reduced to 2·4 inches, and on arrival at the starting
point, the Cape rods, instead of coinciding with the deal rods, overlapped 0·15 inches by Captain Warren, 0·16 inches by Mr. de Villiers.
This would give 2·541 English inches as the defect of the deal rods
when compared with the Cape rods in 360 Cape feet.
Now it will be observed on reference to page 31, that the defect
of the deal rods on the Cape rods, in the measurement of the
former base line, on 11th Jaiiuary, 1877, was 3·568 English inches
in 360 Cape feet; from which it would appear that the deal rods
had, during the interval, increased in length one inch in 360 feet.
This may be accounted for by the fact that in bringing the rods from
Kimberley, some extraneous matter at the end of No. 3 rod bad
become wedged in between the wood and the zinc, bulging out the
ziuc about ·l inch.
Now it was found that ten sets of deal rods were less than 360
Cape standard feet by (2·541 English inches = ) 0·20.J,98 Cape
feet.
Therefore 210 sets of deal rods equal 21 (360-0·20498) Cape feet
= 7805·035 English feet,
and 230 sets of deal rods equal 23 (360 - 0·20498) Cape feet
= 8548·371 English feet.
7805·025 English feet.
, } mean
A B measured 1st 21 sets
2nd 2 1 sets - ·020

=
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B C measured 1st 23 sets
} mean = 8548·485 English feet.
llnd 23 sets+ ·229
r
BC

Reduction of Base to level of the sea.
= 20923599·9
Log.
7·3206364
8548·485 Log. = 3·9318891
ll·2525255

,.
h

(r + h)

B'C'
,.
AB

= 20923599·9
4000
~0927599·9

Log.

7·3207194

854G·85
= 20923,599·9
7805·025

Log.
Log.
Log.

3·9318060
7·3206364
3·8923743

ll·2130107
Log. (r+h) 7·3207194
A'B'
AB'
BC'

7803·53
7803·53
8546·85

3·8922913

Base at level of the sea =16350·38 feet, English.
Previous to using this base it appeared desirable to test the
section A B against B C by a triangulation, it was then discovered

that the sectional point was four inches to the west of the line
A C, owing to its having been placed in position when there wa8 considerable lateral mirage. The same difficulty occurred to Captain
Bailey in his triangulation of the Cape Colony, when measuring his
base. He says (page 19), "Next moruing the position of the bandrols
in line was tested. The centre bandrol appeared still exactly in
line, and was not altered in the least. Some of the intermediate
ones, which had been placed when there was considerable motion in
the air, were altered laterally, but only two or three inches at the
most; subsequently the centre bandrol was frequently observed
and appeared to be in an exceedingly accurate line, and most
trifling deviations which could not effect the measurem.ent was
just observable lu some of the others."
It will be seen from this extract that there is great difficulty, in
short distances, in placing objects in a line, on account of the
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extreme later refraction along the surface of the ground, clue to
the very heated condition of the earth, in contact with the cooler
atmosphere.
With this known deviation of the sectional point B, from the
straight line AC, the section AB was calculated from the reduced
measurement section BC (8546·856 feet) with the fullowing results,
in four separate triangles.
7803·34 feet.
78C3·22 ,,
giving an extreme variation of ·55 foot.
7803·77
7803·47 ::

f

l\Iean
Reduced measured distance

7803·45
7803·53
·08

From this it appears that the sections of the base have been
measured extremely accurately, the mean ca1cu1a.ted dist,anco differing from the measured distance of section AB by only 0·08 foot, or
0·96 inch.

APPENDIX

B.

Azim1<thal Bearing of Base Line.-For these observations the
larger theodolites were not adopteu, and the seven-inch theodolite
alone could be used, an instrument which read but indifferently to
ten seconds, so that the mean of a series of observations could not
be depended upon to less than five seconds.
Trials were made as to the most accurate method of obtaining the
azimuthal bearing with this instrument, and it was found by
experiments that the closest results were obtained by means of
observations of equal altitudes of the sun. This may be due to the
fact that in each of these observations a mean of four altitudes
was obtained before the calculations were commenced, when with
greatest elongations of stars only one observation could be obtained
in each case. Moreover, it being now the middle of summer, the
nights were too short for obtaining both the greatest elongations of
the same star.
The line referred to the true azimuth was S.W. end of base
(Kimberley) to Patterson Ll., and was takeu in the calculations as
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14' 20·4'' West, bLtt the finally col'rected angle differs three
seconds, as shown below:-

() 0

9°
9°
9°
9°

14' 38·0"
14' 35·5"
14' 30·5"
14' 29·6''

mean 9° 14' 32·15''
This bearing was carried through the triangulations down to the
Fredericksfontein base when it read on the line
19° 27 1 21'
as
8 1 55·8''
correction for convergency of meridians

19° 35' 57·8"
whereas the azimuth, obtained astronomically at this base, amounted to
difference
The observations vary as follows:-

19° 36'

7·2"

36'
35'
36'
36'

19·8''

9·4''
19°
19°
19°
19°

56·9"
2"

11"

19° 36' 7·4"
mean
This result was quite as near as could be expected from the instruments used, and was quite sufficient for the ·work, showing that
the triangulation had been accurately brought down.
Tbe equal altitudes were obtained in the following manner :-The
vertical arc was clamped at an angle of elevation, say 56 degrees,
when the left and upper limb were observed and azimuth angle
booked, then the angle of elevation was increased to 56° 3G' and the
right and upper limb were observed, and azimuth angle bookedJ
then the right and lower limb at same angle of elevation, and finall.J'
the elevation was increased to 5 7 degrees, and the left and ]owe
limb observed. 'l'hese four observations generally took about six t
seven minutes, according to the time of Llay, and a1lowed about, tw~

minutes between each, which ·was sufficient for booking and altering!
the angles.
In the afternoon the operation was repeated in inverted ordeP

the limbs now observed being RL, LL, LU, RU.
'I1he mean of each of these sets of four observations was taken a
azimuth angle of the ccutre of the suu's dibc wLcu at the n1ea

I

I

» ull
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angle of elevation, and these results were found more satisfactory
than those given by any other system which was tried.
'l'he great difficulty was the observation of the referring object
for, owing to the state of the atmosphere and intense heat, it sometimes showed an alteration of 15 seconds.
CORRECTIONS FOR CONVERGENCY OF MERIDIANS.

Latitudes assumed.-South end of base, Kimberley, !at. 28° 43' 15'',
P. Dist. 61 ° 16' 45'' S.E. end of base, Fredericksfontein latitude
29° 35' 11", P. Dist. 60° 24' 49". Difference of latitude, 51' 56".
Sum of polar distances 121° 41' 34", mid polar distance 60° 50' 47".
Difference of longitude (by triangulation) nearly 18½ miles
= 97·680 feet = 0° 18' 20·8" of longitude at latitude 29°.
8' ; 0 ·3"]
9' 10·1'' Log. cot. 12-5740614

[1

25' 58"
G0° 50' 47"
90° - ;

convergency e

=
=

Log. cos. 9·9999876
Log. sec. 10·3123348

log. cot.
89° 55' 32· l"

~

=

12·8863838

2

179° 51' 4·2"
8' 55·8"
180°

0'

0'

APPENDIX

c.

Longitude.-It had been decided to ascertain the longitude of
Kimberley by means of telegmphic signals from Cape Town, but on
arrival at Kimberley it was ascertained that the Surveyor General
(Mr. Orpen) bad in 1874 taken advantage of a total eclipse of the
sun, and had made careful observations which were worked out at
the Royal Observatory, Cape Town.
The results were as follow:Longitude of Radloff trigonometrical station, by observations of
total eclipse.
1h 38' 43¼" E. of Greenwich.
24° 40' 52·5" E. of Greenwich.
Latitude of Radloff obt:.ined on same day, by ll'ansils of several
stars on prime vertical with 8-inch theodolite.
28° 41' 34" S. latitude.

..,, 11l
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Ou these observations the Astronomer Royal remarked that he
considered the longitude to be exact to half a second, but he did not
consider the latitude to be very exact.
It was thus clear that for the purposes of the boundary survey
there was no object to be gained by taking observations for longitude, as the position of Radloff trigonometrical station with reference
to the S.E. end of base was known.
Tbe longitude and latitude of S.W. end of base were now obtained
from the station at Radloff, with the following results:Longitude, 24° 55' 9·11" East of Greenwich.
Latitude, 28° 40' 2i·28" South of Greenwich.
The longitude as above was accepted as correct on the authority
of the Astronomer Royal, while observations for corrected latitude
were made with the following result:Latitude of S.W. end of base by Captain Warren, 28° 43' 15" South.
Latitude.-Observations for latitude were made at south end of
Kimberley base with seven-inch Altitude and Azimuth Instruments,
and with eight-inch sextant, with the following results:hlean of stars, north and south, meridian ) Latitu.de South.
altitudes with seven-inch Altitude and r
28° 43' 11·3"
Azimuth Instrument.
Mean of stars north aud south, circum28° 43' 9·5"
meridian altitudes with eight-inch Sextant.

5

1

mean latitude, South.

28° 43' 10·4"

Several observations of the sun gave, however, a mean approaching
28 degrees, 43 minutes, 15 seconds, and thls latter mean was the
latitude adopted iu the Survey, having been obtained before the
former calculations. It is to be observed that the difference of
five ;seconds only subtends about 180 yards on the earth's surface,
and it was not considered that the instruments available could
be assumed, even wit,h the most careful observations, to give accurate
results within that distance. Practical experience shows that series
of observatious of north and south stars which may appear to
eliminate all errors, and which may agree in their means even to
Olle second of arc, cannot ( whe11 taken with the instruments above
mentioned) be considered to give true results to within five seconds
of al'c.

I

1
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D.

Obseruations.-The observations were taken by the two Commissioners and Serjeant Kennedy. Mr. de Villiers used his ten-inch
theodolite, while Captain Warren used a twelve-inch theodolite
which he had hired from Mr. Surveyor Girfillen. The seven-inch
theodolite was not large enough for the work in hand, and was principally employed when angles of elevation were required (for equal
altitudes and azimuthal lines). The ten-inch theodolite bad £our
verniers which read nearly the same, while the twelve-inch theodolite bad only three verniers, two of them most awkwardly placed;
one of them could only be read with the left eye, and one could only
be read when the vernier was pressed gently, nevertheless, the means
of the angles taken with the twelve-inch were better than those
taken with the ten-inch, whoever might be the observer. It was
difficult to account for this.
One defect of the ten-inch was that although the wood of the legs
was well seasoned, yet it was wood of the country which has a most
aggravating custom of warping and altering with the atmosphere,
so that the instrument if kept up a long time would move very
slightly, this however also took place with the seven-inch ; it was
placed in the morning on the referring object and observed
throughout the day and found slightly to change its position in a
given direction.
The mirage or parallax caused by the tremulous vibratory motion
in the atmosphere throws great difficulties in the way of observing.
This phenomenon appears to extend throughout South Africa, but
the illusion differs in different places.
On nearing Cape Town in the autumn of 1876, the writer saw
the barren shore, about Saldanha Bay, transformed at mid-day into
a bea.utifollv cultivated coast, with numerous broad waterfalls
running ove~· into the sea. These apparent waterfalls we1·e merely
stretches of white sand, which showed forth their true barrenness
w ben the sun was low.

When travelling up through the country, lakes of water are
constantly seen on either side of the road, which reflect trees from
their surface and have every appearance of reality. So much is
this the case that even when a country is well known, the deception
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to the eye continues in full force, ancl ownera of farms have been
known to imagine that,, down-pour of rain has filled up their pans,
while they actually are simmering with drought; on the other hand
cases have occurred where farmers have believed they were 1ookiug
on a mirage, while a real pan of water from a recent atmospheric
disturbance Jay before them.
The hiJJs of the up-country are very much affected by the mirage,
aud assume the appearance of huge haystacks, their bases diminishing
towards the horizon.
During the heat of the day, a stick if placed up at a distance of a
mile aud viewed through a telescope, appears like a falling column
of water glittering in the sun, and a beacon at a distance of three or
four miles has the motion of a tongue or flame of fire.
During a calm the motion on the horizon is undulating and
vertical, and the smooth sharp outlines of the hills resemble the
rough edge of the moon at the first quarter, but when the wind
blows hard the outlines have the swift onward movement of waves
or billows, and give the observer an uneasy notion that his instru~
ment is not firmly clamped, or that the hills are quickly and noiselessly gliding away. The stronger the power of the telescope the more
apparent the motion, so that with a good glass, observing during the
time of the mirage is no easier than with one of inferior quality.
During a stormy wind there is also a lateral refraction, 80
that if a series of bandrols are placed in a line, and again
observed when there is no mirage, some of them will be found to be
out of line.
'l'he phenomena of the mirage appear to be in some measure due
to the extremely heated state of the earth, while the superincumbent
air is cool, consequently there is a constant rush of heated air from
the surface of the e,srth ascending through the cool air; but this does
not entirely account for the phenomena, and perhaps the dry electric
condition of the air may in some measure assist.
Owing to the difficulty about the mirage, observations could not
be taken during the day except for about an hour at sunrise and an
hour at sunset, before and after the sun is on the horizon, and thus
it was seldom practicable to observe from more than one station in
a day. It was customary to drive or ride to a hill in the afternoon,
ascend it before sunset and take as many rounds of angles as the
state of the atmosphere would allow of, sleep anywhere at the foot
of the hill and be up again before sunrise to complete the observa-
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tions. This was done without tents or other covering, and though
in dry weathe1• it was not disagreeable, on cold and raiuy nights it
was most trying, as there was little wood to he obtained and we had
to go out in search of cowdung before we could light fire enough to·
get a cup of coffee.
It has been often said that there is no mirage after rain, yet
on several occasions it was found so strong as to prevent observing.
Apart from this mirage the air was extremely clear and objects
could be seen from 30 to 40 miles with great ease; it was not always
practicable to distinguish the points when in wooded country and
then heliostats were used, which were of the simplest description and
readily manipulated.
The greatest length of side of any triangle used was about 32
miles, the average length being 15 to 20 miles. The various beacons
on the boundary line, 60 in number, were fixed by small secondary
triangles. The observations were found to he very accurate, although
time did not allow of a large series of rounds at each station; four
to five rounds were usually taken. The average error in each
triangle was from three to five seconds; the sides in the triangulation in every case differed less than a foot one from the other, and
the base of verification aa measured differed from that as calculated
by only 0·46 foot.
The heights of the angles of triangles were calculated and applied
in apportioning the errors.
The portions of the boundary line formed sides of the various
triangles, and the length is here given:Ramah to David's Graf
2239G6·67 English feet.
David's Gra.f to Tarantaal
174674·00
Tarantaal to the Right-angle
241982·65
Right-angle to Platberg
142501·00
Ramah to Platberg
566124·32
Ramah to Platberg. Total length =
107·22 miles.
Ramah to Orange River
3·00
Platberg to Vaal River
12·00
Hence total length of boundary line is = 122·22 miles.
52 triangles were calculated, irrespective of the sections of base
line and calculations of direction of boundary line.
71 points on the boundary line in addition were calculated in
the ruinor triangles.
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APPENDIX

E.

Go-o,·dinafes.- Whilst calculating the triangulation, each trigono-

metrical station was referred to a meridian line passing through the
south end of base at },redericksberg, and to a great ch-cle cutting
this meridian at rig·ht angles. This was worked out by genera)
geometry, and as it was done for the purpose of plotting the survey
it was not considered necessary to make any allowance for the difference between a great circle and a parallel of latitude, for the short
distance that the survey extended on either side of the meridian. The
convergency of the meridians between the two ba£e lines only amounted
to about nine minutes, which is quite inappreciable on a survey of
120 miles, from north to south, plotted to a scale of three miles to
one inch.
APPENDIX

F.

Many points on the boundary line having been fixed by the triangulation, and the co-ordinates of these points being known, the
direction of the line was calculated therefrom, the true azimuthal
bearing having been obtained for the sides in the triangulation, at
the northern and southern extremities. The results were much closer
than I anticipated. For example, by co-ordinates, the angle at Tarantaal Kop, between Davicl's Graf and Plat berg, was calculated to be
161° 50' 1·3", while the same angle observed was 161° 49' 57·6"
error 3.7".
Again ,it Tarantaal Kop, between the right-angle and David's Graf,
the angle was calculated to amount to 81 ° 47' 29·3", while the same
angle observed, gave 81° 47' 27·t1, error 1·6''.
The difficulty of course lay in setting off a mean bearing, and
to ensure this we reversed the system used in observing, and when
laying off a line, put the staff holder into position a great number
of times from independent readings; these points were marked on
the ground, and the mean position of the staff was worked out from
among them. This practical method was evidently susceptible of
great accuracy, for lines set off, and continued in this method
for 40 to 60 miles, invariably came to within the radius of the
beacon, the limit of error not exceeding three to four feet; whereas,
had better instruments been used, and the line set off with only one
trial, no matter how accurate it may have been made, I have no
doubt that the error would have been greater.
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In tracing these lines signals were flashed at long distances, up
to 35 miles, with pieces of mirror about four inches in diameter,
which could be easily worked after a few trials; large flags were
also used at this distance, but they could not always be distinguished.
The fixing of the right-angle on the ground, though so simple a
matter on paper, was a delicate opemtion on a line which had first
to be correctly traced for a distance of 60 miles, and then have a
right.angle thrown off it to the pile at Tarantaal Kop.
After having laid down the line from Platberg to David's Graf,
and having calculated the angle at Tarantaal Kop in the proposed
right-angled triangle, an instrument (10-inch theodolite) was set up
at Tarantaal Kop, and another (12.inch theodolite) on the line Platberg
to David's Graf; after a few trials which occupied many hours (for
the country was much covered with brushwood), the actual position
of the apex of the right-angle was fixed to within a limit of radius
of three feet; we then obtained a mean of the observations from
Tarantaal Kop, and its cutting on the corrected line from David's Graf
to Platburg, and fixed the intersection.
APPENDIX G.
The piles for trigonometrical stations differed in height, according to the positions ancl distances from which they had to be
They were generally macle of large stones, which
observed.
two or three men could just lift and pile on, picked up from
the rocky summits on which the piles were generally placed. They
were now and then shattered by lightning, and at one station the
pile was pulled down by baboons more than once, but otherwise
they stand well, and will last for many years. When practicable,
the sites of farm beacons, which are usually prominently situated,
were selected both because they thus would be preserved intact and
in order to avoid confusion. Additional beacons would run the risk
of being removed by farmers. The jumping* of farm beacons in
these parts had become an act of the past. They were usually
about eight feet in height, with a base equal to half the height, say
four to five feet.
The piles or beacons for the boundary line, were constructed
according to the position and circumstances. In out of the way,
wild places, they were usually placed at a distance of three miles
• Vide Deut. 27.17,
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and were made large and very strong, so that there would be a
difficulty in removing them, and so that they would not run the
risk of being pushed over by wild animals; those, on the other
hand, in cultivated pa,·ts and near Kimberley, were placed at intervals
of one mile, and were made of small size, not more than eight feet in
height. They were there placed close together, so that in any case of
disputed jurisdiction there would be no difficulty in ascertaining
with the eye, the exact boundary line.
Some of the most important beacons, such as Tamntaal Kop
Scholtz Nek, Right.angle, David's Graf, and Platberg, were erected
from 13 to 16 feet in height (in some instances of large boulders),
while in other cases they averaged 11 to 12 feet in height. The
base was about equal to the height.
There are 70 beacons laid down, 20 between the Orange River
and David's Graf; 20 from thence to Tarantaal Kop, and 30 from
thence to the Vaal River. From Scholtz Dam to Tarantaal Kop there
are 15 visible in one line, and the slopes of the ground so run, that
they look like a line cut through the Veldt, and are so beautifully
regular, that when the Boers first saw the line on the inspection,
one of them exclaimed, "Allemachti ! The Queen's Secretary of
State could not have laid it out better if he bad come here himself
to do it." Chorus "Allemachti, Lord Carnarvon himself could not
have done it better."
'rhe absolute and relative heights of the various points on the
boundary line were not required, and as the early demarcation of
the line was strongly urged, it was not possible to devote any time
to !,his subject.
Aneroid observations were however taken daily in camp, at most
of the trigonometrical stations, and at various points on line, but
as the weather was very unsettled while the work was in progress,
no great weight can be attached to the observations.
There was no certainty as to the absolute height of auy particular
point ou this elevated table land, but after a comparison of various
results I have taken the following as approaching accuracy.
Market place, Kimberley, 4000 feet above mean sea le\'el.
Volksraad House, Bloemfontein, 4350
,,
"
,,
With these data it may be s0,id that the boundary line commences
at a height of about 3950 feet on the Vaal River and terminates at a
height of about 3350 feet on the Orange River, that the highest
points passed were at Platberg, 4200 feet, Scholtz 3800 feet, and
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that the greatest variation between any two points, did not exceed
300 to 400 feet.
I give a list of some of the most important heights attached, but
as levels of many points in G,·iqua-Land have recently been taken
more accurately with a spirit level I do not attach much importance
to these results :Heights.
4000 feet above mean sea level.
Market-place, Kimberley
3350
Orange River, Lang Ford
3650
Witputts
3800
Belmont
4000
Honings nest Kloof
Junction Drift, Modder River, 3600
3750
Marsfontein
3800
Scholtz . .
Erasmus (near Warren Town) 3950
Blignauds' Pont, Vaal River 3950
3700
Fredericksberg (base)
4490
Fredericksberg, (summit)
APPENDIX

H.

Fi,mtion of points.-Our first duty was to inspect the line of
proposed frontier, and to settle the position (on the ground) of the
points named in the Memorandum of Agreement, at the same time
verifying the eastem boundaries of the Diamond Fields, which
were to be kept within the limits of the boundary.
In this matter there was no great difficulty. Ramcih we fixed at
a beacon at the eye of the fontein, which appears to have been laid
down by Surveyor Mr. de Kok in 1859, and subsequently used as a
trigonometrical station by Mr. Orpen. I have no doubt whatever,
that this point was the Rxniah boundary of former days, for the
remains of the old village were close at hand, and the gallows.
David's Graf we fixed at a short distance to the east of the point laid
down in Mr. de Villiers plan, at a beacon placed near the drift (ford)
on the southern side of the Riet River, marking, as far as we could
ascertain, the northern termination of the line laid down in 1859 by Mr•
de Kok, about three miles above the junction of the Riet and Madder
Rivers. I have little doubt that this was the place where David was
buried, as the Griqua graveyard was just the other side of the ford;
but we were certain it was the David's Graf of Mr. de Kok, from
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which he traced his line to Ramah, and as all the farms along the
line abut on it, it was of great importance to the farmers that
we should agree up,m a line that should not cut off pieces of these
farms. We could not, however, avoid a difficulty due to Mr. de Kok's
line being crooked, which I have referred to when speaking of tracing
the line.
Tarantaal Kop was found to differ in shape from that depicted in
Mr. de Villiers' plan, the position being more north and south than
east and west; we had, however, no difficulty in agreeing on this
point.
Platberg we have taken as a beacon in the centre of the flat hill,
(as shown in Mr. de Villiers' plan) which had previously been used
as a trigonometrical point both by Mr. Orpen and Mr. de Villiers.
By thus taking old points we prevented confusion arising from
a multiplication of beacons, and facilitated the connection of our
work with the former triangulation. It is mentioned in the Memorandum of Agreement that the boundary line shall include "the
whole of the places known as the Diamond Fields" and it was at
first uncertain what this term might include, it being argued by
some that it meant a distance of three miles from the actual mines.
On laying down this line it was found to cut about two miles to
the east of the edge of Dutoits pan mine, and I considered that it
was not necessary to raise the question, as a few hundred yards
more would be of little use in stopping the illicit diamond traffic.
This would require a limit or distance of at least t en miles for the
boundary line.
In settling these points I kept in view the fact that Lord
Carnarvon attached quite as much importance to arriving at a
settlement which should be final and satisfactory to both sides, as Lo
the actual precision of the survey work, and I found no occasion to
exercise the discretionary power accorded to me of making such
concessions in minor matters, without sacrificing material points, as
might seem necessary in order to prevent disagreement or contro•
versy in the fut.ure.
The farms of Erasmus and Joubert had itlrendy been surveyed
and the beacons were known, we therefore had only to verify them
on the ground with the plans from Bloemfontein, to bring the
beacons into our triangulation and to find the intersections of the
boundary line with the lines bounding the farms. These farms were
of the ordinary size in this country, from three to five miles acro~s.
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.Mr. Surveyor de Kok had in 1852 laid clown a boundary line
separating the lands of Waterboer from those of .A.clam Kok, starting
from an assumed Da7id's Graf to the eye of the fontein at Raruah,
but his position of David's Graf had been called in ciuestion.
The farmers bad received their respective grants of land from
Waterboer or Adam Kok, with this line as their limit, and therefore
we considered it a matter of the gravest importance to the landowners that this line should continue to 1·emain the bouudary if
practicable ; we therefore agreed to accept De Kok's position of
Da.vid's Graf, although ~Ir. de Villiers' point was somewhat
further to the west in his plan.
When we came to lay down the line we found that De Kok's line
was not straight and lay so me half.a-mile out of the line in the
centre; this introduced a very difficult question with regard to t he
farm bounclaries. They had bought them as running up to a straight
line between David's Graf and Ramab , but this line some 2,5 vears
•
before bad been traced crookedly.
The q,rnstion soon arose whetbet· they should continue to hold as
before, in which case some of the Orange Free State farmers
would have pieces of their fc1rms in British territory, or vrbether
the boundaries should be rectified, by which process some of the
farmers would gain or lose several thousand acres.
Practically it was a legal question, and one which could only be tried
iu Griqua-Land ,Vest, because De Kok's line overlapped to the west.
The difficulty however only existecl to any great extent in about
three farms, and eventually it was got over by certain farmers buying
the land on both sides of the line.
Ooncfosio,i.-l must not omit to allude to the cordial co-operation
of my colleague and friencl Mr. Jos. de Villiers, throughout the
work, aod to the ready assistance of President Brand, of the Orange
Free State, ancl Major Lanyon, Administrator of Griqua-Land West,
and of his officials with whom I came in contact.
I have a most pleasant recollection of the Boers about the boundary liue who, though they viewed with the greatest clisfavom· the
incorporation of their lands into British territory, were always on the
most friendly terms with 01u· survey parties, and with many of whom
I have formecl lasting friendships. Finally I must record the good
services of the N.-0.0's., R.E., and especially of Serjeant F. Kennedy,
who carried out his duties so well and cheerfully under very trying
circumstanceR.

c. w.

H,O
'l'he hea\'y bullet materially increases the relative weight of the
ammunition· lo bo carried, b11t has the ad\•autage of giving relatively
high velocities anrl low trajectories at the longer ranges.
Lieutennnt Indra considers that in any future. rifle the calibre
will he reduced to ·3937 inches, the bullet being lengthened to
2¾ calibres with a weight of ·8457 ounces and a charge of ·1741
ounces. He gives tables proving that these data give the best
theoretical results as regards flatness of trajectory at all ranges.
It is probable that if a new rifle is introduced into the English
services, approximation wi1l be made to these proportions of charge,
calibre and projectile.
REMARKS ON TABLE

II.

In examining this table in conjunction wit,h Table I., it will easily
be ,een that the variations are mainly due to the ratio of the
weights of charge and bullet, and to the length of the latter in
calibres.
The greater the velocity the flatter the trajectory.
To gain maximum initial velocity and consequent flatness of
trajectory at short ranges, it is necessary that t,he charge should be
large in proportion to the weight of the bullet.
To retain maxi:num velocity and flatness of trajectory at long
ranges, it is necessary that the resistance of the air should be at a
minimum, and this will mainly depend on the proportion of the
weight of the bullet to its area of cross-section, which is very
nearly identical with its length in calibres.
REMARKS ON TABLE III.
In this table the various proportions are so arranged as to be
easily compared, and to illustrate the remarks made on Table II.

It. -wi.11 be seen that, of the new rifles, the "Gras" of France, with
the largest proportional weight of charge to bullet ('21), has also
the highest initial velocity (1430), and that the" Martini-Remy"
of England, while having the smallest proportional weight of charge
to bullet ('l 768), has also the lowest initial velocity (1276).
The great weight of the English bullet, and its consequent greater
relative length in calibres (2. 7) enables it to retain its velocity for a
longer period, and thus although the trajectory of its flight is
relatively high up to 600 pa0es, at the longer rn.nges it exceeds all
others in velocity, consequent flatness of trajectory, and extent of
t.langcrons zone,.
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There is no doubt tbat by lessening the calibre and consequent
weight of bullet, while retaining the present charge and relative
length of bullet, thus greatly increasing the proportions of charge
to bullet; an<l also, if thought necessary, at the same time lengthen•
ing the barrel; a rifle migbt be produced whicb should combine all
the good points of both the English aud Continental types. Whether
the resulting flatness of trajectory at short. ranges, reduction of
weight of ammunition, and greater reach of bayonet, would compensate for the great expense, inconvenience, and temporary loss of
efficiency caused by an entire change of arms and ammunition
throughout the services, seea,s extremely doubtful.
In the meantime we may be thankful that we have already a
thoroughly efficient weapon.

H. T.
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PAPER VIII.
MEMORANDUM ON OPERATIONS OF THE

BENGAL SAPPERS AND MINERS,

GANDAMAK & JAGDALAK, AFGHANISTAN,
In November and Decembe,•, 1879.
BY LIEUT.-COLONEL E. T. THACKERAY,

v.c.,

R.E.

THE 2nd aud 6th Companies of Sappers arrived at Safed Sang
from Jalalabad on the 30th October, 1879, and were attached to
the lstBrigade, 2nd Division, Khaihar Field Force, under command
of Brigadier-General C. Gough, C.B., V.C,
On the 2nd November, orders were received for these two companies to accompany a column under command of Major-General
Bright, C.B., which marched from Safed Sang on the 3rd November,
for the purpose of clearing the road and opening out communication
with a force marching at the same time from Kabul, under command
of Brigadier-General l\Iacpherson, C.B., V.C.
The 6th Company, under command of Lieut. Stafford, R.E., with
Lieuts. Stanton and Randolph, R.E., bad previously been employed
in putting up the line of telegraph from Landi Kotal to Safed Sang.
The supply of the articles of mwm clothing, shewn in Appendix A,
had been previously authorised by the Governmentoflndia for B,~tish
and Indian Troops, and these were served to the men as received.
The force under Major-General Bright, C.B., that marched from
Safed Sang on the morning of November 8rcl, was composed as follows:
Guide Cavalry.
10th Bengal Lancers.
A Mountain Battery.
2nd and 6th Companies, Sappers.
24th Panjab Infantry.
l Regiment of Guides (Infantry).
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Major-General Bright, C.B., and his Staff accompanied the
column, and also B,·igadier-General C. Gough, C.B., V.C., commanding the 1st Brigade. Colonel Limond, R.E., was Commanding
Royal Engineer. The Officers of Royal Engineers attached to the
Sappers were Major Thackeray, V .C., R.E., commanding; Lieuts.
Campbell, Stafford and Stanton, R.E.
The force was in light marching 01·der, and was rationed for 7
days. It reached Surkh-ab Pul on November 4th, Jagdalak on
the 5th, Kata Sang on the 6th. No opposition was met with except
a few shots that were fired at the rear guard between J agdalak
Kotal and Peiwar. On arriving at Kata Sang, a meeting took
place between General Bright and Brigadier-General Macpherson,
who had marched from Kabul without opposition.
Posts having been established at Pezwan, Jagdalak Fort, and
J agdalak Kotal, the force under General Bright returned to Safed
Sang, reaching that place on the 9th November.
A portion of the force marched through the celebrated Pari Dara
defile. This pass is flanked on both sides by precipitous rocks of
great height, The width in the narrowest place was not more than
9 or 10 feet, and only part sufficient to allow of the passage of a
camel with a full load.
Dm-ing these operations, the 2nd Company (Sappers) was employed in improving and widening the road and making it passable
for guns.
At Kata Sang tanks were made in the bed of the streams for the
horses and camels to water.
The 6th Company 1mt up the line of telegraph from Safed Sang
to Pezwan. The line was a single one carried for the greater part
of the distance on bamboo poles. The hills being very steep, the
work entailed much fatigue ou the men, and was done in a most
creditable manner under Lieut. Stafford, R.E.
Of the 6th Company all the offioers suffered at different times
from fever caused by exposure.
On the 8th November, the Head Quarters and 5th Company of
Sappers arrived at Pezwan from Roorkee, and returned to Safed
Sang on the following day with General Bright's column. On the
return of the column, orders we1·e receivecl for the 2nd Company,
Sappers, to be left at JagdaJak Fort, to strengthen the post at that
place and also at J agdalak KotaJ. The 6th Company was also
left at Pezwan to make a fortified post, aud to improve the road two
miles beyond Pezwau, where there is a stoep and rough defile. Thie
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portion of the road was subsequently greatly improved, the rocks
being blasted with gunpowder and guncotton, under Lieut. Stafford's
superintendence.
On the 13th November, orders were received for the main portion
of General Gough's Brigade to march from Safed Sang to Gandamak,
three miles, where it was proposed to form a permanent camp £or
the winter. From this date to the 14th December, the Head
Quarters and 5th Company remained iu camp at Gandamak. The
5th Company uncle,· command of Lieut. Hill, R.E., and all available
men were employed in demolishing the ruins of the old cantonment,
and rebuilding three of the old lines of huts that had remained since
the former occupation of Gandamak by the British in 1842. The
walls were built of rough stone boulders laid in mud. The roofs
were constructed of poles or b"llees, placecl 5 or 6 inches apart,
snpported upon horizontal beams, which again rested upon vertical
uprights let into the ground. The roof co,ering consisted of grass
mats over which 6 inches of earth was laid and well rammed. The
floor consLRted of rammed earth, and, being from two to three feet
below the level of the ground, the huts formed a complete and
comfortable shelter from the cold winds and dust storms, which
blew wit.h great intensity.
Dust storms at this season of the year seem to be a prevailing
feature of the climate of this part of Afghanistan, continuing sometimes for three days without interruption. During the height of
these storms, tbe men were prevented from working, their eyes becoming filled with sharp sand. At Jalalabad, tbe late Amir Sbir
Ali had constructed underground pits or caves to shelter his troops
from the dust storms.
The 'l'elegraph Office at Gandamak was worked by a Ser,ieant of
Sappers under the superintendence of Lieut. Blunt, R.E. Conductor
White, in charge of the photographic department, took some views
of the country, but his work was interrupted owing to a telegram
from Lieut.-General Sir F. Roberts from Kabul, directing the
photographic equipment to be sent to Kabul, in order that views
mig-ht be taken or the Bala Hissar and the Sherpur cantonment.
An old mill had been formerly used by the Afghans in the river
that flows hy Safed Sang. 'rhis had been repaired and provided
with t,urbines and au improved system of water sluices, under the
superintendence of Surgeon-1\Iajor Amesbury, the Officer in J\{edical
charge of the Corps.
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On the retu,·n of British Troops in November, the mill was found
in good repair, and bad not been injui·ed by the Afghans during
our temporary evacuation of the country between the months of
June and No.,.ember, 1879. This mill was now completed with the
sanction of the Brigadier-General. Three mill stones were worked
daily; the whole being placed under the charge of an intelligent
Sapper. Large quantities of grain, barley, and other cereals, were
ground £or the Cavalry and Horse Artillery, and for the Commissariat Department, and a considerable saving of manual labour was
effected. The erection of the mill was chiefly due to the energy
and inventive skill of Dr. Amesbury.
Besides the construction of the huts, before mentioned, parties of
Sappers under an Engineer Officer were daily employed, under the
orde1·s of the Commanding Royal Engineer, in assisting the Field
Engineers in laying out the lines £or the d ifferent Corps at
Gando.mak, for whom rows of huts were commenced, and also in
laying out and tracing the profiles for a large fort, distant about
half-a-mile from the Camp.
The walls of this fort were constructed entirely of stone boulders,
laid dry. The shape of this fort was rectangular, with semi-circular
bastions in the centre of the two larger faces. In front of the
entrance was a ditch, which it was proposed to complete with a
drawbridge. The interior of the fort was laid out in spaces for tbo
Hospitals, Commissariat and Ordnance Stores, &c. Large numbers
of Ghilzais and Hazaras were employed daily in building the walls
of this fort.
The works that were commenced at Gandamak were all
abandoned ou the march of the 1st Brigade to Kabnl, on the 14th
December, orders being then issued for t he whole force t hat re.
mained to be concentrated at Safed Sang. The Officers present
with the Sappers at Gandamak during November and December
were Major Thackeray. V .C., R.E., Commandant; Captain and
Brevet-Major North, R.E., Adjutant and 2nd in Command ; Captain
Stuart, B.S.C., Interpreter and Quartermaster; Lieuts. Hill, R.E.,
and Maxwell, R.E.; Surgcon-llfajor Amesbnry in llfedwal charge.
The weather at this time was cold and bracing, the thermometer
at ujght reading below freezing poiut. The smal1 water course that
flowed through the camp was frozen at night. In the early part of
Deeember, the 3rd Company, Sappers, under command of Lieut,
Dove, R.E., arrived at Gandamak from Landi Kotnl, and procecdell
at once to Jagdalak Kotal for the purpose of strengthening the
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fortified post at that place. The health of the men during their
stay at Gaudamak continued on the whole to he good, but several
men of the companies stationed at Pezwan and J agdalak suffered
from pneumonia and dysentery, and had to be sent to the Corps
Hospital which was established at Gandamak, .A.bout the end of
November, a bugler of the 6th Company was attacked and slightly
wounded by a party of Afghans near the camp at Pezwan, while
returning from a village, and a few days later a Sapper of the 3rd
Company was murdered close to a village, about three miles from
Jagdalak Kot."'!. His body was fouucl two days afterwards, much
mutilatecl. It was afterwards found that the inhabitants of the
vil1age were imp1icated in the murder, and the village was burnt
by a cletachment of Sappers under command of Major Thackeray,
who was accompanied by the Political Officer, Captain Tucker, B.S.C.
From information received by Brigadier-General Gough, and
from the fact that the Ghilzai workmen employed on the roads, &c.,
were deserting in great numbers daily, a rising on their part against
us now appeared imminent. The Brigadier-General was also informed by Major-General Bright, Commanding the 2nd Division,
that news hacl been received of severe fighting at Kabul, ancl that
our force bad been attacked there by immense numbers of the
enemy, and was warned to hold himself in readiness to advance
towards Kabul at once, in case of communications being interrupted.
In consequence of this intelligence 1 orders were issued on the 13th
December for a force to march towards Kahul on the following
morning. The details of this force were as follows:
130 men.
10th Bengal Lancers
73 ,,
No. 5 Company, Sappers,
487 ,,
2-9th Foot
375 ,,
4th Gurkbas .. .
The outpost at Pezwan, near the Surkh-ab River, was held by
157 men of the 2nd Gurkhas, 6th Company of Sappers, 4 guns of
the Hazara Mountain Battery, 50 men of the 10th Bengal Lancers .
.A.t Jagdalak Kotal, there were the 2nd and 3rd Companies of
Sappers, and 40 men of the 2nd Gurkhas. Jagdalak Fort was
belcl by 180 men of the 2nd Gurkhas, 2 guns of the Hazara
Mountain Battery, and 90 men of the 10th Bengal Lancers.
Ou the 14th, General Gough marched from Gandamak with the
force stated above, reinforcing on that day, Pezwan, by 280 men of
the 2-9tb Foot, and 187 of the 4th Gurkbas; and Jagdalak Fort
by 207 men of the 2-9th Foot, 100 of the 4th Goorkbas, and 130 of
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the 10th Bengal Lancers. The Officers of Enginee1·s who marched
with the force under Brigadier-General Gough from Gandamak,
were Major Thackcrtty, V.C., R.E., commandiug the Sappers;
Captain and Brevet-Major North, R.E., Adjutant and 2nd in Command; Lieuts. Hill ancl llfaxwell. The Officers tolcl off to remain
a.t Sa.fed Sang, were Captain Stuart, B.S.C., Interpreter and Quartermaster; Lieut. Blunt, R.E.. in charge of the Workshops a,nd
Telegraphy; Dr. Amesbury, in charge of the Corps Hospital.
The 24th Panjab N.I., and 3 Companies of the 51st Light
Infantry, which had been ordered up from Jalalabad, and I Battery,
A Brigade, R.H.A., were left at Sa.fed Sang. General Gough with
his staff, and two guns of the Hazam Mountain Battery, which he
took with him from Pezwan , arrived at Jagdalak Fort on the
evening of Dec. 14th. The General made a minute inspection of
th e post at Jagdalak Kotal, which is situated 150 yards on the
"'est of the road to Kabul , and distant about 4 miles from Jagdalak
Fort. :Major Thackeray was directed to remain in command of this
post, to strengthen the defences, and to make all necessary arrangements for holding the post. This post is situated at a height of
6,300 feet above the level of the sea, at the highest point of the road,
on the west side of the Siyah Koh range of hills. The road slopes
by a gradual descent towards Pezwan, but on the other sicle towards
Jagdalak Fort there is a steep clefile commanded by hills on both
sides.
On arriving at Jagdalak Fort, the Political Officer received
positive assurance that a large force of Ghilzais under Asmatullah
Khan was within 5 miles, and that General Gough's force would be
attacked on the following night.
The ruined fort at Jagdalak, in which the troops were encamped,
consists of two walled enclosures on a bill about 120 feet high, on
the west of the river. General Gough at once set bis troops to
work to strengthen and repair the walls, and to raise stone breastworks ( or sangas) on the two adjoining hills which were occupied
at night by picquets of the 2nd Gurkhas. All the horses and
transport animals were brought inside the wa11ed enclosure, and on
arrival of the detachments, which '\Tere left the previous evening at
Pezwau, the troops were assigned their different positions in event of
a night attack.
Early on the morning of the 15th December, it was reported to
Major Thackeray, commancling at Jagdalak Kotal, that shots were
heard on the road to Pezwan, about 3 miles from the Kotal, 11nd
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soon afterwards a sowar of the 10th Bengal Lancers, was seen
riding slowly up the ascent to the Kotal, leading a riderless horse.
The man was unable to dismount on arriving at the Kotal, and was
lifted from his horse, when it appeared that he had been shot
through the ankle. He reportecl that he had formed one of a party
of four sowars of the 10th Lancers, proceeding to Kabul with
despatches, and a case of chloroform, which was urgently required
there. Ou arriving at the broken nullah, about three miles from
the Kotal, they were fired upon by a party of the enemy concealed
behind rocks close to the road. One of his comrades was killed.
He was shot in the leg, !,he btlilet also passing through the body of
his horse. Although badly wounded, he stayed behind to try to
render assistance to his comrade. He fired 5 or 6 shots with his
carbine, and it was not until he found that further resistance would
be useless, that he seized bis comrade's horse, and arms, &c., and
rode off. The body of the sowar who was killed was afterwards
brought in. Major Thackeray, with a small party of Lancers, who
had come over from Jagdalak Fort, proceeded at once to the spot
where the men had been fired upon, and there met another detachment of Lancers under Captain Seymour Barrow, who had ridden
over from Pezwan. The Lancers captured two men; and a picquet
of the 2nd Gurkhas, near the spot, caught another man heavily
armed, and his jezail appearing to have been recently fired. These
men were afterwards tried by a :Military Commission. The man on
whom arms were found, was sentenced to death, but bis sentence
was remitted by order of the Brigadier-General, the Political Officer
having represented that he was in the employ of a friendly Khan
who accompanied the force. Dnring the 15th, the earthworks at
Jagdalak Kot0,l were strengthened, and traverses were put up
across the banquettes, at distances of from 15 to 25 feet, measured
along the interior slopes. The traverses were made ·with stout
planks, 16 to 18 feet long, 1 foot wide, ancl l½ to 2" thick, placed
on end, and let into the earth. The planks happened to be on the
spot, having been brought to tLe spot by the Ghilzai workmen befo1·e they df'se-rted, for the purpose of roofing iu a temporary hut,
which was being built for a hospital. As an attack seemed highly
probable, water tanks were also constructed by digging excavations
about 6 feet long, and 2 to 3 feet deep, and cove1·iug the holes with
waterproof sheets. A larger tank was also made, but was not found
to answer as well as the smaller ones, as leakage took place at the
junction of the sheets. The 2nrl and 3rd Companies, Sappers, were
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employed all clay at these \vorks. In the evening, the detachments
from Pezwan, under command of Colonel Daunt, 9th Regiment,
including the 5th Company, Sappers, with Brevet-Major North, and
Lients. Hill and l\Iaxwell, arrived at the Kotal, and proceeded at
once to J agdalak Fort.
The rear guard was fired upon by the enemy shortly after leaving
the Kotal, and a detachment of the 10th Lancers was sent out from
By order of the BrigadierJagdalak Fort to its assistance.
Geneml, the Company of the 2nd Gurkhas at the Kotal was relieved by a Company of the 4th Gurkhas from Pezwan, the former
company marching back to Pezwan. Meanwhile at Jagdabk Fort,
the work of strengthening the ruined walls went on all day. In the
upper enclosure were quartered the 10th Lancers, 2nd Gurkhas,
and the Mountain Battery, and here also were placed the tents of
the General and his Staff. In the lower enclosure, all the remaining troops, and the transport animals. The force at Jagdalak Fort
was then compared as follows :
500 men.
9th Regiment
180 ,,
2nd Gurkhas
... 385 ,,
4th Gurkhas
4 guns.
Hazara ]\fountain Battery
73 men.
5th Company, Sappers
... 210
10th Bengal Lancers ...
Altogether nearly 1400 men.
On the glacis facing the direction from which the Ghilzais were
expected to approach, wire entanglements were placed. Towards
e,ening, inte11igence was brought in that the enemy were approach~
ing, and just before sunset, a body of about 50 or GO armed men
could be cle»rly seen on the top of a hill about 1200 feet above the
level of the valley, ancl distant about 2500 yards from the fort.
Preparations to resist a night al tack were then made. The 9th
Regiment and 5th Company, Sappers, manned the three walls of
the lower enclosure, having with them 2 mountain guns, while the
upper enclosul'e on the east side was guarded by the mountain
battery ; on the south by the 10th Bengal Lancers, and on the
west by the Gurkhas. Soon after sunset, the enemy began to
move down the bill with the object of cutting off some of the convoy
which had not yet arrived. This movement, was frustrated by a
strong party of_ Lancers under J\fajo~· England, which brought up
tl1e rear. By 6.30 p.m. all were safe 1n camp, and the troops placed
in position. Almost all the tents were struck and fires put out.
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The enemy commenced firing at 1000 yards distance, and becoming
bolder at having no response, crept up within 500 or 600 yards, and
commenced firing at the fort. One party of them got round to the
south and ascended a small hill about 400 yards from the fort, from
which they were quickly dislodged by a volley from the Gurkha
picquet. Firing continued until 10 p.m., and then ceased till dawn,
The lancers ma.de an excellent clieva-mt de /rise with their lances on
the southern parapet, and each ruan lay in readiness under cover.
At Pezwan, and at Jagdalak Kotal, the night passed off quietly,
and no attacks were made on these posts.
At Jagdalak Fort, on the morning of the 16th, the enemy was
found to have retreated to the hill on the east of the camp, and was
engaged in throwing up breastworks, apparently with the expecta.
tion of our attacking them. The troops were employed during the
day in improving the defences, and took no notice of the enemy
beyond posting two outlying picquets, which exchanged a few shots
with them at long distances. It was believed that the attack of the
previous evening was not by Asmatullah's men, but from -those
commanded by Mamula Khan, Chief of the Langa Khels, who had
with him Abdul Kuram Khan, who commanded the Afghan forces
at Cha,rasiab.
The strength of Asmatullah's force was reportecl to be about
5,000 men. At this time there was no telegraphic communication
with Kabul, the wire having been cut in many places, and large
portions carried away. Heliograph signalling was carried on between
Jagdalak Fort ancl the Kotal and Pezwan. The latest news from
Sir F. Roberts ,rns that he hoped for the speedy arrival of reinforcements, and that the troops were entrenching themselves at Sherpur.
Dtll'ing the day (16th) a strong breastwork was thrown up, 100
yards in £rout of the east side of Jagdalak Fort, to he occupied at
night by a strong picquet, to check any rush on this side. To protect the working party, half a company of the 9th were sent out to
drive the enemy from the hill side, from which they bad commenced firing in the car]y morning, and getting within a range of
500 yards, succeeded in killing four, causing the remainder to retreat to their scrngns at the top of the hill.
While the working party was digging, a number of rupees, bearing
date 1835, were found. Some were Government rupees, some belonged to Nati~e States, and a few were of Kabul, all were bright
as if fresh from the mint. Towards evening the covering party of
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the 9th was withdrawn, and two small mines of guucotton were
pla-0ed in the north east glacis .
.A.t Jagdalak Kotal, the ea,rthworks were further strengthened,
and the ditch aeepened and improved. .A. signalling post was established at the top of the high hill on the east of the road, and an
Engineer Officer was told off daily to proceed to the post, to conduct
the signalling operations. OwiJ:>g to the hills that intervened between the Kotal ancl the Fort, it was impossible to signal direct
between the two stations, so that messages received from Pezwan
had to be sent to Signallers' Hill, from whence they were flashed to
Jagdalak Fort. Another signalling post was established on the
west of the road, about a mile distai::t from J agdalak Kotal.
Early in the morning of December 17th, :Major Thackeray, taking
with him the 3rd Company of Sappers, with Lieuts. Dove and
Randolph, RE., made a reconnaissance of the ground to the east of
the road leading from the Kata! to Pezwan, with the object of ascertaining if it would be possible to construct a better road than the
existing one, so as to obviate the necessity of the convoys passicg
through the defiles and broken ground between the Kotal and
Pezwan, in which the enemy concealed themselves for the purpose
of attacking the convoys. Lieut. Campbell, R.E. remained in
command at the Kata! with the 2nd Company, Sappers, and a
company of the 4th Gurkhas. The reconnoitring party proceeded
about three miles along a path that runs near the foot of the high
range of hills, that stretches in a northerly direction nearly parallel
to the road. This path was found to be much cut up by deep
ravines, and it being evident tl1at no advantage would be gained by
adopting this line for a road, the party was ordered to return to the
Kotal. .A.t this time, about 11 a.m., the enemy's infantry wit h
some mounted men, was observed in great force on the west of the
road, posted among the ravines where the convoy had been attacked,
and at the same t ime a column of our troops was seen to be advancing from the Kotal, with t he object of attacking them. On
arriving at the road, the reconnoitring pal'ty was met by the latter
column, which had been sent out from Jagdalak Fort in the morning by Brigadier-General Gough, for the purpose of escorting the
mails, and opening out the road.
Major Thackeray placed t he 3rd Company, Sappers, at the disposal of the Officet· Commanding the Force. .A.n official report of
the action that ensued was given in Brigadier-General Gough's
despatch, d1tted, Kabul, Dec. 26th , and 1rnhlisbed in the Londo"
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Gazette, which it is unnecessary here to recapitulate. The 3rd
Company, Sappers, under command of Lieut. Dove, R.E., performed
excellent service during the action, as skirmishers. The casualties
on our side were very few. One man of the 9th was badly wounded
in the neck, and a sepoy of the Gurkhas was badly wounded. Considering the closeness of the range from which the enemy fired, the
small loss on our side was very remarkable. Many men of the
enemy were seen to fall. They were accompanied with banners and
tom.toms, and shouted "Kafir" as our men advanced to the attack.
While returning to the Kata!, the Political Officer, Captain Tucker,
informed Major Thackeray that he had received information that
the inhabitants of a village situated about three miles from the Kotal
to the west of the road, were implicated in the murder of the Sapper
sepoy, that had taken place a few <lays previously. The BrigadierGeneral having authorised the destruction of the village, Major
Thakeray, accompanied by the Political Officer, and taking with
him the 2nd Company, Sappers, under Lieut. Campbell, R.E.,
marched to the village along a diffic,,lt mountain path. On arriving
at the top of a hill that looked down on the village, some of the
enemy were observed on another high hill on the opposite side of
the village. Leaving half the company on the crest of the hill to
act as a reserve, l!.{ajor Thackeray, with Captain Tucker, who
kindly consented to accompany the party, and Lieut. Campbell, R.E.,
with the right half of the company, descended the hill which was
very steep, and covered with large stone boulders and brushwood.
The huts were set on fire as rapidly as possible, and the party returned to the ridge where Lieut. Gordon was posted. There was
no time to be lost as it was becoming dusk and the enemy appeared
to be coming down from their side. The village was completely
burnt, as well as a large quantity of straw and fodder, which conld
not be canied away. The party arrivecl at the Kotal about 7 p.m.
About 9 p.m. the enemy made a night attack on the post, chiefly
from the east side. They kept up a smart fire, but the night
being da,·k their aim was high, the only effect of their fire being
that a few tents ancl tent poles were struck. The Sappers and
the detachment of the 4th Gurkhas under Lient. Bolton manned
the walls, and returned the fire from one face only, the remainder
keeping in reserve; and the enemy finding that nothing was
to be gained, drew off at about 11 p.m. with the loss of some of
their men.
December 18th at Jagdalak Kotal was spent in impr0viug the
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defences and completing the wooden traverses which had proved of
great ser,ice in the last night's attack.
The trench on the west side of the post was also completed. The
larger water tank was completed. The enemy sbewed in some force
on Signallers' Hill, hut this did not interfere with the usual day
signalling as the party went out to the post at the west side of the
Kotal. At night the surrounding hills were lit up by the enemy's
fires. These fires which were made with dry "ood and bushes,
seem to have been lit partly for warmth and cooking purposes, hut
chiefly with the object of deceiving us as to the enemy's numbers.
From the large numbers offirea, and from their close proximity to one
another, it is doubtful if parties of the enemy could have been posted
at each fire . At Jag<lalak Fort, the work of improving the defences
was continued. The work done on the two previous days had greatly
strengthened the position . It was stated that a mullah (priest) of
Ghazni, by name Maski Alam, had been inciting .Asmatullah to a
religious war agaiust the infidels. This mullah was mainly instrumental in inciting the attacks, both at Kabul and Jagdalak. There
was some shooting on our side, apparently with success,
as the enemy almost entirely withdrew from the higher hills that
commanded the position, and confined himself to annoying and
intern1pting the communications between Jagdalak and Pezwan
Kotal. During the day, a party under Lieut . Straghan, 9th Foot,
was sent out to destroy a village, as a reprisal for some of its inhabitants firing on our troops. Some sharp firing took place, but
the village was bnrnt, and the party returned to camp. All chance
of an assault by the enemy on the position at Jagdalak Fort was now
rendered futile, the position having been thoroughly strengthened,
and outworks thrown up by the Sappers under Major North, R.E.,
and the troops left in camp.
General Charles Gough, on the evening of December Hlth, was in
a position to push on to Sir Frederick Roberts' support at Kabul,
as a very large convoy of prisoners and stores, under the command
of Colonel Norman, 2-!th P.N.I., arrived safely in camp. The whole
of the country between Gandamak and Kabul bejng iu arms against
us, the con-roy business was not carried out without risk and loss of
life; for although the natives of the country, whether Ghilzais or
Hazaras, will not meet our troops in the open, they ,;yere at this
time sufficiently numerous to harass very considerably the long
string of helpless baggage animals and c..1.mp followers, which entailed their protection by a considerable force of all arms. A small
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column was told off daily to meet all convoys coming from Gandamak,
and ra.re]y a day passed without a skirmis}J , in which, however, our
loss as a rule was very trifling. One of the most severe of c.bese
skirmishes took place on Dec. 19th. A force, cousisting of 200 of
the 9th Foot, 100 Gurkhas, 2 mountain gnns, and a squaclron of
the 10th Bengal Lancers, underthe command of Major Roberts, 9th
Regiment, sallied out from Jagdnlak Fort, shortly after Runrise,
to meet the large convoy which was expected from Pezwan. As far
as the Kotal, this little force i:net with scarcely any opposition,
except at a spot where the pass narrow·s considerably, which was
partially enfiladed from one of the enemy's ranges. Here the fire
was hot. Captain Broadfoot brought his gnus into action, and
afte1' a few rounds, reduced the enemy's fire sufficiently to a]low the
column to run across without serio us loss. On reaching tbe Kotn l,
:Major Thackeray, commanding the post, warned l\iajor Robert,s to
prepare for a stout resistance, as large numbers of the enemy had
been observed moving down from the higher mountain ridges, wi1 h
standards. About noon the advanced scouts came jnto co1Jtact with
the enemy in the ravines about fonr miles from the Kotal. A. brisk
fire was kept np the whole day, the enemy replying witb Enfields,
Sniders, and Jezai1s, to the fire of our Henry-:hiartinis, varied wjth
the louder reports from Broadfoot's guns, which made excellent
practice. As J\.Iajor Roberts' instructions were confined to guarding
the main road for the advancing convoy, he confined the operations
of the column to holding all the ridges commanding the roadway,
until tbe sound of Colonel Norman's guns announced the arrival of
the convoy, with 1200 baggage animals. At one time the enemy
moved down in great numbers on the left flank, hut the fire of the
mountain guns caused them to withdraw hastily to tbe ravines and
inaccessible coverts. Meanwhile the long string of camels, mules,
ancl escort passed safely by, eventually reaching camp at J agdalak
Fort without loss of any stores or ammunit10n. Our casualties on
this occasion were five men severely wounded, one dangerously.
The enemy proved themselves adepts at this kind of warfare, when
they are able to keep under cover of rocks and stones.
A.t Jagclalak Kotal, in the morning, Major Thackeray had
heliographecl to the General that the enemy had connnenced building a sroiga (stone breastwork) on the east side of the road, above
the narrow pass between the Kotal and Jagdalak ll'ort, and the
General having slg □ allecl to drive tle enemy out of the sa11gas, if
possible, Major Thackeray started from the Kuta! at about H p.m,,
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with the 3rd Company, Sappers, with Lieuts. Dove and Randolph,
R.E., and a detatchment of 18 men of the 4th Gurkbas, ,rndei·
Lieut. Bolton, B.S.C., for the purpose of driving the enemy from
their san_qas, a.hove the })ass. Lieut. Campbell, R.E., remained in
command at the Kotal, with the 2nd Company, Sappers, and the
remainder of the Company of the 4th Gurkhas. The enemy appeared in considerable force in the sangas on the higher crests of
the ridge, and kept up a brisk fire, but without causing any casualties, as the nature of the ground enablecl the men to keep under
cover, until arriving at a point below the sanga nearest to the
Jagdalak road. Here the men were halted, under cover, for two
or three minutes for breathing time. Then a rush was made up
the steep ascent by the main body, uncler Major Thackeray, a detachment under Lieut. Dove aclvancing a little higher up the ridge.
The detachment of the 4th Gurkhas, under Lieut. Bolton, advanced
still higher up tbe ridge, and captured two sangas on the higher
spaces. The party remained in the sangas until 5 p.m., by which
time the rear guard of our convoy moving from Pezwan, had passed
the Kotal. About 2p.m., the enemy were observed to be advancing
in considerable force with standards and banners from the hills
east of the ridge. Their advance was made in regular order, some
were dressed in white and some in khaki, and all appeared to be
armed with guns, rifles, or jezails, and Afghan knives, and tultcars.
Lieut. Campbell, who had been left in command at the Kotal, signalled that they were advancing in three detachments, ancl at about
4.30 p.m., they attacked the sangas captured in the morning. They
approached under cover of the rocks and stores, and opened a heavy
fire which was replied to by the Sappers and Gurkhas. The men
were ordered to keep well under cover. One of the enemy's standards fell, and their advance was further cl1ecked by the fire of
Broadfoot's guns, which by this time had reached the Kotal,
escorting the convoy on its way to Jagdalak Fort. As the conrny
had now passed the Kotal, and the enemy \Vere in great force, the
Sappers and Gurkhas were ordered to return to the Kotal. This
was effected without any casualties on our side. The enemy kept
up a heavy fire, and at one time seemed inclined to come to close
quarters. The detachment of Gurkhas performed excellent service,
in covering the return of the party to the Kotal. Before leaving
the ridge, the Sappers destroyed six of the enemy's sa,ngas. The
party under Major Thackeray had scarcely reached the Kotal, when
the enemy descended the hill, and commenced a heavy fire from the
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rocks at the east side of the Kotal. It was now dusk. The Sappers
and Gurkhas lined the parapets, and replied vigorously to the
enemy's fire. The European signallers also did good service on
his occasion with their Henry-Martinis, and killed or wounded
several of the enemy.
During the whole of the day, the conduct of the 3rd Company of
Sappers under their officers, Lieutenants Dove and Randolph, R.E.,
was excellent, and they behaved with great steadiness and bravery.
Serjeant Bradford and the Native Officers she wed great coolness
ancl courage, both at the capture of the sanyas, and during the
return to the Kotal. As it grew darker, the enemy's fire slackened
a little, but about 9 p.m. was again renewed. As their fire, aUhough
heavy, appeared to do no harm, our men being well protected by the
parapet and traverses, orders were given only to aim at the flashes,
and to expend as little ammunition as possible. The Ghilzais
raised much shouting, and called upon the Mussulmen to come out
of the fort and join them. Receiving no replies, except an occasional volley, they seem to have become disheartened, and withdrew at about 10 p.m., without causing any casualties.
At Jagdalak Fort, on December 20th, news was received by
General Gough from Sir l!'. Roberts, from Kabul, dated 18th
December. Sir F. Roberts wished General Gough to advance at
once to Kabul, taking up on his way Colonel Hudson of the 28th
N.I., who commanded the post at Lataband, held by 700 men, and
2 guns. The troops told off to accompany General Gough in his
advance, numbered altogether about 1400 men, details as follows:
9th Foot, 450 men.
Detachment, 72nd Highlanders.
2nd and 4th Gurkhas, 800 men.
5th Company, Sappers, 73 men.
Hazara Mountain Battery, 4 guns.
Detachment, 10th Bengal Lancers.
Pezwan was held by a detachment of the 24th P.N.I., 2 guns
R.H.A., Gth Company of Sappei·s, 1 Troop 10th Bengal Lancers.
For the garrison of J agdalak Fort on General Gough's departure,
the following troops were detailed :
7 Companies, 24th P.N .I.
180 men, 10th Bengal Lancers.
2 guns, Hazara :Mountain Battery.
At Jagdalak Kotal, December 20th was a quiet day; the earthwm·ke were strengthened, and a small abattis was placed on two

sides of the post.
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LieDt. Blunt, R.E., Superintendent of Instruction in Signalling
and Telegraphy, to tbe Sappers, arrived at the Kotal, and took
charge of the signalling operations.
On Sunday, Dec. 21st., General Charles Gough, with his force
detailed above, marched from Ja.gdalak Fort at sunrjse, aud
reached Kabul on Dec. 23rd, without having met with any opposition. The march is described in General Gough's despatch,
dated Kabul, December 26th, 1880, published in the London Gazette.
The enemy appeared to have almost entirely withdrawn from tl,e
hills east of Jagdalak Kotal, very few being visible. The weather
at this time was dry, and very cold at night. The health of the
men was good. Advantage was taken of a quiet day to serve out
some articles of warm clothing that had arrived with the convoy
on the 19th, to the two companies of Sappers at the Kotal.
December 22nd passed quietly, both at Lhe Kotal and at
Jagdalak Fort. At the former post, a portion of the unfinished
hut was roofed in with grass mats and earth, to render it fit for a
hospital if required. The post now was as strong as it could well
be made, and capable of resisting the attack of any force that an
enemy unprovided wit,h artillery would be likely to bring against it.
Flat spaces were constructed on the south side of the post, outside
the entrenchment for the transport animals. These were protected
by au earthen traverse on the east side. Immediately in front of
the flat space was a steep bill, at the bottom of which was the water
course, from which the garrison procured their water.
Ou the 23rd December, the small force garrisoning J agdalak
Kotal, was composed as follows :
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The English Officers present were :
Major Thackeray, V.C., R.E., Commanding the Garrison.
Lieut. Blunt, R.E. ; In charge of Signalling.
Dove, R.E.; Commancling 3rcl Company, Sappers.
Randolph, R.E.; Attached to do.
Campbell, R.E.; Commanding 2nd Company, Sappers.
Gordon, R.E. ; Attached to do.
At about 2 p.m., the enemy appeared advancing along the crest
of the ridge to the north east of the fort, and as they were in force,
the signalling party which had proceeded in the morning to
Signallers' Hill, returned to the Kotal.
The European siguallers were told off to pick off men trying to
cross the road between the Kotal and J agdalak Fort, and the
Sappers and the 24th P.N.I., under Subadar Jowakir Khan lined
the parapets; the front ranks in the banquettes, ancl rear ranks
remaining at the foot of the banquettes. The enemy, whose numbers could not be ascertained, succeeded in approaching to a distance
of about 150 yards, and kept up a heavy fire, which was replied to
vigorously, by the Sappers and Panjab Infantry. Tbe enemy's
fire was chiefly directed on the east face of the fort, and particularly
on the entrance gate, which was blocked with earth and planks.
Sepoy Sultan Ali of the 2nd Company, was killed while receiving
orders from Major Thackeray. The men were kept well under
cover. At about 2.30 p.m., the enemy were firing at ranges from
150 to 800 yards, and erected some scvnga$ on the principal spurs.
The east face of the fort was manned by the ~nd Company, Sappers,
uncler Lieut. Campbell, R.E., and by the 24th P.N.I., nuder
Subaclar J owakir Khan. The enemy kept well under cover, behind
brushwood and rocks, and received reinforcements along the ridge.
They also opened a fire which threatened to be troublesome, from
a hill about 200 yards in front of the fort, and from the higher
spurs beyond, which rendered it impossible for the garrison to
reply to the former without being exposed to a plunging fire from
the upper spurs. A number of sandbags which had arrivecl the
previous day, were brought into use, and a row of sandba.g loop• boles was constructed along the north parapet under the superintenclence 0£ Serjeant Hay, and Subadar Jewan Singh of the
Sappers. At about 4 p.m., while directiug the fire from the east
face, Major Thackeray was struck by an Eufield bullet in the right
arm. At about this time, fire was openecl by the enemy from the
ridge that commanded the west face of the fort, at a distance of
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about 300 yards. This necessitated the manning of the rear or
south face which was exposed to the enemy's fire, from the high
ground in front of the fort. The 3rd Company of Sappers, under
Lieut. Randolph, R.E., were then posted in the flank bastions, and
along a portion of the south face which was screened from reverse fire
by some grain bags and engineering stores, that had been placed
in the Quarter Gu,rd tent behind it. .A. sandbag traverse was also
commenced across the gorge of the bastion, at the south-west corner,
by Sergeants Bradford and Lowden of the Sappers, to screen the
men from reverse fire. The completion of the traverse, however,
had to be deferred until after dusk, as the men were obliged to
expose themse]ves when fil1ing the sandbags.
At 6 p.m., the sky being clear, and the moon having risen, objects
were still to a certain extent visible, and fire was opened by the
enemy behind the spur, situated 100 yards from the south east
bastion. The hill at this point is very steep, and the enemy was
completely protected from our fire.
Twice or thrice, after much d.i·umming and shouting, the enemy
shewed in force on the crest of the spur with the intention of as.
saulting, but volleys from the fort drove them back under cover,
from which they kept up a moderate fire. At this time, the enemy
were firing from all round the fort except the left front, but the
men being kept well in hand by Lieut. Dove, R.E., near the expected points of assault, and the light being dim, the men escaped
without casualties.
The attack on the rear of the fort having failed, the enemy
ceased firing at about 10 p.m., and were heard returning from the
direction from which they had come. A few shots were fired by
them at sunrise next morning, but no force was observed.
This was the final attack of the enemy on J agdalak Kotal. The
fort was afterwards held by 2 or 3 Companies of the 51st Light
Infantry, and by 2 mountain guns.
The 2nd a.nd 3rd Companies, Sappers, remained at the Kotal
until the following month, and then moved forward to Lataband,
where they were employed in improving the road and in other
works. The 6th Company, Sappers, was also moved forward from
Pezwan to Jagdalak Fort, there takici; the place of the 5th Company,
which went with General Gough's force to Kabul.
E.T.T.

Janua,-y, 1880.

APPENDIX A.

List of Articles of Warm Clothing, a"thorized for British ancl Native
Troops in Afghanistcm, in 1879-80.
BRITISH TROOPS.

Waterproof sheets, English
Jerseys
Warm socks, pairs .. .
Poshteen, or wadded coat, or other suitable warm
garment ...
Boots, pairs
Caps, Balaclava

1
1
1
1

1
1

NATIVE TROOPS.

2
1
1
1
1
1
1

Warm socks, pairs
Waterproof sheet
Mittens, pairs
Blankets
Posbteens.
Shoes, native, pairs
Caps, Balaclava
FOLLOWERS,

Blankets, country
Putties, pairs
Posh teens
Warm pyjamas, pairs
Shoes, pairs
Waterproof sheet

1
1
1
1
1
1
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A•rTACK
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FOR1'
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A'l'

JAGDALAK

KOTAL,

23RD

DECEMBER,

1879.

Jagclalak, 3,.a Jamrn,·y, 1880.
Casualty.
Corps.

R.E., B. S. nntl M.

Rank.

...

...

I

B. S. nnd M., 2nd Company,

3,tl Co~p••Y:
24th P. N. I.

I

Name.

)fajor

E. 'I'. Thackeray, V.C ..

Sepoy

Sultan Ali ..

Kahar

Nanuk

Remarks.
DescripLion.

Cause.

Severely wounded.

Bulletin elbow.

Killed.

Bullet through brain.

Mortally wounded.

Bullet through back.

Sepoy

l'utteh Khan

Slightly woundecl

Bullet on skull.

Sepoy

Khuda BukRh

Dangerously wounded.

Bullet on skull.

...

,1

t<>

I

Since died.

I

Since died.

Four transport animale were also hit., two of which have died,

W . DOVE,

LIEUT.,

R.E.,

Late Commanding Jagdalak Kotal.

PAPER IX.

REPORT ON THE

FORTRESS

OF

GHAZNI,

BT C~PTAIN AND BREVET-llfAJoR E. M. LARMINIE, R.E.

No. 137 R.E., dated Shekabad, 28th April, 1880.
From-CAPTAIN E. M. LARMINIE, R.E., Commanding Royal Engineer, Ghazui Field Force,
To-The Deputy Adjutant and Quarter Master General, Kabul.
In accordance with instructions received on the arrival of the
division at Ghazni, I have the honour to submit, fm· the information of Lieutenant-General Sir D. llf. Stewart, a report upon the
fortress of Ghazni and the present state of its defence, with plan
and sketches to accompany it.

No. 851 K., dated Kabul, 2nd May, 1880.
Remark by LIEUTENANT-GENERAL Sm D. M. STEWAR1', K.C.B.,
Commanding in Northern Afghanistan.

In submitting the accompanying report on the defences of
Ghazni, I have nothing to add, but that the actual condition of
the defences at the present time appears to he very correctly described in the report,
REPORT UPON GHAZNI.
Taking into consideration that full accounts already exist regarding the pmiition and situation of Gbazni in a geographical
and descrlptive point of view, it appears unnecessary to make
any further remark beyond stating that its height above sea-level
appears to have been over-estimated by several hundreds of feet,
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and that the perimeter or total circuit of wall given in former
reports as 1,750 yards, inclusive of the citadel wall, is, after careful
measurement, found to be 2,175 yards without the wall of citadel
being included.
2. With a few slight exceptions to be noted hereafter, nothing
whatever either in the shape of repair or new building appears to
have been done since the date of our last occupancy, nearly forty
years ago: hence the whole has fallen into a state of ruin and
decay.
A ruined citadel, broken and useless parapets, cracked and
tumbledown towers, crumbling curtain walls and a silted-up ditch,
are all that remain of the once famous stronghold of Ghazni.
3. At the present moment a breach exists, extending from the
ten-eplein of the citadel to the main ditch on the western front,
and in two places in the southern face gaps, caused by the falling
down of portions of the curtain wall, have been so feebly repaired
and are so accessible, that a party of sappers could with crow bars
and other tools form practicable breaches in the course of a few
minutes, and that without any Joss, as the flanking towers are here
utterly broken down and useless. Even were these points nonexistent, there are hut comparatively few of the curtains capable
of withstandinl( the explosion of a few bags of powder without
falling down, and forming more or less practicable breaches. Indeed, such is the wretchedly feeble condition of some of these
walls, that a battery of field artillery would probably be able to
breach them with but a very sma11 expenditure of ammunition.
4. The original brick and stone facing haR, speaking generally,
stripped and fallen off the walls and towers, leaving the eartbeu
backing exposed to the weathe1·, 1·esulting in a considerable diminution of the origiual thickness; and the consequent weakness has
been further increased by portions of the walls and ramparts having
been hollowed ot1t behind, to serve as dwelling places for some of
the city people.
5. The JJlur-cle-rondes Ot' Fausse braie, as it was termed in former
reports, has, with the exception of that on one front, almost entirely disappeared, and has, ::i.pparent]y, with the upper portion of
the escarp slipped or been washed down into the ditch, which has
consequently become shallow and of little value as an obstacle.
6. No further demolition would render Ghazni less important
than it is as a fortress ; and taking juto consideration its very
defective construction, ancl the fact t,bat from its situation a com-
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mand of fire and observation will always be obtainable over the
whole of it, no amount of repair could give it any real importance
or cause any loss of time in reducing it.
Northern Face, A-B (Plate I). Has suffered less from decay than
any of the others. The Mur-de-rondes is in a good state ofpreserva•
tion, and the ditch has not silted up; the parnpet also is still in fair
order, but inside the rampart has fallen away from it in mll,ny
places, leaving it without banquette, and in others houses have been
built up so as to render it useless. The Kabul gateway appears to
have been cleared, and to a certain extent repaired since it was
blown in by us, and the screen wall is also in fair order. The walls
of this face was decayed, but not entirely stripped of the outer
facing, and some of the towers are fairly perfect; but owing to
the ruinous state of the rampart on the inside, this front bas no
real strength so far as the wall is concerned.
Eastern Face, B-0 (Plate I). Here the Jfur-de-rondes has disappeared, and the slopes of the ditch become more easy. The Kandahar, or Bazaar, gateway in this face consists of a domed building
with gates opening straight through, and not as at the Kabul gateway,
where the inner gate is at right angles to the first or outer. There
is a broken-down tower and screen wall in front of the Kanclahar
gateway, but not of a sufficient height to serve its purpose. 'l'he
ditch in front of this gateway has been filled up for a lengtl: of
about fifteen yards. The walls of this front are much dnmaged,
and a partial gap has been repaired by a wall which, though
carried up to nearly the original height, is thin and constructed
of broken bricks, small stones and rubbish, without any binding
material.
The large tower or bastion between this face and the southern
is perhaps the best preserved portion of the whole fortress, and was
apparently. added after the original design of Ghazni bad been
completed. The brickwork is still in great part perfect; but as
the upper portion is merely a thin wall with rooms inside, the
strength of this tower is more apparent than real.
Southern face, G-D (Plate I). Is in a miserable condition as regards defensive power; two of its curtains have had large gaps filled
up to a height of 15 or 20 feet with mere apologies for walls. The
M1,r-de-rondes has entirely disappeared, and the ditch, which is
here at a considerable distance from the wall, has become a mere
shallow puddle ; and as the foundations of the walls are here but
little above the level of the edge of the ditch, it is a perfectly easy
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slope from the ditch to the wall. The towers on this side are much
split and fallen down, aud the 7.-analz, or water gateway, has lost
one of its towers, bas no screen wall, and, Jike the Kandahar gateway, opens straight into the town, whilst in front, and for many
yards on either side, tbe ditch bas been filled up.
The outwork which formel'ly existed on tbe right bank of the
Ghazni river, protecting the approach to the bridge iu front of this
gateway, has nearly disappeared; only " mound, about six feet high
and 40' x 26', with a couple of wing walls now remains.
W estern face, D-A. (Plate I). Derives any strength it may possess from the steep slope upon which the wall is built, as there is no
rampart whatever, and the wall is pierced by many openings
serving as windows to the houses built against the interior. In
this face is the breach ( marked a in plan) already spoken of as
extending from the citadel downwards.
Citadel.-A house with courtyard, occupying in all an area of
90' x 150', has been built on the terreplein, othe,·wise nothing
has been done since the towers, &c., were blown down in 1842.
The new building bas no loopholes nor other means of defence. One
of the towers at the end having a balcony and glass windows.
Well.-The well shown in the plan is lined with bl'ick, is 4 feet()
inches in diameter, has a depth of 73 feet, and at pl'esent bas 2 feet
of water in it.
"Aiagazine.-A rectangular enclosure, with walls about 20 feet ir
l1eigbt and 2 or 3 feet thick, with a building inside consisting of a
series of domes of but little strength; the amount of ammunition,
&c., found was but small.
Gmis.-Tbe guns found were ten in number, all brass or bronze ;
four about 3 inches average diameter of bore and six 3-pounders.
City.-Is merely an assemblage of wretched houses, with nothing
deserving the name of a street.

E. l\L LARMINIE, Captain, R.E.
Com1ncwding R. E., Ghazni

20th April, 1880.
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PAPER X.
THE

BATTLES OF HALIJAS AND ZEWIN,
IN .ARMENIA, IN 1877.

[ From the " Bnlletin de la R i u,nion des Officiers," being a translation
fro,n a paper by Baron Rludolf van Schl·uga* in the Austrian Review
of Stre.ffeeivr.]
TRANSLATED BY MAJOR

c.

WOODWARD,

R.E.

WHEN in the Spring of 1877, Russia decided on declaring war
against Turkey, the latter was in a critical position, and by no
means in a position to successfully defend the extensive frontiers of
her territory. In the Asiatic portion of the Empire every kind of
preparation had been neglected up to the moment of the actual
declaration of war, except in the case of Kars, which had been
armed and provisioned, and in that of Batll.lD., which had been in
some sort prepared. But everything else, the mobilization, armament, clothing, and provisioning of the troops, the concentration of
the artillery and 1nateriel, the supply of transport, and the organization of the cavalry and irregular troops was left entirely to the
discretion of the Mushir, .Achmet Mukhtar Pasha, who was appointed
Commandant-General of .Armenia in March.
Mukhtar had been educated at the Military School of Broussa,
till 1855, when he w~s transferred to that of Constantinop le, where
he remained four years as a cadet, and one year as Under Officer.
He showed signs of great military capacity, fully borne out by his
subsequent career, and in 1866 he was appointed Captain on the
• Baron Von Schlujla, a. retired Austrian Officer, was o.n eye witness of the {.Vt::nb, h1:1
describes, and which are still but imperfectly understood. Tbe pre.sent pa.per jg an t1Lr.troct
of the origiual.
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Staff in :Montenegro, where the veteran Omar Pasha. had succes&fully commenced the campaign. This campaign taught Mukhtar
mountain warfare in the most complete manner; and the knovvledge,
skill, and indefatigable energy h e afterwards displayed, were
a<:qoired and developed on this occasion. On the conclusion of this
campaign, Mukhtar was appointed Professor of .Astronomy and
Fortification in the Military School, when he commenced a work
on the former science. Afterwards he served with distinction in
Northern Syria, and in 1867 accompanied the Sultan in his European
trip. On his return he was employed in regulating the Montenegrin
frontiers, and afterwards had virtual command, through the illness
of the Commander-in-Chief, Red.if Pasha, of the expedition to
Yemen in South Arabia; where, after the country had been pacified,
he remained three years as Governor. He then was appointed to
Crete, but had hardly landed when he was recalled, it hanng become evident that Russia was bent on war, and placed in command
of the 2nd Army Corps at Schnmla, when in thirteen months he
completely fortified the position. At the imminent approach of
hostilities he was appointed to the command of the 4th Army
Corps in .Armenia. He was then 40 years of age, a true soldier,
just to his subordinates, simple in his habits of living, capable of
undergoing great fatigues and privations, and an ardent and sincere
patriot.
Before the actual outbreak of hostilities, :Mukhtar encountered
every possible obstacle in organising the Army of Armenia. The
Government at Constantinople, with serene indifference, opposed
any attempt at e~en merely precautionary measures. Mnkhtar's
Chief of the Staff was :Mehemed Feizi Pasha. (the Austrian retired
Colonel Kollman), a very capable officer, and who had served in the
heroic defence of Kars in 1855, but whose age-,! years- soon
compelled him to coufine his duties to that of an adnser only.
There was a complete dearth of the secondary grades of generals
in Armenia, and the few present there were either old and infirm,
or energetic vritbout knowledge; none were capable of either re- ·
placing or assisting the Commander-in-Chief. Xor could any
capable officer be spared him from Europe, with the exception of
Chefket, Hadji-Rashid, and :Mnstafa-Savfet Pashas.
It was not till the beginning of June that any troops from the
reserve came in to fill op the cadres of the regular forces, which
~fukhtar had concentrated at Kars and Bayazid. He had organized
an irregular Circassian Cavalry nnder the orders of two generals of
brigade, :Musa Pasha and Gazi :Mehemed Pasha, a son of Schamyl,
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and had made some arrangements for transports, by which each
battalion procured for itself the number of bat animals it required.
For the provision columns, b&t animals, two wheeled country carts,
and especially camels, were obtained.
The preparations for the defence of Erzerum, proceeded very
slowly for want of troops, and 011 account of the bad state of the
roads. Heavy guns of position remained for weeks hopelessly fixed
in the mud.
On April 18, Mukhtar Pasha arrived in Kars. Tb~ ganison was
composed of 29 battalions of Nizam (the Line), of 500 men each;
3 squadrons of regular cavalry, and 300 Kars Mounted Volunteers,
and 5 batteries of field artillery of 6 guns each; in all about 20,000
men, in 2 divisions. Hussein Hami Pasha was placed in command.
In the night of the 23rd-24th April, the declaration of war
not having yet reached Constantinople, and therefore before
Mukhtar Pasha was aware of the commencement of hostilities, the
Russians crossed the Arpa Tcbai, (see Pln,te I.) and surprised the
outposts. The next day the central invading column, comprising
the grenadiers of the Caucasus, the 19th, 38th, and 40th Divisions of
infantry, occupied the plain of Kars. The 41st Division watched
Batum; the 20th, Sukkum Kale ; the 39th, Bayazid. The 21st
Division was in reserve in the Caucasus.
In the night of the 25th-29th, Mukhtar, fearing to be shut up in
Kars, left it with 5,000 men and one mountain bat,tery. He was
pursued without result to the Soghanli Dagh, and took up a position
at Hunkiar Diizii. Here he remained till May 20th, without having
been able to procure reinforcement.9, but unmolested, the Russians
probably having no idea of the weakness of his force.
On the 21st May, Mukhtar learned the capture of Ardahan. As it
seemed therefore probable that the Russians would march on Erzerum
by the Ardahan-Olti road, he retired to Tchakir Baba; whence, by a
forced march by Bardes, he might fall by surprise on their right
wing near Olti, before they could have perceived his movement.
But now the head of a column of 10 battalions of Syrian redif
(reserve) had arrived at Erzerfrm, of .,;,hich 3 battalions and a
field battery, were pushed to Olti, together with an Armenian
battalion. One Armenian and seven Syrian battalions, one or two
field batteries, and one of mountain guns, reinforced the centre.
The Russians however made no sign of penetrating to Olti.
On the ~9th :May, a reconnaissance made by ~1:usa Pasha t~wards
Kars, with 500 Oircassians, and 2 mountain guns, was surprised at
Begli Ahmed, and the guns were lost.
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Mukhtar thus learned that the main body of the Russians were
still at Kars ; be therefore concentrated at Zewin, and at the end
of May be bad disposed bis forces as follows :
.A.t Zewin, forming the centre
( Ahmed Mublis Pasha, in 4 brigades
j under Cbefket, Ahmed Fazyl, Shakim
I Pashas, and Col. Hakki Bey . . . . . . 21 battalions.
l st Division. i Cavalry, 2 brigades, Mustafa Savfet,
12 squadrons.
and Musa Pashas
Artillery, 2 field, and 1 mountaiu
16 guns.
battery
... . ..
or a total of 10,500 infantry, 900 cavalry, 16 guns .
.A.t Olti, l battalion; at Pennek, 2 squadrons of irregulars, forming
the left.
.A.t .Alajgerd, forming the right:
(Mebemed Pasha, in 2 Brigades, Mustapha Jawad_ Pasha and A kif Bey... 12 battalions.
3rd Division. i Cavalry, 300 irregulars . . . ... . . .
3 squadrons.
J Artillery, 1
field, and 1 mountain
l battery
. . . 12 guns.
or a total of 6,000 Infantry, 300 Cavalry, 12 guns.
llfokhtar's whole force therefore consisted of 17,000 infantry,
1,400 cavalry, 28 gnns.
The outposts observed the defile of the Kanli Dagb in front of
Pennek on the left, the Soghanli Dagh in the centre, and the Bayazid
road at Toprak Kale on the right.
Some reserves were also in COlll'Se of formation in the rear ; 4
battalions at Keupri Keui, 3 at Hassan Kale, and 4 at Erzerftm. 11
battalions, or 5,500 men and 15 guns.
The position taken up by Mukhtar Pasha possessed great strategic
adva11tages. 1st. It commab.ded the main road between Kars and
Erzerftm. 2nd. Its left could only be turned by an enemy making
a long detour through the Olti Valley, a movement easily met by a
small movement of the centre towards Olti or Nerimen, without the
necessity of evacuating the main position. 3rd. The right could
not be attempted by an enemy even superior in force, as it would be
compelled to eugage itself in the deep Khorassan Valley, where it
would be met in front by the main body from Zewin, and in flank
and rear by the wing at .A.lajgerd.
The tactical advautages we1•0 also great, aud it could be held with a
a small number of troops. Its naturally very strong features were sup-
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plementecl by works thrown up in the course of the month. It coulcl
only be forced by a very supe1·ior army. (See Plates II. an,l III.)
The position of Zewin is on the west bank of the Tehan Suju, an
affluent of the Araxes, rising in the Soghanli Dagh, and flowing from
north to south. This river is, in summer, fordable nearly every~
where. The heights bounding its valley are steep, aucl in places
rocky ; the right (west) bank being the steepest. The main KarsErzerl1m road, crosses the stream at Zewin, coming down the
valley from the north on the left bank. After crossing the stream,
it branches, one roacl following the right bank to Khorassan, the
other ascending the heights to the west. Another roacl leads out
of the Khorassan road, 4,000 paces south of Zewin, and also climbs
the heights to the west.
The heights bebincl Zewin formecl the Turkish position. They
are a granite upheaval, along which rise four summits from 100 to
140 metres above the river bed. This range was occupied by the
advanced posts, protected by shelter trenches. It falls rapidly to
the rear towards the west, where a second somewhat higher range of
heights rises iu a semicircle, 5,000 paces long, and with the first
range encloses a sort of basin. On this second range of heights
was the first line of the main body, occupying a complete system of
defensive field works.
The top of this second range formed a plateau, 12 to 15 hundred
paces wide, still however rising to the west. On the western edge,
the second Turkish line was entrenched. Beyond this the heights
fell by narrow scarped ravines into the elevated plaiu of HorumDiizii, where the reserves and the camps of the cavaJry, trains, and
Administrative Staff were placed.
The works for the defence of this position had been in hand for a
month, and after they had been completed to an ordinary degree of
strength, the troops occupying the various sections of the position
employed themselves voluntarily in strengthening the parapets,
deepening the ditches, and in very intelligently adding to the defensive strength of the works comprised withln their sections.
At the time of the Russian attack, the position of Zewiu offered
the following dispositions.
1. The line of advanced posts was weakly entrenched on the
easternmost and lowest range, the labour employed on it was mostly
in forming shelters and huts with branches.
2. "First line. The right wing covered the southern road to
Erzel'lLm, an<l. was con1po::;ed of 2 battalious, in a work C crown~ng
a knoll, 1 company in an outwork D closing the road, 1 battalion
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occupied a trench B of strong profile on the extreme right. Abattis
and shelter trenches covered the fronts of all their works. The
total length of the right wing was 1,500 paces, held by 1,500 men.
In case of need the 2nd line would act as a support.
The centre, 6 battalions and 6 guns, occupied the range between
the two roads. Its right was protected by a closed work D, its left by
another, G, guarding the two roads. The front between these two
works was protected by a trench of a strong profile, covered in front
by stone parapets for sharp-shooters, placed 10 to 15 paces below
the crest of the ridge, and so managed thn.t every small valley and
hollow of the ground in front was seen into from them. Such of
these works as were necessarily exposed to enfilade fire, were provided with stone traverses. Two emplacements for one gun each,
were arranged along the line, and the redoubt G on a hill called
Top Dagh held 4 guns. The total length of front of the centre was
3,600 paces, held by 3,600 men, and 6 guns.
The left wing J stretched to the road going straight to the westward from Zewin, and was protected by a system of shelter-trenches
in terraces, one behind and above the other. A lunette L, called
Horum-Diizii Tahia, formed the extreme left of the front, and was
armed with 2 guns.
The extent of the left wing was 1,500 paces, defended by 1,200
men, and 4 guns.
3. Second line EE 1 was 3,600 paces long, with a covering trench
intended rather as a protection against projectiles passing beyond
the first line than for active defence. Four battalions (2,000 men)
with 6 guns occupied this line ; 2 battalions being entrenched in
two redoubts .A, K, in rear of each flank.
For the execution of the works, the staff had organized several
special detachments of workmen chosen from among the most robust
and experienced of the troops, and those among them who were
natives of Anatolia were peculiarly adapted for the task. For the
materials of the 1st line, the pebbles and small boulders, which
cropped up everywhere from the surface of the turf, were utilised,
but all the available earth to be found was also employed. To these
materials some small woods furnished a valuable complement of
timber, some 20 to 25 years old. The trees were all turned to account, and fascines and gabions were made from the brushwood.
Each battalion contained 200 men provided with heavy but servicea.ble picks, and lrtrge and solid shovels. There were no wheelbarrows, but the excavated earth was carried in baskets. There was
some excavation in rock, which ·was effected by gunpowder. The
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sl1clter-trenches of the 1st line had openings tht•ough them for the
passage of sorties. The ditch was about 5 ft. deep, and 2 ft. 6 in. wide
at the bottom. On the reverse slopes of the heights, where the ground
was not too steep, ditches were made 5 ft. deep, and, at 2 ft. 6 in. in
advance of the crest of the counterscarp, strong pickets were driven
nearly close together, 2 ft. 6 in. into the ground. Iron wire was
then interwoven between them, forming a sort of crate, which being
filled up bebincl with stones and earth, afforded a parapet 3 ft. 3 in.
thick. Where the slope of the ground was too great for this, a narrow platform 5 ft. wide was formecl along the contour, on the outer
edge of which was erected n. parapet of large stones .) ft. high, and
2 ft. 6 in. thick. Where these trenches were enfilacled traverses
10 ft. high, of stone ancl earth, were spaced at distances of 10 paces'.
These trenches afforded a high degree of security to the troops, and
inspired them with great confidence, though they could only he reinforcccl with loss, ancl the form of the defences rendered sorties
difficult. On the right wing a small wood was surrounded by
shelter trenches and a good solid abattis. There was nothing of
importance in the constrnction of the artillery emplacements. It
was not practicable to form ditches round them; platforms were
built up with stones, and the parapets and traverses stood on these.
In this position Mukhtar Pasha exercised and organised his troops
into divisions and brigades of 12 and 6 battalions of 500 men, in 8
companies respectively. The battalion was the administrative unit,
and was charged with the duties of procuring food and transport
for its strength. The train of a battalion was composed of 80 mules
or horses; 10 carried the tents (4 tents to each animal), 20 the
reserve ammunition (2,000 cartridges per animal = 80 per man),
10 the tools and cooking utensils, 10 the Officers' baggage, 30 biscuit
and other provisions. The normal load of each beast was fixed at
125 kilos. (268 lbs.). Thus provisions for 5 days could be carried
with the battalion, though it often occurred that battalions were
engaged for a longer period on the march, or in action, without
being able to replenish their supplies.
The troops were generally armed with the Snider and bayonet,
but all the reinforcements which arrived after the battle of Zewin
were armed with tl1e Martini-Henry. The clothing was very defective, and the mantle worn by the troops was insufficiently warm
for the severe temperature of the Armenian plateaux; for boots, the
men bad stockings of coarse clotb, under which stout lea~her soles
were attached by means of cross lacing, which was carr10d up a.'i
far as the knee. This provecl quite sufficient.
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Besides his arms, each man carried a haversack containing his
particular property. In the two cartridge pouches he carried 80
cartridges, and in addition as many more as he could in cartridge
pockets made by the men themselves, in the Circassian manner,
sewn on to the dress. In this way some men carried as many as
120 cartridges. It may be mentioned that there was no want of
cartridges during the campaign.
The administration served out no intoxicating drink, coffee, nor
tobacco, but a brisk trade in the two latter articles was carried on
in the camp, for although the troops received no pay, they were
supported pretty well by their families. Flocks of sheep, replenished
from time to time from the main flocks following the army at a
distance in rear, accompanied each battalion. There was no beef,
flocks of sheep being of quieter locomotion than herds of cattle.
There was considerable activity in the instruction of the men.
The mornings were devoted to works of fortification, the afternoons
to tactical exercises. The chief manreuvres consisted in the successive formatioll',._reinforcement and retreat of lines of skirmii=.hers,
then in bayonet attacks, and in re-assembling troops after being
dispersed. .A. normal disposition for the attack was adopted and
thoroughly practised. The company was divided into 4 sections, 2
in advance in open order, 1 also deployed at a distance in rear of
200 paces ; the 4th in close order formed the reserve. In attacking
an enemy's position, a violent fire was first to be opened upon it
from a commanding position, if possible ; this fire was to be constantly reinforced, and at last carried on for three or four minutes,
as intensely as it cou]d be maintained. I£ then the enemy were not
sufficiently shaken to warrant an attack by the bayonet, one, or
sometimes two sections were withdrawn to the position of the supports from whence they covered the retreat. But if the effect of
the fire could be considered sufficiently great to justify a bayonet
attack, 3 sections only advanced; the 4th formed in extended order
remained to co,er the retreat in case of repulsfl. The same principles
were taught in the defence of a position ; a portion only of the force
was to be employed iu repulsing the attack, except in cases of absolute necessity. In case it was impossible to repulse the attack,
2 sections were to be at disposal to attempt a counter attack, or
cover the retreat.
At the commencement of the campaign, the cavalry was much
dispersed. Of the 24 squadrons of the 4th Army Corps, 6 were at
Batum, 3 bad been taken prisoners at the .A.rpa Tchai, 1 had been
broken up after the capture of .A.rdahan, 2 were between Bayazid
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and Van, 6 were at Erzerfun, and on the line of communications•
only 6, amounting to 300 horse, remained with the troops in position'.
l\Iukhtar had with him about 1,100 Kurds and Circassian Volunteers.
These were formed into squadrons of 100 each.
The artillery consisted chiefly of 8cm. Krupp guns, breechloaders. The advanced trains contained 30 rounds per gun; the
reserve carried 60 rounds additional. The wagons were good,
the horses were strong Syrian animals, 8 to each limber and each
wagon, and perfectly well harnessed. The mountain batteries
(Whitworth's system) had 24 bat animals; 6 for the guns, 6 for
thfl carriages, and 12 for the ammunition. All the appointments
were new, and the officers and men were very well instructed in
their duties.
The sanitary services were only gradually organised as the campaign proceeded. A provisional hospital was established at Zewin,
in charge of two surgeons, but it was wanting in nearly all necessaries. A few battalions were provided with surgeons, who were
obliged to go themselves to Erzerllm, when it was necessary to renew their supplies. No private ambulances, nor those of the Red
Cross, were despatched to the Armenian theatre of war.
The principal magazines for provisions and stores were at
Erzerum and Baiburt.
11 elegraphic commuication in all directions was in active operation
through the central stations of Erzerum and Keupri Keui. Telegraphic communication with Kars was not interrupted till June,
w bile that hy means of messengers was always kept up.
At the beginning of June, Col. Koruaroff passed the defile of
Kanli Dagh, with a portion of the column hitherto employed before
Ardahan. The Turkish outposts fell back on Bardes. The Russian
advanced guard consisting of 1 battalion, 1 cavalry regiment, and a
battery, occupied Olti, and on the 2nd June, reached Nerimen on
the direct road to Erzerum. l\lukhtar Pasha resolved to surprise
it, and for this purpose, a force of 3 battalions, 1 battery, and all
disposable cavalry, was to move as quickly as the circumstances
required, but the Russians learning the combination against them,
retreated beyond the Kanli Dagh.
Ou the 14th and 15th, the Russian centre made a violent attack
on Kars, which was repulsed with loss.
General Tergnkasofl', commanding the Russian left, 9,000 infantry,
3,000 cavalry, a11d 32 guns, advanced slowly towards the Deli Baba
ddile. Meben1ed Pasha, whose force cousisted of 6,000 fr1fantry,
300 cavalry, and 12 guns, fell back before him. On the 16th June,
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)Jeing ordered to retake a position he had abandoned the day before,
he attacked t]ie Russians, but was repulsed with a loss of 129 men,
he himself being among the killed. The Turks retired unpursued
to the Deli Baba pass, th1•ough which they retreated, and took up
a position behind it.

Ooinbat of Halijas.
This slight success of Tergukasoff made much sensation at
Erzertm, and Mukhtar Pasha was pressed to attack the Russians.
He, however, looking on Tergukasoff's advance as a mere demonstration to divert his attention £ram the ErzerUm-Kars road, on
which he was convinced the main attack would be made by the
Russian centre, and knowing that Faik Pasha had commenced a
movement from Van, chiefly with irregulars, on Tergukasoff's
communications, preserved his coolness, and resolved to adhere
prudently to his own plans.
His forces at this date were disposed as follows :
Guns.
Squadrons.
Battalions.
6
2
4
Left wing at O!ti .. .
18
12
21
Centre at Zewin . . .
12
12
3
Right wing at Deli Baba
4
Reserves at Keu pri Keui
3
Hassan Kale
27
12
1
ErzerUlll .. .
,,
There were also at Erzer{1m 13 battalions of troops of the reserve
(mustafiz), and 1,000 Circassian cavalry ju course of formation.
On the 18th Juue, Mukhtar ordered Fazyl Pasha, commanding
the 2nd Division at Zewin, to proceed to Deli Baba, and take command of the 3rd Division. The cavalry in the Soghanli Dagh, was
to push as far forward on the Kars road as possible, to reconnoitre
the movements of the Russian centre. Ten squadrons were to move
up under Ghazi Mebemcd Pasha to Keupri Keui.
On the 19th, Fazyl Pasha reported from Deli Baba that the
Russians had not occupied the passes, but that the position of the
3rd Division at the western outlets was bad. The cavah·y thrown
forward towards Kars reported no movement to be visible in the
enemy's lines On these reports Mukhtar Pasha resolved to attack
General Tergukasoff before he could obtain reinforcemeuts, and
seize the passes of Deli Baba. He accordingly ordered the followdispositions.
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Ghazi Mebemed Pasha was to continue his march with his 10
squadrons in the night of the 19th-20th June, to Deli Baba, and,
having rested there, to move through the Deli Baba and Derbend
passes, and occupy Eski Kilias and Haidar Keni. The 4 battalions
at Keupri Keui were to occupy Deli Baba, their places at Keupri
Keti.i. being taken by the 3 battalions from Hassan Kale. The 2nd
Division at ZewiL under the temporary command of Shakim Pasha,
and consisting of 9 battalions, and 1 field battery, ,vas to move to
its right to Deli Baba, whither also the 2nd cavalry brigade (Musa
Pasha, 6 squadrons) in advance at Mendjiogerd, behind the Soghanli
Dagh, and the 1st cavalry brigade (Mustapha Safvet Pasha, 6 squadrons) in advance at Jeni Keui, were to march, the latter leaving 4
squadrons at Zewin. The garrison of Olti was to move to Zewin
with 4 battalions, and 1 field battery. Ismail Hakki Pasha (called
by the people Kurd Pasha) Governor of Erzerum, was left in command at Zewin, with orders to hold that position to the last man.
On the 20th June these orders were put into execution. The troops
marched without tents or baggage, taking only ammunition, tools,
and food for five days. The next night the 25 battalions (12,500
men), 21 squadrons (2,000 men), and 18 guns were concentrated
about Deli Baba. Some of the troops had to march nearly 25 miles
to come into position, besides having to ford the Araxes at Daj
Khodja, 250 ft. wide, the water being up to the men's necks.
The Russians had now advanced to Tahir Keui. (See Plate IV.)
The road from Bayazid to Erzerum runs along the north or left
bank of the Murad Su-the Eastern Euphrates. At Sedikian, the
road through the Deli :Saba Pass turns off; at Tahir Keui, 6 miles
further, a road branches off to Eski Kilias, and thence over the
Halijas plateau, through the Kara Derbend Pass. Beyond Tahir
Ketti the road goes through Kalascu aud Abaza to the Hadji Khilal
Pass. These passes are about 3 miles apart, and lead over the
ranges separating the valley of the Murad Su from that of the
Araxes. At the eastern or Bayazid debouche of the passes, is an
elevated plain, the Halijas, or desert, which lies between two streams
forming the sources of the Murad Su. At the eastern limit of this
plain are two elevations, one behind the other, commanding the
southern stream by nearly 1,000 feet.
Mukhtar Pasha now made the following dispositions. The 1st
and 2nd brigades of cavalry, and the 2nd division, reinforced by the
4 battalions from Keupri Keui, were to march by the Kara Derbend
pass to Eski Kilias, followed by 4 battalions of the 3rd division with a
mountain and a field battery, under Jawud Pasha. These latter
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troops were to turn towards Haidar Keui after passing tbe defile, and
to entrench themselves there. The other 8 battalions of the 3rd
division were to remain provisionally in reserve between Kara
Derbend and Deli Baba. The 2nd division and the cavalry were
to attack the enemy in front, supported and protected in case of
repulse by Jawud Pasha's detachment; the 3rd division was to
operate on the enemy's flank and rear if the attack were successful,
but was also to be in readiness to be thrown back to the Araxes
should the Russian centre attack Zewin in superior force.
The 2nd division marched at 7 a.m., and reached Eski Kilias at
10 a.m. From here it. advanced in two columns, directed upon the
heights, marked 300 and 240 in Plate IV. Ghazi Meherned's Circassian
carnlry covered the front, and the two brigades of cavalry advanced
into the Valley of the Murad Su to cover the right flank.
With incredible difficulty, 3 field pieces were hoisted up to the
summit of the Top Dagh (marked 300), and were established behind epaulments ofloose stones. Four mountain guns (the other
two having been disabled) were also established on the height 240,
on the left. The skirmishing line was pushed down the eastem
slope towards Tahir Keui. About half-way down, where the slope
flattens out into a sort of plateau, the Turkish advance was arrested
by a sharp fire from the border of the village, and the skirmishers
hastily covered themselves with a line of shelt,ers formed of stones.
Meanwhile, the Turkish guns opened fire on a Russiau battery of
12 pieces, at a range of 2,600 yards. The cavalry on the right flank
found itself in presence of imposing masses of cavalry, which crossed
the Murad Su at Karasul, and commenced to form in the plain.
Mukhtar Pasha having thoroughly comprehended the Russian
position, telegraphed back to Deli Baba, for the field telegraph had
kept up with the advance, and ordered up 6 battalions ; 4 to join the
Turkish left, 2 to occupy Haidar Keui ; of the 4 battalions now
posted at this village, 3 were to move up on the Turkish right;
1 battalion was still to remain at Deli Baba, and 1 was to fall
back to Khorassan to keep up communication with Zewin. The 3
battalions from Ha.idar Keui might be expected to be in line at 2
o'clock ; the 4 from Deli Baba at 4 p.m.
The Turkish left and centre remained thus, in close contact with
the Russian entrenched position from noon. On the right, the
cavalry attacked the Cossack cavalry and dragoons of the enemy,
but suffered severely, chiefly owing to the fire of the dragoons, who
had dismounted, and occupied the village of Karasul. The Turkish
cavalry fell back to the point marked 300. All this time the cavalry
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which had preceded the Turkish advance had remained in the valley
between the Russian position and the hills forming their own line
of battle, when, exposed to a close fire they suffered severely, but
now, 200 strong, they formed up and chal'ged round the Turkish
right flank along the Murad Su, and broke through the enemy's
squadrons. A fierce fight took place, and both sides lost considerably.
The 'J.1urks, however, gained their point, and the Russian cavalry
from henceforth remained strictly on the defensive.
At 2 p.m., the 3 battalions from Haidar Keui arrived, and were
placed in the prolongation of the line of battle to the left. Mukhtar
still awaited the troops from Deli Baba before attacking. However
reports reachen. him that the progress of this force was arrested in
the pass by the stream of wounded and stragglers, and be despatched
a battalion from Eski Kilias to the pass to keep order. The day was
closing in, and these troops had not yet come up, so that at 4.30
p.m., Mukhtar Pasha determined to attack without them.
Of the 9 battalions composing his left, he sent 7½, in six columns,
against the Russian right, and the w bole north-west front of the
position was carried at the first rush. The battalion on the extreme
left of the attack (Redifs of Siwas) advanced against the battery in
rear, and compelled its retreat. The Russians abandoned their
works, and fled towards the interior line followed closely by the
Turks, who entered this line with them. But the .Russians sent up
3 strong battalions from the reserve behind Tahir Keui, and drove
back the exhausted and disorganized assailants, re-occupying the
entrenchments. Again the Turks captured this front, and again
they were driven out, for while the defenders were being constantly
reinforced from their reserves, the assailants had no reserves at all.
The Turks fell back and rallied under the protection of their mountain gm,s; 3 battalions under Akif Bey having come up from Deli
Baba, Mukhtar at 7 p.m., ordered a new assault to be made with 10
battalions, still on the Russian right front and flank. The works
were again carried, but no impression could be made on the interior
line wl,ich bad in the meanwhile been greatly strengthened. Nor
could the captured position be held under the concentrated fire of
the batteries which the Russians again brought up into action. A.t
nightfall, the Turks fell back into their own positions of the morning, exhausted, short of artillery, ammunition, and with a loss of
2,000 men, of whom half were dead or dying. The action bad not
been a success, and Mukhtar Pasha began to fear be bad altogether
underrated the enemy's strength, but he was confident in the good
spirit of his own troops. The weather had been exceedingly but
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during the day, and at night fell to 26° ]'ahrenheit. Forage, wood
for firing, and water were not to be had, and the men had no tents,
and but biscuit to eat.
Nevertheless Mukhtar, during the night, telegraphed for all his
immediate reserves, on the arrival of which he intended again to
attack in the morning with 26 battalions and 3 batteries. Ghazi
Mehemed Pasha, with a brigade of cavalry, was ordered to cross the
Murad Su, to reconnoitre the enemy's left flank. But during the
night, the Russians retreated, abandoning their positions, which the
Turks hastened to occupy. They fell back in good order, covering
their retreat with a slight cannonade, and took up a new position a
few miles in rear. Their losses had not been more than half those
of their assailants.
On the 23rd, Mukhtar Pasha heard that Loris Melikoff had
concentrated at Keketch on the 21st, with 20 battalions, 5,000
cavalry and 32 guns, and that he had advanced to Sari Kamich
on the 22nd.

Combat of Zewin.

In fact, Loris Melikoff had heard on the 20th from his patrols,
and from Tergukasoff, that a considerable movement of the enemy's
troops was taking place, clearly pointing to an attack on the Russian
left wing. There was no time to reinforce this wing directly, nor
to oppose the Turkish movement, and he accordingly resolved to
wait events with a strong column on this side the Soghanli Dagh,
and thus indirectly relieve the pressure on his left.
For this purpose, the division of the grenadiers of the Caucasus,
4 battalions of the 30th division, 8 regiments of cavalry, and 32
guns, left Keketch the 21st, reached Sari Kamich the 22nd, crossed
the Soghanli Dagh the 23rd, and advanced to Milliduz, pushing
their outposts as far as Mendjingerd, to which position the whole
force moved forward the next day, and halted, awaiting more certain
intelligence concerning the operations at .A.lajgerd. In this position
the Russians could either move on Khorassan, and act against the
rear of the Turks at Deli Baba, or advance against Zewin, and so
prevent Mukhtar from profiting by a victory at Halijas. Having
definitely beard that the Turkish commander-in-chief was himself
at .A.lajgerd with considerable reinforcements, he decided for the
attack on Zewin on the 25th.
During the evening of the 24th June, and the following night, a
atrcng body of Russian cavalry was pushed to Khorassan, where
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Ilfosa Pasha's carnlry, 5 squadrons, and tl,e battalion detached from
Aki£ Pasha's command had taken post. These troops fearing to be
cut ofl\ retreated to Keupri Keui, and so the communication between
Ze,vin and Abjgerd were cut off.
The Turkish commander at Zewin, seeing the continual arrival of
strong bodies of Russian cavalry at Khorassan, and the retreat of
Ilfnsa Pasha, at first concluded that the enemy's plan was to penetrate between the centre and right and isolate them from each other.
The aclTisability of retreating from Zewia to Keupri Keui, in order
to cover Erzerllm was accordingly discussed, but at 10 a.m., such
considerable forces of infantry and artillery were seen advancing
directly on the J\Iendjingerd road that it was clear an attack on
Zewin was intended. About noon, the Russian skirmishers began
to cross the river Chan Suju, and ascend the heights towards the
Turkish position.
The line of Turkish outposts on the lower range was not able to
resist the Russian advance, which was made with great spirit, and
it fell back on the main position. Encouraged by this success,
J\Ielikoff at once pushed forward his troops for the attack of this
position, without having prepared the way by an efficient artillery
attack. It is true that 19 guns had been brought up in a single
line south-east of Zewin, and had cannonaded the Tmkish line since
11.30, and another battery of 5 pieces had been placed farther to
the south, but the results of the fire had been insignificant.
The formation of the columns of attack was made about 2 p.m.
on the slopes of the captured line of the Turkish outposts. The
left column, 4 battalions, was to attack the works at Arab Tepe,
(CD Plate III.), that of the right, 6 battalions strong, was to attack
the centre, and especially the works guarding the road.
As soon as t be assaulting columns emerged from their shelter
below the lower ridge, they were received with a. murderous fire.
The troops pressed down the reverse slope of the ridge, hoping to
find cover in the numerous gullies at the bottom, but these were
effectually seen into by the advanced stone shelter trenches of the
main position. The men foll fast, and jt was impossible to remain
there. They therefore pushed on and began to ascend the slopes of
the main ridge, losing heavily.
The extreme Russian left sought to turn the Turkish right, and
being rather better covered than the other parts of the assailing
front, succeeded in holding firmly their position in front of the
enemy. The turning movement was prevented by the advance of
a Turkish battalion from the second line, and no impression could
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be made upon the defenders. The Russians, however, persisted till
9 p.m., when they finally retreated.
The attack on Arab Tepe was made with great energy, and the
Russian battalions got up close to the edge of the small entrenched
wood in front. It was impossible to advance farther, although
another battalion was brought up from the reserve. At 5 p.m., the
4 Russian battalions, terribly shattered, fell back, reformed behind
the hill marked 125, and recrossed the river.
Nor was the attack on the centre more successful ; it was found
impossible to get up to the advanced works. At last, reinforced by
2 battalions from the reserve, the Russians succeeded in advancing,
though with most serious Joss, towards the Top Tepe (G). But the
Turks brought up some supports from the second line, who fell upon
the assailants with the bayonet, and drove them off. The retreat
on this part of the attack degenerated into a rout, the troops only
reforming at about 6·30 p.m., on the farther bank of the Chan Suju.
During the assault, the Russian artillery had directed its fire on
the ground in rear of the main Turkish line, thinking the reserves
were massed there. There being no reserves, this fire was wasted.
Between 3 and 5 p.m., ammunition began to fail, and fresh supplies
were only brought up at the latter hour.
Loris Melikoff seeing the uselessness of repeating the attack, decided on retreating. The troops detached towards Khorassan, 4
battalions, 8 guns, and a strong force of cavalry were recalled, and
to cover the retreat he ordered his last reserves, 3 battalions, 5
squadrons, and 4 guns to advance into the valley of Zewin to attack
the Turkish left, The movement was observed, and opposed by 2
battalions, 4 squadrons and a battery from the second line. In the
end it was vigourously repulsed. The Turkish cavalry here missed
a great opportunity of inflicting heavy loss on t!;.e disorganized
enemy, but instead of charging the broken and ret,reating troops in
front, they endeavoured to take them in flank by ascending the
northern slopes of the Zewin stream, wheeling along the plateau
and descending again on the flank and rear of the enemy. From
the steepness of the slopes the movement failed, and the Turks lost
from 80 to 100, by the fire of the retreating infantry. At 7 p.m.,
the combat was over. The Russians retreated a.ud camped at about
5 miles from the Turkish outposts, 'fheir losses as stated in the
official accounts were 900 killed and wounded, but according to the
statements of the officers themselves, they were nearly 3,000. Tho
'l'urks lost 138 killed, and 502 wounded. Had the Turkish com-
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mander pressed tbe pursuit vigorously, the enemy could only ba,e
saved themselves by abandoning their artillery a,nd supply trains,
but acting too strictly on Mukhta,· Pasha's orclers, no pursuit of any
kind was attempted.
The whole Russian army retreated towards the frontier. J\fokhtar
Pasha, leaving Achmecl Pash:i in command of the right wing "t
Alajgerd, resumed command at Zewin. On the 29th June, he followed up Loris Melikoff with 29 battalions. On the 9th July he
raised the siege of Kars, and the neKt day made his entry into the
fortress he had relieved.

c.w.

PAPER XI.
THE

FORTIFICATIONS OF VERON A,
[ Fro,,, the Italian.]

BY LIEUT. M.

NATHAN,

R.E.

Fortifications erected before 1830.
IN the year 1830, the fortifications of Verona were as follows :
1. The old works of the Sammicheli, viz. : On the right bank
of the Adige, the bastioned enciente, which still forms, as it did
then, the western and southern boundaries of the city, extending
from the Bastion of Spain to that of S. Francesco, and, on the
left bank, the enciente between the Porta Vittoria and the Porta
Vescovo, which surrounds the south-east part of the city.
2. The embattled wall on the east and north-east of Verona,
erected by the Scaligers, and comprised between the Bastion of
S. Toscana, and the Porta S. Giorgio.
3. The Castle of S. Felice (to a great extent destroyed),
which completed the above mentioned enciente. It has now been
rebuilt, and fulfils the same object in the present system; it was
commenced in the year 1393, and finished by the Scaligers.
4. Finally, the Old Castle, on the right bank of the Adige,
with its fine bridge, the work of the Scaligers, between 1355 and
1358.
ForUfications erected between 1830 and 1838.
Thus, Verona was certainly a walled and fortified city, but, to
say nothing of the damage done to its fortifications in 1801, there
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was at that period, in which instruments of destruction hn.d already
renched n tolerable degree of perfection, hardly a fortress able to
sustain n. regular :,.,jege. Hence the aim of the order, issued from
Vienna, to restore the fortifications of Verona was (as appears from
manusuript documents abandoned Uy the Austrians at iiilan, when
in 1848 they withdrew to the Adige) "to convert the city of
Verona into a perfect fortress, to be made use of in the manoouvres
of the imperial army, and to form a depot for it," an order which
was thus interpreted by the Austrian military engineers: "to give
to this spacious fortress, besides a proper degree of solidity and
defensive power, the means of favouring rapid movements of troops,
so as to enable them after a defeat, to retire behind it to the left
bank of the Adige; or, after a partial victory, to afford them bulwarks,
behind which to wait till reinforced with fresh troops, they would be
able to act on the offensive.''
In consequence of this, General Scholl of the Engineers, proposed
to execute a number of works, but in fact beyond the general
restoration of the enciente, commenced in 1834, and which was
given au essentially offensive character, no fortifications were undertaken for the time being, except those described below:
1. Tbe hexagonal fort between the Adige and the Bastion of
Spain, called the Fort of S. Procolo, designed specially to defend
the bend of the Adige on tbe north side of the city.
2. A tenaille work on the left bank of the Adige, to cover the
bridge of the Old Castle ; this was probably demolished in 1854,
when the construction of the Arsenal was decided upon.
3. The re-construction of the Castle of S. Felice on the
existing ruins, tbe redoubt being rendered far stronger than it
previously was. Having very good internal arrangements it is
now one of the essential fortifications of the place.
4. The work called Gazzometro, in front of the cemetry, on
the left bank of the Adige, witb two tiers of guns, eleven casemates,
an upper parapet and a keep.
5. The work, Biondella, in the neighbourhood of the Bastion of
S. Toscaua, for three guns in casemates, and two on the parapet.
6. The three forts, S. Sofia, S. Leonardo, and S. Mattia; and
the four towers of S. Giuliano on the heights to then orht of the
city, which surrounded the Donega Va.le; the forts are situated on
the western, and the towers on the eastern spm·.
Ancl here it will be useful to observe that General Scholl besides
tl:esc works, had proposed at the same time, and under the same
ctrl!umstances :
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1. That the brow or continuous ridge, semi-circular in form,
and concave on the side of Verona, which extends from the neighbourhood of S. Lucia, to the other side of S. Massimo and Croce
Bianca, as far as Cbievo, might be advantageously strengthened
with works.
2. That appropriate works should be constructed on the right
bank of the Adige near S. Catterina.
The aim of these plans was, in the case of the former works, to
prevent a powerful enemy from establishing with facility on this
line, batteries, whence he might restrict any movement which
might be undertaken from Verona on the right bank of the .Adige;
and in the case of the latter, to facilitate any advance of the
imperial troops assembled in the lower space surrounded by the
Adige. But owing, probably, to the great expense that such a
system of fortifications would have entailed, both in the transportation and movement of earth, and in the exorbitant employment of
artillery which it would necessitate, of all these last named fortifications not one was then executed.
With regard to the other works mentioned above, they were
commenced in the year 1833, and finished in the year 1839. They
may thus be said to have begun their history with the commencement of General Count Radetzky's command in Italy, who, in order
to derive the greatest possible advantage from them in case of war,
made Verona in peace time the centre of the Autumn manceuvres,
thus offering his subordinate generals and other officers a favourable
opportunity for studying the ground, for the just appreciation of
which be bad a military map made of the strip of ground between
the Chievo and the Ac.Ege, on a scale of 111 ~ 0 0 •

"

"

*

"

"

New Works constructe,l ojter 1848.
The campaign of 1848, having been concluded by an armistice
at l\Iilan on the 5th Au&ust the Austriau General, mindful of the
last campaign had proved disastrous
6th of }.iay, a day, which in
to Verona, ancl perfectly persuaded by the warlike preparati~ns
which continued to go on in Piedmont, that a second campaign
would soon be undertaken, determined to do what fifteen years ago
General Scholl bad proposed, and repeatedly urged, viz., to make
an entrenched camp in front of Verona, followi~g the brow of t~1e
eminence which lies between Cbievo, S. Jiiassimo, n,nd S. Lncrn,
and the salient angle made by the Adige at 'l'ombetta.

the
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But hostilities nO'n.in commenced, and the second campaign was
days on the plains between the Ticino and the
fought in very
Sesia, and thus the new works (at that time in course of construction) remained, and still remain without baptism of fire, and
therefore their efficacy awaits the coufll·mation of experience.
The following works were then commenced :
1. The Fort of Porta Nuova (formerly Clani): 70 men, 14
guns. Commenced immediately after the declaration of the armistice; it has a ilitch, parapet, casernates on the flanks with three
guns in each, a gorge wall with central caponier to bold four pieces,
and an interior bombproof keep, finished in 1853. In 1859 a detached wall was constructecl in the ditch, with two bomb-proof
caponiers at the angles between the flanks and faces, and one at the
centre of the front face, and corresponding galleries.
2. Fort Palio (formerly Alt-Wratislau): 60 men, 8 guns. It
has a ditch, parapet, gorge-wall with central caponier and an interior bombproof keep, built between 1848 and 1850. In 1859
additions were made, similar to those described above, for the Fort
of Porta Nuova,
3. Fo1·t of S. Lucia (formerly Schwa,·tzenberg): 60 men, 6
guns. In 1848, the ditch, parapet, gorge palisade, and a wooden
liarrark for the t1·oop~, wel'e constructed . In 1859, tbe gorge was
closed by a wall with a central caponier, and ~u interior masonry
keep, a well and powder magazine, and a palisade at the foot of the
escarp were added.
4. Fort Fenilone (formerly D'Aspre) : 115 men, 17 guns.
This work was constructed in 1848 and 1849. The gorge was
closed with a palisade with a small central tambour. It has au
interior, masonry, bombproof keep. In 1859, a detached wall was
built in the ditch, with two caponiers, and corresponding galleries,
as at the Fort of Porta N nova, and the gorge was closed by a
wall with a central caponier for two guns.
,5. Fort S. Massimo (formerly Lichtenstein) : 60 men , 14
guns. The works executed at this fort, both in 1848 ancl 1859, are
similar to those of Fort S. Lucia.
6. Fort S. Zeno (formerly Radetzky) : 60 men, 12 guns.
This work was built in the years 1848, 1849, and 1850. It is
closed, of polygonal trace, and has a bombproof keep. In 1859, a
detached wall was added, with two covered caponiers in the front,
and two open ones on the opposite face.
7. Fort of the Spianata (formerly Wallmoden). This is an
earth battery constructed in the year 1848, nearly a kilometre in
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rear of the forts of Croce Bianca, and of S. Zeno. It protects the
fortress, and is in turn protected by it, and by the two above mentioned forts, and it bars the road leading from Croce Bianca.
8. Fort Tombetta (formerly Culoz): 60 men, 5 guns. Constructed in the year 1848. It consists of one tower, with two
bombproof stories, and with a ditch round it.
9. Fort Chievo (formerly Kaiser Franz Joseph): 316 men, 17
guns. Completed in the 3 years, 1850, 1851, and 1852. It has a
polygonal trace and detached wall, and 2 caponiers between faces
and flanks, with 4 pieces in each. It is closed at the gorge by a
tenaille wall, in the centre of which is a large tambour of two bombproof tiers, with 8 embrasures. There is a stone gallery, and a
large keep with two tiers of guns.
10. Fort S. Catterina (formerly Hess): 600 men, 17 guns.
The works, and the period of their construction, are as in the preceding case. In addition, there are two covered batteries at the
flanks of the gorge.
ll. Fort of Croce Bianca (formerly Strassoldo) : 60 men, 12
guns. The works were executed in 1851 and 1859. They are
similar to those of Porta Nuova; the g01·ge caponier has, however,
only two pieces. To protect the eastern side of the fortress, which
remained uncovered, the .Austrians decided, in 18158, on the construction of a fort, astride the road leading to Vicenza, a little in advance

of the parish of S. Michele, whose name it now bears.
12. Fort S. Michele (formerly Kaiserin Elisabeth): 200 men,
32 guns. Built in the years 1854, 1855, and 1856; like Fort
Chievo, but with 4 capomers, one at the gorge with five pieces, and
two on each flank with two pieces each, The road makes a curve
on the left of the fort.
New Works constrnctecl after 1859.

In the year 1859, the Austrian Military Engineers, in addition to
strengthening the already existing forts, building, as a1reacly mentioned, detached walls in their ditches, improving the condition of the
gorges, &c., commenced the Fort of Parona on the right bank, to the
north-east of Chievo and to the west of Parona, and on the left bank, to
the north of S. Michele, the batteries of Montorio and of Preara; then,
to increase the defensive value of the place on the south. west, they
con~tructed the Forts of Luga.guano, Dossobuono, Azzano, and Tomba.
18. Fort Paron~ (formerly Albrecht): 250 men, 30 guns.
Commenced in 185(1, it was not yet finishecl in 1861. It has a
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regular octagonal trace, surrounded by a ditch and detached wall.
It has 4 caponiers of two pieces each, two galleries, and a large
bombproof keep.
14. Fort of the Castle of Montorio : 60 men, 35 guns. This
is a large battery closed by a wall having loopholes and embrasures.
15. Fort Preara (formerly John): 100 men, 14 guns. Constructed in 1859 and 1860. This is a closed battery with a ditch in
front, excavated in the rock.
16. Fort Lugagnano (formerly Prinz Rudolph): 350 men, 17
guns. This is a closed work executed in 1860 and 1861. There
are two caponiers at the ang1es, with spacious epaulments for four
guns each. The gorge tambour has only one tier of guns. The
other parts arn like those of Fort Chievo.
17. Fort Dossobuono (formerly Gisella): 350 men, 17 guns.
Similar to the preceding work, and built at the same time.
18. Fort Azzano (formerly Neu Wratislau): 210 men, 15 guns.
Like the two preceding works.
19. Fort Tmnba (formerly Stadion): 350 men, 17 guns. Like
Azzano.
In 1866, the Austrian Engineers, turning their attention to the
eastern side of the place which still remained weakly <lefended,
constructed in great baste, in order to complete the exterior line
of forts, the two works Citta Vecchia and Citta Bellina, the for.
mer on the right, and the lattllr on the left bank of the Adige;
both planned by Colonel Tunkler. These two forts are recognized
by Brialmont in his Fortification a Fosses Sees, as a good type of
provisional fortification; he declares the ingenious dispositions of the
engineer to be excellent, :1nd especially the fact of his having established a subterranean communication between the ramparts of
the gorge and those of the faces. The want of such communications
in the forts round Paris was much felt at the time of the last siege.
These forts, we may add, served with slight variations as models
to the French Engineers, for the construction of the forts of Hautes
Bruyeres and of Moutretout. The execution of Citta Vecchia required 25,974 days of soldiers' work, and 116,677 days of citizens'
work. That of Citta Bellina 10,588 of the former, and 52,530 of the
latter. The works were commenced on the 13th May, 1866, and
finished in the first days of August.
20. Fort Citta Vecchia: 250 men, 24 guns.
21. :Fort Citta Bellina : 200 men, 20 guns.
Finally, batteries were constructed at about the centre of the intervals between the more advanced works on both the right and left
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bank, and on the right of Fort S. Michele. In consequence of
the successive additions to the fortifications erected round Verona,
it now ranks among the vast and important fortresses of Europe.
Its system may be considered as composed of three lines, one of
which is an interior and continuous one, and the others exterior,
and formed of detached works.
Interior Line,-In this is comprised the following works:On the right bank :
1. The Fort of S. Procolo, and the bastion fronts extending
from the Bastion of Spain, where the river enters the city, to the
Bastion of S. Francesco, where it leaves it.
On the left bank :
2. The Fort Gazzometro and the other bastion fronts, from
Campofiore to S. Toscana. Both these and the preceding ones
are in good condition.
3. The old walls of the Scaligers which enclose the upper part
of the city from the Bastion S. Toscana as far as the .Adige at
the Porta S. Giorgio, and the Blockhouse of Biondella.
4. The Castle of S. Felice.
5. The Barracks of S. Pietro. In the small place in front
of these barracks 8 to 10 pieces of artillery may be mounted en
barbette.
E:eie,-ior Line.-This is composed of the following 12 works:
On the right bank :
1. Battery of the Spianata.
2. Fort of S. Zeno.
3.
of S . Massimo.
4.
Fenilone.
5.
of S. Lucia.
6.
Palio.
7.
of Porta Nuova.
8.
Torn betta.
9,
of S. Catterina.
On the left bank :
10. Fort S. Sofia.
11.
S. Leonardo.
12.
,, S. Mattia.
First Exterio1· Line.-This comprises the following works :
On the right bank :
1. Fort Parona.
2.
Chievo.

d'
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3. Fort Croce Bianca.
Lugagnano.
4.
Dossobuono.
5.
Azzano.
6.
Tomba.
7.
Citta Vecchia.
8.
On the left bank :
9. Fort S. Michele.
Citta Bellina.
10.
Montorio.
11.
12.

l

J

,,

Preara.

13 to 16. The Towers of S. Giuliano, Nos. 1, 2, 3, & 4.
To these should be added the following batteries :
On the right bank :
Fenilone, Alberti, Torcolo, Legnago, and Palazzina, between the
forts, Lugagnano, Dossobuono, Azzano, Tomba, and Citta Vecchia.
On the left bank :
Cosotti and Sandri, between the river and the Fort S. l\Iicbele.
Of these batterios, only the traces exist at the present time.
To complete the enumeration of the works constructed by the
Austrians in this entrenched camp, the loopholed-wall surrounding
the whole of the ground occupied by the works attached to the
railway station at the Porta Vescovo should be mentioned. At the
angles of this enclosure wall are small masonry tambours with
embrasures.

General View of the Forts of Ver<rna.

The limits of these notes will not permit of many details ; we
may however mention that these forts of Verona belong to the
polygonal system, and that, with their various forms, each improving
on the other, they represent the stages through which this system
of fortification has passed during the last forty years. Thus they
cannot be divitletl into special groups; it can only be said that while
the two last works, Citta Bellina and Citta Vecchia, are of a provisional nature, the others are all of a permanent character. The
batteries between the forts of the first line, were purely field works.
Gene;-al Remarks on. the Enlrenchecl Otunp uf Verona.

This entrenched camp of Verona, which was the dreaded bulwarks of the Austrian power in Italy, this corner stone of the famous
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quadrilateral, this key of the Adige, the object of so much study to
the soldiers of Austria, was very differently 'l'alued by the Austria.us
themselves. It is no secret that. different opinions on it were entertained by the staff and the military engineers. The best plans and
suggestions concerning it seem to have been those of the Engineer
Scholl, which Mars ball Radetzky had partially carried out, but only
after fifteen years had elapsed, and after he bad witnessed the standard of Charles Albert float above the walls of Verona. Then
receutly again, Colonel Tunkler assisted to complete on the eastern
side, the design of General Scholl.
Finally, in 1866, Veroua with its sister Venice, came to form
part of the great Italian family, and its entrenched camp has been
criticised in different ways and from opposite points of view by
Italian writers and authorities on military subjects. Much, perhaps
too much, has been written on Italian military affairs, and also about
this camp of Verona. 'rhe suggestions, however, concerning it,
which have deservedly made great impression on the country, owing
to their completeness, diversity, and the authority of their authors,
are those of the suppressed Permanent Commission for the Defence
of the State, and those of the Signor Relatore at the Chamber of
Deputies.
Truly does the sword of Damocles hang over Verona's entrenched
oamp. Will the thread break, that holds it?
llLN.

PAPER XII.
ACCOUNT OF THE

GEOGRAPHICAL OPERATIONS
IN

AFGHANISTAN
1878-80.
BY LIEUT.-GEKERAL J. T. WALKER, C.B., F.R.S., ROYAL ENGINEERS,
SURVEYOR GENERAL OF INDIA.

E.sl>-act fron, the General Report on the Operations of the 81'1"Vey
vn Inclia cl1<ring 1878-79.
TaE extension of our geographical knowledge of Afghanistan,
and the rectifications of the hurried surveys which had been made
during the first Afghan war, but had never been properly combined together, have long been desiderata of great importance. So
long, however, as it was the policy of the Government to prevent
any attempt being made to survey regions beyond the British
frontier, and even to discourage Survey Officers from pushing their
operations up to the frontier, in order to avoid any risk of collision
with the independent tribes beyond, it was impossible for the Survey
Officers to do more than fix all the most prominent points on the
hill ranges beyond, which were visible from the trigonometrical
stations within the frontier, and to fill up the details of the country
from native information, or by the secret agency of native explorers.
In the summer of 1878 there was reason to expect that the time.
honoured policy of "masterly inactivity" would shortly be departed
from, and that the frontier line was no longer to be regarded as an
impassable barrier to geographical reseru.·ch. Arrangements were
being made for a force to proceed, under Genera,] Roberts, into the
hill country between Quetta and Dera Ghazi Khan; and Captain
W oodthorpe, R.E., was to have been attached to the staff of General
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Roberts, with a view to making the most of any opportunities which
might nrise for survry operations, at any point along tbe entire
length of tl10 frontier line between the British territories and
Afgba,nistan.
ThcRe an·angcimentA had Aoon, however, to he changed into
others for a more general and extended survey, whieh became possil,le wl1cn war was declared with the Amir of Afghanistan, anrl his
kingdom was invaded atsrveral points by our armies. A Survey Officer
was then attached to each of the four columns which were formed,
two to operate in Southern and two in Northern Afghanistan; but
in a short time it was found necessary to treble the number of these
offieerR, in order to meet demands from the 11ilitary nnrl Foreil'l'
Departments and from the Commander-in-Chi,-f, for a fortbn
extension of the survey opcrationR.
It will be convenient to divide the operations into the thrco foli ng groups, for description, viz., 1st, those in Southern Afg-ha.nistan,
with the columns under the command of Gcncrnls Stewart and
Bid,lulpl1 ; 2ml, those in the Kuram Vall<'y, and gc-ncrally to the
south of tho Safed-Koh range, with tho column under General
RohcrlR; ancl 3nl, ihoso in lho Kabul Valley, and generally to the
nortl1 of the Safcd-Koh range, with tho column under General
Sir S. Browne.

1.-TnE

OrEJ<ATIONB 1:,

SournEr~,q Arr.JUN!

Till.

In October 1878, Captain RogcTS, RB., was posted to General
Prr''-"'"''·

Bicldu]ph'e Ctilnmn which hnd been
ortl1..'l'l-'<l to be formod at <Jn tta, and
~;;: Dt'puty 811 r~rin.ten•
Cuptaiu ll an to (foneral tcwnrt's
1
Captnln w. J. lloarii-,ldc, n.E., Dt-puty C'olntnn whic}1 1\0.S being Conned ot
Hnpc-rlntl>nrlrnt, :"lr,I g-ra,le.
Afulta.u. ft mi a
te1l that the
('1111hun T, JI, llul,Hl'b, HJ:., A Llt&11t
)I ulto u col ll.IIlil would ruh-anco on
An1,trinl<'11,l,•11t, l11tgTG.•l1?,
('11ptal11 ~I. W. ll-Ogcn, IU· . , A
tult
Quella hy tho direct, but
y t nntlupi•rlntemknt, 1 t gra,11~
tt·it•il ft.1J1l unsurt""cyod, ronto cro ·ng
C.!nptniu H. llunv1in, B.n., A lit.ant
8uperihWll•lo.;UI , 2ml wa.lo.
llio Sulimani range; -whil the porLl••tU,cnnnt Bt. n. c (i,>r..1, 1u..:,
st,.
tion of C1en,ml Uiddnlph'a column
11.nl Rnpcrint.on,tcnt, 8nl BnM.lo.
Liouw•11A11tJ,n.11uhday,B.l".,A it.Im& "']1irh '"'•
1 mg sent from India
tln1•rlr,t4rn_hmt, !Jr,.t ,gt'M(!.
would m.nrch on Qaetta by the rvut.e
•ui,i J)era-Bu ,ti au,l Lohn, ou the frontier between Upper ind and
llduehistau, to tho utmnco to tho llol,m Pas . Captain Bogen,
h,•ing wuch ddayed and hindered on his way to join the army,
Major (now Lirutcnnnt-Ooloncl)

~-~~t~~~:•P:!·

w. M.
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Captain Beavan, who had a shorter distance to travel. arrived first
and joined General Biddulph's column. Captain R~gers accompanied the Multan column, which had eventually to be marched on
Quetta by the circuitous but well known route viii, Sukkur and
Jacobabad. Captain Heaviside, R.E., who was then returning from
furlough, and Captain Holdich and Lieutenant Hobday, who were in
England, were ordered by telegram to proceed to Qnetta without
delay: the former arrived there on the 8th January and the two latter
on the 18th February. Lieutenant Gore, R.E., was transferred from
the Guzerat Survey on the 3rd January and reached Quetta on 13th
February. Finally, Major Campbell, R.E., who had arrived at Bombay
on his return from furlough to Europe and Australia on the 5th
February, was also sent to Quetta, were he arrived on the 20th March.
Each of these officers was provided with as complete an
outfit of instruments as the sudden demand admitted of, to enable
him to execute any work that might be required of him, in the
shape of route surveying, sketching with the plane-table, triangula.
tion, or astronomical observation. A few native surveyors were
attached to the force, and each officer had authority to entertain as
many men as might be required to carry his instruments and render
any other necessary services, engaging them on the spot or getting
them from India, as might be most feasible.
Captain Beavan carried route surveys from a trigonometrical
station on the frontier near Kusmore, along the De..a-Bugti road
as far as Lehri, from the foot of the Bolan Pass to within a
short distance of Q11etta, and from Quetta to Kandahar vii/, Gulistan
Karez, the Khojak Pass, and Chaman. He then accompanied
General Biddulph's force to Girishk, surveying the line of road and
also as much of the country around Girisbk as his opportunities
allowed. On returning to Kandahar, he was employed with other
officers in making a survey of the country around Kandahar, within
a radius of twelve miles, on the scale of one inch to the mile. In
August he was employed in attempting to extend his route survey
between Kandahar and Cbaman into the country on either side, but
was prevented from doing much by the very unfavourable condition
of the atmosphere and by ill-health. He was subsequently sent to
Sibi, where he is still employed.
Captain Rogers carried a route survey from Quetta to ~andahar
viU Gulistan Karez and the Gwaja Pass through the KhwaJaAmran
range. While General Stewart's column wa_s halting in _Pishin,
he ascended the highest peaks of the range with a theodolite, and
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took observations to a number of points on the northern side of
the range and towards Kandahar, which afterwards proved of much
value when supplemented by corresponding observations at Kandahar. He accompanied a force which marched from Kandahar to
Kalat-i-Ghilzai by the direct route and returned by the Arghandab
Valley, surveying both routes and giving out triangulations on
which reconnaissances were based by Captain Sartorius of the 59th
Foot, and Lieutenant Olivier, R.E ., whose services had been made
temporarily available for the survey operations. Returning to
Kandahar in February, he was first employed by the General in
command in compiling a map of the work already done, and then in
aiding the general survey of the country immediately around
Kandahar. During the hot weather he accompanied an expedition
to the Khakrei Valley to the north-west; he also took a share in
the requisite observ<>tions for determining the difference of longitude
between Kandahar and Quetta, electro-telegraphically, l\Iajor
Campbell taking the simultaueous observations at Quetta. In the
middle of August he left Kandahar to return to India, with special
instructions to strengthen and complete the triangulation down to
the points at Qaetta. Although the weather was very much against
him, owing to great heat and continual dense haze, he persevered
with the work and fi,,al!y succeeded in completing it.*
Captain Heavis-ide carried a route survey with a prismatic compass and perambulator from Quetta to Kandahar, checked by
latitude observations at Gulistan Karez, Chaman,andAbdul Rahman.
He was then employed in commencing a survey of the Kadanai
Districts lying to the north-east of the Khwaja Amran range, in
which he was eventually joined by Captain Holdich; and from that
time onwards these two officers worked together, the former
measuring base lines, triangulating, and taking check observations
for latitude and azimuth; the latter sketching all the ground visible
from the hills to which access could be obtained, on the geographical :
scale of ¼inch to the mile.
In the month of Marcb, while still at work in the Kadanai .
District, Captains Heaviside and Holdich received instructions to .
join the column under General Biddulph, which was under orders ·
to return to India by a new and unexplored ronte-the one by ·
• Mnjor Campbell reports tbat C1ttltnin Rogers hnd a moat Rrduous year's work, with a
grenter share than most officers of all the hardships of the campaign, including &II viciel!l.
tudcs of cold null heat, and he deserves great credit for the energy with which he went
through it,

I
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which the Multan column was originally intended to have entered
Afghanistan. They therefore recrossed the Khojak Pass, and surveyed along the southern edge of the Khwaja Amran range to
Balozai, the appointed place of rendezvous, where a halt of three or
four days fortunately afforded time for the measurement of a baseline, the determination of its azimuth, and tbe execution of some
triangnlation connecting witb Captain Rogers's points, which proved
to be of much value in the subsequent operations. The march was
commenced on the 24th March, and was executed at the average
rate of 12 miles a day, some of the marches being over 20 miles in
length. Fort Munro, on the British frontier, was reached on the
17th of April. Tbe route lay through the Bori, Luni, Chamalang,
and Kaho valleys, crossing several mountain passes and passing the
important villag-es of Tai and Chotiali, which has led to its being
called the Tal-Chotiali rout,e. The rapidity with which the force
marched made it impossible to carry a continnous triangulation
across the entire breadth of country; thus after a while Captain
Holdich was dependent on his plane table alone, without any extraneous assistanr-e; but on reaching the Sulimani. range he met
with the trigonometrically-fixed points of the surveys on the Indus,
and his connection with these points sufficed to show that, rapidly as
his work had been executed nnd in parts without any extraneous
assistance, it was as accurate as could be desired for a survey on
the ¼inch scale. From first to last it embraced an area of about
5,000 square miles.
Lieutenant Gore had been specially deputed to Quetta in order
to make a survey of the Pishin Valley for tbe Foreign Department.
After consultation with the political officers, he decided that the
½-inch scale would be the most suitable for the requirements
of the authorities, as regards the amount of detail to be shown
and the speedy production of a map of the country. Measuring
a base-line in Gulistan, he carried on the necessary triangulation
and plane-tabling single banded, connecting the former as soon
as practicable with the triangulation which had been brought
up from Sind. He also accompanied an exploring party under
Captain Wylie over the Toha plat,eau, and another under Captain
Showers round the east and north boundaries of Pishin, and across
a tract of new country stretching from Quetta into the Kadanai plains.
He had a very hard season's work, continued without a bre~k

throughout the hot weather, and bis outturn is excellent both m
quality and quantity, and has been highly commended by General
Sir D. Stewart.
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Lieutenant Hobday carried a route survey from Chaman
to Kandahar, divergiug whenever practicable from the line taken
by his predecessors. He took a large share in the survey operations
near Kandahar, including the Jarge-scale survey of the surrounding
country and the reconnaissance of the Khakrez Valley. He was
much occupied in teaching the use of the plane-table to certain
officers who Jlad been temporarily withdrawn from regimental duty
to assist in the survey operations. But severe attacks of fever
obliged bim to abandon field work and go into recess quarters in
June. Returning towards India with a portion of the force in
August, he was again attacked by fever, but succeeded in making a
large-scale survey of the Khojak Pass, during au unusually protracted halt in the neighbourhood. He was shortly afterwards
sent to Europe on medical certificate.
Major (now Lieutenent-Colonel) Campbell was directed on
reaching Quetta to assume general charge of the operations, as the
senior Survey Officer in Southern Afghanistan, and to be specially
on the look-out to make arrangements with the military and political
authorities to make the most of every opportunity which might
arise for extending our geographical knowledge. .A.t first he availed
himself of an opportunity of visiting the plains of Shorawak, with
a detachment sent there from Gulistan Karez, and he made a routesurvey of about 150 miles, closing on Quetta, through new country
between Pishin and the great central desert of Afghanistan. He then
took observations at Quetta £or determining the difference of longitude
between that place and Kandahar by means of the newly established
electro-telegraph line, Captain Rogers co-operating at the Ka.n dahar
end. Leaving Quetta on the 8th llfay, be accompanied the Political
Officer, Captain Wylie, and Lieutenant Gore on a trip for the explo.
ration of the hitherto almost unknown table-land of Toba, which was
most successful, crossing the plateau in three directions, and thus
permitting of the construction of a really good map. He wrote a
report of the country which has been printed in the Quarter Master
General's Department. Descending from Toba, the party went to
Gulistau Karez, where there happened to be a telegraph station. ·
Major Campbell therefore availed himself thereof to determine the
difference of longitude with Kandahar electro.telegrapbically a .
second time, Captain Rogers again co-operating at Kandahar.*
• Mnjor Campbell reports tbut the t\vo values of the long-itucle of Knndnhar, as referred
by tbes~ measu~Il;lenta to the origin of the Great Trigonometrical Survey, ngree fairly \l'ell,
and ai;s1gn a pos1t1on to Knmlnbar which ie: within a qunrter of n. mile of the position a.fter~vnrdij deduced on.the completion of the triRngnlntion betwee1:1 Kfmdabar and Quett.a. This
1~ fll'- 'ioll.ows :-'l'r,gouometricnl etation on highest buildin..,. Ul Kandab1~r citadel near tbe
centre, v5" 15' 2" east of Greenwich;. a correction of mi1111• 2P30'' ill necessnry to r~duce this
the Mullras observatory, which ill the origiu of
the longitude

;b~~~t1a.t!!r~!~~ia~l~~-of
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H<: then proceeded northwards, taking the route by the Bargb1na
pass, and e,entually arrivecl at Kandahar on the 22nd June, where
he took charge of the suryey offices and the work of calculations
and mapping which remained to be completed. The whole of
the maps wrre submitted in due course to General Sir D. Stewart
for approval aud transmission to the Commander-in-Chief. On the
renewal of hostilities in October, :Major Campbell accompanied the
force under Brigadier-General Hughes to Kalat.i-Ghilzai, and
returued with it to Kandahar in the following month, when,
finding that there was no p1·ospect of furthm· survey work until
after the winter, he applied for and obtained permission to return
to India.
Captain Sartorions of the 59th Regiment, Lieutenants Small and
Lake of the same regiment, Lieutenant Baynes of the 60th Rifles,
and Lieutenant Olivier of the Royal Engineers, were temporarily
employed in the survey operations around Kandahar, and rendered
much valuable assistance. Ma.jor Campbell specially notices the
excellent work done by Captain Sartorius, who is as skilful a
draftsmau as he was subsequently proved to be a swordsman,
in an action with the enemy, when his gallant conduct was the
admiration of all eye-witnesses. Captain Maitland, of the 3rd Sind
Horse, was also on survey duty for a short time in Pishin, with
Major Campbell.
U.-THE OPERATIONS IN THE KURAM VALLEY, AND GENERALI.Y TO THE
SOUTH OF THE SAFED-KOH RANGE.

·when the arrangements alluded to, (see page 206) fell through
Perw,rnel.
in consequence of the war with
Captain R. G. Woodthorp, R.E., Assist- Afghanistan, Captain (now Brevetant Superintendent, 2nd Grade.
Major) Woodthorpe was attached
c~!=~~!~a~~M:.~A.ssistantSuper- (with a native surveyor) to the
Kuram Column, under General (now
Doi11g DU-ty.
h
Lieutenant Manners Smith, Adjutant,
Sir) F. Roberts. For four mont s
Srd Sikh Regiment.
he was the only officer of tbe Survey
Department serving with the column; but he was aided hy Lieutenant Manners Smith of the Panjab Frontier Force, whose services
had been placed at th: disposal of General Roberts for survey work.
In March 1879, Captain Gerald Martin joined the survey.
Captain W oodthorpe accompanied the first advance of General
Roberts' force to the Peiwar in November, 1878, partly along
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the right (south) bank of the Kumm River, vie, Hazir Pir Hild
the Darwaza Pass, and be plane-tabled the country along the
route. He was present at, and took part in the military operations
of the 28th November and of the 2nd and 3rd December; and be
had a marvellously narrow escape during the action of the 2nd,
when, in the dusk of the morning, be went up by mistake to a
breastwork occupied by the enemy, wbo did not discover bis
presence till be was within six yards, when they fired a volley at him.
The stock of his pistol was smashed by a bullet which grazed his
side, and drove a piece of his clothes into bis sketch-book, which
wa~ considerably damaged; but he himself escaped uninjured.
He completed a reconnaissance, on a large scale, of the scene of
action; and on the advance of the force he plane-tabled from the
Pei war along the Ariob* Valley through Ali Kbeyl to Rokian, from
which point, owing to the narrowness of the valley and bis inability
to visit points affording a good view on either flank, be was only
able to carry a route-survey to the Shutargardan Pass. He found
the position of this pass to be considerably erroneous on the old maps.
On his return to .Ali Kheyl he visited the l\fatungeh hill,t about
4½ miles north of Ali Khey1, and accompanied the reconnaissance in
force, through Chapri and Karai in the l\fangal country, to Kuram.
In January he accompanied the expedition into the Khost
Valley viii, Jagi-Maidau, Bahok, and Akubi to l\fatuu, and explored
the valley to the west, in the direction of Degan and Ismail Kheyl.
During this expedition nearly the whole of Khost was mapped.
The Shobakgarh range, between the Kurom River and Khost, was
subsequently visited, and the position of the pass over the range
into Khost was fixed; a route survey of the new road from Ibramzai
near the confluence of the Kuram and Karmana Rivers, vid Hazar~
Pir, to Thal, was also completed.
In the month of March Captain W oodthorpe visited the hill
of Matungeh for a second time, accompanied by Captain Martin.
They obt,.,ined a good view of the country towards Gbazni, and,
notwithstanding the inclemency of the weather, were able to
complete a good deal of work. They also visited the Lakarai Pass
leading from Ali Kbeyl vie, the Surkhab Valley towards Gandamak,
and sketched portions of the Tezin and Jagdalak hills, otherwise
known as the Karkacha range. During May, reconnaissances were
";a~~~~in Gerald Martin states that hitherto this name has erroneously been ,vritten

t

About 12,900 feet above sea-level,
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made to the S~kai and Shntargardan Passes; to the Tarazod peak
near the ~ang10r Pass; to the Istar Pass and head of the Mangior
defile, loo!..,ng over the Ahmed Kheyl conuky; to the Kafartaga
hill and to the Naktek peak over the Ahmed Kheyl and Lajji
country, during which the positions of the Ahmed Kheyl and Lajji
villages were fixed, and a good deal of the topography south and
west of Ali Kheyl was completed.
Subsequently Captains Woodthorpe and Martin visited Sikaram,
the highest peak on the Safed-Koh range (which had already been
ascended from the Jalalabad side by Mr. Scott), with a hope of
being able to take observations, from it and other poiuts on the
crest of this range, to the peaks of the Hindu-Kush range; unfortunately, however, the condition of the atmosphere was unfavourable
for such observations, the hot weather haze having set in, which
shut out all view offar distant ranges.
The limits of the survey approximately are, to the east, a line
drawn from Thal on the Kuram River to the Agram Pass on the
Safed-Koh range; to the north, from the Agram Pass along the
Safed Koh to the Shutargardan Pass; on the west, the water-parting
beyond the basins of the Kuram rtnd the Kbost Valleys; on the
south, the range which forms the southern watershed of Khost.
The total area mapped covers about 3,000 square miles. The scales
of survey adopted were 1 inch to the mile for routes, and ¼inch to
the mile for the geographical work.*
On the conclusion of the Treaty of Gandamak, Captains Woocltborpe and Martin proceeded to the survey head-quarters at :i\lussuri
to complete the mapping; but they had not been there more than a
few weeks when they were ordered to return to Kuram, to join
Sir F. Roberts in his advance on Kabul. Their subsequent operations form a part of those to be described in the report for next
year. Both officers have done much good work. Lieutenant
Manners Smith rendered valuable assistance in route surveys,
military sketches, and mapping, while attached to the survey party.
• Captain Woodthorpe reports that the old map of the Kura.m Valley 1 is exceedingly
accurate as far as the Peiwar Kotal on the north
1 By Lieutenants Garnet, R.E., and bank of the river, but he has been nble to imprn,•e
it a little. An interesting narrati\·e of the events
P. Lumsden, 1857.
1 See also a paper contributed by connected with these operatio?s,_ and _a general
MajorJ. Waterhouse, Assistant Surveyor description of the country and its inhab,1'?-pts, ,vas
General to the Journal Asiatic society contributed by Lieutenant Gerald Martin to the
' October number for 1870, of the "Proceedings of
t II 1879
1 'v 1 XLVIII
B
the Royo.l Geographical Society, Loodon."J
·
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Captain W oodthorpe's very valua hie and varied services have been
suitably recognised by his promotion to a brevet-majority.
IIJ.-THE OPERATIONS IN THE VALLEY OF THE KABUL RIVER, AND
GENERALLY TO THE NORTH OF THE SAFED KOH R ANGE.

On the formation of the Peshawar column, under General Sir
Sa.n1uel Browne, in November, 1878,
P e,-ao,rnel.
(now Lieutenant-Colonel)
Majo, H. c. B. Tanne,, s.c., DcpuLy Major
Ca~~~i~~~s~:h!~~r:.f.~t:PutySuper- Tanner, Captain Samuells, and 1\f.r.
Scott, were attached to the column.
intendent, 3rd grade.
08fi{~~te!d:!:t, 81~f~~~- Assie tant SuCaptain Leach, R.E., joined it in the
00J!te~il~tm~en¾~i~~• J;~e'. A..ssiet.ant
following month of January, and
Captain Strahan, R.E., in April.
Mr. G. B. Scott, Surveyor, 3rd grade.
Each of the first three officers accompanied one of the three
divisions which advanced from J amrud on Ali Masjid by different
routes, at the commencement of the campaign. Captain Samuells
much distinguished himself by carrying on his plane-tabling under
a heavy fire; but, unhappily, he shortly afterwards fell a victim to
typhoid fever, and was brought back to Peshawar, to die there on
21st December.
Major Tanner carried a continuous route survey from Ali
Masjid to Jalalabad, reconnoit.ring the ground on each side as far
as was practicable. He also measured base-lines and executed
triangulations, corn bined with astronomical determinations of latitude and azimuth at Dakka and J aJalabad. He took a number of
observations to tbe peaks of the surrounding hill ranges, both north
and south of the Kabul River; fortunately. lie soon discovered that
several of his points were identical with points which had been
fixed several years previously by Captain Carter and other officers
in the course of the operations of the Great Trigonometrical Survey!
on t,he Trans-Ind us frontier. Thus, though it bad not been possibl
to carry up a triangulation from the British border, these indentifiedi
points became a basis for the survey operations, enabling them toi
rest everywhere on triangulation, and be made independent of furthe~
astronomical observations. Jalalabad, when connected with them,,
was fouud to be about 5 miles nearer to Pesbawar than has hithert ·
been accepted, on the authority of the maps and surveys of former
times.
In May, Major Tanner undertook an exploration into Kafirista
through the Kunar Valley and Chuganistan, and after several
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perilous adventures reached Aret; but there, owing to the hardships
and exposures incidental to the undertaking, his health failed, and
prostrated by fever, he was compelled to abandon bis design and
return to Jalalabad, which be was able to do through the friendly
aid of the Chugani Chief, Azim Khan, and the Malik of Jinjapur.
Captain Leach joined the force in January, and during the two
months he was at work, surveyed a good portion of the Bazar Valley
and the country round Jalalabad, chiefly in the Shinwari country
and on the northern slopes of the Safed-Koh range. At the end
of :March he was compelled to withdraw from all active share in
the operations, in consequence of a severe wound received during
an attack on bis party by Shinwaris, near the villages of Maidanak
and Girdi; bis gallantry bas won £or him the honoured distinction
of the Victoria Cross.
Captain Charles Strahan joined early in April, vice Captain Leach.
He executed a survey of the country between Safed Sang and
Snrkpul, and about 80 square miles north of the road up to the
Surkha-b River; he also made a rough sketch of the Siah-Koh
beyond, up to tbe crest of the first range; and subsequently
he was able to visit the Siah-Kob, and complete some useful
observations to peaks on the Hindu-Kush and in Kafiristan.
From and around Safed Sang he fixed by triangulation nearly all
the prominent peaks visible on the Safed-Koh and Sial1-Koh ranges,
and some on the Karkacba range to the west, which will be most
useful for the extension of survey operations towards Tezin and
Kabul.
Mr. G. B. Scott made a variety of sketches on the scale of two
inches to the mile, in the country to the south of the Kabul River,
and between Jamrud and Dakka, in the Bazar Valley and in the
Shinwari country. In February he was surveying a new route on
the north bank of the Kabul River, accompanied by a small escort,
when be was attacked by a strong party of Mohmunds, and a
hand-to-hand fight ensued in which he desplayed great gallantry
and good judgment, thereby probably saving his whole party from
destruction. Later on, during the prolonged halt at Jalalabad, Mr.
Scott visited the peak of Sikaram (Sikkarram)," the_ highest yoint
on the Safed-Koh range, where he obtained ohservat10ns to distant
peaks all round, including a, very prominent peak to the north,
which he describes as "a pyramid standing far above the heads of
• Also called Sa.id KaITambabR.-ka. Ziarat.
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all the surrounding peaks of the Hindu-Kush." These observations
will be very useful when they can be supplemented by corresponding observations from other stations.
The work completed in tbis section of the operations falls between latitude 33° 55 1 to 34° 30', and longitude 69° 45' to 71° 30'.
It covers an area of about 2,200 square miles, and extends from
Forts Micbni and Jamrud on the British frontier near Peshawar, to
the Surkhab River west of Gandamak, including a little of the
northern and most of the southern portion of the basin of the Kabul
River, On the northern slopes of the Safed-Koh, in the country of
the Sbinwaris and Khagianis, some blanks remain, which were
unavoidable owing to the conditions under which the survey in an
enemy's country was conducted,
A considerable amount of valuable geographical information
was also obtained to the north of J alalabad, in the Dasbt-i-Gumberi
plain and the Lughman valley, from the Daronta Pass to the junction
of the Alishang and Alingar Rivers ; and a more extended sketch,
based upon triangulation, was obtained of the surrounding heads
and bills of the above river valleys and extending westward to the
Badpukt and Tang-i-Sbaidan Passes. Mr. G. B. Scott was also able
to compile a fairly useful map of Tirah, chiefly from native information based on points fixed by the triangulation.

IV.-REPORT ON THE EXPERIENCE GAINED REGARDING 'l'HE SUF·FICIENCY
OF THE GENERAL ORGANISATION OF THE SURVEY OPERA'l'IONS DURING

THE CAMPAIGN IN AFGHANISTAN.

The Secretary of State for India has intimated a desire that
the experience gained during the recent campaign on the work and ·
organisation of the several departments engaged, directly or in- ·
directly, on the conduct of the campaign, sball be reported on and
recorded, "both as regards those measures which on trial have
failed, and those which have succeeded," in order that what has ·
already been gained at great cost will not bave to be re-bought, .
should an army be required again to take the field under similar
circumstances. The present appears to be a suitable place for recording this information, as regards the Survey Department.
The only measure which can really be said to have been "on
trial,'' as regards the survey operations, was the proper equipment
of a number of oflicevs, suddenly collected together from various
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p,crts of India, and even from England, for the duties which they
".11gbt be expected to ~erform. In a few instances it was possible to s~nd officers directly from head-quarters or from survey
parties to JOlll the army, with an equipment of men and instruments
selected by themselves. But in a majority of instances it was not
possible to do so, as when officers were summoned out from England,

or sent up from parts of India at a considerable distance from the
frontier; it was then necessary to send instruments, and a few
native surveyors and khalasees collected from the nearest survey
parties, to meet these officers at some point on the frontier-as
Sukkur, Multan, or Peshawar-to which they were required to
proceed by the shortest possible routes from the places where
they received theil- orders to join the army. The officers who
were in a position to select thefr own men and instruments, appear
to have been fully satisfied with their own arrangements, as
was but natural. Of the remaining officers, none has had any fault,
worth mentioning, to find with the instrumental equipment which
had been provided for him, with the exception of a single officer,
who has reported that if he had not succeeded in securing a spare
set of instruments which bad been sent up and arrived in good
condition, be would have been unable to do anything, as the instru.
ments sent for himself proved on arrival to be unserviceable.
As regards the equipment of native surveyors and men, an
equal amount of satisfaction has not been expressed. Some officers
appear to have almost expected that they would find a complete and
well-organised survey party ready to meet them the moment they
reached the frontier, and to accompany them into the enemy's
country beyond. But to arrange for the formation of such parties
was inipossible dlll'ing the short time available; for the whole of
tbe subordinates of the survey establishments, both Europeans and
Natives, are civilians; and though many of them would gladly
volunteer to serve in an enemy's country, none could be expected
to go there as a matter of course. :Moreover, isolated Hindustan.is
run a very great risk of being murdered in Afghanistan; thus it
seemed desirable fur each officer to entertain Pathans, Bel{whis, or
natives of the country on the border-to be employed as instrument~
ca.rriers, a.nd generally in the meniail operations of the survey-and
not to take more Hindustanis with him than was essentially necessary, in order to secure the assistance of a few trained hands.
Little difficulty appears to have been experienced in entertaining as
many men of the border as were wanted, on the high wages then
being given to camp followers ; but it appears from the reports
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which have been received, that only a few of the officers were
satisfied with these men; the majority would bave preferred employing trained Hindust.anis.
The native surveyors who were sent to Afghanistan were mostly
men who could traverse with the theodolite and chain; they were
found serviceable in carrying route-surveys along the lines marched
over by the troops, while their officers diverged to the right and
left, and sketched as much of the country as they could get sight
of. This was what they were chiefly intended to do. Some disappointment has, however, been felt at the small proportion of these
men who could sketch with a plane-table, write English, and compute skilfully; but the number of natives in the survey department who possess all those qualifications is very small, and it would
have been scarcely possible to send more of them to join the army
than actually were sent. As already observed, none of them are
bouud to serve beyond the frontier; and though natives of Hindustan
will willingly accompany any European officer whom they know,
and can trust to look after their welfare and interests, wherever
be may happen to be sent, they will not readily volunteer to serve
in an enemy's country under officers whom they have never seen, and
of whom they know nothing.
Thus the lesson to be drawn from the experience of the past,
is that officers of the Survey Department, when about to he sent to
join an army in the field, should, if possible, be given sufficient time
beforehand to select their own instruments and men, the latter more
particularly, so that they may start fully equipped with all they
require, instead of having to depend on instruments which may have
to be sent to them from a great distance, and on men collected at
haphazard from various quarters. St.ill, however, the late campaign
bas abundantly shown that much excellent work bas been done by
officers who have not possessed these advantages, but have raced to
the front as fast as they possibly could go, picking up men and instruments, camp equipage and horses, wherever they could find
them on the road, and depe,iding on the natives of the border-and
even of the invaded country-to supply deficiencies in the personnel
of their parties.
So much for the only measure which may be said to have been
"on trial." There are, however, other points which are familar to
the officers of the Indian Survey Department, but are less well known
in the army generally, which may be here noticed.
The duty of a survey officer, campaigning with an army in a
comparatively unknown country, is to obtain general geographical
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information over as wide aa area as possible, as well as to execute
a minute and exact survey of the lines of route followed by the
troops to which he may happen to be attached. When the troops
march with great rapidity, it is impossible to du more than make a
continuous snrvey of the route, excepting under very favourable
conditions in the lie and general configuration of the ground, giving
comma,nding points within easy reach of the line of route. When
the troops bait anywhere for a few days, frequent opportunities of
reconnoitring the surrounding country may occur, which it will be
desirable to make the most of, not only for geographical considera.
tions, but with a view to subsequent military operations.
Tbe instrument par eroeellenee for such work is the plane-table,
either in the form in which it is so extensively usecl in almost all
survey operations in India, or in a modified form giving greater
lightness and portability, and yet retaining the special characteristic of the instrument in enabling the ground to be mapped on the
spot, under direct ocular evidence, instead of elsewhere, on the
evidence of observations recorded in note. books. If a good planetabler is given a base to start from, of which the length and azimuth
are correctly known, and ground to operate in, with a fair proportion of commanding positions and hill peaks which are susceptible
of ready identification, he can survey with great rapidity ; first,
fixing new points, shoulcl tbis not have been done for bim before.
hand, by triangulat,ion; then using these points in their turn to fix
his forward positions, and from them again firing other points, and
so on, until he has laid clown all the surrounding country, to a distance much beyond the positions which he may bave been actually
able to reach. Thus it will be seen that a plane.table is a most
valuable and necessary adjunct to tbe instrumental equipment of a
survey officer attached to an army.
When tbe troops march very rapidly, and the route lies through
a country which is flat and devoid of commanding positions, or
in valleys which are hemmed in by inaccessible bills, or in tracts
of forest, tbe plane-table is at a disadvantage as compared witb tbe
theodolite ; for, in such circumstances, the usual method of routesurveying with a theodolite and cha.in or perambulator, or with a
subtense instrument and recording the observations on the spot and
subsequently worki~g out the results, either by calculation or protraction, may be exptcted to give a better and more accurate route.
survey than would be got by plane-tabling.
There will be more or less of liability to error 1n all survey
operations wbich are conclucted with great rapidity, as presupposed
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above, both for the plane-table and the theodolite surveys; it is
therefore desirable to check the operations from time to time by
astronomical observations of latitude and azimuth; also by absolute
longitude observations as well, whenever the troops are encamped
long enough at any place to permit a sufficient number of observations being taken; or, better still, by differential longitudes,
determined electro-telegraphically, whenever a line of telegraph has
been established with the army. Thus the survey officer with an
army should be supplied with a suitable instrument to enable him
to take astronomical observations for the determination of latitude,
azimuth, time, and longitude.
For this reason, several of the survey officers in Afghanistan
were supplied with a 6-inch transit theodolite-an instrument which
has a complete vertical circle, and an eye-piece fitted with a pair of
"subtense micrometers," which are intended to measure small
angles subtended by distant objects in the field of the telescope.
It is described in General Thuillier's "Manual of Survey for India"
(3rd edition, page 132J; also in "Hints to Travellers" by the
Royal Geographical Society, 4th edition, page 33. It may be called
a, universal instrument ; for it is not only well fitted for astronomical
observations, as well as the ordinary measurement of horizontal
angles, but it enables the distances of objects of known length to be
determined very readily, with the aid of the subtense micrometers,
thus permiHing measuring chains to be dispensed with in 'running
traverses and measuring base-lines. It req aires delicate manipulation, but in skilful hands it is capable of yielding admirable results.
It weighs 31 lbs. when packed in its box, the stand weighing 10 lbs.
more, and it is probly the lightest instrument yet constructed which
is capable of such universal application.
A few 4-inch and 5-inch theodolites were also supplied; the ·
former are particularly useful when a very light aud handy in- .
strument is required, which can be carried about on horseback;
for their weight, when packed, is less than 15 lbs., and they pack
into a small box.
The plane-tables were of the ordinary pattern and size, 30"
by 24", as constructed in the Mathematical Instrument Department
at Calcutta, with magnetic compasses, sight rules, and tripod stands. ·
Their weight is nearly as follows:11 lbs.
Plane-table . ..
Sight rule and magnetic needle
2 "
Tripod stand, folding 8 lbs., or braced
12 ,,
For a full description of the instrument, see pages xxili. and xxiv.
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Appendi~ to General Thuillier's "Manual of Survey," 3rd
of
edition. Its weight and bulk are its only objection, as it cannot be
conveniently carried about by less than two men, one for the table,
the other for the stand; but our officers appear to have succeeded
in getting their plane-tables taken up to every point, however high
and difficult of access, which was reached by themselves during the
campaign. The paper is mounted on the table; but by employing
paper which is mounted on strong cloth and may be rolled up without injury, and pinning the portion which is being drawn oo, down
to the table, much smaller tables may be used, thereby materially
diminishing the weight, and larger sheets of paper could be
employed, which would sometimes be found an advantage.
The amount of clerical work which bad to be done by the
survey officers, in the preparation of bills of all kinds and indents
for carriage and rations, was occasionally found to be very trying
and to interfere greatly with their ordinary work. Making copies
of their surveys as fast as completed, for the use of the military and
political a,1thorities, and for the Surveyor General's Office, was also
found to be a great and serious tax on their time. A light and
portable machine for reproducing maps would have been invaluable
to each officer, and enquiries and experiments are now being made
with a view to producing something of the kind, which may be of
service hereafter. It is desirable that every survey officer should,
whenever possible, have the assistance of a native surveyor or
drafts man to make tracings of his maps and perform all such clerical
work as may be wanted.
It may be added that an officer requires to be well skilled
in each of the several branches of survey operation, in order that be
may be in a position to make the most of all the opportunities which
will be afforded him of achieving a survey of an enemy's country.
He should be fertile in expedients for carrying on bis work, without
material error, whenever any breaks of continuity occur in consequence of the rapidity of the movements of the force which he is
accompanying. He should be a good practical astronomer, a good
computer, a good observer, "ud a good draftsman. In the ordinary
routine of work in the Survey Department, there is a division of
Jabour, of which the result is that an officer may become highly
efficient in certain portions of the survey operations, and yet know
nothing practically of the others, because be bas not bad, and is
unlikely to have, any call or occasion to undertake them. Thus the
officers selected for the survey operations in Afghanistan were chosen
in equal proportions from the three branches-the Trigonometrical,
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the Topographical, and the Revenue-of the Survey Department, in
order that some officer might he present, with each column, who
would be qualified for at least one if not more of the operationsastronomical observation, triangulation, route.surveying, and topo ..
graphical plane-tabling-which might be required at any moment.
The conjoint operations of these officers have furnished results which
may be pronounced decidedly satisfactory, in quantity as well as
quality, considering the manifold difficulties under which they were
accomplished.

Exfract fl'om the General Report on the Operatwns of the Sl<rvey

in India during 1879-80.
The officers who had operated with the army in Northern Afghanistan, during the first year of the war, were withdrawn from
the field when the army retired on the conclusion of the Treaty of
Gandamak, and were occupied in bringing up their calculations and
and completing their maps at the Mussuri head-quarters, when
intelligence was received in September, 1879, that an army would
at once be sent to Kabul, in consequence of the massacre of the
British embassy. Immediate measures were, therefore, taken to
organise two field parties, one under Major R. G. Woodthorpe,
R.E ., to proceed via Kuram and the Shutargardan, to join the
column under General Sir F. Roberts; t,he other, under Captain
Holdicb, R.E., to proceed via Peshawar and J alalabad, to join the
column under General Bright. The formation of these two parties
was deemed expedient, so as to secure as much topography as
possible along the two lines of advance. Eventually both parties
met at Kabul, where they were employed in making the most of
every opportunity which was presented by the movements of the
forces to add as much as possible to the geography of the surrounding country ; in continuation of the preceding surveys, they
operated westwards and south wards, up to the Pughman Range
and over almost all the country which is drained by the Logar,
Shiniz, and other afHuents of the Kabul River.
Some additional geography was obtained in Southern Afghanistan,
between Kandahar and Girishk, and along the va.Jleys to the west
and north-west of Kandahar. A connection with the operations
i11 N, rtbern Afghanistan was also made by the survey of the route
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from Kandahar to Ghazni, through the Khushk.i-rud, Tarnak and
Ghazni Valleys. In Beluchistan a rough reconnaissance was made
of a considerable portion of the country north of Sibi, inhabited
by the Jlfarri tribes, and detailed surveys were commenced in the
plains around Sibi and Dadur.
These operations will now be described in the following order :
1st, Northern Afghanistan; 2nd, Southern Afghanistan; and 3rd,
Beluchistan; to be followed by, 4th, a report on the general organisation of survey operations with an army in the field.

I.-THE OPERATIONS IN NORTHERN AFGHANISTAN,

On the re-occupation of Gandamak, in November, 1879, by the
advanced brigade of General Bright's
Perso,m t l.
<.,"nJ:~tiS!pe1;i~~~~:e!·.E3~f~~j~~g division, under Brigadier-General C.
M;_;.;'de.E. ll. Claudius, Sur\·eyor, 4th Gough, the surrrey party, under Capt.
Mr. W. w. McNair, Assist.ant Surveyor Holdicb, R .E., joined the brigade.
•r\~~t fi~~s~,-ve.rors (The Munshi and Captain C. Strahan, R.E., bad preT"iously executed a triangulation in
Bozda.r) .
the J alalabad Valley and beyond as far as Gandamak, and bad fixed
points on the Karkacha Range to the west, which were of much use
in extending the topography into the plains of Kabul. Additional
triangnlation was required to connect the operations in this quarter
with those of Major Woodthorpe in the Kuram Valley a,nd around
the Sbutargardan Pass, and to complete tbe general system of triangulation in N ortbern Afghanistan. This was effected in due
conrse, as oppol'tunities offered on the advance of the troops.
:Major R. G. Woodthorpe's party, which had proceeded viuthe Kuram
Valley, reached Ali-Khey], on the 4th
Persomul.
0 ~t~~~~.
St~erfn1~~: October, a few clays after the force
under General Sir F. Roberts had acldent,2mli:rrade.
C~~~-~!~~;t~~;~f:~~Ji. A.s 8iatnnt-Super- vancedon Kabul. Here it was detained
until ner1rly the end of October, when
~;h ~u/ve~i~H~1
General Hugh Gough arrived n.t the Sbutarga.rdan Pass, _with orders
to with,lrnw the garrisons from the posts there and at Ah-Kheyl, and
take them on to Kabul. A day's bait at the Sbntargardan enabled
Major W oodtborpe to ascend a Lill in the neighbourhood, from w hic_b a
good view was obtained, enabling much wor~ to be _done, both with
the theodolite and plane-table, but for wluch M:a1or Woodthorpe
would not have been able to connect the triangulation of the Kuram

<t:~~~t l;:l~fiuf·
~:~~;h
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Valley with that of the Logar and Kabul Valleys, which now together
form a cont,innous series from Thal round via Kabul to J alalabad.
At first, however, little could be done in the way of triangulation, and it was found necessary to base the topography on a
traverse with a subtense theodolite from the Shutnrgardan Pass
vi(J Kushi to Kabul, and even this was executed with considerable
difficulty, owing to the length of the marches with the troops.
Points determined by this traverse were every night plotted on a
plane-table, and, with the aid of these, Captain Martin was enabled
to make a fairly accurate preliminary reconnaissance of most of the
Logar Valley on the scale of 1 inch to 4 miles.
The party arrived at Kabul on the 4th November, 1879, and
Captain T. H. Holdich, .R.E., as the senior departmental officer,
assumed charge of all further survey operations in Northern
Afghanistan.
Mr. Ogle, of Major Woodthorpe's party, was detained in the
Kuram Valley, and accompanied General Tytler's column into
.the Zaimukht country, west of Kohat, where he secured topography
to the extent of 880 square miles in country which was very little
known. On completion of this work he proceeded to Kabul, and
took part in the survey under Captain Holdich.
On the occupation of Kabul and partial investment of Sherpur
by Mabomed Jan's forces in December, the officers of the survey
were temporarily t.ransferred to the Field Engineer Department,
and either assisted in the construction of defensive works, under
Colonel Perkins, the Chief Engineer, or were placed on the personal
staff of the Brigadiers and Generals Commanding. After the defeat
of llfahomed Jan, Captain Holdich and lliajor Woodthorpe accompanied a brig,;de to the Koh Daman, and succeeded in mapping
a portion of the country on the ¼-inch scale, and establishing two
trigonometrical stations there.
Captain Holdich then joined General Bright'• division in the
Lughman Valley. Afterwards he accompanied General Sir F.
Roberts on his• march through the Logar Valley, taking advantage
of this opportunity to make a leisurely re-survey of the valley on
the ½-inch scale. Major Woodtborpe at the same time considerably
improved and extended the triangulation in this valley, and fixed a
number of poiuts on the Altimor, Pughman, Deh-i-Sabz, and Karkatcba Ranges.
In April General Ross proceeded with a division through Ma.idan
townrds Ghazni, to meet Sir Donald Stewart, then advancing
from Kandahar. Major Woodthorpe accompanied this force, and
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was [Ible to extend the triangulation and topography towards the
head of the Logar River, the sources of which have now been
"pproximately fixed. He also ascended two points on the Pughman Range at elevations of 14,400 and 15,000 feet; but, unfortunately the weather at this time had become hazy, and he was
unable to take observations to the distant peaks on the Hindu Kush.
In June and July Captain l\Iartin accompaniecl General C. Gough's
brigade into the Koh-i-Damau and Kohistan, where he mapped 700
square rniles on the ½-inch scale, and was successful in obtaining
information regarding the courses of some of the rivers issuing from
the Hindu Kush, and flowing through the Kabul Valley.
Nr. Claudius completed the topography of the country from
Gandamak to Kabul on the ½-inch scale, and under the escort and
guidance of a friendly Khan of Tezin, he mapped the important bit
of country which borders the route across Lata band and the Haftkotal Passes. This part of his work was exeouted at considerable
personal risk, and he was badly frost-bitten in carrying it through.
Mr. W.W. NcNair completed the survey of portions of the Asphan
and Hisarak Valleys, west of Gandamak and of the Lughman
V "lley, both on the 1-inch scale, and subsequently be executed a
large amount of excellent topography in the Logar Valley, on the
½-inch scale.
In April two officers of the Royal Engineers, Lieut. the Hon.
M. G. Talbot and Lieut. F. B. Longe, were attached to the Survey
for duty, and did excellent work both as plane.tablers and in taking
a share in the calculations for the general reduction of the observations.
The Native Sub-Surveyors were found particularly useful
throughout the campaign from the fact of their being able to move
about the countrv without much personal risk, even in disturbed
portions of the co~ntry; their services were also largely utilised in
pushing forward the military survey of the country a.round Kabul
and Sherpur on the 4-inch scale.*
• Captain Holdich reports as follows of the services of these men :" The Munshi carried on the mapping (on the large sco.lo of four in.cbes t_o the mile) of
the Sherpur cantonments and of the conntry immediate]:',' rom1d 1t, durrng the actual
})l'f)'"'ress of the investment' and thus 1·cnll:r executed some most uscfu~ military w_ork. He
confinued to work through 'the city and surrounding districts immed10.tely the su:ge was
raised, and !Jefore it would ha-ve )Jeen possible for any Ew-openn to ha~•e been so employed .
From u. purel:r military point of view thii:i part of his work was most. 1mJlo1-to.nt._ Ho nlso
undertook an exploration t'id the Kunnr River into Knfirista.n, tro.vellmg as a nnt,ve doctor.
'l'bere is every renson to suppose he could have succeeded in reaching Kafirista.n (for he
was never suspected nt any time), but for an unfortunate rise of tbo Safis and Debga.m,
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The total area mapped in Northern Afghanistan during the
season is roughly estimated by Captain Holdich at 10,300 square
miles, to which should be added 880 square miles in the Zaimukht
country, making in all 11,180 square miles, of which 64 square
miles were clone on the 4-inch scale, 1276 on the 1-inch, and the
remainder on the ½-inch and ¼-inch scales, in about equal proportions.

IL-THE OPERATIONS IN SOUTHERN AFGHANISTAN.

On completing the survey of Pishin, which is mentioned in
Peraomiel.
the last report, (see page 209),
Lieut. st. G. c. Gore, R.E., Assistant- Lieutenant
Gore, R.E., received
saidulla. instructions from Lieut.-General Sir
Khan.
D. Stewart, K.C.B., to proceed to
Kandahar vie, the Bargbana route, which had not been previously
sUI·veyed. Accordingly he made a sketch of the route and the surrounding country, and amalgamated it with the previous surveys on
the more direct routes to Kandahar. On arrival at Kandahar he
was employed in making surveys of the surrounding country,
including an area of 160 square miles in the fertile and well cultivated country along the banks of the Argandab and Dori Rivers to
their junction, which he mapped on the 1-inch scale. He also
extended the triangulation towards Giriskh.
Subsequently he accompanied an expedition into the Argastan
Valley, which proceeded as far as the village of Bodozai, about 8 miles
between the point where the river issues from the bills. The Sundarzai
villages were also visited, and the Tagak Kotal, through which an
excellent road passes into the Tarnak Valley, was explored. Tbis
road was afterwards used by the 1st Brigade of the Ghazni column
on their march towards Kabul. Lieut. Gore states that" Of the three rivers forming the Argastan basin the Kushk-iRud is the smallest; its total length is about 50 miles. A fair body
of water, however, comes down it, but it is very brackish and nasty

Sl~~~~l;~~:1t!~\Jf~~d!~d

which took plnce most unexpectedly. Rctnrning to Kabul, be was next employed in mnpping a pnrt of the district ndjoining Knbul (stretching through the Cbardeh plain to the
district of Pugbman), which had been entirely closed to Em·opean officers, and which it
nppenred likely would altogether remain a blank. Here he succeeded perfectly, and
finished a valuable bit of 1-incb topography, extending to the main crestof the Pughlllan
Range.

"Saidnlla was further occupied, for some time p1·e,·ions to the evacuation of Kabul, in
Mmpleting a portion of topography near the line at Jalalnbncl, where it wns advisable to
employ native mthcr than Euro1>ean agency.''
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to drink .. Of the remaining two the Argastan has probably the
larger basm, as a good deal of the drainage, which on old map~ was
shown as running into the Kadanai, is now known to flow into the
Argastan. The Lora River is said to take the overflow drainage of
Lake Ab-i-Istada, and when the lake overflows the river water
comes clown very salt."
From Badozai the expedition turned to the south and marched
skirting the main range of hills through the Kadanai pl•in until
it reached Dabrai on the road from Quetta to Kandahar. A good
reconnaissance of all this country was made, and was based on
Subsequently when General
t,~gonometrically fixed points.
Stewart's force advanced from Kandahar on Kabul, vid Ghazni,
Lieutenant Gore accompanied it, and was attached to the 1st
Brigade, which commenced its march on the 30th March. The
route taken led for two days up the Tarnak Valley, thence across
the Tagak Pass, on the watershed between the Tarnak and
Argastan Rivers into the Khushk-i-Rud Valley, at the head of
which it crossed an almost imperceptible watershed, and re-entered
the Tarnak Valley, opposite to, but about 10 miles to the east of,
Kalat-i-Ghilzai. From this point onwards the route followecl the
foot of the Surgarh hills, which form the eastern flank of the 'l'arnak
Valley, up to within a short distance of Shahjui, in latitude 32° 31"
where the 1st Brigade joined the main body of the army. The
whole force then advanced into the valley of the Ghazni River, and
fought the battle of Ahmed-Khel on the 19th April, and reached
Ghazni two days afterwards.
Up to Shahjui Lieutenant Gore's work was based on trigonometrically fixed points, but beyond he bad to rely on plane-table
fixings and traversing uutil he reached the Wardak Valley abo,·c
Ghazni, and was able to effect a junction with the survey brought
down by Major W oodthorpe from Kabul. While halting at Gbazni
Lieutenant Gore made a large-scale sketch of the ground in the
vicinity of the city, in which he was assisted by several officers of
He accompanied a small force sent to reconnoitre the
the force.
Altamur Pass, and had hoped to reach the summit of the pass, and
obtain a good view of the Zurmut Valley beyond, but this was
found impracticable, as the hills were occupied in considerable force
On reaching Kabul Lieutenant Gore was permitted
by the enemy.
by Sir Donald Stewart to return to India, in order to complete his
mapping.
Major E. P. Leach, V.C., had proceeded to Europe on sick
leave, in consequence of a wound received during the first cam~
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prugu. On his return he was sent to Kandahar to be available-in
communication witb Colonel St. John, R.E., the Political Officer
-for any survey work which might be wanted. Few opportunities
were presented for survey operations, but Major Leach succeeded in
reconnoitring a portion of the .Argandab Valley, and in extending
tbe previous year's survey of the Khakrez Valley eastwards for some
distance. He also fixed a number of the peaks ou tbe watershed
between the Argandab and the upper waters of tbe 'l'irin Valley,
and obta.ined some valuable information concerning the passes into
and across the Hazara country. Unfortunately" Tbe wbole of this material, together with a series of valuable
notes concerning the Hazaratribes and country, was lost during the
retreat from Mai wand and during the subsequent evacuation of the
Kandahar cantonment."
The survey portion has, however, since been replaced during an
exploration made by Lieutenant the Hon. M. G. Talbot, R.E., and
Lieutenant F. B. Longe, R.E., and Major Leach has drawn up from
recollection and some brief notes which he had saved, a resume of
the information which he had collected of the Hazara country and
people, and has embodied the results on a sketch map, which, he
says-" is so far valuable that it gives an idea of tbe gcue1·al lie of a
country which is at present a perfect blank, and the relative positions
inter se of the more important tribal divisions."
At the beginning of June Major Leach sketched a portion of
the M.aiwand district, which lies at the foot of the Shah llfaks(1d
Range, and is intermediate between the Garmao and Khakrez
Valleys, in continuation of the previous survey of the Khakrez
Valley. He subsequently accompanied General Burrows's force to
Giriskb, and did good service on the staff during the disastrous
battle of Maiwand aucl retreat to Kandahar. He was then appointed
Brigade Major of Engineers, and served in that capacity throughout
the defence of Kandahar and in the subsequent battle of Kandahar,
when the enemy, under Ayub Khan, were defeated by the British
troops, uncler General Sir J!'. Roberts. For some time a.fter these
events further survey operations at a distance from Kandahar were
impracticable; meanwhile a survey of the city and its environs was
commenced on the scale of 6 inches to the mile.
Lieutenant the Hon. M. G. Talbot, R.E., and Lieutenant Louge,
R.E., accomp,mied General Sir F. Roberts in his memorable march
from Kabul to Kandahar ; they were present at the battle of Kandahar, and have since been employed in such survey operations as
the movements of the troops enabled them to undertake.

III.-T,rn

0PERA'rIONS IN

BswcmsTAN.

In September, 1879, as there was no immediate prospect of
more surr-ey being undert,aken in
Penom,el.
Major R. Beavan,

s.

C. , Assistant Su-

Southern Afghauistan, :Major Bea van

iletnJ~nJ~C~xen, Assistant Surveyor, was directed to proceed from KandaM;st :rag~rkery, Ase1st.ant SurveJ01, bar to Quetta to survey the count.ry
between and around Quetta and S1bi
arc1 gracle.
as opportunities offered. On arrival at Quetta he found that an
expedition was about to start under the Political Officer, Captain
Showers, to explore the route to Sibi, vid the Hamra Pass. Furnished with the approximate positions of several prominent peaks
which had been fixed by previous triangulation, he proceeded via
Astangi through the Tiri defile to Sangan, whence he accompanied Sir
R. Sandeman to Sibi vicl Harnai, leaving Captain Showers to explore
the country to the north for a direct road to Sharigh and Dargi.
While at Harnai he was able to visit the hill of' 'rorgarh, about
six miles to the south, from which a good view was obtained of all
the conntry towards Sangan and Nari.
Afterwards he went to Khost in the Dargi Valley, where he met
Sir R. 'remple, Governor of Bombay, and accompanied him to
Tai, from which place he subsequently accompanied military
expeditions towards Chotiali and to Baghao and Smalan on the
north-east.
Major Beavan had considerable difficulties to contend against, as
the disturbed state of the country prevented him from deviating to
any distance from the routes followed by the troops; but he succeeded in making a rough reconnaissance on the scale of 1 inch= 4
miles, of about 2,500 square miles between tbe parallels of' 29° 15
and 30° 20' anrl the meridians 67° 10' and 68° 50' extending from
Quetta to Tal-Chotiali, and down to Sibi, which was of much use
afterwards to the engiueers employed in laying out the new line of
railway. He also completed some triangulation near Sibi and Dadnr.
'l'he assistant surveyors (lllessrs. Coxen and Corkery*) completed
a survey of 1,500 square miles around Sibi, Mitri, and Dadur, in
2 miles.
detail, on the scale of 1 inch
Major Beavan proceeded in April to the Head Quarters at
Mussuri, with his field maps and original records and observations,

=

• Major Beavnn reports that "both Messrs. Coxen and Corkery have undergone a. great
amount of very hnrd work, and hacl difficulties and privations to encoun~er, 'l'~e w~rk
they have turned out bu.s been carefully doi.e, and tbt:y htw~ ~ucceetl:c~ m dealing \\'.1tb
the Pathan and Beluchi inhabitants of the country without 1·aiswg oppos1t1on or p1·ovokmg
com1)htints, which l cow;ider highly (;J.·cdit.ablc to them,"
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with a view to completing the calculations and preparing the fair
maps. This work done, he returned to Sibi in July, to resume
field oper:itions whenever and wherever it might be found practicable to operate in the bill tracts of Bcluchistan lying on the
northern frontier of the Province of Sincl.

IV.-ON TIIE GENERAL OnaANISA'J'ION OF SuRYEY OPERAnoNs

w1rrH AN ARMY IN ·rHE FIELD,

In the General Report for last year, a special report on the
experience gained regarding the sufficiency of the general organisation of the survey operations during the campaign in Afghanistan
was made, under the instructions from the Secretary of State for
India, prescribing that all experience on the work and organisation
of the several departments engaged, directly or indirectly, on the
conduct of the campaign, should be reported on and recorded for
future guidance.
During the present year a committee was assembled at Kabul,
under the orders of General Sir Donald Stewart, G.C.B., for the
purpose of considering the equipment necessary for a survey party
in the field. 'rhe committee was composed of Lieut.-Colonel Stewart-,
of the Guide Corps, as president, and Major Woodthorpe and Captain
Holdich, of the Survey Department, as members. Their recommendations were as follows : " 1. A survey party should consist of one officer (who should be
both accustomed to triangulate and to use the plane table) and of
two assistants (one of whom should be competent to triangulate) as
topographers for each column operating on an independent line in
a country where no survey has hitherto been made.
" The native establishment for a party of tbia size should be as
follows:For 1 officer
7 fol1owers } inclusive of interpreters and
,, 2 officers 10
,,
permanent guides.
"The addition of native sub-surveyors must depend entirely on
the nature of the country under survey, but when they are employed
extra public followers, at the rate of at least one per sub-surveyor,
will be necessary.
" 2. The instruments for the equipment of such a party wi.11
be as follows : 1 six.inch subtense theodolite, with full vertical circle
and tripod stand;
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5 plane-tables, viz., one for the officer in charge and two
for each assistant.
" The two for each assistant should be interchangeable on one
staucl, and should be of different sizes and portability. The Committee are of opinion that the plaiu deal table, 30" x 26", has, on
the whole, been found to be of the greatest use on account of its
superior size and stability. It can be slung with its stand on a mule
or pony without difficulty, and cau be used with cav,.lry. But each
assi8tant should also be provided with a lighter, smaller, and more
portable table, which can be conveniently slu11g on a man's back; a
really port,.ble table of this sort has yet to be devised, as also the
best kind of stand.
"Each officer or assistant should also be provided with the following minor instruments and books, viz. :2 trough needles, 1 sight-rule, 1 telescope or binocular, 1
aneroid barometer, 1 prismatic compass and stand, 3 thermometers £01· determining the boiling point of water, ordinary
air thermometer, l Gunter scale, 1 beam compass, l small
box instraments, 1 Shortrede's log. Tables, 1 Chambcrs's log.
tables, 1 auxiliary tables for facilitating the computations of
the Great Trigonometrical Survey.
The officer in charge should cany in addition:1 Abney 's level, 1 set scales, 1 maximum and minimum ther•
mometcr, l Nautical Almanac, 1 prismatic sub tense instru•
ment, 1 parallel ruler, 1 pantagraph, 1 Manual of Surveying,
2 sets measuring tapes (steel), 1 perambulator, lamps for
observing, l' 6".heliotrope, 1 chronometer watch, 1 portable
sun-dial, spare compass and drawing pens.
" 3.-Stationery.-The ordinary forms in use should be in.
dented for before starting, in quantities suited to the nature
of the work likely to be undertaken, but not more than three
month's supply either of forms or stationery need ever be
carried.
"4. Office tentage and baggage allowance should. be on th.e _s~mc
scale as that of the senior Qua,•ter-1Iaster General with the d1ns10u.
" 5. In addition to the usual personal baggage scale, the following will be required for the head quarters' camp:Office tent
150 lbs.
20
,, table ...
160 ,,
Stationery and small instrument
50 ,,
Maps and data
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"For public followers 1 sopoy's pal, holding 17 persons, or its
equivalent in smaller tents.''
These recommendations were made on the following assumptions regarding the nature and extent of the work to be undertaken
by the Survey officers : " .A..-That a large extent of country, embracing several
thousand square miles, may be either actually visited or sketched
from a distance during the course of a campaign.
" B.-That every surveyor should be equipped to act independently, if necessary.
"C.-That there may be no opportunities of visiting any portion of the ground twice, and therefore that all surveying must be
done pcwi passu, with the more or less rapid movements of troops
along the main lines of communication.
"D.-That maps are to be compiled and traced in the field, so
that all the work of the Survey can be put into the hands of the
Generals concerned as speedily as possible.
"E.-" That the topographical operations are not to consist
merely of surveys of the lines of route, but are to embrace as much
as possible of the surrounding country, and must, therefore, be exe•
cuted on a trigonometrical basis ; consequently, that the surveyors
must always work together in pairs, one doing the triangulation,
the other the topographical sketching; for, when the troops are
marchiug rapidly, it is impossible for any single man to do both,
and each is req tti.red to supplement the other.
"F.-That the Survey Office with the Army will be the
general depot for all maps of the country which may be published
by the Surveyor General's Department, and be supplied for disti~bution as required.
"G.-That the sanctioned allowance of baggage and equipment
for e,ery officer in the field who is employed in transport, commissariat,
or auy other duties which oblige him to carry his own camp equipage,
and make it impossible for him to join a mess, is 400 lbs."
'rhe recommendations were obviously much influenced by the
circumstance that the military occupation of Afghanistan was long
protracted, so that the whole of the equipment specified by the
committee had been found to be necessary. It will be obvious, however, that much valuable work of military survey and reconnaissance may be done by officers who are equipped more lightly, with
instruments fewer in number and of a smaller size; and indeed that
when a force bas to march with great rapidity through an eneD1y's
country, as in General Sir E'. Roberts's march from Kabul to Kan•

',I
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dahar, it would be absolutely necessary to restrict the equipment 0£
each Smvey officer to what might be readily carried about by himself and one or two attendants.
It will be obvious that the nature of the equipment must
be materially influenced by the nature of the duty which the
officer has to perform, that is to say, by the consideration whether
he is expected to make a general geographical survey of as much as
can be seen of the country, or a cletailecl topographical survey of
the principal military roads and lines of communication, and the
grnund iu their immediate neighbourhood. Both surveys may be
invaluable to the officers commanding the forces, but it is scarcely
possible for both to be performed satisfactorily by the same individuals and the same processes of operation. The general geographical
survey of the country is not required to give much minute detail,
but it must be conducted with some precision, in order that what it
does give may be accurate; on the other hand, the topographical
sketches and reconnaissances are required to give full details of the
configuration of the ground on both sides of the principal military
lines of communication, and more particularly lo show all the hills
by which the roads are commanded; for them, however, fullness of
detail is of infinitely greater importance thau precision of execution.
The geographical survey is mostly of value for rapid strategical
n10vements over a large area of country, while the topographical
is mostly of value to aid a general officer in determining the best
disposition of his troops in action or wherever liable to be attacked
by an enemy. The geographical survey must necessarily be made
on a much smaller scale than the military topographical sketches,
and it would be of very little use wherever minute detail is
required; but, on the other hand, the topographical sketches wonld
by no means snffice of themselves for the construction of a really
accurate map of the country.
In the first Afghan War a large amount of route surveying
was executed. It was mostly done on the scale of 1 inch = 1 mile,
and some of it appears to have been of very good quality; but few,
if any, attempts were made to carry o·~ a general geographical survey
of the country pari passu, with the military route surveys.
Thus,
when the latter came to be combined together, large gaps were found
to exist in our know ledge of the country ; sufficient data were ~ot
even forthcomina for an accurate combination of the work which
had been done, the result being that in the maps of Afgh~nistan,
which were executed on the basis of the route surveys, the cities 0£
Kabul and Kandahar arc shown 1·espectivcly as 7 and 15 miles west
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of their true positions relatively to places in the same parallels of
latitude on the British frontier.
It was the chief duty of the officers of the Survey Department
who served in the last Afghan war to endeavour to obtain as much
information as possible of the country at large, and not merely
to operate on the military lines of communication. For this purpose
they we1•e directed to make general maps of the country- on scales
of ½an inch or ¼of an inch to the mile, as might he most suitable
in each case-by the method of plane-tabling on a trigonometrical
basis; also to carry route surveys, on the 1-inch scale, with the most
suitable instruments available, over the principal roads traversed by
the troops. They were, of course, expected to make themselves
generally useful whenever occasions might arise for their employment on other duties; but it was contemplated that whatever work
of military reconnaissance and sketching on scales larger than that
of 1-inch to the mile might be required, would be done by some of
the numerous field engineers and staff officers attached to the
army, who were more. or less skilled in the performance of such
duties. Thus, it has resulted that the bulk of their work is on the
¼ and ½-inch scales; their route surveying on the 1-inch scale
became generally merged into their smaller scale maps; they surveyed Kandahar and the surrounding country within a radius of
ten miles on the 1-inch scale. and Kabul and its environs on the
4-inch scale; but the bulk of the work of military reconnaissance
was done chiefly on the 6-inch scale, by field engineers and staff
officers who were attached to the several divisions of the army;
regimental officers were also largely employed in making field
sketches and reports.
The Surveyor-General is of opinion that this separation of the
work of precise military survey from that of approximate military reconnaissance, the former being al1ottcd to the professional
military surveyor, i;he latter to the staff officer or field engineer, is
a judicious arrangement which deserves official recognition, and
should be laid down as a rule for future guidance. It was found to
work well on the whole during the late campaign, though it was not
formally introduced, but merely carue to be adopted in course of
time as the most appropriate way of employing the several officers
whose services were available for the various kinds of work to be
performed. Had the principle been generally adopted from the
outset, even better results might have been obtained, and there are
many excellent reasons for its adoptiun in future campaigns in
India. The survey of a large extent of country, more particularly
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~uring hurried movements of troops, is one which is obviously more
hkely to be performed satisfactorily by a military officer who has
been constantly practising the duties of a professional surveyor
than by a field engineer or staff oll:icer who has been as constantly
employed on other duties. On the other hand, in the work of
military reconnaissance, the professional surveyor may, from want
of military training, be often at a disadvantage as compared with
the staff officer, and may not succeed as well in obtaining local
information on various points affecting the movement of the troops,
which is usually of great value to a general officer, and may even
be of more importance than the topographical sketches ; this work
should, therefore, be performed whenever possible by staff or regimental officers, rather than professional surveyors. Such division
of labour has the further advantage of employing each officer
on that work in the success of which he is most immediately
interested.
The recent publication of the report of the Committee appointed by the Secretary of State for War to report on the
System of Instruction for Military Sketching and Surveying, in
the British Army, affords the Surveyor General an opportunity of
offering suggestions on the recommendations of the Committee on
two points of importance which may well receive further consideration. First, the " re-introduction of the plane-to,ble in its simplest
form" as an instrument of survey; and, secondly, the "substitution
of the system of showing hill features by shading in mezzotint,
with stump and powdered chalk, or lead from a pencil, for the one
now in force of indicating them by horizontal hachures."
The Committee recommend the re-introduction of the planetable on the following grounds : that it is "the principal instrument
used in India for surveying; " that it " can be now made as light
as the sketching case, which every man working with a prismat_ic
compass usually carries; " and that it may be employed m
countries, such as Southern Africa, " where the prismatic compass
was very unreliable, and in some cases almost useless, owing to the
powerful local attraction in the ground." Now, it is impossible
that plane-tables of the same form and design can be made to subserve the two conditions of portability and independency of the
maguetic compass. This may be readily inferred fr~m the follo_wing description of the plane-table which is used m the Indian
Survey Department.
The plane-table is ordinrtrily 30 inches long _by 24 broad and
¾ths of ,in inch thick, and is made of the lightest wood pro-
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curable, well seasoned and not liable to warp to an extent that wil
sensibly distort the plane 0£ the table. It is usually supplied with
a strong and well braced tripocl stand, on which it can be set u
and clamped very firmly ; folding tripods with tightening screw
are also used occasionally and are about two.thirds 0£ the weight,
12 lbs., 0£ the braced tripod. The plane-table is also supplied wit
an ebony sight-rule, which is usually about 27 inches in length, b
2 inches in breadth, and carries brass sight vanes about 4 inches
high at each encl, by means 0£ which the rule can bo truly clirecte
on any surrounding object. The lower surface of the rule and th
upper surface of the table being both truly planed-so thnt the
rule will rest evenly on all parts of the table over which it may be
brought-the two together constitute a surveying instrumen
which may be employed independently of any instrument for
measuring angles, such as a theodolite, sexta.nt, or magnetic
compass, provided that the table when set up is fairly clamped to
its stand, and is not liable to be thrown out of position by the
lightness or weakness of its supports. But i£ the plane-table is to
take the place of all other instruments, and be employed in localities where local magnetic attraction renders the prismatic compass
useless, it must be true in surface and free from shake : thus, it
cannot be made materially lighter than the ordinary Indian planetable, which weighs about 25 lbs. with staud and sight-rule complete,
and cannot well be carried about by less than two persons, and is
certainly a very awkward instrument to take about on horseback.
It would appear, therefore, that the officers who have reported to the Committee in commenclation of the plane-table on
the grounds that "the table itsel£ can be now made as light as tho
sketching case which every man working with a prismatic compass
usually carries; and the legs, which arc separate, can be made so
as not to be much more inconvenient to carry than a large stick,"
must have been thinking, not of a plane table forming a complete
survey instrument in itself as above described, but of one requiring
to be used in combination with a magnetic needle to govern the
setting-up of the table, and, therefore, as useless as the prismatic
compass would be in localities influenced by local attr~ction. Still,
such an instrument would be very serviceab1e in furnishing a small
tab1e, on which the topographer can w·ork in much greater comfort
and ease, and therefore with greater rapidity than on the ordinary
sketching block.
Tho magnetic needle is usually of so great assistance in enabling
"piano-table to be speedily adjusted to the true meridian that a
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long trough needle is invariably supplied to every plane-tabler 011
t~o Indian Survey. The table is first brought into position with the
aid of the needle, and .finally adjusted by the sight-rule on surrounding fixed objects, as the magnetic position cannot be relied on. But
firmness and trueness of table, and accuracy of sight-rule, are essentially necessary to obtain good results when the plane-table is
~mployecl, as usual, independently of all other angle-measuring
mstruments, after once 1t has been brought into position.
On the other band, a much smaller table than the Indian planetable, mounted on a folding tripod stand, such as is usually
supplied for the support of a prismatic compass, may be used in
combination with a small theodolite, with entire satisfaction as
regards accuracy of results, though with somewhat more of labour
than in the case of the plane-table pure and simple; for the angles
must be measured with the theodolite and laid off with a protractor.
But the operations would be independent of the magnetic needle,
and unaffected by a,ny accidental displacement of the table. Pro bably the best and most convenient of theodolites to employ for
ex.tended operations in which more or less preclsion is necessary
would be Casella's little alt-azimuths, with 3-incb horizontal and
vertical circ1es divided to read minutes, telescopic power 5½, weight
in box 4½ lbs., weight of stand 3½ lbs. For ordinary topographical
reconnaissance it would suffice to employ a prismatic compass,
which might be rested on the table itself; then the extra weight to
be carried about, as compared with that of a hand-held prismatic
compass and sketching block, would be merely the excess of the
weight of the table over that of the block, plus the weight of the
folding tripod-stand, all which need not be more than 5 lbs.
The question of the propriety of employing the plane-table,
pure and simple, is much influenced by the scale on which the survey or reconnaissance is to be made. The instrument is specially
valuable for determining the positions of all surrounding points
which are visible at two or more fixed stations, or £01· determining
the position of a station at which the table is set up, by interpolation from surrounding points which have already been fixed by
triangulation. The plane-table in Northern Afghanistan was at
the outset entirely based on points which had been fixed on the
summits of the great mountain ranges in previous years, by observations from the frontier stations of the Indian triangulation, and
of which the positions are given in Synoptical Volume I. of the
1·esults of the operations of the Great Trigonernetrical Survey of
India. Many of these points were 30 to 60 miles distant from the
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plane-tabler : thus, as the size of the tables was 30 by 24 inches,
larger scale than ¼lh of an inch to the mile could not he used withou
discarding several of the more distant points, which might often h
of much service to the plane-tahler in interpolating his position.
The scales recommended by the War Office Committee ar
1 to 2 inches to the mile for roads and rivers, and 6 inches £o
positions and camps. The largest of these scales was adopted i
Afghanistan £or the Kuram Valley and the road from thence t
Kabul, via the Shutargardan Pass, for tbe road through the passe
between Kabul and Jalalabad, and for the Khaibar Pass. Obviously
where so large a scale is used, the work must necessarily be of thl
nature of reconnaissance rather than exact survey. When done o
a sketching block, a large number of sheets of paper must be used
and this is very troublesome at the time and afterwards in joinin
the sheets together. For reconuaissance on a large scale, regula
plane-tabling is not suited, as a sufficiency of well-marked points
for the plane-tabler to work on would probably not fall within the
limits of the paper. But when working with a small table and a
prismatic compass, in the manner indicated (see page 237 ), paper
mounted on cloth in sheets extending considerably beyond the
limits of the table, may be used with advantage, with the aid of •
few drawing brads to pin down the sheet on the board at the part
which is wanted. This method was practised during the last three
years of the Trans-Indus Survey of 1649-54, and was found rnost
convenient; the paper, mounted on brown holland, was obtained
in rolls a yard wide, from which any desired length, usually l½
yards, might be cut; the table was only 1 foot square, and was
mounted on a stand of a prismatic compass; the angles were
measured with a 5-inch theodolite, the smallest available at the
time, and were plotted with a protractor and marquoise scales; the
scale of the s1u·vey was 1 inch to the mile; the paper was pinned
down to the board with brads when in use, and rolled up and kept
in a wax cloth case when not in use. The whole of the instruments
might be carried about by two persons, whether on foot or horse•
back, without difficulty. For ordinary military reconnaissance a
roll of paper mounted on cloth, 12 to 18 inches wide and 24 to 30
inches long, would probably suffice, and a wax cloth cover would
be ample protection for it while being carried about; the corresponding instrumental equipment would be a light table, 10 to 12
inches square, mounted on a folding tripod stand; a prismatic
compass, a protractor, and a scale with folding sights which might
be used on occasion as a sight-rule.
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As regards the ~ubstitution of shading in mezzotint for the present system of horizontal hachures, 1n order to show hill features,
there can be no question that maps so produced could bo drawn
with gteater rapidity, and would, as a rule, be clearer and better
understood. When only a single copy 0£ a sketch or map is
wanted nothing better can be desired. But if several copies are
wanted as speedily as possible, as frequently happens, then the map
should be drawn with a view to adapting it for the only process
which is at present known for obtaining speedy reproduction and
multiplication, viz., photographic transfer to stone or zinc. This
process enables pen and ink drawing, however elaborate and complicated, to be reproduced and multiplied sat,isfactorily ancl with
great rapidity; but it cannot reproduce mezzotint. Thus au original
drawing in mezzotint must always be re-drawn by hand, on transfer
paper or stone, before it can be multiplied, and this is usually a
slow· and laborious process, requiring much more time than direct
reproduction by photography; consequently, all maps and sketches
which are required to be speedily multiplied should be draw □ in pen
and ink. .As regards reproduction it is immaterial whether the
hachuring of the hill features is drawn vertically or horizontally;
but for clearness and general legibility vertical hachures are usually
preferable in small-scale maps, and horizontal in large-scale ones.
The speedy reproduction and multiplication by this Department
of the maps and sketches which were receivecl from Afghanistan,
directly or through the Quarter-lliaster General's, the Foreign
and other offices, constitutes a feature of much importance as
regards the connection of the Surrey Department with the general
business of the campaign. Up to the encl of 1880 over 40U maps
and sketches, in sections of various sizes, ranging from " double
elephant" down to "foolscap," obtained from all quarters, were
reproduced by photozincograpby ; upwards of 50,000 prints were
taken, gi,ing an average of about 125 copies for each snbject:
the average time which eJapsed between the receipt of an original map or sketch in the photozincographic office and the issue
of the requisite number of copies from that to the despatch office,
was five days for each subject, including Sundays and holidays, and
the time spent in examining the proofs and correcting the zinc plates;
ordinarily, wl1en tl1e original was clearly drawn, so tha~ the ?lates
did not require correction, 200 copies could be supphecl w1tho':'t
much difficulty on the tbircl day after its receipt in the pbotog:rapbrn
office ; and in not a few cases copies were despatched to the Generals
and Staff Officers in Afghanistan by the third day.
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In some instances the prints were rough and coarse, but
this was because the originals were in the same condition. Photozincography cannot do more than produce a facsimile of any
subject; it cannot improve on, and indeed is liable to produce
something slightly Jess good than the original. But a map, however rough and coarse, may, if supplied i11,stanter, be o.Eten of far
more value than an elaborately finished map sopplied some time
afterwards. 'l'hus the general principle was followed, of furnishing
the Government Offices, the Army Head Quarters, and the Officers
commanding the troops in Afghanistan, with facsimiles of all maps
and sketches precisely as received, so that the persons most interested might be placed as speedily as possible in possession of all
the latest information available. New maps were compiled in the
Surveyor General's Offices as soon as possible after any new information was received ; and new editions of previous maps were
published from time to time as rapidly as was practicable. But
the labour of re-drawing and compiling was great; and a long
period was consequently liable to elapse between the publication of
the facsimiles of the primary materials, and the publication of the
maps into which these materials were incorporated. Thus, the
speedy publication of the originals was a desideratum of great
importance, and the Survey Department may claim credit for the
manner in which that want has been supplied.
It may be here stated that most of the maps supplied for the
use of the officers in Afghanistan were printed on calico instead
of paper. Prints on calico are nearly as sharp and clear as on the
best paper; the cloth is lighter, more readily folded, much more
convenient to carry about, and far less liable to be torn and
injured, than any of the various kinds of paper on which maps are
usually printed. On the other hand, they are not so well suited
for the insertion of corrections and additional matter. Thus, a few
prints on paper were also furnished to supplement the prints on
cloth.

PAPER XIII.

FORTIFIED CAMPS.
A reply to Major Parnell, R.E.,
BY CAPTAIN

G.

s.

CLARKE,

R.E.

IN Paper X., Vol. IV. of the 11.E. Professional Papers, (Occa.,ional
Pape,·s) Major Parnell unbnries an old and now nearly forgotton
controversy, the history of which is as follows:In Vol. IX. of the R.E. Pr~fe.sional Papers, (second series)
Major (now Major-General Sir W.) Jervois, gave some details of
works proposed and in progress for the defence of "Naval Ports,
.Arsenals, and Dockyards." This drew forth a reply (No. XVII.,
Vol. XII.) from the late Colonel Cunliffe Owen, whose paper was
read at an occasional Corps Meeting and discussed at some length.
In Paper XVIII., Vol. XII., Captain (now Colonel) Wilson replied
to Colonel Owen, and finally, in Paper XIV., Vol. XIII., the
latter had his 'last word.' This was read at ChaLham on the 6th
November, 1863, and a discussion followed, from the abstract of
which it may be gathered that the general opinion of the Officers
present was against Colonel Owen's views.
At the time in question the supersession of smooth bores by
rifled artil1ery bad become certaiu 1 and, in consequence, the minds
of Military Engineers were naturally much occupied with the consideration of the changes which the defence would have to adopt.
In a paper read on the 7th March, 1863, Colonel (now MajorGeneral) Gallwey, R.E., discussed at some length "The influence
of rifled ordnance on the attack and defence of fortresses; " while
the siege of Diippel by the Prussians in 1864, and some of the
sieges of the American War, in which, for the first time, the attack
employed rifled guns, provided some practical data bearing on the
new considerations which presented themselves. 'The pe1·ioti was
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not in any sense the beginning of a revolution in the science of
fol'tification, but it cel'tainly mat·ks a new point of departure in the
evolution of defence, which bas led by slow and carefully collSidered
steps to the Metz of to-day.
The principle of detached forts found acceptance, however, when
rifled guns were still in their infrmcy, and cannot be said to have
had its origin in the development of the range of artillery alone.
It is pl'obable that the g1'eat growth of the suburbs of large towns,
and the grnat increase of the perimeters of the areas to be defended
would have led independently to the adoption of the fort system in
preference to that of a continuous ence-Ynte.
Fortification, like all branches of military science, cannot be
independent of conditions non-military. While towns were comparatively sma.11, a well traced continuous enceinte encircling them
at a moderate distance affol'ded efficient defence. The spread
of buildings would, however, not only fill up the whole of
encircled area1 but soon produce large suburbs close outside the
circle of defence, while, on the continent at all events, the existence
of fortification would naturally attract and stimulate building
enterprise. To prevent the uprising of new towns round the old
enceintes, would either require the exercise of a despotic power,
which modern political tendencies might render difficult, and in
some countries impossible, or the purchase of large tracts of ground
at a vast outlay-an outlay, which, as the tracts would be unavailable for building purposes, could only pay a relatively insignificant
interest.
The alternative of tracing new and extended lines of defence
would, therefore, inevitably present itself; and into this extension
all kinds of new topographical conditions would enter. It is fully
admitted that under certain circumstances Colonel Owen's and
Major Parnell's favourite continuous lines are best, but such conditions are, it is strongly maintained, exceptional. If all commercial,
military, a11d strategic centres were situated on level plains, or on
-isolated conical hills, fortification would reduce itself to its simplest
terms. Estimates for systems of defence, based on a mere knowledge
of the length of perimeter to be defended, the nature of the soil, and
the cnnent cost of labour, would be possible and reliable. The great
difficulty of fortification, however, is the demand it makes on the
genius of adaption. It can hardly be too strongly asserted that
fortification is not au exact science, and that the greatest engineer
is he who can best adapt fixed principles to very varying conditions.
General Hamley in his " Operations of War " ca1led attention to
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the extreme simplification-amounting to falsification-of military
pr~blems, which can be attained by ignoring topographical cond1t10ns. Strategy aud tactics become so simple when expressed and
explained in a diagrammatic form, but the application of the
apparently simple diagram to the actual field of battle is a vastly
different matter. Aud this same •pecies of apparent simplicity
veiling real complication, runs through Major Parnell's paper, and
those of Colonel Owen, culminating in a diagram given by the latter
to illustrate the different systems of fortifications which he discussed.
Faced by the necessity of widely extending their lines of defence,
both on account of the growth of the areas which it was desirable
to defend, and also the probability of a great increase in the range
and power of artillery, militiary engineers appear with one accord
to have adopted the principle of detached forts for the outer line of
defence, employing them either as an advanced line covering an old
continuous enceinte; or to supplement a new continuous line; or, as
in the London Defence project, to which Major Parnell alludes, to
form the sole permanent defence.
Major Parnell admits that " continental nations ought to know
their own interests,'' and that the construction of detached forts as
a system of defence has received new impetus since the FrancoGerman war. In spite of the admitted concensus of opinion on the
point, however, Major Parnell, basing his conclusions upon those
of Colonel Owen, expressed some 18 years ago, does not hesitate to
condemn the detached fort system and to propose a new one which
appears to be of a very reactionary nature. He starts with a group
of definitions which seem open to exception. By the first he would
restrict the term ' fortress ' to works strengthened by 'continuons
permanent fortifications,' applying that of ' fortified camp ' to
places or positions strengthened by '' detached forts or works."
This definition seems neither adequate nor sati8factory. Are Paris
and Portsmouth therefore fortresses or entrenched camps ? Both
have ence111Ztes, b~t their rr:ain defences are detached forts.
Sup•
posing two equal fortified areas, one surrounded by a continuous
line, the other by a ring of forts, the strategic advantages of position
and the commercial, political, or military importance of each being
equal, why is one a fortress and the other an entrenched camp?
In a later definition Major Parnell states that the works of a
fortress should usually be of a ' permanent ' and those o~ an
entrenched camp of a 'field nature; ' which, though very ~n~e1ligib1e as an opinion, does not serve to elucidate _the first de:fi~1t10n.
Is the point of difference between the two things a question of
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trace, or of permanence, or of size? :M~etz and Paris are spoken
of as fortresses with subsidiary entrenched camps at the beginning
of the paper. Ought their detached forts to have been of a field
nature, a.ud would they really have been " of the most advantageous
form when improvised and thrown up in time of war by the
General commanding the army? " Is Metz a " prepared battle
field," or a "prepared siege field," or both 1 and are its detached
forts in any sense "subsidiary " to its enceinte ? Several other
considerations are suggested by these definitions which would seem
to need partial revision even from their proposer's point of view .
The last 'definition ' states " the least efficient application of it
( an entrenched camp) is to the land defence of a naval arsenal or
dockyard." Does the entrenched camp here mean a system of
detached permanent forts, or of field redoubts, the latter being the
best form in Major Parnell's view ?
One reason given for this want of suitabilit,y of forts to the
defence of a naval arsenal or dockyard, is because "it is particularly
an object to prevent the capture of such places as well as their
bombardment." It is usually the object of fortification to avert
capture, and though the position of the ring of encircling forts
would, in such a case, be determined with a view to prevent au
enemy from establishing batteries within bombarding distance-to
insist upon a regular siege in £act-the tacit assumption here involved that a place is more liable to capture if defended by
detached forts than by a continuous line, cannot be allowed to pass
unnoticed. This assumption practically begs the whole question at
issue in the paper under consideration.
Quitting definitions, Major Parnell proceeds to discuss the value
of continuous lines, basing bis remarks on Colonel Owen's papers.
The latter are mainly a gallant defence of an old and familiar system
by one who did not readily accept changes, and felt difficulty in
reconciling himself to new views. Moreover they were written
many years ago and their author, had he been spared to us,
would doubtless have found reason to modify considerably the
opinions he then held. These two papers will not, however, it is
thought, be considered to "form a model of sound reasoning," and
the title of the second " Fortification versus Forts," by which it is
baldly implied that forts are not fortification, gives some clue to the
way in which the subject is approached.
Colonel Owen's main contentions were as follows : 1. A continuous line is as cheap as a detached line.
2. It can be defended by a smalle,· nuwber of men.
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3. Imperfectly trained troops are not suited to the defence of
detached works.
4. The defence of a continuous line is simple and easily
understood.
5. Continuous lines are sanctioned by long expe1·ience.
6. An enemy can pass between detached works.
Leaving the two first for the present, the third would seem to be
open to question, especially since the defence of Gorny D11bnik.
Imperfectly trained troops are not "suited" for any operation, but
in many respects, a self contained work where they would be easily
supervised and kept in hand, and where panic would be less
difficult to restrain, would seem to be the best place for them.
The fourth is of a highly doubtful character, and Colonel Owen's
arguments that confusion of authority would exist in a system
of detached forts, and that the constitution of no army would
permit the selection of proper officers to command them, do
not strike one as particularly forcible. The fifth has apparently
little or no value : smooth bores had the sanction of long experience,
bows and arrows longer still. The sixth will hardly carry conviction. That a force would ever attempt to pass between well
placed, well traced, and well armed forts, is hardly conceivable.
The forts occupy, or ought to occupy, all the comma11ding points ;
they defend the roads ; the intervening ground is known and prepared; to effect any tangible result such a force would have to take
artillery and the impedimenta of an army, and granting that by
night, or in a fog, it could penetrate the interval between a pair of
forts, it would find itself in front of another fort, cut off from its
base and exposed in rear and both flanks. It is assumed of course
that a single ring of forts would frequently be inadequate, unless
the position were one in which the passive defence was intended to
be supplemented in time of need by a large field force.
In the same volume of the Corps papers as that in which Sir W .
Jervois' original paper appeared, Capt. (now Sir H.) Tyler discussed
the future of permanent fortifications, and bis paper, which _is in
many respects a marked contrast to that of Colonel Owen, 1s remarkable for its b,·eadth of foresight. Captain Tyler states "long
continuous lines are more expensive to coni;;truct, more difficult to
defend, require ]arger bodies of troops to garrison them, are liable
to be equally weak at a11 points, become useless when they are
forced at any one 'Point, and are devoid of that principle of de~ence
between one fort and another wbich can Dff'i\' be so effectively
employed."
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How does Major Parnell meet these grave objections P In the
first place he adopts Colonel Owen's figures to show that the difference of cost is only about 4 per cent. in favour of detached forts.
But these figures caunot, it is maintained, be admitted to be worth
much unless the topographical conditions are ideal. The cost of a
detached fort could, for a given garrison, known soil and price of
Jabour, be fairly estimated, but it is very diflicult indeed to arrive
at a satisfactory estimate of the cost of a continuous enceinte. The
trace of the latter, "fo11owing the contour of the ground " as 1.iajor
Parnell intimates, would bear no simple relation to the perimeter of
the defended area. Given that the perimeter is 25 miles, as in the
hypothetical case discussed by Captain Lewis, R.E. (Vol. I., 0cc.
P«pers, 1877), and assuming an interval of about 5,000 yards, nine
forts would be required for its defence. Assuming the garrison
and armament, a fair rough estimate of the total cost of the defence
project might be arrived at. But it is strongly maintained that no
satisfactory estimate of the cost of a continuous enceinte could be
framed without a complete knowledge of the topographical features
of the ground to be fortified. It is worth notice that, as might be
expected, Captain Wilson, in the discussion which followed the
reading of Colonel Owen's second paper, stated that his estimates
led to a " very different " conclusion. It is submitted, therefore,
that the figures Major Parnell adopts are of very doubtful value,
and while it is not proposed for the reasons stated to attempt to
frame a new estimate of comparative cost, it may be briefly noticed
that the cost of a system of defence will depend, roughly speaking,
on the length of the ditch to be excavated, the garrison to be provided with cover being supposed the same, and that it would seem
that the economic advantage must lie with detached forts disposed
at the intervals which modern fire allows.
Major Parnell holds that the continuous line would require a less
garrison to defend it, and alludes to Captain Lewis's paper (Vol. I.,
1877). For nine forts at 5,000 yards interval, the latter arrives at a
field force of about 28,000 men, independent of the garrisons of the
forts, this number being made up of 14,850 for picquets and guards,
and 13,500 mobile field force: Major Parnell, under similar conditions,
estimates the field force at 169,200. This difference is appalling,
and with such an estimate as the latter in view, it is small wonder
that Major Parnell condemns the forts.
Captain Lewis's estimate is based on very simple and rational
assumptions. He provides-(lst) a chain of picquets of 25 men
each at 300 yards interval, with double sentries detached to the
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:front, supported by fom· main guards of 300 men each for the whole
of the interoals between the forts ; (2nd) a force sufficient to defend
3,000 yards in each of two intervals. This force he takes at 3 men
per yard, a very fair estimate. Of course Captain Lewis is considering the question of minima garrisons, which after all is the
real question of importance. Major Parnell's vastly greater estimate is arrived at in a different way. He allots 20 yards of fort to
each gun, and 15 guns to each fort, thus obtaining 300 yards of
ground " covered " by each fort, and 2,700 yards for the whole ring
of forts. The remaining length of perimeter (42,000 yards) he
considers unfortified, and provides a force of 3 men per yard for its
defence, with a reserve of one-third, thus reaching the great total
of 169,200 men. The assumption that the amount of ground
covered by the forts is a simple multiple of the number of guns
which " can fire simultaneously over the front" does not appear
particularly satisfactory. The actual area of ground covered by
the forts would be mainly a topographical question and since, in the
case of forts, mere frontal fire is not the only thing to be considered
this assumption seems unscientific.
Captain Lewis's assumption that, out of an interval of 5,000 yards,
2,000 yards are defended by the forts seems to be a very fair one.
If the forts do not defend this distance, they are either badly
armed, badly traced, or wrongly placed.
Major Parnell goes on to state that guns should be provided at
the rate of at least 24 per 1,800 yards, which would give 600 guns
for the hypothetical 45,000 yards-a very heavy armament. Now
putting 600 guns round this perimeter, and allowing 10 yards (not
20 yards as before) per gnn, Major Parnell reduces the field force
to 156,000 men. His principle is thus to base the strength of the
field force on what he terms the unfortified ground, and to arrive
at the extent of the latter by deducting from the whole perimeter
of defence the product of an assumed number of guns into 20
(or 10 ?) yards. Now reduce this unfortified ground, or adopt a
continuous enceinte, and " when the fortified camp becomes a
fortress no field force at all is required." Apparently, therefore,
by adopting a continuous trace with 24 guns per 1,800 yards we may
knock 156,000 men off the strength of the garrison ~t one stroke.
This is fortification with a vengeance. The £6,500 per mile advantage
conceded to the fort system may well be abandoned by the most
rigid economist in face of such a saving of men. Yet this 1s liaJor
Parnell's meaning, for he states elsewhere II If there is an advantage
which such (i.e. continuous) lines afford, it is that they enable a
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continuous line of troops to be dispensed with, for they actuall
substitute themselves for troops." It is impossible, however, t
believe that the difference between the two systems is so enormou
as this, and Major Parnell, in the figures above quoted, seems t
prove too much.
A few words will serve to set forth the opposite view. Th
range of artillery and the extent of the town, dockyard, arsenal, o
camp to he protected, fix, roughly speaking, the perimeter of th
line along which fortification must be employed. In most sites
Portsmouth, Plymouth, Paris, and Metz, are cases in point-topo
graphical conditions will greatly modify this line. There will b
marked points, which more or less command the surroundin
country and the converging roads.
These points will be th
natural positions for the defenders' artillery. It will be now
necessary to protect the artillery thus massed at the commanding
points, and to house and cover the gunners and an adequate
infantry force. Thus arises the detached fort system, which may
be said to he based on the principle of being strong at decisive
points, as opposed to that of being relatively less strong along
the whole line of defence. The analogy of the defensive tactic
of the field of battle is perfect: no one having a line to defend
would, unless on a dead level plain destitute of all topographical
features, dispose his force in an uniformly dense line; he would
base his distribution on the features presented by the ground.
Suppose, for example, that a continuous enceinte were traced
round Plymouth, as Majo1° Parnell advocates, and it is hardly
conceivable but that some portions of it could actually be looked
into, others easily enfiladed, some even taken in reverse by long
range fire. In parts of such a line both artillery and infantry fire
would be cramped, and unable to exercise their full force except
at very short range. In other parts the ground in front would
afford scope for more fire than the continuous line could afford,
since one part of the latter could seldom give support to another.
Majo_r Parnell attaches great value to the inviolability of the
continuous line, and above all to the defence afforded by an escarp.
but the defensive power of the latter is surely dependent rather on
efficient flanking lhan on mere height. One of the points which
most strike one in studying the systems of the old masters is the
fact that they trusted very ]ittle to a mere continuous escarp, snoh
as Major Parnell ndvocates, and sought strength in elaboration of
trace and in retrencbments.
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It is but fair, however, to remark that it is not quite clear from
Major Parnell's paper whether he is putting the case of detached
forts ve,·sus such elaborate continuous lines as that formed bv the
German ( unhappily termed polygonal) trace, or of detached forts;e,·rns
a mere single line of continuous obstacle such as be proposes at the
close of the paper. Either the system above alluded to, or the
bastioned trace (unfortunately termed niode:,·n French), with their
ravelins, 'teduits, and defensible glacis, form, it is clear, something
very different from the elementary liue Major Parnell pl'Oposes.
It is important that this point should be rendered clear, for Major
Parnell may perhaps claim economy for his system, while, if continuous lines in the old sense, with a.11 their adjuncts, are meant,
the economy would certainly rest with the forts. It is most unlikely
that continuous lines in the old sense, will be constructed in these
days on an extended perimeter, the difficulties of adapting them to
most sites, would alone form an almost insuperable objection.
Major Parnell bases his argument for economy of garrison on the
assumption that a continuous line need not be manned throughout.
The term II manned" is somewhat vague, and while it may be conceded that it would not be necesary to line every banquette with
men, it is nevertheless strongly held that it would be necessary to
provide a very considerable force for watching a long 1ine not
only at the period of investment, but even after the direction of the
systematic attack bad declared itself.
Again, while it may be granted that escalading would have small
chance of success against an active garrison, ho]ding a modern fort,
it is maintained that Major Parnell's long line of simple escarp and
rampart, in which fortification has been substituted for troops,
would offer very considerable chances to an enterprising enemy.
Another serious objection to the continuous line remains to be
noticed. It almost destroys the best weapon of an energetic defending forco, the power of delivering effective sorties. Behind the
screen of detached forts, an army can be brought together, and can
move forward at the chosen moment in approximate order of battle.
From a continuous line it can emerge only in narrow columns of
march, and at a comparatively few points. Whatever might be the
offensive power of the defending troops, it would be al':'ost wholly
lost if the latter had once permitted themselves to be driven within
a. line of continuous fortification.
Major Parnell's proposed system is termed a " c~mbination of
continuous escarps and detached batteries," and consists of a con•
tinuous line with rampart, ditch, and g1acis, (the latter not, however,
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generally uecessary) supplemented by "detached permanent batteries placed at the most adf'aotageous sites in rear." There is thus
a single line of obstruction, defended by a single line of musketry,
and the 1·ear line of detached batteries, the latter forming, accordin
to the author "the real ramparts of the fortress." There is to b
no sunken defence for the ditch, and flanking defence for the foot o
the continuous escarp is to be obtained by indenting the latter, 01
by " simply following tbe contour of the ground." Permanent retrenchments are to be provided if money permits, but whether they
are to consist of another line of detached batteries, or another continuous escarp is not stated. The "batteries are to be witbou
ditches or inner enclosures," and would "in many cases consis
simply of lengths of casemated ramparts built of concrete, an
covered in part by masks of earth."
These are the main features of the system proposed to replace
that now so widely adopted. The plan contains, however, one
feature which appears to be not altogether consistent with the views
of the writer concurrently stated. Thus, although much space is
devoted to shew the uselessness of detached forts, and the superiority
of the continuous line-this in fact seems the main object of the
paper-we are told that the continuous line in the system of the
future is not the real rampart at all, but that the "real ramparts
are broken up into detachments in the form of batteries." It is
believed, however, that the main impression derived from this
paper, and those of Colonel Owen, will be that the breaking up of
the rampart into detachments is the great error of modern fortification.
It is not easy to see what advantage is gained by this system over
that which Major Parnell condemns. The weak continuous line
wandering along the contours of the bills, would almost certainly
be liable to enfilade at some portions of its extent. Unless constantly
well manned, it would be liable to surprise by parties, who could by
night descend into the badly flauked ditch, breach or escaladc the
escarp, or possibly even bridge the ditch. Once fairly penetrated,
the line would be lost, and the defenders would have to trust to
their detached batteries, and their vaguely •pecified retrenchments.
There is no reason to suppose that the batteries would possess any
greater individual resisting power than well constructed redoubts,
and if, as seems to be intimated, tbey are intended for frontal fire,
it would be more easy to pass between them than their condemned
rivals. It is willingly granted that the design of some not very
antiquated forts is open to criticism, but this doos not by any means
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tell against tho detached fort system, and it is maintained that Major
Parnell's line of detached batteries would be vastly inferior in resisting power to a line of well built detached works, and that the
continuous escarp is inferior in conception to the non-continuous
field lines which could be thrown up between the latter when tbe
direction of the real attack had become apparent. Moreover the
continuous permanent line would, it is believed, be a positive disadvantage to the defenders by cramping their power of making
sorties.
Major Parnell draws upon the experiences of the Franco-German
war to support his view, but his deductions are surely open to
question. "The fortified camp at Paris does not appear to have
delayed in any material degree the starvation-caused surrender that
overtook the place. Without any forts in front the enciente would
have held out equally long." But it can hardly be maintained that
the Paris forts exerted no influence on the blockade, that it would
ha,e been no aclvantage to the Germans to have been able to draw
their lines closer, no disadvantage to the French to have been
cramped within a far less area. Aud with regard to Metz it does
not seem sufficient to say-" the fortified camp formed by the Metz
forts proved to be the ruin of the disheartened army that sheltered
there, and of the fortress in their rear." ... " It may almost be stated
that if Metz had been without forts France might have been saved."
May it not also be stated that if Metz had had six months' provis.
ions, the blockade of Paris (momentarily endangered on the 10th
November) could not have been maintained, and the issue of the
war might have been different? Both are perhaps narrow ~ad in~
complete views of the question, but tbe second is not more rncom~
plete than the fast. It is admitted that the creation of large
defended areas may tend to the enfeeblement of strategy hy tempt•
ing a weak commander to cling to the security they promise ; but
this tendency would exist whether the areas were defended by
detached works, or continuous lines. Moreover, if the latter are
really the stronger, the temptation to run to earth would be en•
hanced by their adoption.
Many other opinions expressed in :Major Parnell's paper. tempt
remark. Thus he replies to the obvious criticism that a contmuous
line fails if pierced at any one point, by the assertion that "not t_o
he pierced at any one point, is the very end of all perma?ent _fortifications.'' In a sense, of course this is true; invulnerab1lity 1s the
ideal striven after by the Engineers of permanent works, but a
glance at the elaborate traces of the old continuous lines suffices to
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shew that prolonged defence, after partial penetration, was the main
object of their designers. .A.nd it is hardly correct to say that " it
seems quite a novelty in fortification to rely on fire as an obstacle
at all." Passive obstructions are always secondary to living force,
and fortification may almost be defined as the art of giving to one
side an advantage in using their weapons over the other. In the
days of modern arms, it is not too much to say that fire is the chief
and most important of all obstructions.
Again, Major Parnell, in his anxiety to condemn forts, seems to
do injustice to Captain Wagner's 'Principles of Fortification.' The
latter advocates the frequent shifting of siege guns, and their employment between the intervals of permanent works, in fact, the
employment of field and provisional works to supplement permanent
defences. This Major Parnell characterises too hastily as a "feeble
arrangement." The great majority of fortified places will, it is
certain, never have to undergo attack, and the most scientific
fortification is surely that which provides adequate primary defence,
and is capable of rapid devP-!opment when the necessity arises.
This is one of the greatest advantages of the detached fort system,
and, in these latter days, a general return to the principles which
actuated the builders of the great wall of China does not seem
practicable.
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'THE DUTIES OF THE ROYAL ENGINEERS IN TIME
OF WAR, AND THE BEST ORGANISATION FOR
ENABLING TIImI TO CARRY OUT THOSE DUTIES.'
INTRODUCTION.

JN discussions on the tactics and organisation of Infantry, Cavalry, and
Artillery, it has been said, with truth, that the changes effected by
odern arms of precision have been so great, as to render snperfluous
lL study of wars in which such arms were not used; and to warrant an
a lmost exclasive attention, by the military student, to the details of
be last g,·eat ,var, in which breechloader first met breechloader, and
ifled guns and 'Gatlings' were opposed one to the other.
But, in the case of the duties of the Engineer, the circumstances
re not quite similar. In all nges, a,ll(l in all wars, rivers liave l1ad to
e crossed, roads to be made, cities to be defended or taken. EartJ1
nd wood have ever been, and a.re still, the principal materials used
y the l;,ield Engineer in his trade. Tho thickness of the mn.terial,
ndeed, has been increased or lessened according to the weapon&
secl against it; and the form, lms ,aried according to the skill
r caprice of the constructor. New condition~ have, no doubt,
rom time to time arisen in cou8equence of t]lO introduction of gunowtler, and, in 1::iter days, of the railway aucl the telegraph. But tLe
reat change thnt has taken place in the duties of the Engineer in
ime of war may be said to have been cansed by the nee,l of rapidity i,i
xecutlOn. rrhis need was appreciated by those whose foresight created
he almost perfect army that we now sec in Germany. Aud U10
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In the summer of 1811 the total force of Artificers in Portugal
was 177. These men were for the most part scattered about in the
various forts. But a detachment was sent with the.moving army; and
this detachment was broken np into small bodies of five or six men,
one of which accompanied each Division.
l\Iatters improved as the war went on. l\Iore Artificers arrived
from England. Their organisation was changed. They were trained
to a certain extent before they set sail. And in the Corps oE Royal
Sappers ancl Miners, that emerged from the wa1· in 1813, one is apt
to forget or overlook the few l\Iilitary Artificers on whom the brunt of
the work fell. But the fact is that, in the Peninsular War, or at all
events throughout all the earlier part of H, the officer of Engineers was
more of a staff than a regimental officer ; that a great proportion of
the engineering work was carried out, apart from the Engineers, by an
organisation extemporised on the spot; and that the Military Artificers,
and subsequently the Corps of Sappers and l\Iiuers (which was
createel during war for siege purposes), only assisted, to a limited
extent, in the various works of engineering that were undertaken in
the field.
Hence it was not unnatural for officers of Cavalry and Infantry,
who in after times were in positions of authority, to depreciate the
work of the Sapper, to think that it would be time enough on the out.
break of a war to organise any force of Engineers that might be
required for the ficl,l, and only to srtnction the existence of a Corps
of Sappers and l\Iiners on the understanding that, independently of
garrison work, they were doing what no other arm of t,he service is
supposed to do, viz., repaying to the state by their civil labour what
it cost the country to raise and mainl,ain them.
The conflict with Russia in 1853-the next great European war in
which England engaged-did little or nothing to alter this feeling.
The Corps certainly showed to advantage in tbe Crimea, and, by
its gallantry and determination, gained a name that will not soon
be forgotten. But it was only at siege works that it was employed.
Organisation to a certain extent was possible on the spot. No field
operations were undertaken. And hence tho need of any further
.
organisation than existed was not apparent.
Prussia, on the other hand, taught by her misfortunes m the
Napoleonic wars, regarded military necessities with another eye. For
many years she bad carefully studied :1Ud experimented on t!10 best
organisation of all arms for purposes of war. An_d th~ astoundmg and
apid successes that she gained over the Austrians m 1_866, and the
rench in 1870-71, awoko even England to the fact that 1n these days
a2
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there is no time to organise armies after war is declared; and that
that nation wi1l win who, cceleris pm·ibus, has the best proportion of
all arms in its ranks, and has taken the most pains to organise and
equip them hofore the war breaks out.
Shall we then analyse the duties of the German Engineers in the
last great war ? Such a course would, no doubt, be most valuablo
and instructive.
Shall we take the German organisation as the model for our own ?
To do so to the exclusion of other experience would he to ignore the
peculiarities of our Empire, and to assume thn.t Great Britain would,
for the future, only engage in a European conflict, a,ncl such an
assumption would be an extremely presumptuous one.
England is a great commercial nation ; she owes her prosperity and
her strength to the sea which surrounds her shores, to the colonies
which she has founded, and to the trade which she has developed.
In connection with these sources of national prosperit.y-to nm.in.
tain her naval superiority-to tranquillise her colonies-to protect her
trade-she bas, not unfrequently, to engage in wars of more or less
magnitude with Asia.ties, and with savage tribes. Such wars are
quite independent of any European conflict into which she may be
drawn.

In a consideratio11 of the subject before us, we have a problem to
solve different to that of any other nation 011 the £ace of the globe.
,ve have to consider what are the duties of the Engineers of a nation
which, in the lnst twenty years, has engaged in a great European war '
wit.h one of the most pow~rful military kingdoms in the workl ; has,
unaided, put down the mutiny of a large army of well disciplined and
organised Asiatic troops; has carried on a successful war on the
easternmost shores of Asia, and, from the sea as a base, marched her
troops some 150 miles inland through an unknown and fabulous
country, until she planted her victorious standard on the walls of t be
ancient capital of China; ha.s conquered savage tribes iu New Zealand,
and on the frontiers of India; has ma<le the power of her name felt in
East Africa, by wrenching from the hands of the King of Abyssinia
the European captives whom he had immured in a stronghold situated
in the midst of that almost inaccessible country and guarded by l1is,
till then, invincible army; and, finally, has conquered the savage king
who was a terror to all ,vestern Africa, carrying the war inlnn<l
through a country so deadly iu climate tlmt beasts of bwrdcn co11ld not
li,c there.
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DIVISIONS OF SUBJECT.

In order to consider the question thoroughly, I propose,
1st. To describe briefiy the past organisation of tl;e Royal
Engineers, and some of the war duties that they have already performed;
2nd. To glance at the work done by the Engineers in the last great
war between France and Germany;
3rd. To det:;il the organisation of the Eugineers of one or two
foreign nations ;
4th. To state what is our present organisation; and
5th. To discuss what alterations time and experience seem to
suggest as necessary in the ol'ganisation of the Royal Engineers, to
enable them best to fulfil their war duties, and at the same time
to maintain as far as possible their general 'nsefulness' in time of
peace.
I.-PAST ORGlN!SATION A:ND HISTORY.

In considering the duties that have hitherto been carried out by
the Royal Engineers, nnder their various names, in time of war, it is
obviously unnecessary to take into account the deeds of individual
officers who, either alone, or assisted by one or two overseers, accom·
panied an English expedition, and organised an Engineer equivalent
out of the mate,~als that came to hand. Such cases have been frequent
in English history. That they have been successful reflects credit on
judividua1s, and bespeaks a certain a.mount of national energy and
aptitude for war. But it indicates, at the same time, that there was a
"·ant of readiness and organisation on the enemy's side; and that thus
the needful time was aflOrded in which to create :1 useful force ont of'
the raw material. Independently, however, of these considerations,
the examples above mentioned have little bearing on onr present pur~
pose, which is to consider the duties and organisation of the Royal
Engineers for war-the duties, that ifl, of an- organ-ised, body, comprising
officers, men, horses, and eqnipment, and forming an integral and
important part of the army with which it is associated.
The first English corps of Jlfilitary Artificers was formed in 177~,
for work on the fortifications at Gibraltar. It was commanded by
officers of Royal Engineers. In 1779 Spain declared war against
England, and blockaded Gibraltar. The garrison, under General
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Elliot, consisted of 5,382 men, including a Company of Artificers,
10.J, strong, and 8 officers of Engineers. During the siege the Artificer
force was augmented to 234; and throughout the protracted defence
it took no small part in the fighting.
In 1788 a Corps of Military Artificers was raised for service in
England. It consisted of 6 Companies, each Company being organised
as detailed in Appendix (A). This Corps, like the Gibraltar one, was
commanded by officers of Royal Engineers. In 1789 it was distributed
as follows :-tt Company at each of the following places, viz. ·woolwich, Chatham, Portsmouth, Gosport,, Plymouth, Guernsey, and
Jersey.
The first account that we have of 11Iilitary Artificers being employed
ju thefielcl was when a Company, 8G strong, was sent, in 1793, to join
the army in the Low Countries under the Duke of York. These men
took with thorn intrcnching and tradesmen's tools, and were employed
in field operations as well as at the siege of Valenciennes and other
'affairs' throughout the war.
A detachment from the Gibraltar Company was, about this time,
sent to render assistance at the defence of Toulon.
The usual employment of the Artificers at sieges was as overseers
of Infantry and other working parties. But some of tho men occasionally worked with their own hands at difficult and dangerous
points, such as the head of a sap or the cheek of an embrasure.
In 1703 three Compauies wore raised for special service abroad ;
i.e. in Flanders aud the West Indies. At the end of this yea,r t11e
total strength of the Corps at home and abroad was 588.
The West Indian Company was employed during the various conflicts in those islands in 1794, in the construction of batteries and
magazines, and the ~arions works incidental to the attack and
defence of forLified posts," as well as in the repair of barracks.
At the completion of the war in Flanders in 1795, the Company
which had been raised for service in that country was disbanded.
Detachments of Artificers were, in the same year, specially detailed
to repair and add to the defences of the Thames, Portsmouth, and the
coast of Sussex.

In 1797 the Soldier-Artificer Corps at Gibraltar was incorporated
with the Royal :Military Artificers. This raised the total strength to
759 men.
A few Artificers, selected with a view to the duties that it was
thought probable they would have to perform, and genemlly from among
the stationary Companies, "·ere sent with each of the expeditions that
England fiLted out at this period. These detachments appear to ha~e

....
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been of considerable use, but the numbers furnished were al ways
insufficient for the purpose.
It was in the year 1799 that the Duke of York, irritated at t,he
reluctance of the Ordnance Authorities to furnish enough 11.Iilitary
Artificers for an expedition fitting out for Holland, determined to
establish a Corps competent to discharge the duties usually devolving
upon the Royal Engineers. And hence arose the Royal Staff Corps.
At tho commencement of 1801 (according to Captain Connolly) the
Corps of Artificers was distributed in Companies and detachments as
follows, viz. :-Woolwich, Chatham, Portsmouth, and Gosport, Ply.
mouth, Jersey, Guernsey, Dover, Gibraltar, Minorca, Nova Scotia, the
West Indies, Egypt, and J affa.
In the Egyptian expedition the Artificers were employed in tracing
and making batteries, and keeping them effective during the fight; in
constructing a line of defensive earthworks; and in throwing a bridge
of boats across the Nile.
'l.'he threat of a French invasion in 1804 having created a panic in
England, sums of money were freely voted to increase and supplement
our coast fortifications. Works of a temporary, as well as a perma~
nent, nature were constructed at every vulnerable point, and the corps
of Artificers found foll employment. The Military Arti£cers were
assistecl in these undertakings by working parties of Militia, and by
detachments from the Royal Waggon Train and Royal Staff Corps.
In 1806 three Companies of Maltese Artificers were form'ed, for duty
in Malta and the Mediterranean. 'rhese Companies were recruited
from among the Maltese and Sicilians, but were officered by the Royal
Engineers.
In prospect of a long war, and in order to carry out the extensive
works of fortification in progress at Dover and Nova. Scotia, a warrant
was issued this same year, sanctioning a reorganisation of the Corps
for general service and an auO'mentation of two Companies. The total
of all ranks was i;creasecl fro~ 100 to 126 per Company. (For detail
' of company see Appendix B.) The total strength of the Corps was now
close on 1,800, officers, non-commissioned officers, and men.
But it may be noted here that, notwithstanding all efforts to
improve their condition, and notwithstanding the continual state of
ar (which is usually 80 great a spur to discipline and zeal), the com.
anies in no way came up to the standard that then· promoters hacl
arked out for them. The principal causes of this want of efficiency
ere tbe no1nina,l appointment of officers to Companies, and tho
nstant changes that took place among the officers who actually had
e command.
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This led to the appointment of men to the posts of non-commissioned officers, simply because they were good tradesmen, and quite
irrespective of any other qualification. There was little or no dis.
tinction between the ranks. In fact, every military idea was sacrificed
fo,· a supposed regard to' the works ; ' and the consequence was that
both suffered.
When Enghnd took part in the war already raging iu Portugal
and Spain, in the year 1808, she could only afford to send nt first a
weak detachment of :Military Artificers (and those by no means the
best she possessed) to work under the Engineer officers, and represent
the Engineer force in that country. As I ba,e already stated, the
main part of the Field Engineers' duties had to be undertaken by other
organisations, such as the Staff Corps, Guides, and Waggon Corps. Bat
the construction of field works, and the management of sieges were so
essentially Engineer duties that they could not well be entrusted to any
one else, and the Engineer officers had to make the most of their few
nssistants in carrying out these works. The difficulty, moreover, of
conducting sieges with a few almost untrained Artificers, and the
tremendous loss that such a system entailed on the British Infantry,
caused attention to be paid in England to the representation of Sir R.
F letcher and Lord "Wellington; and an establishment was formed (in
1812) for instructing the Corps of .Artificers in military field works.
At the same time many and salutary reforms were introduced into
iheir organisa.tion. In order, too, to bring their name more fully into
accord with the duties for which they were specially required in the
Peninsula-that is to say the conduct and management of sieges-they
were in the autumn of the same year styled 'Royal Sappers and

:Miners.'
Fi·om this time, tbronghont tbc rest of the wn.r, being org::mised in
Companies of a reduced strength (see Appendix C), they were employed under their own officrrs ns occasion required, not only at sieges, .
hnt to assist in the construction of pontoon and other bridges, to

make field-works, and to carry on the multifarious duties required of
workmen in a campaign.
As many as five sub.lieutenn.nts and :10."J non-commi~sioncd officers
and men were engaged in the siege of San Sebastian, in 181:3, nuder

the officers of Royal Engineers; and the instruction that a large pro- .
portion of them bad received at the new Field 'IVork School at Chatham,
under Colonel Pasley, proved most .alnahle in this difficult and
dangerous undertaking.
In the snbsequcnt passage of the Pyrennce~, and allvn.nce into

France across several large rivers, Lord Wellington derived much
assistance from the reorganised Corps.

I•
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It is worthy of note that, at the end of the Peninsular War, the
force of Sappers and ~liners in the English 'Army of Spain' was,
more nearly than it had ever been, in accord with the strength thought
necessary for the Engineer arm in other armies.
,vhen Napoleon re-appeared in France from Elba, in 1815, and all
Europe concentrated their forces to attack him, seven companies of the
Corps-the best instructed that could be found-were hurried off to
Ostend, and distributed among the frontier posts and fortresses in the
Netherlands. Here they were employed constructing 6eld-works, or
improving the existing fortifications. The Sappers were not engaged
at Waterloo. 'l'he reason of this was, doubtless, because they were not
'mobile.' They had left England as Siege, and not as Field companies.
They were thus not prepared for works in the field; and in the rapid con.
centration of the army there was no time to cha11ge their organisation.
But immediately after the battle, i .e., on June 20, the experience of
the Peninsula seems to have been called to mind; for steps were taken
to organise a field establishment of Royal Engineers. Thus a Company
of Sappers and Miners was attached to each Division; and this Company
was completely furnished with drivers and horses, and equipped with
waggons cn,rrying artificers' tools, engineer stores, and in trenching tools
for 500 men.
A Pontoon Train also was organised, consisting of SO pontoons, and
r-:tore waggons, &c., drawn by 800 horses. To this train five Companies
of Sappers were attached. And the rest of the persomwl was made
up of hired drivers and Flemish seamen.
It may be well to notice that, owing no doubt to the hasty nature
oft.he Engineer preparat.ions, no ladders were available t.o cscalade the
walls of Peronne-tbe only place offering a resistance to the British
ad ranee. Still, the organisation, on the whole, was a success. A
pontoon train was a necessity. For, without one, months might have
been wasted by the allied armies on their road to Paris.
As soon as the war was over reel uction became the order of the
day; and the Royn,l Sappers and Miners suffered perhaps more tb".n
any other branch of the army. Considerable reductions were mad~ 1n
1816, and again in 1817; and by a warrant of 1819 the peace esta~hsbmcnt of the Corps was further reduced to 12 Companies, numbenng a
total of only 752 non-commissioned offi~ers and men.
. .
.
From this time we find that the Corps devoted itself to civil pursmts.
Year by year the experience gained during the Napoleonic wars,
particnlar]y that in the Peninsula, seems to have become ':°"ore and m~re
forgotten. And, though the establishment for instrnct~on was mamtained at Chatham, there is no doubt that the Corps owed its subsequent
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augmentation, perhap• even its vel'y existence, to the fact that it was
found economical to employ it in various civil works in England and
the Colonies.
The system retmned of sending detachments to accompany war
expeditions. These det,achments sometimes took with them tool, and
materials, according to their supposed requirements, which were
collected by the energy of the officers appointed to their command.
Sometimes they took nothing, trusting to the resources of the country
to which they were proceeding. In no case did they start with
equipment and transport sufficient to enable them to take the field on
landing. In all cases the Enginee1· force bad to be organised on the
way, or even in the actual presence of the enemy. The detachments
sent to take part in the various wars against the Kaffirs are good ex.
amples of those above described.
The first augmentation of the Corps was cansecl by the fol'mation
of three companies, in 1825, to conduct ths Trigonometrical Survey in
Ireland. The success of the survey led to further augmentation in
1839. And some diving operations, undertaken about the same time,
especially the removal of the wreck of the Royal George, which had
sunk at Spithcad, brought the Corps into notice.
In 1841, a Company was raised to carry on the civil works at
Bermuda..

In 1846, at the suggestion of Sir J. Burgoyne, when a large
increase was being made to the Infantry and Artillery, authority was
given to add eight Companies to the Sappers aucl J\Iiners.
The survey in Ireland being completed, the Corps undertook the
larger work of the Trigonometrical Survey in England; and an increase
of one Company was the result.
In 1851, the employment of the Corps at the great International
Exhibition brought them still more before the public eye.
At the Chobham Camp, in 1853, some men of the Corps were
employed in the various 'fatigue' duties incidental to camp life ; and
a Pontoon Train was extemporised, the stores being brought from
Chatham, and the carriages horsed by the Royal Artillery.
The Russian war, that broke out in 1854, found the Sappers and
Jllincrs, like the rest of the English army, little prepared for any
hostile movement. A Company of Sappers was sent, with 11farines and
French Infantry, to the Baltic, in August of that year. Tools and
materials bacl been placed on board the ships ; ancl five days being
available on landing to collect the tools and make the require,!
prcpu.rations, the Company assisted in the bombardment and subsequent surrender of Bomarsuncl. To meet the expected needs of the

war, the Corps was suddenly augmented by the addition of twenty.one
non-commissioned officers ancl men to each Company.

Several Companies were sent to the East, with stores of working
and intrenching tools. These Companies were landed at Gallipoli and
Scutari, and subsequently at Varna, and were employed on various
dnties, such as erecting piers, preparing hospitals, making horseboxes, &c., and also in superintending the cxecntion of field works,

and the repair of roads. One Company was detailed to form a
Pontoon 'frain. But when, at the request of Omar Pasha, it was
dotermined to throw a bridge over the Danube, the party that constructed it was formed of officers of Royal ArtiJlcry and Royal Navy,
besides Engineers, assisted by a detachment of Sappees, French pontooners, and sailors from the fleet .

:Men and tools ·were carried on

horseback, and it took six days to get to their destination, and twentytwo n10re before the work was accomplished.

The bridge was made

partly of trestles, and partly of boats, collected on the spot.
Six Companies of Sappers, cnrrying tools, accompanied tbe army on
its landing in the Crimea. One was attached to each Division, and

one to Head Qna1·ters.

At the Alma the Sappers were not employed,

nor on the subsequent flank march. -

Ou arrival at Balaklava they were set to work to make roads and
sink wells, and to erect, a pier; and from tbat date they were
employed at the work for which their organisation fitted them better
than any other-viz. the various operations of a siege.
As I have before stated, tbe way in which the Corps behaved at
the siege of Sebastopol, tbe evidently admirable manner in which they
had been instructed at Chatham, and the gaJlantry they shower! in
circumstances of extreme pri vat.ion ancl danger, gained for them, not

only in the army, but throughout England, a military renown as great
as the civil one that they bad already acquired during the long peace.
This renown tended, however, to produce a sense of satisfaction with

their existing state, and to make the military authorities forget m~ro
than ever the lessons of the Peninsula, ancl the need of a special
organisation for field operations.

After tbe Crimean war, the Royal Sappers aud Miners became the
Royal Engineers : an arrangement by which officers and men formed
one Corps. 'l'heir organisation was nem·ly what it is at the present
time. (See Appendix D.)

·when the Indian mutinies broke out in 1857, a company of Royal
ngineers was detached from the China expedition, and three otbers

ere subsequently sent from Eugland to take part in tbc war.

But

Engineer organisation alrea.cly existed in that country, a.nd stores
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and transport were plentiful. Hence the Companies of Royal Engineers
were only an accessory. '!.'here was time, too ( especially after the
first few months of the war), to elaborate a force for each enterprise
and each moving column i so that we can learn no lessons for our
present purpose from the circumstances that attended the opemtions in
these Indian wars.

At Canton and the Peiho Forts, in China, the fighting took place
within an easy distance from the ships; and the existing systeru of
Siege Companies, aided by local carriers and naval as~dstance, was found
sn fficient for the requirements. But when, the Peiho Forts being
taken, an advance on Pekin been.me necessary, some fresh organisation

had to be extemporised-in fact a Field Company had to be made out ol
a Siege one; ancl it was only the delay of a few days that took place in
the nd ,ance, and the facility that existed in obtaining country carts
nncl mules, tools, and other necessary materials, that enabled the officer
in charge to produce a small Engineer force fit to take the field with a
moving army.
Tbe same difficulties were experie11ced in other expeditions, such

as the New Zealand War, and the occupation of Canada at the time of
'the Trent affair.'
In the Abyssinian expedition the resources of India were called
forth; and a force of Engineers, suited to the difficulties which were
anticipated, was organised at Bombay before the army sailed. This
force was supplemented, but ( as was the case in the Mutiny war)
only assisted by a Company of Royal Engineers sent from England.
Lastly, when it was determined to send a British force to Western
Africa to curb the power of the Ashantee king, only three officers and
sb: corporals were sent with the leading party. ' General Grant,
when operat,ing against Vicksburg, was opposed by nearly the same
physical obstacles which lay between Cape Coast and Coomassie.
Tracks for roads, unbridged rivers to cross, swamps to pass through
forests to clear. But, in every Battalion under his command, so 1arg .
was the contingent of Western Pioneers and back woodsmen, that h
never failed to find the practical skill necessary for the rough en
gineering of the w·ar. 1 J ast the opposite was the case in the Africa
campaign. Perhaps if a force of Royal Engineers, properly equipped
had been the pioneers of the army, jnstead of nearly the rear guard
the chances of a disaster to Sir G. Wolscley 's command would no
have been so great, nor his movements so necessarily hurried at th
faRt,. In fliiR, aR :in former expeditions, the Engineer force had to
orgn.ni1.ed on the spot.
Thus, by a cursory review of the past , we have seen that in ev

war in :,vhich Englan_d has hitherto taken a part, she has been, at the
fi:·st, w1 tl1out an Engmecr force suited for the occasion. Under these
circumstances:--although , as already stated, we require to study our
own. b1_stor~ 1n order _to 1carn the nation:s peculiar requirements-yet it 1s evident that it will not he wise to place too much reliance
on 01<r _experience alone. If we d~ not study as well that gained by
others m modern :vars, we may bitterly repent not having done so in
some future campaign. The Germans have proved tliat the EnD"ineer
work in the field is one that cannot be left to any chance coll~ction
of artisaus, nor even to a Corps Reserve of Sappers; ann one of the
1nain changes in organisation carried ont since tbe war of 1870-71 bas
been to re.arrange the Engineer element, and make each Division
carry within itself a sufficiently effective proportion of what they now
cnll the fo11rlh arm of thf'
·:fl-
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ll.-ENGINEER WORK IN WAR O>'

*

*

1870-71.

We will now proceed to glance at the work done by the Engineers
in the last great war between France and Germany.
In the 'Tactical Retrospect' of the campaign of 1866 we fiud it
stated that 'the services of the German Eug-ineers were so little
appreciated in that war, that it was not considered worth while to
request their co-operation; so that, however willing, they could not
take their part iu the works. But is it not also a fault in the
Engineer himself when the tactician and the soldier is subordinated
to the mere architect and constructor ? An Engineer who employs
all bis time in fortifications exchanges voluntarily his prn,ition of a
soldier for that of an artisan. An Engineer who is a good soldier and
an indifferent architect will always be serviceable, even though his
constructions may in a measnre fai1 in an artistic point of view. An
indifferent construction at the right place is better than an artistic
work at the wrong one. ·rhe great, importance of the Commanding
Engineer in an army cn.n only be appreciated when we see him at the
side of the General Commanding· in Chief, superintending the whole
strategic and tactical position, and seizing the opportunity when his
own branch of the service can advantageously and actively operate in
the battle. The actual carrying out of the work may always be left
to subordinates : details easily confuse.
'The next campaign will show us this fourth arm acting in rivalry
with the others in the battle.'
Peace manrouvrcs, which were the means used by t,hc Prussfa,nR,
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in time of pence, to teach their soldiers the lessons of war, do no
show sufficiently the use of Engineers. For constructive purpose
howe,cr, this branch of the service is always prominent; n.nd henc
the tendency to sink the Engineer in the builder. But, taught by tb
lessons learned in the war of 1860, and not too proud to profit b
them, the Germans made a right use of their Engineers in 1870. An
,d10 can tell how much this fact contributed to the general success o
the campaign?
'!.'he German organisation for the field was to send Field Pionee
Companies, completely equipped and horsed, in the van of eac
detached body of troops. .Attached to one of the Field Pioneer Com
panies of each Army Corps was a light bridge train, so that no smal
unexpected stream should stop the onward progress of the troops
.Attached to another Company came the intrenching column, to insnr
a sufficiency of tools being at hand when required. Distribute
where most convenient were the complete pontoon columns, which
were ordered to the front to cross any known river. In rear of the
advancing army came the Garrison Pioneer Companies, which were
available for work on the communicaLions, and to conduct sieges, or
to assist at protracted investments. There were also Field Telegraph,
Field Raihrny, Torpedo, Balloon, ancl Photographic detachments, for
use as their several titles indicate.
'l'o detail a tithe of the work that the Engineers undertook would
cause me to transgress considerably the suggested Emits of this essay.
Suffice it to sn.y that, by their bridging operations, the Germans
enabled their Second .Army to march round the retreating French,
"nd preYcnt the army of Bazaine from leaving l\Ietz for the West; and,
by their skilfully planned fielcl-works, they, in a few days, completed
a line of investment round that army, which defied all its efforts to
bre<1k tln·ough, and eventually led to its capitulation.
As Pioneers they were no less efficient. Their regulations say
that the staff officer with tbe advanced guard is responsible for tho
practicability of the roads; and that a party of Pioneers mnst be always
attached to the van of the ad vancecl guard, under an officer who
directs the necessary repairs. The distribution of this party is so
arranged that at least half always follow on when the other half stop
to work.
By this system the German armies were able to execute wonderful
marches. Take one as an example. '!.'he 12th Corps, when ordered
from l\Ietz to march as part of the 4th .Army, traversed a clis!anco of
50 miles, ns the crow flies, in the first four clays, marching chiefly by
bye-rnads, effecting a passage of the lileusc, u.ucl traversing a district
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where every stream runs from south to north, exactly crossing their
lino of movement.
On the other hancl the Engineers of the French army had not
profited by the experience of recent wars; nor did the French generals
see ttny neecl for change in the use that they made of the Engineer
arm. It has been said hy a clever French writer, speaking of the
Engineers of bis country, that the 'transfer of officers from the men
to the various duties of the staff prevents the cleYelopment of specialities, and ends in producing a body of hybrid officers who know
nothing thoroughly, who have time to become neither accomplished
soldiers, skilfnl Engineer3, nor able architects, and whom the very
knowledge of their own impotence isolates both from soldiers and
Engineers, and who follow but slowly, and even with regret, altarations
of the military art, and the progress of industrial discovery. There
are very few officers of Engineers who can devote themselves to the
study of fortification. The greatest number, scattered up and down
in barrack stations, have time and intelligence absorbed in the
details of an uninteresting duty. Thus, when war breaks out, these
officers, taken from civil duties, and having lived all their lives apart
from the military, would have neither the bodily nor the theoretical
preparation, nor that knowledge of soldiers which the requirements of
nctive service in the field demands.'
If this be no exaggeration they were far worse than the Prusians were even before 18GG-and what strides in progress the latter
ad made since then ! No wonder that there was so much contrast
etween the work clone by the Engineers of Germany and those of
ranee in the war of 1870. Let us take one or i.,\YO examples, in
rdcr to see the result of the two Jines of conduct.
At the battle of Mars la 'rour the French were more or less
urprised by the German advance. Acting on this Rnrprise, two
ompanics of German Pioneers, who, according to the new plan, were
n the vanguard of the advancing colnmn, ,\·ere pushed vvith their G
·aggons of tools into the village of Vionville. This village they proecled at once to fortify; and the consequence was tliat it was helcl
hroughout the day, although to right and left the German line was
riven back.
At the battle of Gravelotte, when St. Privat was taken, and the
xhaustcd German Infantl'y were unable to ad,ance, some Sappers of
Pioneer Company were pushed through the village, and made a
helter trench and epaulments ~gainst the still unbroken French
eft.
On the other side t,!1crc were 18 l1onrs avttilablo to loopl10lc
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Gravelotte, ancl form intrenchments ; yet nothing was done. Th
whole of the Engineer Parks were in rear of the French position. Th
Corps Frossard, on the left, managed to get at some tools, an
strengthened its position; and was able to op,pose successfnlly all th
German attempts to drive it back. The Centre Corps did more or le
of the same work, and were not be<iten. But the Corps on the rig
(that of Canrobert) had no Engineers with it. Consequently little
nothing was clone to strengthen the position at the villages of S
Privat and Rancourt, and the post of St. l\fario-aux-Chuncs; ,ind lte
it was that the French eventually suJferecl a defeat.
A close study of the campaigns in l~rance in 1870-71 shows us,
think, the import:int part that fielcl works can be macle to play i
modern warfare. It show us, too, how necessary it is to have eac
unit of the technical troops as 'mobile,' and as carefully equipped a
possible. Ancl it suggests tbe advisability of having a body
Engineers capable of accompanying the Cavalry in the raids of that am
against the enemy's communications.

' III.-ORGANIS.11'ION OF FOREIGN ENGI~EERS.

Let us now examine the organisation of the Engineer force of one 01
two foreign nations.
In Germany the organisation of the Engineers is as follows : All general questions as to the defence of the kingdom devolve on
Royal Commission. The officerR of Engineers are employed either o
the Stoff or with the Pioneers. 'rhose on the Staff have charge of th,
construction and repair of fortresses. The duties of the Corps do nol
include barracks except in certain cases. The head of the Enginee
is an Inspector.General, under whom are a certain number of Inspectors
Each Inspection comprises so many fortresses and Pioneer battalious.
The Engineer Committee consists of a General Officer as president,
two Colonels, two Field-Officers, six Captains, and three Lieutenants.
Besides the employment in fortresses, and with the Pioneers, there a.ro
,arious duties, such as professorships at military schools, telegraphs,
and torpedoes in which the Engineers are engaged. But they are not
employed, as a rule, on any purely crvil works. In time of war, the
staff of the various Inspections is reduced, n.nd this frees sufficient
officers for tbc a.ltcred condition of circumstances. The Pioneers are
formed into Battalions in time of peace for convenience of instruction
n..nd discipline; but, on the order to mobilise, each Battalion sends to
the active army three Field Companies, each of which is a complete unit
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and capable of acting by itself under all circumstances. It also forms
t~ree Garriso1_1 or Fortress Companies, whose first duty is ttae defence or
siege of fortified places. A Pioneer Company comprises 5 officers
202 non-commissioned officers and men, 11 train sold iers, 3 waggons:
and 17 horses. To each Army Corps there is assigned also on mobilisati?u two light or Divisional Bridge Trains, and one Corps Bridge
Tram, two Intrenchrng Tool Columns, and a Field Telegmpb Division.
'l.'he Pioneers actually employed by Germany in the war of 1870-71
are detailed in the Appendix (E).
Almost all the nations of Europe either have already formed, or
are 1n process of forming, an Engineer organisation for the field similar
to that of Germany. The general principle of all is the same.
The Austrians, moreover, have established a system of mounted
Engineers; and it is thought that such a body, if well organised and
instructed, may prove extremely useful in future wars. Before 1866
they had a certain number of troopers instrncted and equipped as
Pioneers. And this system was further extended after that war. Their
object is to make Cavalry complete in all arms, and consequently independent. Its action in raids on an enemy's flanks and rear can thus
be made more effective, and the preservation of a long line of communications rendered more diffi<:::ult than ever. rrhe Austrian system
is to select a certain number of troopers of good character, and
who ha'O'e obtained a first-class certificate in riding, and to train
them to Sappers' duties. Each Ca'O'alry Regiment of six Sq nadrons
has a section of 40 men so trained, who are called the Regimental
Pioneer s. Each Squadron has, in addition, five men called the
Squadron Pioneers. The latter are used chiefly for works in camp,
such as field ovens, roads, latrines, &c. ; but the former are available
to make earth works and bridges, and to destroy rail ways and telegraphs. The principle is to make them good soldiers forst, and then to
furnish them with a few practical ideas for uae in the field.
The Americans reduce their army in time of peace to the smallest
possible dimensions ; and their Engineers are reduced with it. They
trust to their distance from any great military nation, and to their
vast internal resources, to enable them to organise an army when
equired. All the officers who have passed through the military
school at West Point have the preliminary education of an Engineer.
And the extensive civil works, in which the country is always engaged,
form a ready field for the enlistment of Sappers already half trained to
their work. So that the organisation of au Engineer force is n~t a
more difficult undertaking than that of any other arm. The American
Engineers are charged with planuiug, constructing, aucl repairing all
b
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fortifications and other defensive works; and also with planning an
constructing such civil works of the government as may be assignc
to them. In time of war they prepare plans for the attack and defenc
of military works; they lay out and construct lield defences, redoubts
intrenchments, roads, and military bridgeR, &c. ; they form a par
of the vanguard to remove obstructions; and, in retreat, they form
part of the rear-guard to erect obstacles, destroy roads, bridges, &c.
so as to retard an enemy's pursuit.
The duties of the French Engineers are as follows: In peace
besides detached staff and other employments, the inspection of th
frontiers, the inspection of the Engineer forces, the conduct of th
repairs and enlargements of all the fortresses, batteries, and places o
defence, and also of the military buildings; and the muiutenauce o ,
all frontier water defences, canals, &c. And in war-the attack an
defence of strong places, and reconnaissance of the same ; the con"!
struction of field works on tbe march and during operations; tbat of
roads and bridges; and the building of works of fortification in
conquered territory. The French Permanent Engineer Committee, or
Committee on Fortifications, consists of all the Generals on the active
list, and a certain number of Brigadier-Generals made by tbe War
Minister. Its duties are to report on all matters of milifa,ry engineering
submitted by the War Minister, and also on inventions; to suggest
annually what objects are of importance and what should be done; to
make projects for defence, and for all Government works and buildings ;
to inspect and muster all officers and men of the Corps ; to recommend
to the Engineer Department what should be the distribution of the
Corps, and wbat changes should be made from time to t,ime.
IV.-PRESENT ORGANISATION OF ROYAL ENGINEERS.

We have already seen, by tracing out their history, how the men of
the Corps of Royal Engineers were first raised, bow they have been
from time to. time employed, and the circumstances that led to their
existing numbers and organisation.
In detailing the present duties and organisation of the Corps it will
be necessary, not only to consider the men and their immediate
officers, but the whole body that makes up the Corps of Engineers of
the British army.

*

•

*

•

•

_We have then, as nominal bead of the Corps, the Commander-inCb,ef of the Army. Under him is the Inspector-General of Fortifications and Director of Works. This otlicer's duties are laid down in
the Queen's Regulations (see Appendix K). He is responsible for the
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efficiency and management of the Corps, as well as for the direction of
the whole of the works connected with the fortifications, barracks, and
other military buildings in the United Kingdom and the Colonies.
To assist him in the command of the men, there are three staff officers,
and a few clerks, in the department of the Commander-in-Chief. In
the execution of his other duties he has a department to himself, and
is directly responsible to the Secretary of State for War.

•

*

*

*

•

He is assisted in it by two Deputy-Directors, three AssistantDirectors, a number of attached officers, and a regular staff of
surveyors, clerks, and draughtsmen. The Executive work of the
department is carried out under senior officers, styled Commanding Royal Engineers, who are st.-itioned at central points in the
military districts and Colonies, or at fortreses which form independent commands. 'l.'he duties of Commanding Royal Engineers
are detailed in the Queen's Regulations (see App.udix K). Some of
these duties are evidently those that would be required to be carried
out in a time of war only. But, apart from these, the Commanding
Royal Engineer (like the Inspector-General of Fortifications) has a
double responsibility, viz., a military supervision over all the officers
and men of the Corps who may happen to be stationed in his district,
for which he is answerable to the Commander-in-Chief as head of the
army ; and the duties connected with the Department of Works, for
which he is responsible, through the Inspector-General of Fortifications, to the Secretary of State for War.

*

*

*

•

•

*

*

*

Under the Commanding Royal Engineer the bulk of the officers
and men of the Corps, and all the civil staff of the Department, are_employed; distributed as from time to time may be found most convement.

*

The Corps of Royal Engineers comprises four lists of officers, k~pt
separate for purposes of promotion. These are the Imperial hst,
the Bengal list, the Madras list, and the Bombay hst. The total
number is as follows :
34
General!:! .
42
Colonels
98
Lieut.-Colonels .
152
Majors
183
Captains .
374
Lieutenants
Total
/,2

. 883
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In order the better to discuss their employment we will divide these
officers into six groups as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Those in civil employ, or unemployed.
Those in staff situations.
Those in tbe Deprcrtment of Public Works of Indiit.
Those in the Royal Engineer Department, in Great Britain or
the Colonies.
5. Those under instruction.
6. Those who are attached to the men of the Corps.

(1) The civil situations which Engineer officers fill are various,
comprising employmaut under the Board of Trade, and the Home,
Colonial, and Indian offices. .A. royal warrant regulating such employment was promulgated in January 1872. Tts provisions were, tha
officers lent to a civil department were to co;itinue on the establishment
of the Corps; such officers to receive military pay, and be available for
military duty. But that if a recall from the civil duty on whieh an
officer was emp1oyed would be inconvenient to the civil department, he
was to he enrolled on a Reserve List, and bis plaee filled up in the Corps.
Under these circumstances he would receive no pay from army votes.
He would still, however, be available for military service in any case
of emergency . After 10 years on the Temporary Reserve List he must
return to m-ilitary work, or be placed on the Penna11ent Reserne List.
(2) The staff situations which officers of Engineers bold are for the
most part those peculiar to the Corps, aud instructorships at military
colleges. For an officer of Engineers to hold what is known as an
' Army Staff 1 appointment is very rare, if we except those Commanding
Royal Engineers of districts who are colonels on the staff, hut whose
title is only nominal.
(3) The Department of Public Works employs the majority of the
officers in India, in the same manner as the Royal Engineer Department
does those at home and in the Colonies. The two Departments differ,
however, considerably in their constitution, and in the way in which they
utilise their officers. When the Department of Public Works was first
started iu India, it was a purely military one, its duties being connected with the forcible occupation of the country. These duties consisted chiefly in the construction of forts and magazines at detached
stations, and of an occasional barrack. At fh·st it was officered only by
Engineers, and milita1-y rank was sufficient for authority and supervision. But when the number of Engineers became insufficient for the
growing needs of the department, and officers of Infantry wore employed by it, it became necessary to establish the system of depart-
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mental rank. This system really makes the Department a civil one.
In the year 1854 the management of the Department was taken from
the l\lilitary Board, and entrusted to a separate Department of the
Supreme Government. Thus its civil nature became a recognised fact.
With the ~ew rigime irrigation works were taken up; and a better
style of barrack and civil building was erected. The policy of the
government, which was to improve the country generally by means of
public works, led naturally to the enlargement and increased importance
of the department. Many civilians were added to it, and it became
less a military institution than ever. The system of the Departmentas carried on in npper India, where most of the sta.tions for British
troops are to be found-is as follows: Each large military station, with
perhaps small sur:rounding ones added, forms a Dlvision under an
Executive Engineer, with assistants as needed. Five or six Divisions
form a Circle, presided over by a Superintending Engineer. Superin.
tending Engineers correspond direct with an Inspector-General; but
the Executive Engineer is responsible for the accounts, and orders and
superintends all works in his district. For any particularly important
work a special Division, independent of the usual Executi~e Engineer,
is formed. These special Divisions are grouped together under a
Superintending Engineer who corresponds, as before, with the Inspector-General, through a Chief Engineer for special military works.
Irrigation works and railways are separate charges, but form branches
of the Department.
While on the subject of the Department of Public Works, I may
mention that the duties of the Royal Engineers in India may be
divided under the following heads : (1) the Department of Public
Works a.hove described, which is sub-divided into its three branches of
(ci) Irrigation; (b) Buildings and Roads; (c) and Railways; (2) the
Survey; (3) the 'relegraphs; and (4) the Military Duties connected
with the Sappers and Miners.
(4) The Royal Engineer Department is nominally a military one.
Its business is the conduct of all the works in Great Britain and the
Colonies. That is to say, it has tbe charge of the construction and
repair of fortifications and barracks, the custody of _War D_epartment
lauds, and the undertaking of all the other dut10s mc1dental to
the care and maintenance of Government property and bmldmgs.
Engineer officers only are employed in it; and they take yrecedence in
it according to the rank they hold in the Corps. To assist the officers
there are, in the first place, civil surveyors, to cb~c.k me~surements
and make any large estimates; a.nd, secondly, mil~tary roremen of
works, clerks, and draughtsmen, who make small estimates and work-
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ing drawings, and conduct correspondence. The military foremen,
&c., are selected from the men of the Corps, then subjected to a severe
examination, and finalJy pnt through a careful course in the Construction School at Chatham. The designs of fortifications and barracks
are, as a rule, made at the central office of the Department in London.
The business of the local Engineer is to fit the type supplied to him to
the selected site, and then to superintend the co11struction of the
building. The Department is not allowed to initiate work. It simply
carries out what others suggest.
(5) The officers under instruction are those young officers who
have obtained temporary commissions in the Royal Engineers, and
who are going through the Chatham course, which is intended to fit
them for the various duties they may have to perform. The construction course, ofa.hout nine mont,b s' duration, is the one intended to
qualify them for employment in the Royal Engineer Department. It
may be stated here that the original Chatham course, which comprises
instruction in field fortification, surveying, telegraphy, and construction,
is considered sufficient for an Engineer officer for his life. No further test
of his proficiency is required of him in bis after service, except the
slight military examination required of all officers before promotion.

•

•

•

•

•

(6) Lastly, there are the officers who are attached to the men of
the Corps.
The Corps musters at the present time a Pontoon Troop (120
yards of bridge), a Telegraph Troop (30 miles of wire), an Equipment
Troop (tools for three Companies and a Field Park), and 43 Companies.
The detail of a Service Company, as approved for war, is given in
Appendix (D). This detail va,·ies considerably according to circumstances. The war strength of the troops is given in Appendix
(F, G, and H). No special arrangements exist for raising tbe Troops
and Companies to their authorised war strength from their existing
peace establishment--(for peace establishment, see Appendix J). The
Companies are employed as follows: 25 :in various works connected
with the fortifications or barracks under the Royal Engineer Depart.
ment; four on the Survey of !be United Kingdom; two attached to
the General Post Office as telegraphers i three as Snbmar-infl :Miners;
six as Depot Companies ; and three in India. The distribution of the
companies, and the present peace strength of the Corps, is given in
Appendix (J). The officers of the Troops are kept for a certain timethat is to say from three to five years-with the same troop, so that
they get to know something of the duties required of them, ancl of the
men they have to command. The troops are stationed at one or other
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of the camps or at Chatham. The men are constantly being trained in
the special work, to do which the troop exists. But the artificers
execute all repairs, and the horses are employed on tbe public works,
so that the organisation, while keeping men and equipment in a constant state of efficiency and readiness for active service, is an economical
one for the country. For purposes of discipline, &c., the troops have
their head quarters (with commanding officer and adjutant) and their
depot at Aldershot.
On the other band, the officers with the Companies are frequently
changed, and seldom get any hold over the men whom they are supposed to direct. For purposes of discipline the men are under the
Commanding Royal Engineers of the districts where they may happen
to be located. But where two or three are together, which is the case
at one or two stations, it is customary to appoint a field officer to act
as a sort of Commanding Officer of a Battalion. The men of the Companies undergo a training at Chatham, on first enlistment, in field
operations, and the duties of a siege; but they have no annual or other
course to go through. No Companies, except those who may happen
to revisit Chatham in the course of their service, receive any further
instrnction; and the men, as well as the officers, are apt to forget what
they once knew, and get rusty at the work which is the special
bnsiness for which they enlisted, and which their country expects
them to perform in a time of need.
When Engineers are required for war, their selection lies nominally
with the Inspector-General of Fortifications; but, practically, the Deputy
Adjutant.General, who is the senior Engineer Staff Officer in tbe
Commander-in-Chief's office, bas considerable voice in the matter.
The equipment is the exclusive business of the Deputy Adjutant.
General. Whether it be a Company or merely a detachment that is
required, a certain amount of selection and consequent change bas to
be made in men and officers, and all the equipment bas to be looked up
and issued according to the supposed requirements of the campaign ;
so tha the body of Engineers that _eventually sails _has frequently
t,o shake down and become orgamsed as well as 1t can on the
.
voyage.
It is the intention in the event of a European war, to eqmp the
Engineers of an Arm; Corps by breaking up B Troop (the Equipment
T1:oop) into its component parts and attachmg a Sect10~ ~~ each of
four Companit:s. 'Three of these Companies accompany_ D1v1s1011s, ~n.d
oue goes tu Head Quarters as a Field Park. By tb,s process it 1s
expected th~t a Garrison Company will be transformed 111to a Field
Company ready to move off at once with a marcbrng army.
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'l'he detail of a Field Company so created, and of the Field Park,
and also of a Pontoon and Telegraph Troop, are given in the Appendix
(F, C, aud H, and J).
The Staff' of Engineers in an Army Col'ps is to consist of 1 Colonel,
1 Brigade-Major, and 1 A.D.C. 'l.'here is, moreover, 1 Lieut.-Colonel,
and 1 Adjutant with each Di,·ision, and wit,h the Reserve.
V.-PR0P0SED OIIANGES IN ORGANISA'f!ON,

We now come to the 5th head into which I divided the subject.
Armed with the facts aud data that I ha1•e collected, we will
proceed to the discussion of the alterations that time and experience
seem to suggest as necessary in the orga.nisation of the Royal
Engineers, to enable them best to fulfil their war duties, and at the
15ame time maintain, a.s far as possible, their ' usefulness ' in time of
peace.

For convenience sake I will divide this part of the subject into the
following questions.
1st. Judging from past experience what are the duties that the
Royal Engineers should be capable of performing in time of war ?
2nd. Can they fulfil these duties satisfactorily with their present
organisation ?
3rd. Is it well that they should, as a military body, be remunerative to the nation in time of peace? if so, how? and t<J what
extent?
4th. What should be their future organisation ?

l. Duties of the Royal Engi,ieers.
The Engineers have been well called the ,,,o,·kmen of the army.
The General who employs them in any other way, unless in very
exceptional circumstances, is making a bad use of the arms at his
disposal. But the Engineers necessarily form a very small proportion
of any army. And it is impossible for them, however zealous and
however 'mobile,' to c011strnct a tithe of the 6e1d works that the
experience of modern war teaches us it is advantageous to make in
tbe various phases of a campaign. Hence it is established as a rule
in all well organised armies, that a certain proportion only of field
works are to be made by the Engineers, and the rest by Infantry.
And this leads ns to the following questions : how m1wl, is to be done
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by each ? How are the necessary tools to be carried? In whose
charge are the tools to be? And who is to have the direction of the
work? 'l'o answer these questions fully would be the work of another
essay. To do so_ even in part would lengthen this one inordinately.
Yet I cannot entirely pass the questions by, as on them depend, to a
CPrta1n P-xtent, the answers that I am giving to the original questions
that I propounded; the first of which is, What are the duties of the
Royal Engineers ?
The more I study t.he expe1ience of the past, the more I become
convinced, that, unless the charge of the intrenching tools, and their
carriage on the line of mare!,, be the work of some special corps, they
will seldom if ever be forthcoming when they are wanted. And I think
that the natural troops to take charge of all intrenching tools required
in the field are the Royal Engineers, i.e. those who not only have to
work themselves on all possible occasions, but also have to direct working
parties of Infantry when, during a lull in fighting, it is thought
advisable to construct field works to any great extent. But there are
numerous purposes for which an :intrenching tool would be invaluable
to an Infantry soldier ; snch as to protect himself by a shelter trench
when, having advanced in skirmishing order, he is directed to hold
some ground that be bas won, or when he is on out-post duty; or,
again, in camp life, to coustruct kitchens, drains, &c. And I think that
every soldier should carry a trowel (or small intrencbing tool) as part
of his kit, the latter being lightened by doing away with some arlicles
of far less value. As I said before, there is not space to discuss the
'pros and cons ' of this question now. Pe1·haps it will be enough to
recall the fact that a Pioneer's tool is one of the five things that
Napoleon gives it as his opinion a soldier sbonld never be without.
I will now tabulate the duties that the Royal Engineers should be
able to perform in war, naming at the same time those field works
that Infantry should be able to construct either alone, or in com bination with, and nuder the direction of the Engineers.
A. Works which are required by a moving ctnny, in the presence of
the enemy :-(1) B1·id9iny. (2) Field Furlijications. (3)
Pioneering. ( 4) Telegraphy.
(1) Bridginy includes all light as well as heavy bridges, which
can be constructed rapidly from materials found on the
spot, or carried to the front as rapi?ly as t_he work~eu •
Such bridges are t.be business of Engmeers, etther of Field
Companies, or Pontoon Trains.
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(2) Fielcl Fortifications include-lst. Shelter trenches and shelter
pits, loopholes, slight entanglements for outposts, &c.,
which can be constructed by Infantry (either· with the
trowel, which I would give them, or with tools supplied
by the Engineers) ; and 2nd. Preparing villages for
defence, attacking villages and posts ( which comprises
escalading, rapid demolitions, &c.), making extensive
clearances, constructing redoubts, &c., which are the
special duties of Engineers.
(3) Pioneering includes clearing away or creating obstacles, constructing or destroying roads, destroying bridges, &c.,
which are the work of Engineers.
(4) Telegraphy, in this case, is tbe coustruction of a temporary
line to move with the advance of the army, and connect
the advanced guard with the main body, and is the special
work of Engineers.

B. Works required by a stationary army, m the presence of the
enemy.

(1) The defence, or (2) siege of fortresses, and more or less
permanent works.
(3) Submarine mining.
These duties include all the care of our garrison towns, harbours,
Colonies, &c., which might be attacked in time of wiir.
(1) and (2) are performed by Engineers, assisted by Infantry and
other working parties.
(3) Is the special work of the Engineer.
0. Campaign Works, such as the construction Of bridges, roads,
and railways, in rear of the moving army; of a semipermanent telegraph line to connect with the movable
one; of huts, hospitals, piers, wharves, wells, &c ., which
are all Engineer dutieti.
And field .kitchens, drains, latrines, &c., in campi:i, which
are made by the troops who require them.

N.B. The above works, although not executed in actual presence
of an enemy, are subject to his attacks, and are not,, therefore,
devoid of danger.
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D. Special Works, euc~ as surveying, photography, printing, &c.,
for which certa1n Royal Engineers are trained in time of

peace, and which they can consequently perform, if
required, in time of war.

2. Can the Royal Eng·ineers f«lfil their cli.tie,?
Can the Royal Engineers fulfil the ahove duties satisfactorily with
their present organisation?
I think that this question has heen sufficiently answered by the
review that we have made of our past history. Has it not been our
faulty system of organisation that has given such incalculable difficulty to those officers who have frequently bad to make bricks without
straw? Onr officers are energetic, and our men are good, and their
labours have often covered defects. But it is unreasonable to expect
that such can always be the case, especially if we are engaged in one of
the rapid European wars of modern days. Where would the Germans
have been without a sufficiency of mobile bridge trains in the early
part of the war of 1870? Halted, perhaps, on the right bank of
the Moselle sufficiently long to have enabled Bazaine to 1·etire with
his whole army, leaving Metz to be defended by its proper garrison:
following slowly, along a line that crosses many rivers at right anglei=t,
to find the concentrated and re-organised armies of France in a

strongly entrenched position on the road to Paris. . . . Would not
such a want have altered the whole phase of the war? perhaps the
whole future of Europe?
Or, let us take ~ur own latest experience-the Ashantee war.
What would not the Commanding Royal Engineer on the coast of
Africa have given for a few handy bridge constructors, and for some
thoroughly trained Pioneers with their tools with them, in the fore
front of the expedition ? Would not such a provision have made
the war less hazardous, less a matter of a few hours than it was,
whether or not the British Force would be able to return to the protection of their ships without suffering some dire calamity ?
We have seen how little prepared the French Engineers were before
the last great war ; how far even the careful Pru:-:sians were behin_d
t he requirements of the day in the way in which they used then·
Engineer force against Ausiria. Ai·e we profiting by the_ir experience?
~iodern war, as I have said before, requires preparation beforehand,
because when it arrives it demands groot rapidity in. action.
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It may, perhaps, be the feeling of some in England that our army,
though small , is well organised and perfect as far as it goes. Even
if such a feeling does really exist, let not us at all events-us, the
~Jngineers of the army-be blind to our faults. Let us be r eady to
apply the pruning knife of reform now in the time of peace, tba.t
when war comes it may not find us unprepared.
3. Should the Royal E ngineers be reniimerative to the country in
1

peace time?
I s it well that the Royal Engineers should, as a military body,
be remunerative to the nation in time of peace? If so, how ? and to
what extent ?
To t he first part of this question I would answer, Yes; hut not if
by so being they lose one jot of their efficiency for war, which is the
primary object of their existence. Great Britain requires a great
number of Engineer officers in time of war to accompany expeditions,
to garrison her Colonies and harbour forts, and to assist in the general
defence of the kingdom at home and abroad. H ence it is thought
11dvisahle to keep a larger body than is actually r equired for military
work in time of peace. The way in which this body is employed in
peace time has already been shown. Those officers who are attached
to men, and those on the staff are, as a rule, best prepared for war,
and should be the first to be so utilised. Those employed in the Works
Department would usually be required at their several stations ; and
in those situations would, in many cases, be taking an active part in
the war. Still it is possible that, in a time of emergency, some of
them could be spared for duties in the field. From the Works
Department, therefore, should he taken the first reinforcements for
the field army. Those officers who are employed in purely civil
situations, may be considered as a reserve. Now, it cannot be denied
that occupation is beneficial for everyone. But in the case of the
Royal !i;ngineers it must be borne in mind that the duties of a Military
Engineer require activity of body as well as brain knowledge, and
quickness of judgment as well as calm reasoning powers ; and unless
their civil occupation is of such a nature as not to destroy in them
the above qualities, and at the same time allow them to keep up their
military knowledge, the country will not benefit by it.
VVith reference to the m. en, it must be borne in mind that the
sy:stem of short service, which has now been generally ndopted for our
army, bR.s introduced a new phase into the question of the employment of soldiers on civil works. The army is now a large drill school,
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in which nearly the whole time of non-commissioned officers and
privates is taken up in teaching or learning drill; and there is mnt.:h
less time than there used to be for anything else. This is the case
to a certain extent, with the Royal Engineers, who enlist for eiohi
years, but ,,,hose instruction, it must be remembered, is far m~re
comprehensive, and consequently takes longer than tbat of an Infantr_y
soldier. Still they have a good deal of leisure time, during which tbey
can be employed in the construction and repair of fortifications and
barracks; and when this can be done without detriment to their military
efficiency the country will profit by it. But a certain proportion of the
Corps shonld be always in a state of training, and ready to proceed
with a war expedition. This should be a mobile force, fully equipped,
and capable of being divided as circumstances may reqnire. In fact,
there should be a body of Field Engineers ready to do the works
detailed under the head A in the table of duties I bave given. Those
who would be required to execute works under the other heads lleed
not be in such a state of immedia-te preparation; but their equipment 8hou1d be thought out, and their organisation carefully la.id
down on paper, so that no unnecessary time would be lost in preparing
them and fitting tbem out.
A word here as to the employment of the Corps in the Department
of Public Works in India, iind in the Royal Engineer Department in
England and the Colonies.
With regard to the former, the works are large and important, and
the conception and execution of them is left very much in the hands
of the officers on the spot. Thus tbe minds of officers are enlarged,
they become accustomed to superintend labour and to command their
fellow-men, and tbey have every opportunity to keep sharp the tools
of education that were supplied to them on entering their profession.
Then the system of promotion by merit stimulates them to exertion;
and the stirring life, associated as it is with occasional little. wars,
prevents a relapse into a listless state of unreadiness for active service.
There is, moreover, a Native Engineer* organisation in each Presidency, which acts as a school to keep up the knowledge of Ficlcl
Engineering duties. So that, although no doubt reforms are now and
then required-where are they not ?-yet there seems no reason to
suggest any alteration in the system by wbi~h the Royal Engineers in
India are employed and kept efficient for a time of war.
But with the Royal Engineer Department it is different. It has been

* The rPsources of the country in men and transport are immense; and, proyided
that a sufficient amount of tools a.nd equipment were always kept ready, the Native
Engineers in India could be nry rapidly mobilised and rendered fit for war.
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remarked that the employment of officers and men is, as a rule, advantageous both to the State who reaps the benefit of their services, and
to those so employed. Yet I believe that there is nothing so damaging
to the Corps as the present arraugement by which it is associated
with the Works Department,*

•

*

•

•

•

In order to effect any reform in the corps the first thing to do is
to disassociate it from its present connection with the Royal Engineer
Department. It would be well, perhaps, to change the name of the
latter, and let it be called what it really is, the ' Department of Works.'
Let a certain number of Infantry and Cavalry officers be employed in
it (as well as the Royal Engineers) ; say those who have passed the
Staff College examination, and are willing to go through a course of
construction at Chatham ; t and let the promotion in the Department
he, like that in the Indian Department of Public Works, by merit, and
not by military rank.
Tl,e great proportion of officers employed in it would still, no
doubt, be Engineers; but service in it would not be compulsory ; an
officer would know, when he entered it, wha.t he was undertaking,
and would work accordingly; and under such circumstances he would
maintain himself in a far more efficient state for war than he does
now. The Department itself, too, could not fail to benefit by a change
that infused zeal and emulation among those it employed. And thus
a mutual and increasing benefit would result to both Corps and
Department.
The men of the Royal Engineers could be employed under it in
its new state as easily as now. They would furnish daily working
parties, in the same manner as Line Regiments do now, except that in
the case of the Royal Engineers the officers would supervise their men
at the works.
In detailing the working parties, however, a section ( i.e. onefourth) of each Company should be kept in constant training, under
their own officers, in the duties required of them in war, so that they
should not forget what they have learned, and should be ever ready
for the purpose for which they were enlisted.
The' Works Department' would, like other Departments (and
like the Royal Engineer Department is now), be regulated by central
authority, but he under the command of the General at each station.
• Its regulations are the only Royal Engineers standing orders, which e'fery
officer has to show as such at General's inspections.
t This would tcncl to destroy the argument that now holds for excluding the
Royal Engineers from appointmects on army staff and in army commands.
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No better rul,,s for its gui_dance could be laid down than those already
J'.'.romnlgated under the ~•tie of Royal Engineer Department Regula.
t,ons, which would require very slight modifications to fit them for
the altered circumstances.
In addition to the Works Department, which would not, any more
than it does now, originate work, hut would merely be an Executive
one, there would (as I propose) be an independent Engineer organisation, which will be described later on.

4. What should be the Royal Engineers' F,i/,ire Organisation t

It has been said by a French writer, full of sad experience on
account of the failure of the French organisation in the last war, that
'the least reflection upon the number of subjects that an officer of
Engineers is now required to know, makes it difficult to deny that
their range and variety is such as to defy any man's intelligence,
energy, and quickness. An officer of Engineers must be acquainted
with all matters relative to fortification and its armament. Further,
be must have gone deeply into building-construction, roads, and
hydraulic works. Henceforward be will have to familiarise himself
more and more with railway work, telegraphy, and balloons. He
must also know something of Infantry drill o.n d duty; he must be a
snrveyor, a pontooner, an artillerist, a miner, a pyrotechnist; and even
law must not be quite strange to him.' From this, and much other
similar evidence, it may, I think, be assumed that it is essential to
e.fjiciency to separate the various duties that Engineers are required to
perform, keeping the Corps together, under one head, for the sake of
control, and in order to afford greater scope for selection.
In order to review thoroughly the alterations that I propose, let us
commence from the top and work downwards.
Tbe Inspector.General of Fort.ifications, relieved from the detail of
the Works Department, would take his place on the Staff of tbe
Commander-in-Chief. There he would form one of the Committee,
which every nation should possess, to settle the general defence of the
country. * * * Under t-he Commander-in.Chief, he would be the
Commanding Officer of the Corps of Royal Engllleers,. regulatmg _,ts
distribution, and caring for :its efficiency. He would? 1n h1s capacity
of Inspector-General of Fortifications, inspect the ~ar10ns defences at
home and abroad, be responsible for their efficiency, and bring forward
any proposals for new forts or alterations in existing one~.
Under the Inspector-General there should be a certam number of
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Inspectors chosen from among the best officers of the Corps, who
would be detailed, each to look after a certain number of the home
districts or Colonies (with perhaps two or three for India), and assist
in inspecting and reporting upon the pe,•sonnel of the Corps, including
the Auxiliary and Reserve Engineers, as well as the fortifications and
all works incidental to the general plan of defence.
Thus, the Quarter-Master General would, as now, be responsible
for proposing any new barrack services ; and the Inspector~ Geueral of
Fortifications would do the same for .fortification services; while the
Works Department would act as the Royal Engineer Department does
at present; and would be responsible for bringing forward all services
of renewal and repa,ir, carryiug out besides snch new services as the
funds placed at its disposal enabled it to do.
Under the Inspector-General of Fortifications there should be one
or more staff officers to assist him in the detail connected with the
command of the men. But this work would be much reduced by
establishing detached heacl-quarters for the different branches of the
Corps. For instance, that for the Garrison Companies might be at
Chatham; that for the Field Troops and Companies at .A.ldershot; that
for the Submarine Mining Companies at Portsmouth; for the Survey
Companies at Southampton; for the Telegraph Companies, and for a
Company to include all foremen of works, clerks, and others employed
regularly in the Works Department (and which might with advantage
he increased to contaiu men for duty in detached forts, &c., like the
Coast Brigade .A.rtilJery) in London.
Next, there should be on the staff of every General, in peace as
well as war, an officer of Engineers, who would act as adviser on all
points of fortification and field engineering, who could, if required,
instruct troops in field works, who could assist his General in schemes
fo,, the defence of his district and the distribution of his troops, and
should be capable of taking up the duty of any of the other staff ,
officers if needed .
.A.ll 1<neinployecl officers of Royal Engineers should he stationed ( or,
at all events, borne on the muster-rolls) at one or other of the HeadQuarters, where they would have an opportunity to brush up their
military know ledge i and ao o;tficer shouhl be placed in a pos-ition of
responsibilit!I without giving satisfactory proof of his capability to
perform all the duties that might be required of him.
To turn to t,he men. Looking to the facts and arguments that I
have alrPady given, it seems to me that it is ahso1utelv essentia} to
make and maintain a few bona fi,de Field Compauies ~f Engineer~.
Perhaps four-the number authorised for an .A.rmy Corps-would be
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enough to keep permanently embodied. Their organisation is laid
down in Army Circulars of 1875. (See Appendix H.)
But_ these Companies sho:'ld not be made by att~ching portions of
an ~qu1pment Troop to Garrison Companies Jo,· a time on/Jy, and then
taklilg them away to go through the same process with others • but
by making them complete in all their details, and similarly orga~ised
in every way to the existing Pontoon or Telegraph Troop.
These Field Companies should be stationed at the camps in
England and Ireland. They should be regularly tmined in field
works under their own officers, but a portion of them (perhaps twothirds) might be employed at works, either: under the Works
Department or in other ways ; so that they would be as economical
to the country as the present organisation. Thus they would be
ready ' to take the field, in part or together, with any expedition
that left our shores, and would, moreover, be fit for immediate use
on landing.
It should be laid down as a maxim that an Engineer soldier,
whether of a Field or Garrison Company, should neve,. be separated
from his tools and materials. Even in peace-time a small amount
should accompany each detached body in order to accustom officers
:1nd men to their care, and to ensure Engineers being, under all circumstances, available for work. To send a body of Engineers to a war

without tools is as anomalous as to send Artillery without guns, or
Cavalry without horses, or Infantry without bayonets.
The unit of the Corps for all work should be the Troop or Company. In certain stations three or four might be collected; and there
it would be advisable to combine them temporarily, and form a so-called
Battalion or Regiment under a Commanding Officer, with, perhaps, a
Major and an Adjutant. This would ensure uniformity in system and
improve discipline. But care should be taken to keep up the responsibility of all officers, and even non-commissioned officers, down to the
smallest subdivision; so that, when detached, as must be the case in

war, those in command would be accustomed to the situation, and
b""e no difficulty in carrying out the work that they had ~o do.
.
Onr regular Engineers would, according to my suggesti~ns, consist
of (1) Troops for Pontoon and Telegraph work, orgamsecl as_ at
present; (2) Field Companies, to acco_mpany Infantry,_ and occasion-

ally Cavalry, in the advance of a movmg army, orgamse~ as I ~ave
explained ; (3) Garrison Companies, ~or sieges, and to garrison f~rt1fied
places or for campaign works, orgamsed as at present, but their est&hlishn:ent and equipment carefully detailed for ~eace and war, and a
proportion of their peace equipment alw"ys with them; :.ncl ( 4)
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8peciol Companies, such a~ Survey, Submarine Mining, "nd Postal
Telegraph, organised as from time to time may be thought convenient,
but their establishment and equipment laid down as in the case of the
Garrison Companies.
The Volunteer Engineers, and any Militia Engineers that may
hereafter be raised should be organised, I think, in Battalions of four
Companies, two of which should be Field and two Garrison Companies.
So that, on the outbreak of a great war, entailing their embodiment,
the l<'ield Companies might be sent at once to take their place in Army
Corps raised for home defence, and the Garrison Companies sent to
the fortresses. The model for these Companies should be those of
the Royal Engineers. By this system the employment of the Field
Officers of Volunteer Engineers could be regulated, as it would be an
anomaly to place an untrained Volunteer in a position where by his
superior rank he would command all the Royal Engineers in the same
force. With regard, too, to the fact that for the whole British Army
there is only one Pontoon Train (120 yards of bridge), or barely
enough to cross a small river like the Thames at Windsor, aod tlmt
pontoons of some kind are an absolute necess1'ty for any moving a.rmy, * it
would be well if two or three Volunteer Pontoon Trains were organised
in the country on the model of the Regular one, Government supplying
the pontoons and other equipment, and the Volunteers the men and
horses.
I have not, in my suggestions, specified num,bets, because I conceive

it to be the business of the Statesmen of a country to establish the
number of troops considered sufficient to uphold her honour and maintain her policy: to the Soldier being left questions of organisation and
management. But, the principle having been established of creating
an economical, and at tbe same time sufficiently ln.rgc army by the
system of short service and reserves, I may remark here that all
attempts to re-organise the Royal Engioeers will prove useless, unless
men and horses are forthcoming to enable Troops and Companies of
1car strength to be made out of our present weak peace establishment.
And a system should be elaborated by which Reserve men might know
where they were to report in case of mobilisation, and officers commanding know where they woulcl have to look to complete their cadres
and get at all the necessary stores.
Let ns see how, on the outbreak of war, onr proposed organisation is capable of performing the duties required of it. The Engineer

* Aa much bridge is required for a sma.11 army as for a large one up to certain
limits. That is, rivers nl'e the same size for both to cross.
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Stoff for the army could be supplied at once by the Inspector.General
who would have a far more intimate knowledge of the Corps than h;
can have at present; and, their distribution being his special business, would know where most easily to find those best fitted to fill
each required situation. The Field Companies could supply the first
contingent to sail; and, with the Pontoon and Telegraph Troops, which
are also always rcndy, could (as far as they go) undertake the duties
that I have indicated above, under the head A, viz., bridging, field fortifi.
cation, pioneering, and telegraphy. Behind the l!'ield would come the
Garrison and Snbmarine Mining Companies, who wonld be available
either for the defence of our forts and harbours, or to undertake any
protracted work, sncb as a siege in an enemy's country. When sent
with a field army, and not employed at a siege, the Garrison Com.
panies would be available for works under head C. In this case they
would, probably, be temporarily attached to tlie Officer Commanding
the Line of Communications. In addition to these there would be the
Postal Telegraph Companies, who could supply an organisation to
keep the aclvaucing army in communication with its base, and the
Survey Companies to supply what surveyors and printers were required.

Finally, the Department of Works could find well qualified officers
and foremen to execute the necessary works in rear of the army, w]1ich
J have detailed under head C, and called Campaign Works. The Department would also carry on its usual duty, as well as any
fl-pecin.l works incidental to the occasion, in the various garrisons and

fortresses, &c., under the orders of the General Officer intrusted with
their defence.
To back the organisation which I have described, and which would
be avaihble for an enemy's country, and for the Colonies as well as
for England, there are the Auxiliary Engineers to assist in our home
defence.
Engineers, enlisted as they are from the artisan class, are perhaps
more than any other troops congenial to the English cha~·~cter n,ncl
English race. While, however, they have some good qu~hties, they
also have their faults. By their energy and valour they gamed a name
in the Peninsula, and they kept it in the Crimea. But they are apt
to be too confident in their own powers. Let ns remember that the
manner of war is changed; that organisation and rapidity a.re mo~·e
necessary now than they were then. And Jet us endeavour to gam
that rapidity, not by an attempt to imitate ,mnecessarily C~vah-y_ 01;
Artillery, but by rendering a portion of our force suffic1en_tly

mobile

to keep up with an advanced guard of all arms; ~y taking care t~at
very required tool is in its place-not a na.11 wantmg-at the hon1 of
C

2
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need ; and by having officers and men thoroughly trained and efficient
for their work.
Thus may we hope to emulate, perhaps even to surpass, the deeds
of those who have gone before us; and so to act in the day of battle
that the army and the people of England shall not have reason to be
ashamed of their Engineers.

R.H.
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APPENDIX A.
COMPANY O1~ ROYAL MILITARY ARTIFICERS AS CONSTITUTED BY THE ROYAL WARRANT m, OCTOBER 10,
1787.
,. d.

1 Sergeant-l\fajor
3 Sergeants
4 Corporals
.

at
,,
,,

2 Drummers .
.
12 Carpenters (PriYates)
10 Masons
1O Bricklayers
5 Smiths
5 Wheelers
4 Sawyers
8 Miners
2 Painters
2 Coopers
2 Collar Makers ,,
30 Labourers

,.
,,
,,
.,
,,
,,
,.
,,
,.
,,

~

3 a day
I 9
1 7

0 9
0 9
0 9
0 !)
0 9
0 9
0 9
0 9
0 !)
0 9
o 9
0 6

Total-8 N.-C. Officers, 2 Drummers, and 90 P1·ir-ates

.,
,,
,,

= 100.

Knit-Working pay, not exceeding 9d. a clay, was allowed to each N.-C. Officer
and man for the days actually employed on the works.

APPENDIX B.
COMPANY OF ROYAL l\IILITARY ARTIFICERS BY
WARRANT OF 1806.
*l Sub-Lieutenant, at 5s. a day.
1 Sergeant-Major.
5 Sergeants.
5 Corporals.
*10 Second-Corporals, nt ls. 9d. a day.
30 Carpenters (including 4 Top Sawyers),
20 M~sons
1, includin,..,0 Slaters, Tilers , and Plasterers.
18 Bricklayers J
10 Smiths.
JO Miners.
4 ,vheelers.
4 Collar MRkers.
2 Coopers.
2 P:iinters.
-l Drummers.
Tutal 126
lit

A

ui.Wl'.lnl..
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APPENDIX C.
COMPANY OF ROYAL MILITARY ARTIFICBH,S, OR ROYAL
SAPPERS AND MINERS, IN 1811, 18Ll, ANu 1813.
I ~ub-Lieutenant .
.) 1,ergeants.
5 Corporals.
,j

Second-Col'porahi.

a Drummer:,.
15 Carpenters,
10 Masons.
6 Bricklayers.
4 Smiths.
2 Wheelers.

N.B. Tho r,mk of Company Sergeant-1\fajor was
abolished in May 181 1.

2 Coll ar ]fakers.
1 Cooper. ·
30 Miners.
'.l'otal 89

ES'.l'ABLISHMENT OF CORPS, 1811.
4 Adj utants (ne,·er made).
4 Sergeant-Majors.
4 Quartermaster-Sergeantis.
1 Drum-1\Iajor.
32 Sub-Lieutenants.
160 Sergeants.
160 Corporals.
160 Second-Corporals.
!>6 Drummers.

2.2-10 Pri Yates.
Total 2,861
Exclu::,ive of the Maltese Military Artificers.
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APPENDIX D.

WAR STRENGTH OF A COMPANY OF ROYAL ENGINEERS
IN 1870-1.
1 Captain.
3 Lieutenants.
1 Assistant-Surgeon,
6 Sergeants.*

6 Corpora.ls.
6 Second-Corporals.

2 Buglers.
26 Carpenters.
22 Masons.
11 Bricklayers.
9 Smiths.
3 Wheelwrights.
1 Cooper.
6 Painters.
3 Tailors.
3 Collar Makers
2 Clerks.
l Printer.
2 Telegraphists,
I Photographer,
10 Miners.

01·

* .Note-One Sergeant has now
the rank of Company SergeantMajor, and another that of Company Quartermaster - Sergeant,
1876.

Shoemakers.

Total-5 Officers, 120 N.-C. Officers and P1·ivates.
The horses authorised aro 10 chargers and_ 5 h.it animals, ~rovi<le<l by the officers
and ~ pack animals (with pack saddles) p1·onded by the publw.
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APPENDIX E.

SUMMARY 01" THE VARIOUS DETACHMENTS AND
BODIES OF GERMAN TECHNICAL TROOPS EMBODIED
DURING THE CAMPAIGN OF lSi0-71, EXCLUSIVE OF
RESERVES.
I.-KINGDOi\I OF PRUSSIA.

com-1 21 ~: :~~!;;i
offi~er.
.
.
n
(rncludrng soldiers of the Tram).

(I) 36 Field Pioneer

panies, each con::;isting

of

·

·

·

1 11en
, 10rses.
3 wuggons (1 officers' equipment waggon, 1 tool
wuggon, and 1 powder waggon).

·

4 officers.
(2) 33GarrisonPioneercom- { '> 1 medical officer.
.
..
panies, having each • -00 men (N.B. _30 of ~hese compames. were n:iobilised ·
and pro,·1ded with the same eqmpment m horses
and waggoua as the Field Pioneer companies).

(3) 12 complete Pontoon
columns (not attached
lo companies), having
each ·
·
·
·

j

2 ~ugineer officers} ntt eh d
a e ·
3 Trai_n officers
1 mechcal officer
JU charge.
l;); ~;~~aster
277 horses.
41 waggons, with materials for not more than 160
l
metres of bridge.
63 pioneers

1.J .

I

(4) 12 Li~ht Field Bridge {
Trams (each attached
to one of the Field
Pioneer companies of
an Army Corps).

2
51
87
13

(5) 12 intrenching columns {

18 men .
30 horsC>s.
G waggons (laden with 1,200 spa<les, 300 pit·kaxcs,
180 axes, &c.)

( each attached to one
of the field companieH
of an Army Corps).

Train officers.
men.
horses.
waggons, with ruaterials for •~Lout 58 metres of
bridge,
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TELE(JR.&.PH DET!Cll)ll~~T.

3 Engineer officer~.
1 medical officer.

1 field telegraph inspectur.
C field telegraph clerko.
101 pioneeri:i,

(6) 7 FielJ Telegraph dotachments, ha \'ingeach

Telcgraplt Train.
1 Train officer,
34 men.
82 horsPs.

12 waggons.
TELEGRAPH DETACHlfE:XT.

(

I Engineer officer.

I
(7) fi Et~ppcn Telegraph de- ,
tachments,ha.l"ingeach
(Each di,·ided into two
sections, ,,iz. 1st sec- \
t_ion. for new work, 2nd
s~ct10n for re:!onstructJon).

2 telegraph inspectors.

10 cl_erks.
.
.
41 pioneers and soldiers of tho Tram.
t ,J: telegraph workmen.

Telcgroplt Train.
1
46
130
16

'Train officer.
men.

horses.

waggons.

RAILWAY Cm.IPA.NY.

3 Infantry officers.
1 Engineer officer.

(8) 5 Field Railway detachmentf<, having each •

1

186 men (including 75 pioneers).
16 horses.
2 waggons.

Technical Railtl'ay Staff,

l

l principal officer.
19 officials.
:.!4 foremen.
Corps of labourers. val'ying in number.

5 Engineer and Nasal officers.

80 pioneers.
10 sailors.

(9) Torpodo detac1ments.

\Vorking parties aupplied by the Garrison Pioneer
companie8 and the Na\'J,

2 Engineer officers.
1 medical officer.

5h pioneers.
27 sailors.
5 hor!!es.
l waggon.
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2 J~ngineer oft1rPr~.
42 pioneers.

(10) Balloon detachm ent

(11)

2 Engineer officers.
11 pioneers.

Field Photographic
detachment.

II.-KINGDOM OF llA\'AH!A.

r Staff, 3 Ji'ield

I

18

Engineer companies, and 1 Field Tele-

oftT::f}~detachment, containing altogether-

I 34-6 horses.
waggons (including 2 bridge equipments of 15
.146
1 medi ca l officrr.
703 men , including driver,'- .

(!) 2 Field Engineer divisions, having each

waggons each, 2 pioneer equipments of 4 waggons

each, 1 telegraph equipment of 3 waggons).
N.B. In September 1870 1 bridge equipment of
15 waggons was added to each Field Engineer
division.

(2) 1 Garrison Engineer d1v1s1on, cons1stmg of .

j

Staff and 2 Garrison Engmeer compames, containing
altogether12 officers.
f~cer. d .
medical
..
4
1~5 ~:~~:~c u mg rivers.

!

20 " aggons (mcludrng 2 pioneer equipments of 4
waggons each, 2 sapper and mmer equipments,
a.nd 2 field smithies, having together 6 "1.aggons).

(3)

1 Garrison Engineer

4 officers.
{ 194 men.

company,

3 horses.
1 waggon.

(4)

I Etappen Engineer

5 officers.
{ 16 7 men.

52 horses.
5 waggons (including 1 pioneer equipment).

company.

(5)

1 E tappen Telegraph {

detachment.

2 officers.
62 men.
12 horses.
2 waggons.

l

RAILWAY Cm.IPA.NY.

r 18~ !~tneer officers.
60 horses.

l railway equipment.

(G) 1 R..,iJway detachment.

Tcch11,ical Railway Staff.

1 director.
17 officers and station-masters,
:W foremen.

29i>
I!I.-KINGDOl\I OF SAXONY.
(I) 3 field pioneer compa.nies.
(2) l pontoon column.
(:j) I light field bridge-train.
( 4} 1 iutrenching column.

} Organised like llto Prussian.

IV.-KINGDmr OF WURTEMBURG.
(I)

~ioneer corps.
1 pioneer company and
1 sapper company,

r Staff
and 2 companiNi together.
12 officers,

415 men.
with bridge-train and ( 170 horses.

intrenching column).

31 waggons.

1

2 officers.

(~) Field Telegraph <letachment, (Attached to the

Pioneer corps.)

( 3)

1 telegraph_ in.!spector.
6 telegr?-phi st~·
.

.

40 men (meludmg Tr,un soldwrs).
31 horses.
5 waggons,

Garrison Engineer
company.

5
{ 165
8
1

officers.
men.
horses.
waggon.

V.-GRAND-DUCHY OF BADEN.
(I) 1 field pioneer (pontoon company).
(2) -! pontoon column.
(3) 1 light field bridge-train.
(4) i ditto of an intrenching column.
(5) l garrison pioneer company.

}

O1·ganise<l 1 in general, like the Prussian.

VI.-GRAND-DUCHY OF HESSE.
5 officers.
l medical officer.
Pioneer company (with {
light
field
bridge• 211 men.
167 horses.
train).
18 waggons (including 12 bridge-Train waggons).
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APPENDIX F.
ROYAL ENGINEERS.-PONTOON TROOP.

DETAIL OF ONE PONTOON TROOP, WAR ESTABLISHMENT.
(As autl1orised b!J Army Circulars o.f l 8i5.)
Horses, Saddlery, and Hnrne5S

Equipment

Ko.

HORSES,

CARRIAGES.

No.

l

Riding.

Forge ,

. I
. I
. 20

Officers and Men

Major (director ofLridg.
.
iog).
.
Captain, Assistant

1

Lieutenants, Assistant.

4

Quartermaster
.
Surgeon
Veterinary Surgeon

1

Officers

.

No.

.

,*18

Staff-Serge:wts •
Non.-Com. Officers
.
.
Farrier
Shoeing Smiths .

. 12
I

NON-COMMISSIONED QFFICERS

38

AND l\lEN.

Troop

Quartermaster-

Sergeant .
Sergeants
1st Corporals
2nd Corporals
Pontoniers .
.
Drivers
Trumpeters •

. 1
. 10
. 12
. 12
100
I JO
• 2

Pontoon

I 20
U

{ Trestle
W a.ggons Store

30

Office

-1

Forge

6

Spare

24

Total horses

. :HG

ARTICFIERS

Farrier an<l Carriarre
. e.
.
Smith
Sergeant Artificer
.
Corporal Artificers
Shoeing and CarriaNe
i:,
Smiths .
Collarmakers
.
\Vheelcrs
Carpenter~ .

SADDLERY SETS,

S

St

.
Officers' .
Non.-com. officers'

20

lfA.R:XESR,

♦ .I,_}! PllHllC 1iro11c1t~.

R.:E. pattern.
t

4

•

5

. 31

Toor.s.

sets

36-lb. ,ice

. 104

2
4

1

. .,
.
Painters'
Smiths' , G.A.S., with

3

. sets

. .,
.
Tinman·s
Tools, shoeing, in leather

. sets
.
case .
Wheelers' and saddle. sets
tree makers
·Whitworth stock8 and
dies, If' to ¼", with
. sets
tray .

·i

Carpenters'
Collarmakers·

Sa~~~:;1~eo-_
f-lmiths'
Tinsmiths' :

-1-

022

•

MATERIALS FOR REPAIRS,

Doul,le sets. wheel,
Total

ARTIFICERS'

Carpenters' .
Collarmakers'
Farrins'

Drauglit.

I

Store .

Total •

Trumpeters
Spare.

Troop Sergeant-Major .

Office .
Waggons { Pontoon
Trestl e

and
WheelPrs'

Suffh:ieut
for

3 month~.

.

The Vct,.;rnmry :::iur:;:con provi<lcs hl1 own 1atl<llcry.

4
I
I
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APPENDIX G.
ROYAL ENGINEERS.

DETAIL OF ONE TELEGRAPH TROOP, WAR
ESTABLISHMENT.
(As authorisc(l htj Army Cfrcnlars of' 1875.)

~ ~ ~ii__

Hor3es, Saddlery,

G

3

O

NO~·COM~IJSSJO:SF:IJ
OFFICERS A:SD MES,

4
45
G4

.
•

I

"

9
5
4;; !JO
Gl 12f.i
I

.

SC'rg. Telegrapher •
•
Corp. Artificers
Corp. Telegraphers.

Shodug and Car1·iage Smiths
Collarmakers •
Wheelers.

Totals

I
I

I

I
2

G

8

14

12
I

11
-

24
1
I

I

1

I

•
.
.
Wire
Telegraph Office,
R.E. pattern
•
Store
.
Bont
Fo1ge .
Total

ARTIFIC'F.r.S' TOOLS.

•

.
,
•

4

SADDLEnY

SE-T'<.

.
.
Officers'.
Non.-Com. On1cera·
and Signallers' ,

22

22

34

34.

1

1

44

5
3
3

3

Cfirpentere

Telegraphers .

60 18•
2

Totnl Hor~es

AR'rlFICERS,

Farrier and Carriage
Smith ,
~erg. Artificer

120
2

Wire .

( Office
Waggons -(Store
Boat
Forge
Sp..'lre •

12

149 U2 2!H

• All ptivatc ~rorerty,

~ L ~ ,;

CARRIAC:F,S

Riding.
.
Officers'.
Staff-Sergeants' .
Non-Com. Officers·
,
Signallers'
.
Farrier's.
Sl1oeing-smith's
Trmnpeters' .

1 '

10 i

,

Eqn;pmcnt

1------l-l_j_l_:;_•°'-~ 1-6

0"1~:

1

•

l st Cor poral~ •
2ml Corpornls ,
!=-appers

i -"'-~-:-~- -

'fotnl

Troop Scrg.• J'ifojor .
'l'roop Q.ll.-Serg.

D1ivers ,
Trumpeters

;,

ond Harness HOH SES.

0PFJCKnf:,

•
Major
.
Cavtain .
Lieutenants •
Quartermaster
.
,
Surgeon •
Veterinary Surgeon

f-;,..rgennts

tfr~i,~l

~11~1 ~f_,I

Officersand Men

- - - - - - - ci (

HAR:\'E$f:.

Double sets, wl1eel,
]LE. pattern
Pnck

t Veterinary Surg:eon

provi1les his own smJ.llcry.

6

G 12
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APPENDIX H.
ROYAL ENGINEERS.

DETAIL OF ONE COMPANY AND FIELD PARK,
WAR ESTABLISHi\IENT.
(As aitthorised by Army Girculm·s of1Si5.)

Horses, Sndrllery,
nnd Hnrnc;:s

Officers and )fen

Lieutenants

I

HORl:LF.S,

0FFICER8.

J.fa.jor
~
Capto.in •

1
1
3

•

•

-

•

Riding.
Officers .

l

17

i...!!...

•

Non.Com.Officers.
Buglers.
Spnre

10
3
1

-

2
3

2
H

6

2

Total

1

•

29
1
1

1

PbotogrnpLic

I

5
1
1

I

'3

NoN-CO?.lllTESIONED
OFFIC:Ell6 AND MKN.

0ARRUGES.

G enernl S<:r.ice
42• ; Office •
•
Hi
Miners .
.
4
Printing
.

•

1

~_:..::._·

Dro.u(JM,

Sergeants
Corporals
•
2nd Corporals •
.
SapJX:rs:I
l'arpc11ters • 32
:Masons.
• 28
Bricklriycrs, H
Smitlis.
. 14
Wheelwrights 4
Coopers
, 2
Painters
• C.
'l'ailors
. 4.
Collarmakers
or Sboemukera 4
Clerks.
. ~

Printer

.

1

Telegraphers

:.!

• i'Genernl Ser.ice 24
~o-~~1~r11 '.
,: (Printing,

..- Photo~rnphic.
Pack Equipment
Spare •

Total Hones •
137 -

•

•

Spnre Men, B:1.tmcn,

Total

4

4
4

4
Pnil1ters, n.s np4 ' proYed 12th June,
4 I l~!ii, 64 (Engs.)

4

SADDU:nY,

16
2
10

ISG

18

SJ.TS,

I

I

!GI

18
~

AltTIFIC'ERs' T00Ll!,

4

2818

•

1

1

~::,:

SIIT.:,

)[ATRI11AL8 FOR RRI'AHHI,

Officers'.
Non-Con. Officers'.
Pack Saddle, sets •

lliners and
Quarrymen :!2
Drivers .

&,.

20 116

i'i48

Photographer :i

Buglers •

'.
.

21
21
lG

82
8

"

23 7G7

HAUKE$:!.

Double ~ets, wheel
R. E. pn.ttern

~i.i~1~~:1"l

Jifakers
Smiths'.

.
.

Wheelers'

14

19

• All private property,

nnd
7fi

Car-

penters'

.

Mi~cellnueous

Sufficient for :l
montl1s.

G
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APPENDIX J
ESTABLISHMENT OF ROYAL ENGINEER COMPANIES AS
PER ARMY ESTIMATES OF 1876.

Establishment

One
Ordin:lry

One
Survey

Company

Company

40 Companiesi:1

Pay J)f'r
diemt

-;:-T
Sergeant-Major!
.
.
•
.
.
Sergeant-Majors RS clerks
.
.
.1l~ 1Quartermaster-Sergeants as clerks .
-:; ;; ,... Sergeants a.s clerks
.
.
,
~i! Sergeant-Majors as Foremen of
;_;,~~
,vorks
.
.
.
.
.
Quartermaster-Sergeants as I;orer,:i A
man of Works .
.
.
.
Sergeants as Foremen of Works
.
Sergel\nt-1\Iajor as Instructor
:Band Master
Quartermaster 8ergeants
tSergeants Instruetors
+Sergeants Instructors of Volunkcrs
tDrill Sergea:Jts
.
.
•
+sergeants Instructor of )lusketry
Bugle-Major .
.
.
.
tArmourer-Sergeant .
Company Sergeant-:Majors
tSergea.nt Cook
Sergeants .
tBaad Sergeant
Trumpets ~nd Buglers

:Z

Total Non-Commissioned Officer~, &c.

4
2

9}

2

9~,-

42

2

GO
92
I
I

9½
!H
9:}

5

7

4
2

I½
!J.}

2
2
2

919½
9½

2

4

so
6,56

"---------6

8

6
73

8
87

258
l.J
270
2,952

s.:;

103

3,-195

Totnl all ranks

113

4,I[ll

Three Companies on Indian Establishment not included.

i 'l'he
i,~~!otbers
:~:%:l~e special, or departmental pay, or perquisites.
receive working pay when on th.t workt.

H

9}
3!

9}

2

9,\

217

93

1

2
2
2

4

Total Rank and File

r..

9}

19
15
2
1
I
40

10

7½

9½

30

1 ~,. .

Corporals •
.
.
•
tCorporals as Yolnnteer Instruc1ors
2nd Corpomls .
.
Sappers and Miners ,

4

H
28

91
I

If
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APPENDIX J (continued).
ESTABLISHMENT OF ROYAL ENGINEER TROOPS AS PER
ARMY ESTIMATES OF 1876.

Establlsbment

Dep{lt

I

3
Troops

Pay J}er
diemt

----s":d.
3
9
10

Acting Adjutant
Riding Master .
•
Yeterinary Surgeons •

---- -- -

* Total Officers
Rergeant-~Iujor .
.
Quartermaster-Sergeant .
.
.
Staff'Fa:rrier and Carriage Smith Major
Troop Sergeant-Majors
Sergeants .
.
.
.
.
Sergeant Farriers and Shoeing Smiths
Serg€'ant .i\rtificers .
.
Trumpeters :i.nd Bnglers .
'l'otn.l Non-Commissioned Officers, &c.

Corporal Artificers
Shoeing Smiths
Collar Makers
Wheelers
Artificers .
Corporals .
2nd Corporals
Sappers ·.
DriYCl'S

Total Rank and File
Total numbers
Rorse11

•

6
24
3
4
9

,_ -46-

3
3
10
15

9
I7
7
7
18
26
27
2-12
283

31

636

6
0
0

4 II
4 II
4 1
3 10
3 I
3 3
3 3
I 4

2

7
I II
111
1 II
I Il
I
4
4

--;;-1682
422

;i•!t~sl~::~~=~~~ of the regular offlcer;s wl10 are tnclude..1 i.n the general Hat gi...en ela1:wher,·.
None o! tbe above recc!;e working Pllf,
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APPENDIX J (continued).
DISTRIBUTION OF ROY.AL ENGINEER TROOPS .AND
COMP.ANIES, DECEMBER 1876.
Troop or
Company

Station

A Troop

} Alder.shot&Chatha.m {

(Pontoons)

B Troop

(Equipm ent) } Aldershot •
C Troop
{Telegraph)

} Aldersbot .

·{
(

l:Major
4 Lieuts.
1 Capt.
2 Lieuls.
1 Capt.
2 Lieuts.
l Ca,pt.
2 Lieuts.

·1

Sbornccliffe

.j

2nd Comp.

Chatham

.{

Gibraltar •

,{

3rd Comp.

Miners)
5th Comp.
6th Comp.
7th Comp.
8th Comp.
9th Comp.
10th Comp.
lltb Comp.
12th Comp.
13th Comp.
(Survey)
14th Comp.
(Survey)
16th Comp.
16th Comp.
(Survey)
17th Comp.
18th Comp.
19th Comp.
(St1rvey)
20th Comp.

I

24th Comp.

Malta

25th Comp.

Gibraltar

2Gth Comp.

Halifax, N.S.

2ith Comp.
28th Comp.

} PJ:!:iout~ &

,{

(~:~;l )~:l~:~)

.{

30th Comp.

{

{
.{

,{
·{
·{
{

Officers

,{
.{
·{
·{
,{
·{

Maita
22nd Comp.
(G.P.O.Tel.) } London
Cork Harbour
23rd Comp.

1

I Capt.
} Chatham & BC'rmuda { 5 Lieut:;:.
I Capt. I
Portsmouth
1 Lieut.
1 Capt•
Fiji
1 Lieut.
1 Capt.
Cape o[ Good Hope . { 1 Lieut.
Capt .
Gibraltar .
. 3l Lieuts.
l Capt.
Gla~ow
3Lieuts.
1 Capt•
Bermuda
2 Lieut-s.
•
Bemmn.a.
. 21 Capt
Lieuts.
1 Capt•
Bermuda
8 Lieuts.
1 Capt.
} Inverness and Ireland { 2 Lieuts.
1 Capt.
} Oxford and Plymouth { 2 Lieut.s.
1 Capt.
London
1 Lieut.
1 Capt.
} Reading
2 Lieut.s.
1 Capt.
Curragh
2 Lieuts.
l Capt.
Cork Harbour
l Li('Ut.
} Edinburgh
.{ 21 Capt.
Lieuts.
1 ('apt.
{ Po~J\'r:i~h, o~lcrc~ { 1 Lieut.

.{
.{

Station

I---I Majo, I 21st Comp.
4 Lfouts.
1 Capt.
4 Lieuts,

1st Comp.

4th Comp.
(Submarine

Troop or
Company

Officers

Aldershot .

1 Cnpt .
4 Lieuts.
1 i\Iajor
Z Lieuts.

I Capt.
3 Lieuta.
1 Capt.
3 Lieuts.
1 Cnpt.

2 Li<>uts.
1 Capt.

3 Lieuts,

{ 12 Capt.
Licuts.

?bat: { 51 Capt.
Lieuti>.

1 Capt.
2 Lieuts.
I Capt.
1 Lieut.
1 Capt.
Chatham
31st Comp.
2 Lieuts.
l Capt.
Bermuda
32ud Comp.
2 Lieut.a.
1 Capt.
33rd Comp.
} D~~rt~ort,. Car~, an~ { 5 Lieuts.
(Sub. Mining)
3-Hh Comp. } Ipswich
l Capt.
(G.P.O.Tel.)
l Capt.
36th Comp. } Cbatbam
Lieut.
1
(DepOt)
l Capt.
36th Comp. } Chatham
2 Lieuts.
(Dep&r.)
1 Capt.
37th Comp. } Chatham
1 Lieut,,
(Dep6t)
1 Capt.
38th Comp. } Cl1atham •
l Lieut.
(D('1)0t.)
1 Capt.
39th Comp. } Chatham
1 Lieut.
(DepOt)
l Capt.
Chatham
40th Comp.
2 Lieut.a.
(

Gibraltar .

·1

Chatham

·{
·{
·{

·{

{
·{
.{
·{
.{
·{

I

i

O st Comp.
42nd Comp.
43rd Com11,

Roorkee, India .
Bangalore, India
Kirkee, India

l Lieut.
l Capt.
I Capt.

;~0:3

APPENDIX K.

EXTRACTS FROM THE QUEEN'S REGULATIONS.
SECTION V.
Paragra.ph 4 7.-The Inspector-General of Fortifications, who is also the Director of
Works, is to Le considered as a General Officer on the ::itaff of the arm:y:, holding the
position of a Divisional General as regards the Corps o'. Roy~l. Engmeer~, at .the
same time that be conducts the department connected with Military Engrneerrng,
Forti-ficiitions, Barracks and other works.
Paragraph 48. The Inspector-General of Fortifications will adYiso the Commanderin-Chief on all questions relating to the employment itnd technical instruction of the
Royal Engineers; and will submit to him all general arrangements relating to the
distribution both of the officers and men of the Corps. He is empowered to make
his inspections, and snbmit recommendations regarding the Corps at such times as he
may think proper.
Paragraph -!0.-Subject to the general supervision of the Inspectors-General of
the two Corps, and to their responsibility to the Commander-in-Chief as commanding
officers of corps, for the military discipline of the officers and men under their
command, the officers commanding Royal Artillery and Royal Engineers are further
charged with the following special duties, viz. :
(a) The officer commanding the Royal Artillery in a district or station ii;i
charged with the care and presen·atiun in a state of efficiency of the
armaments mounted in fortresses, :md of all guns, ammunition, and
artillery matiriel in charge of the officers and men under hie orders.
He will put forward, in the prescribed manner, requisitions for keeping
these armaments and stores up to the regulated proportions. At foreign
stations the inspectors of warlike stores is under the orderij of the officer
commanding Royal Artillery iu regard to his duties as inspector.
(h) The Commanding Royal Engineer is responsiblfi for the superintendence and
charge of the lands, works, roads, fabric of military buildings, and property of the War Department within his district; also for the efficient
direction a.nd control of the professional duties assigned to the Corps
of Royal Engineers, sm.h as the conduct of engineering operA-tions at sieges,
the superintendence and execution of all field works, the working arrangements of all permanent military telegraph stations, electric and Tisual, as
well as thP construction of military telegmphs ; and for mining, bridging,
the ma.king f)f surveys, and such other military engineering duties as the
general officer under whom he is serving may direct.
Paragraph 50.-ln addition to the duties which devolve separately on the officers
commanding the Artillery and Engin~ers, these officers are conjointly responsible for
the Artillery and Engineer arrangements appertaining to the attack and defence of
fortified places. The intimate connection that exists between the Artillery and
EnginPer branches of the service renderij necessary the most cordial co-operation on the
}Jart of the officers in command,

30~
Paragraph 51.- When projech for attack and defence, or for alterations to
existing defensive batteriP~ . or armaments are being prepared, the commanding
officers of Artillery and Engmeers should consult together and jointly consider the
character, position, and relative importance of the offensive or defensiYe batteries,
the number and nature of the guns, their direction of tire, the number of traverses,
and position and i.ize of magazines, shell rooms, and other buildings required for
nrtillery purposPs. It will be the duty of the Engineer to de-sign the batteries to
meet as far a1; circumstancPs will admit, the requirements of the Artilleryman. Should
there be difference of opinion, any remarks which the Commanding Officer of Artillery
may have to offer upon the suLject should accompany the plan when transmitted
for approval.
Paragraph 52-"\Vhen it is necessary to make proposals respecting new armaments, or changes in existing armaments, the Commanding Officer of Artillery and
Engineers will prepare a joint report, which, with illustratiYe plans, will be forw&rdecl through the General Officer commanding to the Adjutant-G-eneral for submission to the Commander-in-Chief and Secretary of State for War. Such report is
to be headed with a statement of the number and nature of the guns in the work
under consideration, as also an outline of the work itself, if it be not too large and
comp]Px in form. \Vhenever any guns are mounted in the defences upon local
authority. a report of the circumstances is to _Le made_ by the General or oth~r offi~ur
commanding to the Adjutant-General for the wformatwn of the Commander-m-Chtcf
and the Secretary of State for \Var; and, except under ,·ery special circumstances,
before guns are demanded from store to be taken over by the Royal Artillery for the
purpose of being mounted, the sanction of the Secretary of State for \Yar and the
Commander-in-Chief is to be applied for through the Adjutant-General.
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BY LIEUT. R.
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'WARFARE AG.A.INST UNCIVILISED RACES; OR, HOW
TO :FIGHT GREATLY SUPERlOR FORCES OF AN
UNCIVILISED AND BADLY-ARMED ENEMY.'

IT has been asserted that the art of war is an exact science in which,
when all the conditions are foreknown, the result may be predicted.
As an abstract theory this may be trne; in practice it is absolutely
false. All the conditions never can be known, and even when they
a.re so, each problem may present as many solutions as an equation of
a high degree. But if, in ordinary civilised warfare, the conditions
are so much surrounded with uncertainty, how much more so is it the
case in savage warfare. To attempt to rednce to rule the campaigns
that have been, and yet may be, carried on against our numerous
uncivilised neighbours, would prove a hopeless task. Ea.eh new campaign as ii; is fought exposes to our gaze a new form of warfare, and
the experience gained by our predecessors is but partially applicable
to ourselves. The Htrategy of an .Afghan campaign must differ from
that of a New Zealand wi>r; the tactics fitted for the bush fighting of
Ashanti would not be suitable for the open plains of Ulund i. Each
campaign that we have fought has a character all its own, The
peculiar conditions in every case have produced special features in
each e_xpedition; and as it has been in the past, so undoubtedly will it
be in the fnture.
But much as our past savage wars may differ from each other,
them a.n.1 certaiu puiut,13 uf t:ullllllun rc:seml.,]a,ncc. Ccl'tain main
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principles run through them all, which may serve as guides in fntnre
cases. These it ruay be worth while to note, to underline, as it were,
and bring into proper prominence. It is not possible to hope to carry
on campaigns by rule. The individual genius of the commander must
be called into play, a genius which, while willing to learn from the
past experience of others, has sufficient initiative to deal with new
cases as they arise. Every writer on the m·t of war must therefore be
content to draw attention n,,erely to those fundamental principles which
apply to the class of campaigns he is considering. Where, leaving
general principles, he proceeds to special cases, he must remem her t,hat
his examples only apply where the conditions are similar.
In the following pages, therefore, I intend chiefly to deal with first
principles as far as they can be deduced from actual experience. In
quoting examples, it will be found that I shall draw largely from
the late Zulu campaign, and I shall do so for several reasons. In the
first place, that is the only experience I have had of actual warfare,
and I believe that one example drawn from what one has seen is often
worth many culled from books. In the second place, I believe that
when the subject for this essay was determined on, the Zulu war, and
expeditions like it, were in the thoughts of those who had to make the
selection. But, while taking many examples from that campaign, I do
not intend by any means to confine myself to it. I shall have occasion
to mention frequently the wars in New Zealand, Abyssinia, Ashanti,
and Afghanistan. These all teach valuable lessons, and much that is
useful may be drawn from them.
The first point, to which I wish to draw attention is that, notwitb.
·at.anding the peculiar conditions of campaigns in savage countries,
many of the ordinary rules of warfare do still apply in the majority
of cases. A.s an example I will take the line of commnnication with
the base of operations.
It is a well-known rule of war that an army working on a front
parallel to its line of communication with its base is in a very disad.
vantageous position.*· Now, at the commencement of the Zn]u war
the 3rd column, under Col. Glyn, was stationed at Helpmakaar and
Rorke's Drift, pl'eparatory to an advance vid, the line lsandhlwana,
Isepez-i, Ulundi. Its ultimate base was Durban, witL which it communicated 1/y the line Helpmakaar, Greytown, Ilfal'itzhurg, Durban.
From Durban to Greytown this line lay at a considerable distance
from the froutier, and its exposed flank was protected by the 1st
column on ibe Lower Tugola, the 2nd column at the Middle Drift,
"' Hamley'~ Operation~ nf War, Pa.rt III., chap. ii.
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and the border guard along the line of the Tugela. Above G ..eytown,
however, ,t approached the Zulu border, and from thence to Helpma.
kaar, ran parallel to it at a distance of from eight to ten miles from it.
At any point between these places, for a distance of sixty miles, it was
exposed to any incursions tbo enemy might choose to make upon it.
Owing to the peculiar nature of the war, it was impossible at that time
to obtain any information as to the Zulu movements, and it was
always possible for them to assemble an "impi" and cross the river
before any warning could be given of' their intentions. At first 110
inconvenience was felt from this danger. The experience of the Old
Colony War induced e~eryone to despise the enemy, and to reject as
impossible the idea of his assuming the offensive. Nor did be do anything to disturb this delusion. Consequently unprotected con.oys,
single companies of infantry, and small parties of all kinds were per.
petually moving along this road without fear of danger. But the
news of Isandhlwana at once changed all this, and awoke everyone
along the road to a sense of his danger. .At U msinga was a convoy of
35 waggons carrying, among other things, the reserve ammunition of
the column, and guarded by only 24men. Exposed as it was to an attack,
at that time apprehended by everyone, the native drivers took fright
and bolted; the convoy could not proceed, and had the Zulus shown
the slightest energy, the loss of this ammunition (more than ever
necessary for the safety of the column after the capture of the camp at
Isand.hlwana) must have ensued. Thirty miles lower down, at the
l\Iooi River, and within eight miles of the border, was the only company of Engineers belonging to the column, and with them was the
ouly remaining Engineer park. An attack on this company, as it
marched through the broken bush country between Mooi River and
U meinga, could hardly have failecl to be successful. Two marches
lower down, at Greytown, were two companies of the 4th King's Own,
who also had this dancrerous road to trave11ae. Col. Bray, C.B., the
officer commanding atO U msinga, called up the Engineers and the 4th
King's Own to his assistance, and at the same time issued au order
that the road should be considered closed thereafter, and tbat all con~oys arriving from l\Iaritzburg should take the La<lysmith road, which,
from its distance inland, was fa1· safer. In drawing attention to these
facts I am far from wishing to criticise those who chose the Greyto wn
road as a. liue of communication. Thero were many reasons, I am
aware, why this line was the wol:it convenient as a mere road hy which
to bring supplies to Rorke's Drift, the point at which the crossing into
Zulu.land was to be made. I wish, however, to point out that even in
savn.gc waL"farc any Jeparture from the ordinary rules may fre4.u.ently

•
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entail grave clangers, and that before determining on such a departure
it is well to consider what those dangers may be. Circumstances may,
of course, compel us to do that which of our own free wills we would
not do, or manifest advantages to be gained may induce us to incur
some little risk voluntarily. .A.t the same time it is bat right to
remember that most of the fundamental rules of warfare are as applicable to a Zulu or an Ashanti expedition as to a European war. If
we find it necessary or advisable to break those rules we can only do
so at a certain appreciable risk, and before doing so we should take
that risk into our calculations.
.I,

PRIMARY BASE.

The first requisite before commencing a campaign must be the
provis-ion of a safe base of operations. As an ordinary rule, in aH
expeditions of the nature under consideration, this will be formed at ·
the port of disembarkation, as Annesley Bay in the Abyssinian, Cape
Coast Castle in the Ashanti, and Durban in the Zulu expeditions.
Sometimes, it is trne, a new base may be formed farther up country
before commencing actual hostilities, as, for instance, Dundee and
Conference Hill before the advance to Ulundi. But owing to the
fact that every expedition sent from England must proceed by sea,
the place of disembarkation naturally points itself out as a primary
base. There all men and supplies must first of all he sent, and there
must all the staff of a base be maintained; this fact is of some importance in determining the amount of stores that should be sent with an
expedition from England. When the troops advance they may have
to cut down their transport to a minini'lim, and consequently they may
take up country but a small amount of material and supplies. But
the distance from the home country, at which these wars are usually
fought, points to the wisdom of having near at band not only what is
certain to be wanted, but also much which 1nay be wanted, however
small the chance of its being required. On this point Colonel Home,
R.E., says:-' When this country makes war, her base of operations
must be some place beyond tbe sea, and officers in charge of such
operations as those that fell to my share, \\'ould do well to remember
that a liberal supply of tools and material costs merely their transport
or freight to the point of disembarkation.'• I do not intend in this
essay to discuss what stores should be sent, least of all what engineer
stores; this must depend greatly upon the nature of the country in
~

&igim:el' Operations on tM Gold Coast.
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which the operations have to be undertaken; and besides, I understand
th~ object of this essay to be rather the discussion of the general
prmciples of strategy and tactics to be employed than the details of
organisation. Here I only point out that the primary base will be
the point of disembarkation. It is essential, however, that this base
should be safe froru all inroads of the enemy. Sometimes mere distance from the scene of operations is sufficient for this purpose, as was
the case with Durban and Annesley Bay. But sometimes the enemy's
proximity will render it necessary to take special precautions. Thus
the first care of Colonel Home in the Ashanti War was to place Cape
Coast Castle in a state of defence.
ADVANCED BASE.

When the distance to the scene of operations is considerable the
formation of an advanced base becomes necessary. This should be
placed at or as near the frontier as may be, and its organisation
should be completed before any further movements are attempted.
In this advanced base are accumulated sufficient stores to enable the
army to carry out at least those operations that are first decided upon,
so that no check may be subsequently sustained while fresh supplies
are being brought up. Here, even more than at the primary base, is it
necessary to fortify the post, and render it secure against any attempts
of the enemy. Thus the hasty entrenchment of Rorke's Drift alone
enabled Major Chard, V.C., R.E., to make the successful defence by
which that advanced base was saved the night after Isandhlwana.
Had that post fallen, the position of the retreating 3rd column would
have been insecure to the last degree. Its maintenance afforded a
resting-place to our beaten soldiery, and rendered unnecessary a pro ..
longed retreat without supplies.
PLAN OF CrnPAIGN.

In laying down a plan of campaign for an expeditionary ~orce, t_he
greatest difficulty is sometimes felt from the want of a vital pomt
at which to strike. The absence of a capital of prime importance to
the country, the peculiar nature of the enemy's army, which generally
makes it quite impossible to ensure driving it before us, prevent the
formation of any plan from which rapidly decisive results can be
hoped. Strategy, in the ordinary sense of the word, fails us. An
advance into the enemy's coo.ntry does not necessarily me~n tht:: possession of the country in rear of the army. To turn bis flank or
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threaten his rear may be attempted, but for these the foe does not
care. His flanks are but the extremities of his line, his rear is merely
that portion of his country towards which his face does uot happen
to he tnrned. In fact we have to deal as it were with oue of those
brainless, back.boneless animals, which may be destroyed, but can
scarcely be killed. Consider the position of Lord Chelmsford as be
advanced upon Ulnndi. Day after day passed and no considerable
body of the enemy was seen; the army moved on, but· the country it
passed over, except perhaps in the immediate neighbourhood of the
fortified posts established on the line of communicat,ions, at once
relapsed into the enemy's power. It was true that considerable
damage was done to the enemy's kraals and crops along the line of
advance, but the sum total of the injury inflicted was far from sufficient
to produce a satisfactory conclusion to the war. To have systematically destroyed the country would have required much time and
more money. Even the destruction of the king's kraals at Ulundi
would have had but a small effect upon the nation. And yet till the
Umvaloosi was reached, the betting in the army was that there would
be no battle there, and without a battle there would he no effective
situation on which to ring down the cu,·tain. But luckily, if strategy
fails to ensure a snccessfnl conclusion to any series of operation~ that
may have to be undertaken, moral force comes into play to supply the
necessary 'something' which -may lend an aim to our movements.
The one circnmstance which, as a rule, can alone lead to the commencement of a war such as we are now discussing, is the existence of
a combative and aggressive spirit on the part of the natives. This
spirit, as experience has always shown, will lead them, sooner or later,
to attack any force that advances into the country. Push a column
into the enemy's territory, and if necessary annoy. him by burning his
huts, destroying his kraals, and carrying off his cattle, and a battle is
almost sure to result. Arogee, Amoaful, Ulundi, are all examples of
this tendency, and the failure to bring on a combat would go far to
condemn the wa1· as unnecessary.
Granting then, that, notwithstanding the enemy's power to baffle
us by refusing an encounter, a struggle may be counted on, and half
the battle is almidy gained. P1·esumably our preparations have been
made so as to insure success, and with victory in the fi eld the task
will in many ca.ses be finished, and in all will be partially accomplished.
At the outset, then, we are met with one o-1•eat difference between
~ivilised and savage warfare. In the formet the first great requisite
1 • to know the whereabouts of the enemy's army; to find it, attack it,
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and bc"'t it. In the latter this,.,rmy has frequently-nay, usually-no
fixed whereabouts, and we advance to let it meet us, acting ourselves
offensively or derensively in the actual battle according to circum.
stances.
But, again, there is this further difference. We cannot always insure that the advancing army shall cover the territory in its rear. We
cannot tell where t.bc enemy will collect bis men, in front of us, in
rear, or on a flank. Almost entirely independent of lines of communication bis movements are freed from the restraints of civilised armies.
Were it not for the moral influence of which I have already spoken,
there is nothing to prevent him from leaving the army to advance
while be falls upon the settlements in rear. That experience shows
that this will seldom be done may be true, but the possibility of it
always exists.* Farther on I shall have some remarks to offer on the
defence of the frontier of the colony from which our operations start
(I am taking the usual case). He1·e I will presume that the proper
precautions have been taken. Still we must remember that it is
frequently impossible to protect our line of communications from
attack, and that our advance will not clear the country as we go.
Are we, then, to he content with merely pushing forward a body of
troops with the intention of challenging the enemy to fight us where
and when he will? Undoubtedly not. Some other and more definite
object must be held in view, in the execution of which we may hope
to meet and destroy the enemy's army.
If we turn to the history of previous wars we shall find that the
objective has usually been one of two things, either the king's residence, or some stronghold which bas been prepared by the enemy as
the fina,l place of resistance. Thus Coomassie and Ulnudi are types
of the former, Sekokuni's towu of the latter, whi le }Iagda.la was a
combination of the two. The value of points like these depends
chiefly upon moral causes. The kings of savage tribes are the equivalent of the able man of the Teutonic tribes from whom our modern
mona1·chics have arisen. Surronndod with even more than the usual

* The following extract from Col. ]\.falleson's History ~f the l1tdia1~ Muti1iy,
Vol II., p. 124-, describes a somewhat analogous state of aff1;1-m1, as occurrmg along
the o-reat trunk road from Calcutta. to Allahabad. 'On the right the remnants of the
Dci.n1.p{ir gari·ison, of the 5th Iri·egular ~~valry, and subs:19uently tbe mutinous
portion of the 32nd Native Infantry, un1tmg themseh·es with the bands of the
K{mwar Singh, threatened the districts in th,;1 nei~bbourhood. and sp_rea.d cousternation amongst the local a.uthorities. These mutrnouti ba~ds const1t~ted the great
difficulty of Sir Colin Campbell. Not that they were suffic1e11tly for1~11da.ble to l'heck
a. British force. Could they have been found collected, a fow r,ompanies of Europeans
would have annihilated them. But spreading over a vast t,ract of country, they
ha.rastied every J.istrict, a.nd threatened every post.'
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divinity that doth hedge a king, these chiefs generally exercise an
absolute sway over the lives, limbs, and property of their subjects.
But to exact the implicit obedience which every native potentate
regards as his just due, the king must inspire awe, physical or superstitious, in the hearts of bis subjects. Always regarded as the most
powerful being in that part of the earth, if not in the whole world,
frequently looked upon as possessing. divine attributes, the native
sovereign is .secure so long as he can maintain himself against his
onter enemies. Should he, however, fail in war, his potency vanishes
at once. The man who can protect his subjects from the attacks of
his enemies may be permitted some little licence in punishing those
who have offended him; but the chief whose very palace is invaded
and burnt, who cannot save his tribe from the destroying hand of a
foreign foe, cannot expect to exercise the royal privileges of murder
and torture. It is for this reason that the capture and destruction
of the king's residence has usually sufficed at least to alter the character of the war. Some few devoted followers may yet remain firm in
their allegiance to their rightful lord, but the bulk of the nation will
at once transfer to the invader that fear upon which their obedience to
their king was based. The actual damage clone to the nation by the
destruction of the king's palace may be small, but the moral effect
cannot but be great.
Similarly, the capture of a stronghold prepared beforehand with a
view to the final struggle, will usually be well worth the effort made
to take it. Fortified, perhaps, to the best of their ability, chosen on
account of its natural strength, and regarded as the final chance of
safety, after being worsted in the open, its loss must awaken the natives

to a sense of the hopelessness of continuing the struggle.
Here, then, in the absence of any more definite objective, we ha.ve
the foundation for the plan of campaign. First, we intend to advance
well into the interior of the enemy's country, prepared to give or
accept battle wherever we may find the enemy. Secondly, we direct
our march upon the king's residence, or the chief stronghold of the
nation, or both, hoping to engage the enemy w bile on the march to
either. To these may be added, thirdly, to do as much material
mischief as possible to the enemy during the advance by destroying
his huts and crops, and seizing his cattle.
Special objectives may frequently be found which may prove to
be of greater importance than those first discussed. Sometimes, a1so,
the conditions under which we meet the enemy may lead to a system
of manamvl'ing more nearly like what we are accustomed to in Euro•
pean warfare. Thus at the commenccmcut uf the a~Lanti war the

first objective. held in view was to clear the Colony of the enemy's
presence. . It ~s necessary here to draw a distinction between engaging
an enemy m !us own country and out of it. In the former case as I
have already pointed out, he has practically no lines of comm;nication. When, however, he has quitted bis own country in order to
invade one of our colonies, he is to a certain extent dependent on some
road by means of which bis supplies of ammunition, and it may be
food also (though frequently he will subsist himself on the country in
which he is), are brought up. By threatening to cut him off from
his home his bold upon the invaded territory will generally be lessened.
Soone1• or later be will fall back altogether, or at least collect to
endeavour to drive back the column threatening bis country. In such
a case, then, some elementary form of strategy becomes possible.
Again, the nature of the country may sometimes assist us in clearing
it as we advance, and thus enable us to drive the enemy together to
some place where we may crnsh him en 1na-sse. Thus, in Ashanti, the
bush was frequently too tbick even for the natives to traverse it in any
nnmber, save along certain definite paths. He was thus tied clown to
certain lines o-f advance, his whereabouts could be determined, and he
could be brought to battle or made to retire.
In preparing for a campaign against a savage nation, it is very
necessary to learn as much as possible of the habits of the tribe. In
some cases the abt3ence of all power of combination will lead to a series
of petty affairs, each decisive so far as it goes, but no one of them
leading to the submission of the whole nation. Such was the case in
New Zealand, where one post after another bad to be captured, but
where battles on a large scale did not take place. In other instances
we find the nation acting as one army, permanently under arms.
Ashanti may be taken as an example of this, where the force the enemy
put in the field was very considerable, and was kept together for a
prolonged period. In this case the enemy's army must depend upou
some line of communication. It must have some magazine or magazines from which it draws its supplies, and a definite plan of operation
becomes possible. A system such as that of the Zulus is far more
difficult to deal with. Cetewayo had built up a large, well-disciplined,
and highly-organised force. His army was not accustomed, however,
to keep together for any length of time, and, indeed, his commissariat
arrangements enforced a system of dispersal for subsistence which
differed only in degree from that oftbe French army in the Peninsula.
Orders baving been issued for the army to assemble at some assigned
spot, usually the king's kraal, on a given day, some 20,000 to 30,000
men poured in upon it. from all sides at the a,ppointed time. These
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men brought, with them from their kraals their arms and ammunition,
and sufficient supplies to last them for a few days. A day or two sufficed
to brigade and organise the force and go through the customary
religious rites. Then the army would start upon its expedition, with
some definite task assigned to it; to attack some given point, or fight
a battle with a given column. The purpose accomplished, successfully
or not, the army would disband itself, each man retlll'ning to his own
kraal t,ill called up again for some new expedition. Here, then, we
had in perfection the system whereby a large army became inclepenclent
of any baee or line of communication. It would have been impossible
to have made our movements depend upon those of a force which only
existed on the day of battle, and which could choose its own time and
place for the strnggle. It remained only, therefore, to fall back upon
those general objectives I have described above. Nor did these fail in
accomplishing their object. Devastating a considerable tract of
country as we advanced we brought the rigour of war home to a large
portion of the nation. 'rhe slow and steady advance of the column
must have shaken their faith in the strength of their 'able man,' he
to whom they had yielded such unlimited powers that he might protect
them from all foes. Then came the trial of strength in the open, where
courage and numbers rnshed to their inevitable fate, and were destroyed
by the discipline and weapons of civilisation. This brought home to
their minds that the ravaging which one portion of their country had
already undergone might at any moment overtake the remainder.
Finally the destruction of their king's kraal proved how little terror
their dread monarch had for the white invader. In the earlier phases
of the war the Zulus had suffered at least as heavily, in more than one
engagement, as they did in the final battle at Ulundi, hut the moral
effect of the advance, the devastation, and the burning of the king's
kraal were wanting. In consequence, Ginginhlovo and Kambnla,
great victories as they were, could not end the war. On the morrow
of Ulundi, however, small parties traversed the country without fear.
That battle finished the struggle.
Before quitting this branch of the subject, there are two points to
which I wish to draw attention. It may be said that I have wasted
too much space in dilating on the moral effect of destroying the king's
residence. That it stands to reason that to do so must have much
influence on the campaign. This may be so, but I know it was not
the commonly-received opinion before the battle of Ulundi. The
common argument then was that the king's kraal was a mere col1ection
of huts without value to the nation. That to burn it would merely
result in hiij migration to some new spot, where a few weeks' labour
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would result in the 1·ise of a new kraal, perhaps in some more inaccessibfo place_; that the Zulus, if they did not attack us to prevent
our burnmg their own homes, would not do so to save Ulundi. So
strong was this opinion that .Archibald Forbes ( the newspaper corresponclent) made a bet of a considerable amount, on the very day we
arrived at the Umvaloosi, that no battle would occur. It is not, there.
fore, without some reason that I have enlarged upon the importance of
tliis matter .
.Another point to which I wish to draw attention, is the justice of
doing as much material mischief as possible to the enemy by destroying
his crops and burning his huts. Major-General Sir James .Alexander,
K.C.B., who has had much experience of this style of warfare, says in
his Bush FigMi11g, 'The stockade was pulled clown and burnt, and
several" aharres" (huts) near it; and some cultivation was destroyed.
This is unfortunately the custom of war. I had seen it done in .Africa
and in Turkey. I would not sanction it now, knowing -the terrible
distress occasioned to helpless women and children, besides shelter aud
food gone, and perhaps before cold and wet. Few things rankle in
the hearts of cultivators more than the loss of their crops, and render
men more savage and less inclined to peace than fields laid waste; but
it is the custom of war to do so. "Fire and sword!'' the word.' Now,
nndoubteclly, wanton and unnecessary cruelty is as wrong in war as
in peace, and should never be resorted to under any circumstances.
Further, it is a criminal blunder 'to render men Jess inclined for
peace,' and hence when there is a chance of bringing our foes to
reason by kind treatment, it is wise, as well as right, to act with
moderation. But it should never be forgotten that war is, and must
be, to a greater or less extent, brutal. If the war be a just one-and
the presumption is that onr country would not wittingly engage in an
unjust one-it is but right to do the best we can for our own cause, to
shorten the war by all means in our power, and by inflicting suffering
on the enemy bring things rapidly to a conclusion. Unfortunately the
savage on the war path can seldom be influenced by mild measures.
To spare bis home and crops seems to him a sign of weakness, and
generally acts as an inducement to hold out longer against our eflorts.
To burn his huts and destroy his crops is to bring the rigour of war
home to him, to reduce his means of carrying it on, and to produce a
moral effect, which will sooner or later make him sue for peace. In most
savage countries the amount of cultivation exceeds but _Jittle the necessities of the nation. Every field destroyed produces a dll'ect effect upon
its strength, and by producing want tends to bring it t~ its senses.
At the commeucement of the Zulu war, at a dmner at head-
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quarters, au officer was arguing with Lord Chelmsford that by waiting
for the dry season many of the transport difficulties, already felt,
would disappear. The answer was, 'I must have those mealies.' The
mealies, on which the Zulus chiefly depend for food, were then nearly
ripe. In two more months the crops would l1ave been cut, and the
next year's supply of food would have been stored. The General's
object was to destroy as much as possible of the crop, and thus prevent
tbat easy system of commissariat which enabled the Zulus to collect
large armies at will. Humanitarian principles sound well on paper ;
in practice they must give way before the realities of war.
Having thus in some measure indicated the objects to be held in
view, it remains to say a few words on the means of carrying them
into execution. The first question which will strike every organiser
of an expedition must be, Shall I advance in one column, or in two,
or many P In Abyssinia, one column was used ; in Ashanti, there was
one main column, aided by two auxiliary ones ; in New Zealand, there
were mauy; in Zuloland, there were at first five, and subseqnently
two. What then guided the Generals concerned in their choice of the
manner of effecting the advance?
In the first place, it is obvious that if the absence, or comparative
unimportance, of the enemy's line of communication destroy the
chance of using strategical combinations (in the higher sense of the
word) agairist the enemy, two or more columns cannot be used for
such a purpose. Indeed, it will be usually found that each column bas
a definite and separate task before it, that during the advance it
cannot hope to obtain any support from its neighbours, and that it, by
itself, must be prepared to sustain the heaviest attacks the enemy can
make. But if each column has to be so strong as this, why, it may be
asked, cannot one column alone effect the object of the war? In
answer to this, let us examine the original p1an of campaign in Zulue
land, by which five columns were to ad,ance simultaneously, from
widely distant points, upon Ulundi. In the first place, it was evident
that, with two exceptions, each of these columns could be attacked by
the whole force of the enemy, wit bout receiving any support from the
neighbouring columns. Of these, Nos. 1, 3, and 4 were the chief, and
were of nearly similar strength; No. 2 was subsidiary, and could
hardly be regarded as more than a covering body for the middle of
the Natal frontier; and No. 5 was to join No. 4 very early in the
advance. The strength of each column (erroneously as it turned out)
was supposed to be sufficient to resist any attack that might be
brought to hear upon it They were to advance, burning the kraals
i,u<l destroying the crops, and th11s clearing the country, as far as
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could be, to Ulundi. The country included between any two lines of
advance could only partially be cleared, of course, and but for the
moral effect caused by the invasion, there was nothing to prevent the
whole Zulu army maintaining itself in rear of our columns near the
Natal border, el11ding our forces as long as it liked. But it was felt
that moral effect must have some weight even with a nation like the
Zul11s, and it was believed that the head of one or more of the
colunms would be sure to attract the enemy's attention. In this
manner it was hoped that greater protection would be afforded to the
colony than would be the case were one column only to advance. By
increasing the area of country ocrupied and devastated by our men, it
was also thought that the rigour of war would the sooner be brought
home to the natives, and a speedier conclusion to the war would be
brought about. In the result, it would appear that these ideas were
just, but the plan failed because the columns were not strong enough
to effect their purpose. The 2nd and 3rd col11mns, defeated and
partially annihilated at Isandhl wan a, had to fall back. The 1st
column, surrounded by large numbers of the enemy, remained fixed at
the spot where it heard the news of the disaste1· that had befallen the
3rd. The 4th column was not allowed to advance, lest a similar fate
should be its lot. But the colony was not invaded.
It is evident, t,herefore, that whatever considerations may induce
us to use more than one line of advance, such a method of procedure
should only be employed when sufficient men are available to render
each column strong enough for independent action ; and further, that
no stress should he laid upon the strategical importance of the movement.
I think we have somewhat cleared the ground for our advance.
We have recognised the futility of deep-laid strategical schemes; but
we have admitted the comparative certainty of meeting the enemy in
bis own country if we advance. The chief objects to be held iu view
have been pointed out, and now it remains to organise columns and
prepare for the defence of the frontier before starting. The latter of
these will be first taken.
DEFENCE OF THE BORDER,

Few questions can be more perplexing to a General than that of
the defence of the border of a colony which is contiguous to the
future theatre of war. To take Natal once more as an instance, how
many men would it have required to render t~e Colony safe from
invasion? First it must be remembered that natives usually can move
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nearly twice as quick as our Infantry, and that it is seldom possible
to discover their whereabouts or intentions until some enterprise ou
their part be actually commenced. In endeavouring to guard a
frontier of 150 miles from the possible attack of 20,000 to 30,000
savages, two chief plans present themselves. A force capable of
defeating such an enemy may be kept at some central point, ready to
move on news arriving of an actual invasion, in which case it will
always be liable to find itself eluded by the enemy; or detachments
may be placed in fortified positions along the line, each capable of
resisting small parties of tbe enemy, but none able to defeat his main
army in the open. In either case it is evident tbat it must lie in
the enemy's power, if he neglect all risk his own hmne may be running,
to effect an invasion in comparative safety. The farmers and inhabitruits of the open country cannot hope tu escape all risk of
harrying, unless a moral pressure can be brought to bear upon the foe
which will prevent bjs attempting a counter-invasion. Lord Chelmsford was much blamed by many people for concentrating his strength
at the two extremities of his line, and leaving the centre unguarded.
But was he justly so blamed? Be could answer that it was im.
possible, without using every man he had, aye and more than every
man he had, to protect the border from Zulu forays should they
wish to attempt them. His one chance of preventing any mischief
from happening was to occupy the enemy's attention at home. To
employ any large portion of the British army in watching the
frontier defensively was to throw away the chance of ending the war
quickly, and to attempt a task which was scarcely possible. It was
an absolute necessity, if tbe war was to be brought to an encl, to
move nearly every available man into the enemy's country. Political
reasons,* which, having nothing to do with the subject of tbis essay,
I need not mention, rendered necessary a concentration of forces
on the N.W. border of Zululand, and consequently one column of
troops (and, as it turned out, tbe chief one) moved in from this side.
The proximity of the sea, and the comparati•ely superior nature of
the road along the coast to those between it and the northern line
of advance, decided the route taken by General Crealock. To have
moved this latter column in by a central road would have certainly
added to the apparent safety of the colony ; hut I fail to see how it
would have done so practicaUy. The principle that it was impossible
to debar the enemy from invading the colony if be wished to do so,

* At the time this essay was written the Boer revolt, though already threatening,
?ad not yet broken out. I need scarcely say that it was the danger of an insurrection
the Transvaal to which allusion is made in the text,
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save by t~re~tening his ?"'n ~ome, had to be accepted. Once accepted,
the drntribut10n of the mvadmg columns had but little to do, directly,
with the defence of Natal. Certain precautions, however, could be,
and were taken. If it were impossible to protect the widely scattered
farms from danger, it was necessary to ensure the safety of the
farmers and their families. To do this there was in each district a
laager, or fortified camp, into which they could retreat on the approach of danger, while to give them due warning the whole border was
watched by native lines. Beyond organising the colonists for their
own defence, appointing Commandants for each district, and assigning
the laager to which each man should repair in case of invasion,
nothing could be done save trnsting to the effect of the advance of the
invading colunms. To show how small is the effect of fortified posts
along a border I may mention that, while a force of 800 men were in
camp at Rorke's Drift, the Zulus crossed within six miles of that point
and attacked some kraals of loyal natives, retreating, after accomplishing their object, without loss.
But though it is hopeless to endeavour to obtain absolute immunity for the border farms from raiding and pillaging, it would
be inviting the enemy to attempt reprisals of this nature if no
armed parties wet'e available to render his movements insecure. For
this purpose infantry can be but of little use, and mounted men, dragoons for preference, should be stationed in as strong parties as may
be possible at distances not greater than 20 miles apart along the
frontier. They may not always succeed in catching the enemy before
his task is accomplished, but one or two successful attacks upon him
will soon instil a feeling of respect for the defensive powers of the
colony. They should at least prevent the enemy from carrying off much
plnnder, and should he embarrass himself with cattle and other impedimenta, they ought to be almost certain to come n p with him before
he can make good his retreat.
An actual invasion in force is hardly to be dreaded while the
enemy's territory is being invaded. Should one be attempted it must
be remembered tqat even a savage army of any size acting in a foreign
country must have a line of communications by which supplies are
brought np. Close in upon this line and the army must dissolve: it
may escape, and it probably will, but the invasion will be brought to
an end,
TRANSPORT.

No matter weighs more heavily on a General in charge ofan expeditionary force than the arrangement of his transport. In general he
e2
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has no regular organisation upon which to fall hack. Everything has to
be created anew, and out of the materials on the spot. It may be laid
down as a maxim of almost universaJ application that it is better to use
the system of transport employed by the inhabitants, and which,
presumably, is that which bas been found best fitted for the conditions of the country, than to import foreign waggons and foreign
animals. Thus, in New Zealand we used the common two-wheeled
carts of the country. In Abyssinia we employed pack animals. In
Ashanti we were forced to employ human carriers. In Perak boats
did the greater part of the work. In South Africa the bullock waggon
was the chief means of transport employed. Now each of these did
good service in their own country, but I doubt whether any one of
them would have been bettered by endeavouring to employ one of the
other methods. In dealing with waggons and animals it must he
remembered that the personnel of the trains will be supplied in a great
measure by the natives of the country, and it will not he easy to train
them to systems of which they are ignorant.
As an example of what certainly seemed to me a mistaken desire
to introduce the system of one country into another, I may adduce the
attempt to employ human caniers in Natal and Zululand. Near the end
of the war, when Sir Garnet Wolseley and his Ashanti staff arrived, it
was determiued to endeavour to organise corps of carriers in a manner
similar to that employed on the West Coast. The main reason for
making the attempt was economy, the bullock transport having risen
so enormously in price. According to the caJculations I made at the
time, and in which I still believe, this economy was purely imaginary. ·
Nor did these carriers posses~ any peculiar advantages to make up for
certain very grave disadvantages. It was supposed that when the
roads had got into a bad state after the commencement of the rainy
season, that these hnman carriers wou1d have been able to continue
their work almost as efficiently as in the dry season. Well, I was at St.
Paul's when the first heavy downpour of the season occurred. The rivers
rose, and for some days no carriers came in. After a time, however,
they began to arrive (and hullock-waggons came in at. the same time),
but in nearly every case it was found that the packages carried by the
men had been so damaged by rain as to he perfectly useless. I sat on
a board which hacl to condemn large quantities of stores ruined in this
manner, and I have no hesitation in affirming that under a waggon
cover they would have been perfectly safe.
Beyond urging, then, that the habitual transport of the country
should be nsed, it would he hopeless to lay down any laws in the choice
of the means to be employed. As each arises, the peculiar conditions
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presented by it must be taken into consideration, and a decision arrived
at ac~ordingly.
Presuming, therefore, that the choice has been made, it remains to
consider some of the peculiar circumstances which usually modify the
system under which it is worked. On reading auy work on tactics,
one point in the arrangements advocated for the transport and commissariat, strikes one at once. The ground in rear of the army is
supposed to be covered by it, and to be safe from all but small
marauding parties of the enemy. In our native wars the very reverse
is the case. The ground first traversed by the column is frequently
quite as dangerous as that in front of it. Practically there are no lines
of communications, and the a?.·my must be self-supporting. A similar
state of things sometimes occurs in civilised warfare, as, for instance,
in Napoleon's retreat from Moscow, or Sherman's march to the sea;
but it is very rare. .As a first result it is evident that the army must
carry with it all that may be required for its maintenance and
efficiency during its absence from its base. No daily arrivals of
provisions, clothing, or ammunition can be expected from the rear.
In the waggous, or other means of transport, must be all that is
required. But not only must all the transport train accompany the
army, but more must be carried in it than would be the case in
civilised countries. Sherman's army foraged as it went, and depended
largely on the country through which it advanced. Napoleon's army
marching on Moscow fed to a great extent upon the country, but
having exhausted this resource it suffered terribly from want during
the retreat. Had France producecl as little as .Abyssinia the German
army would have required a transport train at least four times as great

as that which accompanied it.

In Zululand, beyond grass for the

oxen and a limited amount of mealies for the horses and mules, nothing

could be obtained from the country. Everything bad to be carried;
the army had to be absolutely self-supporting. And so it must be in
all our native wars.

In consequence of this it is evident that an army

taking the field against a savage foe must be accompanied by a far
larger train than would be the case in civilised warfare. Take, for
instance, the combined column that marched to Ulundi. It consisted
of about 6,000 white men and 3,000 natives all told, or about the
equivalent of an English Division. It carried with it 700 waggon~,
mostly bullock waggons, capable of carrying 4,000 lbs. each. In this
manner stores for two months were carried forward, and for that space

of time the army was absolutely independent of any line of co'."mun!cations, or auy base. But conceive the column of waggons which this
enormous transport formed, extending in single file for a distance of
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15 miles without intervals, and then remember that a force of 10,000
men was all that was there to guard it-not more than 600 men per
mile. It is true that by marching four, six, and even eight abreast the
line could be, and generally was, very mnch reduced in length; but
on the other hand it was impossible to avoid intervals. As a matter
of fact, the whole army could form but little more than a guard for its
own baggage.
It is evident, therefore, bow vitally important it is to cnt down the
number of things to be carried forward to a minimum. As our savage
foes improve in organisation and arms, and assuredly they are
improving and will improve, it will become more and more necessary
to fight as light as possible. Many luxuries, which were regarded as
necessities in times past, will have to be given up for the future. As
much as possible must be carried by the soldier, as little as possible by
the waggons.
During the Zulu war it was a very uncommon thing to see a man
carrying his own valise, and judging from the number of men who had
to be carried in the waggons from sore feet and other causes produced
by marching, perhaps it was well that it was so. But it must be
remembered that a considerable iucrease of strain was thrown upon
the transport in couseqaence, and that some 50 waggons were required
for this purpose alone, the equivalent of 100 of our G. S. waggons.
It might be as well, therefore, to consider whether, if the men are not
to carry their own valises, some more economical method of packing
might not be advised than one which certainly gives a ma,cimum_ of
weight for a minimum result.
But, at the best, a train out of all proportion to the number of men
supplied by it must be taken into the field if the army bas to depend
upon it for any length of time. To avoid this a system of advanced
depots must be formed, each of which in turu becomes the base of the
army. Thus, before the army marched to Ulundi, the whole powers
of th~ commissariat were employed in accumulating some four months'
supply at the advanced bases of Landtmanu's Drift and Conference
Hill. Wbeu this bad been accomplished, almost the whole of the
waggons were taken off the Durban-].{aritzburg-Dundee road, and
loaded up from these advanced bases ready to accompany tbe army
into the field. An advance of 40 miles was then made, when the stores
were placed in a new a.dvanced depOt at Fort Newdigate, the waggons
returning to Landtmaun's Drift for a fresh supply. To do this in
safety the whole of the flying column (practically half the available
army) was sent back with the convoy, the remaining half occupying
the ten days that elapsed before a new advance could he made in
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open'.ng up the country, destroying the kraals and crops that lay
w,thm reach, and generally endeavouring to prove to the Zulus that
the hour of retribution had arrived. On the return of the waggons
the column was enabled to resume its march with its stores replenished
to the amount at which they started, while an advanced depot had
been formed on which the a1·rny could fall back for fresh supplies, if
necessary, without evacuating the enemy's country.
Had it been needed, this advanced depot system might have been
extended as much as required, fresh advanced depots being formed
farther and farther inland. The theoretical limit of the operation
would be reached when the time taken in making the return journey
was so long that the army would consume, dru·ing the absence of the
train, as much as it could bring to the front.
As a matter of fact, it could hardly ever occur that such a system
should become necessary up to its extreme limit. Much as has already
been urged as to the impossibility of clearing the country as the army
advances, it is evideut that the longer the operations last, and the mo,·e
damage is done to the country near the line of communications, the
safer will these become. Sooner or later convoys under comparatively
small escorts will be able to move backwards and forwards, and from
that time the commissariat arrangements will approach more nearly
those usua] in a European war.
Small convoys with small escorts must, however, at all times be
sent along the line of advance. Wounded and sick men must be sent
to the rear, the post must move backwards and forwards, and orderlies
and messengers will have to keep up the chain of connection with the
army. To allow of this being done, it is necessary to maintain a
series of fortified posts where rations may be issued, hbrses changed,
and a safe night's rest obtained. These posts may or may not be
garrisoned with a fot'ce capable of undertaking expeditions into the
neighl:oming country, but they mnst be strong enough to resist all
attacks of the enemy, and they should have enough mounted men
belonging to them to insure the country around, and more especially
the road between the next forts and them, being properly scouted. In
ordinary cases the moral effect of these forts will keep the surrounding
country quiet, except when the enemy has sent a large force into the
neighbourhood for any purpose. When this is the case the scouts
should usually be able to discover its arrival, and the necessary precautions may he taken. Perhaps it will be requisite to delay the
passage of all small parties for a few days, but the danger will generall y
pass away before long, either by the dissipation of the army, or by. its
attacking one of the posts fruitlessly. If it do not attempt auythno.g
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of this nature, and yet remain in the neighbourhood, of course reinforce-

ments must be obtained, aud an attack be made upon it. Further on
I shall have more to say on the subject of these posts along the line
of communications ; here I only 1nention them in connection with the
system of transport.
ORDER OF lliARCH.

Having now prepared everything for the advance into the enemy's
country, it is necessary to organise the order of march, so that all danger
from a sudden attack of the enemy upon the convoy may be avoided.
As in all ot,h er operations of war, no definite rnles can be laid down for
this which will be of universal application. At the same time I think
the conditions under which Lord Chelmsford's columns advanced into
Znluland are not unlike those which will usually be presented in wars
such as we are now considering. A vast mass of transport had to
advance into an enemy's country, the features of which were but
little known. The enemy was numerous aud plucky, aud possessed of
all the advantages afforded by rapid locomotion aud freedom from the
restraints of a base and line of communications. His movements and
whereabouts were unknown, and the column had to move in a
formation which would afford a ready means of defence in case of
sudden attack. I was myself attached to Sir Evelyn Wood's flying
column, and I think I cannot do better than describe the arrangements
macle by him, at lea~t as far as I could understand them.
The flying column consisted of three battalions of Infantry, two
batteries of Artillery, one company of Royal Engineers, about 500
mounted troops (mounted Infantry and Colonial corps), and some native
irregulars. Excluding the natives this gave a force of about H,000
men of all ranks. The transport consisted of 2-50 bullock waggons,
and about 100 otber vehicles of sorts. Each waggon occupied about
25 yards of road, the other carriages about 10 yards on an average,
consequently the entire column took 7,250 yards wben extended in
single file without intervals, As a rule it marched with from four to eight
waggons abreast, and in good ground ( allowing for the unavoidable
intervals) tbe length of the column was about l½ mile. At times, however, it became almost indefinitely lengthened out, the la<,t waggon on
some occasions not getting into camp for many honrs after the first.

It must be remembered that it was deemed possible that the convoy
might he attacked from any direction with hut little warning, and at
the same time that it was necessary to be prepared to defend it with.
ont too great dissemination of the small force composing the column.

For this purpose the three battalions marched one at the head of the
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column, one in the centre, and one at the rear. Each regiment was
kept together, only sufficient men being detached among the waggons
to do tbe necessary police duties, and to furnish advanced and rear
guards and flanking parties. The convoy was divided into three
sections, each guarded by one battalion, and in each of which was tbe
'>aggage of that battalion. In case of an alarm, the head of each
Srl>tion was to halt, wherever it might happen to be ( care being taken,
of ,,ourse, not to halt., if possible, in a disadvantageous position). The
tail of the section was then drawn in as rapidly as possible, and the
waggons parked, so as to enclose a space of ground into which the
bullocks and mules could be driven for safety. ' Laager ' being thus
formed, each battalion prepared to rlefend its own section of the train.
When the column had been marching in single file, the laagers,
formed in this manner, were too far apart to afford mutual support, but
each was considered strong enough for independent defence. Besides,
the enemy could not possibly surround all three at once, and to have
attemptecl to do so to one or two only would have been to expose himself to au attack in rear. When, as was usually the case, the waggons
marched four or more abreast, the Iaagers, when formed, were within
supporting distance of each other.
It was found by experiment that under favourable conditions, that
is in open country and with the column closed up, this formation
could be completed in half an hour. There were occasions, however,
when it would have taken many hours to complete it, as -in the march
to St. Paul's, and in this case an attack from the enemy might have
proved seriuus. But even so the arrangt:ment was perhaps the best
that cou lcl be devised. A portion at least of the laagers would have
been corn pleted before the enemy coulcl have closed, and that portioli
would have been of some service in aiding our men in beating off the
enemy. The safety of the bullocks would, however, Lave been endangered, and it is as well perhaps that the Zulus never displayed
sufficient intelligence to take advantage of our difficulties. Thus, for
iustance, on our arrival at Jackal's ridge the enemy was repor~d in
force in front of us. Orders were issued to form laager, but 1t was
hours before the last waggons were in position.
In one case, the action of Inyezane, a convoy on the line of march,
in a place where laagering was impossible, was attacked. The head of
the column was enveloped, and the horns, characteristic of Zulu tactics,
were thrown out in order to envelop our men. In this, however, the
Zulus were disappointed. The length of the convoy being too great
the horns could not surround it, and they themselves were taken. ill
flank and rolled up. Here then we have a case of the habitual tactics
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of the enemy failing because they we,.e not fitted to meet the circumstances of the case. Had the Zulus, however, employed the tactics of
Ulundi, combined with the dash of Isandhlwana, it is difficult to see
how the convoy could have been protected. The men composing the
escort might h~Lve held their own, and in the long run have driven
the enemy away, but a large number of the oxen might easily have
fallen into the hands of the enemy, r1nd the transport of the column
have suffered great loss.
In bush countries the line of waggons must lengthen out, and it
can seldom be possible to move more than two or three waggons
abreast. This of itself adds greatly to the danger of an attack from
the enemy, but this danger is still further increased from the difficulty
of parking or laagering the waggous on the approach of danger. But
even in open count.ry the former of these two sources of danger is
frequently present. Narrow places (fords, cuttings, necks of land, or
other defilee) may have to be passed where but one waggon at a time
can get through. In such a case the opening out of the column is
almost inconceivable. I remember one place on the march to St.
Paul's, where the convoy had to descend a steep hill, where drag ropes
had to be used. At the bottom of this was a stream which had to be
crossed by a ford at a sharp angle, while on the far side was a steep pull up
by a road cut into the side of the hill. The unwieldy bullock-waggons
were not easy to manceuvre through these difficulties, and on the average
not 30 ya1·ds, but 300 yards, separated them by the time the summit
of the hill on the far bank was reached. Now it is evident that if each
waggon, after crossing, were to proceed on its way at once, the length
of the column wonld have been indefinitely increased, and all attempts
to systematic defence would have been frnitless. To diminish the
risk as far as possible, the leading waggons were halted on reaching
the top of the hill beyond the ford, and laager was formed there as team
after team arrived. The bullocks were turned out to graze immediately,
as it was necessary to take advantage of every possible opportunity
of feeding them. When the leading section of waggons had all formed
up, the second laager was commenced near it in a similar manner. The
leading section did not move off at once, however, but waited till its
last arrived oxen had had a graze, and then I inspanning' it proceeded
on its way, leaving the second section laagered, and the third section
crossing the ford. Of course such an operation took time, &nd it is
not to be wondered at that, though the day's march was only seven
miles, and the first waggon started at 5 A.M., the last waggon did not
reach the new camping ground till midnight.
With precautions such as these, it was to be hoped that auy attack
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the enemy might make would be received in that formation best fitted
to r~sist it. But to insure this it was necessary to have timely
warmng of the adversary's approach, and for this purpose the ordinary
precaut10ns of Cavalry foreposts, ancl Infantry advanced and rear.
guards, were taken. The only special precaution requisite was extra
care in scouting to the flanks and in rear, from which directions the
attack might be expected with as much likelihood as from the front.
RECONNAISSANCE .

Before the column can start, it is above all things necessary that
some knowledge of the country about to be traversed should be
obtained. During peace time, the Intelligence Department collects
such facts concerning the countries in which military operations may
have to be undertaken, as it is found possible to obtain. Traders' and
exp1orers' accounts are collected, and the results compared and
tabulated. In this manner, the Department is usually in a position to
publish much useful information at the commencement of a campaign,
while maps can also be produced which, though they may require
much subsequent correction, convey at least some idea of the country.
But let me here give one word of caution about these maps. Although
the general lie of the rivers and towns may be shown, errors of con~
siderable magnitude, even to the extent of two or three days' march,
will frequently exist. In the Zulu maps published before the capture
of Ulundi, the king's kraal was placed some twenty miles from its
true position, several important rivers were omitted altogether, and
others were shown as running direct to the sea, which really flowed
into each other some distance from it. It would therefore be mani•
festly unsafe to trust to these maps without constant correction from
actual observation. Another point, which is perhaps worthy of remark,
is that ambitions-looking maps, with hill-shading, are often less useful
than simpler ones, in which this is omitted. Hill-shading, unless
fairly accurate, is misleading; and even if its presence be ignored, it
tends to make the map confused, and to render its correction more
difficult. The hill.shading in the Zulu map was inaccurate through.
out. On the Natal side of the border it was worst, for there it
pretended to give most detail, the whole of which was purely
imaginary. On the Zulu side it was better, for there, as a rule, the
mountain masses were merely indicated, and so long as one remem.
bered in reading the map that a blank space did not necessarily mean
fiat, but rather unknown country, Jittle harm was done.
In savage warfare, the object of reconnaissances is usually more to
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find the road than to discover the position of the enemy-to seek out
camping grounds, passes over mountains, and fords over rivers, these
are the chief points to be attended to; to which may be added, noting
the resources of the country, the state of the crops, and so forth.
The reconnaissances may be divided iuto two classes, but the precautions necessary for the proper concluct of each are the same, except
that in those of the second class there is no question of camping out,
and the parties employecl may be much smaller.
(a) Reconnaissances on a large scale, undertaken by considerable
bodies of men (usually mounted), who proceed some distance into the
enemy's country, remaining out for one or more nights.
(b) Reconnaissances on a small scale, where small parties go in as
far as they can, returning the Rame day.
The reconnaissances of Lieut.-Colonel Buller, V.C., in the early
days of ::lfay, may be taken as au example of the former; while of the
latter there were almost daily instances during the fortnight that
preceded the final advance. The following rules may be useful for
these operations :
(1) Go one way and return by another. By this means two roads
may be explored during one reconnaissance, aud the chance of being cut
off during the return journey is much diminished. Thus a reconnais~
sauce which left Llandtmann's Drift, :hlay 17th, crossed the Buffalo at
Robson's Drift, and the Blood River at a point two miles above its confluence with the fo1·mer. Proceeding then close under the north spurs of
the Nkongane Hill it reached a point near the bead of the Basbee Valley.
Returning, it kept in a line north of the former, recrossed the Blood
River at a point ten miles higher up, and striking the Conference Hill
road crossed the Buffalo at Landtmann's Drift, having traversed nearly
fifty miles during the day.
(2) If obliged to bivouac in the enemy's country, cook the evening
meal, and make preparations as if to sleep in a given place, but an
hour or so after dark move one or two miles farther off. This precau.
tion may often save a surprise, particularly if a good look-out be kept
in the direction of the first halting place.
(3) If not out for more than one or two days, keep the horses
saddled during the night.
( 4) Strike no lights, and keep silence after moving from the first
halting place.
( 5) Have one 01· two mounted men circling round the bivouac all
night, at about a mile radius.
(6) Remember that a reconnaissance is not intended to fight save
in self-defence.
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(7) Do not halt in enclosed ground. Remember the fate of the
Prince Imperial.
(8) Do not trust to the memory, but take notes as you go on.
The task of making reconnaissances now belongs to the Quartermaster-General's Department, but it will be frequently found that
Officers of Engineers are told off to assist in this duty. At all times it
would be well if an Officer of Royal Engineers accompanied each reconnaissance, if only for technical purposes. He should note the character.
istics of the country with a view to determine beforehand the nature
of the work the Sappers will have to perform, and be should also
look out for favourable sites for the construction of fortified posts.
CAMPS.

The sites selected for the camps at the end of each day's march
must, in great measure, depend upon the proximity of wood and water.
but in every case the camp when pitched must be defensible. Th~
uncertainty of the enemy's movements, which is an almost nnvaryiog
feature of savage warfare, renders it necessary to be always prepared
for an attack. At the commencement of the Zulu war a little book of
regulations for the guidance of the field force was published by command. In this book one paragraph ordered that the camp should be
fortified each night. As a matter of fact we know that in the first
advance this precaution was not taken, a fact which l1as frequently
been severely commented on. Certainly after Isandhlwana a great
change was apparent, and laagers were formed at every halting place.
Bnt yet I do not think it follows that fort\fied camps will always be the
rule. The camps must be 'defensible,' but it does not follow that our
men must always fight behind walls.
If by fortifying the camp we mean that earth. works are to be
thrown up, the task will usually be found impossible during a continuous advance; shelter trenches may be made, but time and strength will
scarcely admit of more. Now, a shelter trench undoubtedly affords
great protection from the deadly effects of modern arms, but it does
no more. In savage warfare, however, it is not the enemy's fire which
is the true source of danger, it is bodily contact with bis greatly
superior numbers that must be feared. Against this the shelter trench
is no protection. If our fire can keep the enemy from closing, and in
ordinary cases it undoubtedly can do so, well and good; but if not, no
shelter trench that can be rapiilly constructed will prove of any value.
Once the enemy has closed, the shelter trench can be treated as nonexisting, and steadiness and compact order can alone avail. These
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trenches may save a few lives during the earlier stages of the attack,
and are not therefore to be despised. They assist also in marking the
ground to be occupied in caBe of a night ala.rm. But however valuable
as accessories, they are nothing more.
But though we are debarred from the use of fieldworks, or at any
rate from placing any great reliance npon them, other precautions
may be taken, and chief among them during the Zulu war was the
system of laagering the waggons.
Roughly speaking, laagering the waggons consisted in arranging
them in a ring, enclosing a space wherein the cattle were penned at
night. The men were encamped round the outside of this laager,
and in case of alarm they struck their tents and prepared to defend
the waggons. This system had been extensively used by the Dutch
in their former wars with the Zulus and Kaffirs, and generally with
happy results. Fighting usually in small parties of 300 or 400 at
most, the Dntch could seldom maintain themselves in the open against
their powerful enemies, and numerous disasters taught them caution.
Within their laagers, bowe~er, they were always safe, and the natives
never attacked them there without being repulsed with heavy loss.
But defending the line of waggons itself is not without grave
disadvantages. All power of movement is lost, a.n d the enemy cannot
be followed up quickly. Frequently, too, some parts of the line will
have but a small field of fire, and the enemy will be able to creep up
close to the camp without suffering loss. For these and similar reasons
the men during the advance to Ulundi seldom occupied the line of
waggons; but were placed in a shelter trench some 20 or 30 feet
outside of it. It is evident that, for all practical pnrposes, the men
in these trenches did not owe their safety to the line of waggons in
rear of them, and all the protection provided for them was a simpie
shelter trench. Now I have already pointed out that a shelter trench
affords no security against the chief danger of savage warfare ; and
it may be asked why, if this were considered sufficient for the purpose,
was so much stress laid on laagering the waggons at all. The answer
is, I believe, that, provided there be no surprise, fortification is nu.
needed against savage foes so far as the men are concerned; but that
special precautions are required for the safety of the large transport
train. I shall have more to say about the method of figMing the
enemy when I come to deal with the question of tactics; here we are
discussing the best way of providing for the safety of the camp and
the transport train. By laagering the waggons and placing the
bullocks inside them the whole was arranged in the most compact and
most readily defensible manner.
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Notwithstanding, the1·efore, all that was said and written after
Isandhlwaua, the columns did not depend upon fortified camps for its
safety. The men were prepared to meet the enemy in the open, and
at Ginginhlovo did so meet and defeat them. But to guard against
the risk of a sudden rush, a proper system of outposts and picquets
was required. It may seem unnecessary to draw attention to this; but
I do not t.hink it is so. For three months I lived in a fort on the
border where there was a garrison, at first of 800 men, but subsequently of 500. At night every man was drawn inside the fort, a
very confined space for so many men, and a large number of sentries
(at first nearly 100) was posted on the wails. Crowded inside,
without tents, and with a general feeling of insecurity, it was no
wonder that many of the men died of fever. The reason given for
the absence of all picquets was that, should the enemy come, the men
on outp0st duty would be cert<,in to be cut off. Had this reasoning
been applied to the camps, during the subsequent advance, it is
difficult to see how their safety could have been provided for.
During the advance on Ulundi I was, on more than one occasion,
able to see the result of a night alarm (always false, however) on
the dispositions made by the 2nd Division. On an alarm occurring
anywhere along the line of picquets, the men in camp at once turned
out and rushed to their places round the laager. They were not as a
rule fallen in on their own parades first, and for a few seconds there
was wild confusion accompanied frequently by a random shot or two,
fired usually, however, by some frightened native driver. In about a
minute or so the whole were in their places ready to resist an attack.
In the meantime the picquets had generally retired on the Iaager
without waiting to be driven in. Now this action on their part
produced a result which might have beeu very unfortunate for them.
The defenders of the Iaager, knowing that the picquets would retire
without waiting for the enemy, never expected any further warning
to be given to them. If any firing took place in front they immediately took it· for granted that it came from the enemy, and so
commenced to blaze away at their own picquets, as occurred on a large
scale at Fort Newdigate, June 6.
It thus happened that in endeavouring to avoid the danger of
being cut off by the enemy the outposts exposed themselves to a
fresh danger. Nor was this the only inconvenience caused. The men
in camp lost all confidence in the protection afforded by the outposts,
and their -morale suffered in consequence. It wonld lmve been
possible for a single Znlu to awaken the whole camp and destroy its
night's rest for several hours by firing a single shot, A general

,
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feeling of insecurity pervaded the force, for it was felt that if the
picquets were to be withdrawn at the first "la1·m there was nothing to
pre¥ent a sudden rush of the enemy reaching the main body before it
could stand to its arms. Major Clery says, in his Minor Tactics,
page 5 : ' Outposts may be defined as detachments thrown out by a
force when halted for its immediate protection frorr. surprise. Its
duties, therefore, are twofold, observation aud resistance; observation,
to give timely warning of danger to the main body, resistance, to
afford it time to make dispositions for defence. Thus two points are
gained of primary importance, security and rest. The latter only
cedes in importance to the first, for without a due proportion of rest
the physique of the best troops gets rapidly deteriorated.'
To delay the enemy is frequently of vital importf;nce, and it is only
when the troops in camp feel tolerably certain that the enemy will be
delayed that confusion can be avoided in case of alarm. On the other
hand, it is only when the picqnets feel that their retreat will be fairly
secure that they will remain at their posts. If it were true that with an
enemy like the Zulus the men on outpost duty were sure to be cut off
in case of an attack, it was not to be wondered at that they sought
safety in retreat at the first alarm.
U ndonbtedly there is more rii;;k of such an occurrence in savage
warfare than in civilised campaigns, but with due care that risk may
be almost entirely removed. It should be remembered that outposts
are perfectly capable of resisting the attacks of small bodies of the
enemy, while a proper use of patrolling should always discm·er the
proximity of large masses. I do not know what night patrolling was
performed by the 2nd Division, but in the Flying Column mounted
men were kept circling round the camp at a distance of about a mile
in front of the picqnets. It was always possible that small parties concealed in hollows would escape their notice, hut it was not likely that
any large mass of the enemy could have approached the camp without
discovery. In order to give sufficient confidence to the outposts they
must further feel that support, if necessary, will be sent out to aid
them. But to do this the men in camp must be kept in hand. They
must not be allowed to rush helter-skelter to the trench they are to
defend; they must fall in and await orders.
It would appear, then, that the following regulations, or something
like them, should be made for the conduct of troops in camp during au
alarm.
(1) The outposts will retire on the camp only when forced to do
so by presRure of the enemy or on receipt of orders.

(2) The troops in camp will fall in on their respective parades
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with ordered arms, ready to march to I heir alarm posts in the laager
'
or to meet the enemy outside as may be ordered.
(3) In no case is firing to be commenced until the outposts in front
have been driven in or l1ave retired on the laager.
. . If we ?ave learnt a lesson from the Dutch in laagering our waggons,
,t 1s possible that we may le,.,rn another from a still more antiquated
system of wa,rfare. The Romans, in thoil' numerous wars with the
savage nations around them, soon discernrd the necessity for guarding
against the rush of hordes of badly armed and undisciplined foes. In
the daytime, and whenever a surpri:::;e was impracticable, they coulfl put
implicit trust in their discipline and their weapons. At night, and
where warning might possibly be wanting, the results of a panic were
greatl,v to be feared. It was, t.herefore, that they elaborated that srntem of surrounding their camps with a bank surmounted by palissacies.
At the present day it may not be possible to carry the great weight of
the palissades with the army, but could not a substitute be found in a
wire entanglement, to be placed at nightfall and removed in the
morning. At one time there was some talk of adopting this plan in
Znluland, but it was never carried into effect. As a matter of fact it
was not found necessstry, but with an adversary who combined the
pluck of the Zulu with the cunning of the Red Indian, should such a
foe exist, an auxiliary means of defence of this nature might be found
of value.
FORTIFIED Pos·rs.
As the army advances into the enemy's country, it is necessary to
form certain fortified posts at intervals, such as have been already
alluded to under the head of transport. The influence of these posts
is often far greater than one would be at first inclined to suspect. A
force of 200 or 300 men, who scarcely dare lose sight of their fortifica.
tions, does not seem a very powerful weapon to employ in overawing a
hostile district. As a matter of fact, however, it will generally be
found that such posts do overawe the country, and that, especially
after the army has proved its superiority in the fielcl, their moral
influence extends much farther than their physical power.
At these posts it will often be convenient to establish commissariat
depots. But the perimeter that can be defended by the small garri~on
left behind will seldom be hrg·e enough to enclose the space occupied
by the stores. These must therefore be left outside, but they must not
be unprotected. Several plans were tried during the Znlu war to
overcome this diffica.lty, and of these some are shown in Pl. I.* The
* The details giYen of the construction of forts on th~ li_ne of communications ar
taken almost bodily from an article I wrote for the Projesswnal Papers of tlte Corps
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system usually adopted was that shown in Fig. 3. It consisted of two
small square redoubts placed on the extremities of the diagonal of a
square large enough to contain the stores. These were therefore
defended on all sides by the flanking fire of the forts, while the size of
the garrison required for the latter did not depend upon the amount
of the former.
This system i.s 1 however, open to certain objections:
(1) The stores are too much massed ; and many waggons cannot
be loaded simultaneously.
(2) The garrison, already small, is subdivided.
(3) The interior space of the forts is very small compared with
their perimeter.
With regard to this last defect, it must be remembered that a
garrison of 200 or 300 men is unable to furnish au efficient system of
p-icqnets and outposts, and is, consequently, more or less exposed to the
danger of a surprise. It wonld appear advisable, therefore, where,
from the proximity of the enemy, an attack is to be' feared, to bring
the garrison within the ·works at night. Consequently, the interior
space should be large euough to hold them comfortably. Where the
ga.rrison consists of about 200 men-a not unusual number-the forts
cannot have a greater perimeter than 200 yards, which gives 25 yards
a side. Forts of this size will be found too small to contain the tents
of the garrison, and the men must therefore bivouac inside or encamp
outside.
Fig. 4 shows a plan proposed, but never employed. It gets rid of
the subdivision of the garrison, and will admit of the tents being
pitched inside when necessary. But in order to give sufficient base
for the triangles formed of the stores, an oblong trace is used, whereby
there is a diminution of interior space as compared with perimeter.
The :irrangement of t.he stores is also little favourable to their easy
movement, and if many waggons hn.d to be loaded in a hurry, much
confusion and de1ay would occur.
The system shown in Fig. 5 was one which I proposed, but it was
never employed. In this case the fort is square, thus giving the
ma:cinium. of interior space for a given perimeter, but of course its
trace may be varied to suit the features of the ground. The stores
are arranged in long lines, radiating from the faces, say eight or ten
feet thick, and 6 feet high. They may, if necessary, extend 150 or
of Ro.l/t~l Engineer.~ during the Zulu ,~ar .. Notice of this pa.per having been receirnd by
the E<l1tor never reached mo, and, thmking thi~t the paper had miscarried, I made use
again of the notes I took during the war. The article. was, however, published in,~ ol.
IV. of the Professional Pa'ferB,
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200 yards from the fort, and, where the ground is level, even farther.
The advantages of this plan are :
(1) The stores can be more easily looked after, and it is impossible
for a man to conceal himself among them for the purpoee of stealing.
(2) A large number of waggons can be loaded up at once.
(3) The stores cau be so arranged that any particular article that
may be required can be obtained without difficulty, which is certainly
not the case where they are massed in a confined space.
( 4) They can he easily defended from the fort.(5) They form a considerable obstacle to an enemy attacking the
fort by prohibiting flank movement on his part. In fact, they form
perpendicular obstacles terminating in front of the line.
In determining the profile to be used it must be remembered:
(1) That the main object is to oppose a considerable obstacle to
the enemy's endeavour to arrive at close quarters.
(2) That artillery fire need not be feared, and that consequently
exposed escarps are not objectionable.
For the first reason full revetements retain all their old value, for
the second demi-revetements lose theirs. Thus when Fort Melville, at
Rorke's Drift, was being constructed, a portion of the enceinte was
made with an ordinary earthwork profile, the interior being re~eted with
dry stone-walling, there being plenty of large loose stones lying about.
While the work was in progress it was suggested to' revet tbe exterior,
as well as the interior, so as to add to its strength as an obstacle. This
was done, and then the uselessness of the mass of earth enclosed
between the two walls became evident, and the remainder of the
enceinte was built of a dry stone wall only.
In all other cases where stone was handy similar walls were always
nsed. Where stones were not to be obtained turf walling was employed, but this gave considerable trouble, as the soil was loose and
the sods gave way in the heavy raius. Brushwood revetements (exterior as well as interior) might frequently be found advantageous, but
in Zululand brushwood was not obtainable. In all cases where possible use a wall in lieu of a parapet, but where no material for the
construction of one is at hand a good ditch must furnish the necessary
obstacle.
Flank defence, however useful, cannot be considered as a necessity.
So long as the defenders are sufficient in numbe~ to man the w~lls
thoroughly and })rovide a small reserve for casualties and emergencies,
they ought to be able to hold their own against any force the enem_y
can bring against them. So long as the man outside has to u_se _his
hands to climb over the parapet, Le is at the mercy of the man ms1de.
/2

I know of no inst:ince of a fortified post being captured by an uncivilised enemy by direct assault, and it is difficult to conceive bow it
could possibly happen. The Indian Mutiny will afford any number
of insbtnces of the resisting power of even slight defences, while
.Abrahampa, Rorke's Drift, and 1'.Iobalis Hoek are more modern
examples.
'l.'hree requisites must be looked to if we wonld insure a successful
clefeuce-water, ammnujtion, and provisions. It will seldom be found
possible to have a snpply of water inside the fort; a.t, least,, in most
instances, it wilJ be found that to do so the fort must be placed in a
hollow. But so long as the watering place is not far off, ancl is mider
fire, there will be but little inconvenience caused by this.* .As for tbe
ammunition, of course a large stock (thn.t is a large number of rounds
per rifle) should be available, and this ammunition should always be
within the fort. Of provisions nothing need be said here.
PRECAU'J'IONS FOR THE DEFENCE •

.Although I have dwelt on the necessity for pro,·iding sufficient
space for the tents of the men within the fort, it by uo means folJows
that they shonld habitually sleep there. Ou the contrary, it is essen.
tial for the health of the men that they should, as far as possible,
sleep outside, except when the proximity of large masses of the enemy
makes an attack likely. But if !,hey sleep outside, our posts of some
sort must be thrown out. These outposts, however, will not be strong
enough to perform all the duties usually expected from picquets. They
may undertake that portion of them corn prised under the head of
'observation/ but 'resist.ancEl' can scarcely be expected from them.
However unlikely, therefore, the possibility of a sudden rush of the
enemy upon the fort must always be guarded against, and for this
purpose a small garrison should always be within it. Now, as no
resisting power is expected from the outposts, it would seem rational
to reduce these to mere double sentries, keeping their relief inside the
fort as its garrison. 'l.'hus, say six double sentries are required outside, and two ordinary sentries in the fort, there will be a force of 30
men, and say four non-commissioned officers permanently inside, a
sufficient number to check a first rush.

* Of cours? there must b_e a certain amount of water stored in the fort, tanks or
water-casks being used for tl11s purpose. But experience showbl that uncivilised foes
ar_e s.eldom, if e,·er, capable. of cl~sely investing n post, und, if the watering-place bf'
w1thm ~asy range, there will be little or no difficulty in renewing the supply as nrny
Le re4u1rerl,

--
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In Znlnland we used sometimes to put out groups of six men, each
furnishing a double sentry, and each under a non-commissioned officer.
Of these four were al ways sound asleep under improvised shelter tents
made of blankets, and I know that when going the rounds it was
often hard enough to waken these men. This I believe to have been
a mistake, as it was only exposing the slumbering men to a needless
danger; and, except where the post is too far out to be conveniently
relieved from the fort, I believe it would be better to keep the men
inside, as advocated above.
In case of an alarm the men should, if possible, be fallen in outside
the fort near its entrance, with ordered arms, but of course the danger
m,;y be too pressing to admit of this. Where, however, there are
mounted men-and these ehonld in every case form a part of the
garrison-patrolling should ahv:1ys be carried on, and then a sudden
attack from large numbers should be impossible. Attacks from small
numbers may be met outside the fort, and then more decisive results
will nsuall y be obtained.
There is one point in connection with the defence of a fort as to
which considerable difference of opinion seems to exist, and that is,
the advisability of using loopholes. These add greatly to the safety
of the defenders of a work, but they certainly detract much from
their offensive power. Considering the small effect produced usually
by the enemy's fire it would certainly seem wise to provide some
means of allowing the men to shoot over the parapet, but loopholes
should also be provided to be used when the enemy's fire is exceptionally hot. One means of doing so would be to provide a banquette
for firing over the parapet or walls standing, with loopholes at kneeling
height. Another method, employed by Major W. P. Jones, R.E., in
the fort built at Dundee, was to have loopholes at staoding height
with small banquettes between them for firing over the wall.
One of the great difficulties connected with these fortified posts
is to provide for the safety of the horses and cattle. These cannot
well be admitted inside the fo,·t, and so some special means of defence
mnst be provided for them. The simplest plan would appe~r to. be
to provide a redan-shaped enclosure flanked by the fort m whwh
they can be kept. To prevent this enclosure m~skmg th_e ~re
of the face opposite which it is placed, it will be advisable to smk its
floor some two or three feet below the level of the ground, providing
drainage where possible by a cutting to the nearest bill side._ Where
proper drainage cannot be otherwise provided a deep cesspit may be
dug, and drains made to it.
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TACTICS.

In dealing with this, the second branch of the subject, one is at
once met with a considerable difficulty. The rules of tactics are at all
times exceedingly difficult ofapJJlication to general cases. The circum.
stances of each instance must determine the tactics to be used. In
savage warfare these circumstances are more thau ever variable, and it
follows that the proper tactics must be so also.
The golden rule of fighting uncivilised foes appears to be, first study
your enemy's habits, and then determine on your method of meeting
him. Many men who have seen Indian warfare will hear of nothing
bnt offensive action, frequently of a pell-mell nature, anything to get
at the foe and remind him of the superiority of the European. Others,
who have seen the Znlu campaign, can realise nothing but a hollow
square charged by a crowd of savages who are shot down by hundreds
as they vainly attempt to close with their foe.
It would be impossible within the limits of an essay to discuss
every possible case that might arise; and I will, therefore, confine
myself to some few of the principal classes of action which usually
occur.

But before proceeding to the discussion of particular cases, there
are a few observations which I wish to make on battles with uncivilised foes in general. One point that cannot fail to strike even a
casual observer, is, that while in every case where tbe victory is ours,
it is gained with bnt 1ittle loss, defeat and disaster are synonymous.
This fact must make us chary of drawing absolute inferences from the
victories we have gained. Unless the evidence obtained from native
sources be absolutely false, Isandhlwana was very near being a great
and almost bloodless victory for us. The Zulu army, discouraged by
its heavy losses, was very near retiring from the contest, and had it
done so its loss in retreating would have been very great. A feather
would have tumed the scale, and yet the result was a disaster to
our arms of the first magnitude. It does not require a great stretch
of imagination to picture to oneself the writer on military matters
grayely drawing deductions as to the right method of t.neeting the Zulus
from the tactics employed on that day. But the scale was turned,
the disaster occurred, and we are, or think we are, wiser.
I remember, some years ago, talking to an officer who had been at
Arnoafu), and I was surprised to hear him say that at one moment he
thought mattel'S Yel'y critical. Now I in common I fancy with most
young officers who· have never seen a~y fighting ~f this ~atnrc, had
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always judged of the Ashanti war by the small loss inflicted on our men,
and I have been accustomed to regard the fighting as mere child's play.
And yet it is very possible that at one period of the battle, it would not
have required much to have converted that decisive victory into a
terrible disaster.
As a rule, our savage wars are fought against immense odds, and in
such cases hand-to-hand fighting must always prove dangerous, So
long as the enemy can be prevented from getting ainong our men the
danger is small, bnt when from any cause the enemy's numbers can
be made to tell in individual fighting at close quarters, the result is
destruction. The main object of all tactics in warfare of this nature
must therefore be to avoid this danger. But there is a further object of
scarcely less importance, and that is to inflict loss upon the enemy.
Unfortunately these two oqjects are more or less antagonistic, and
unless a happy mean can be hit between them, the result will not be
satisfactory. There are occasions when audacity, always audacity, is
the right game to play, but there are also times when auclacity must
be strongly modified by caution. To judge the right policy to be
pursued, it is necessary to know something of the enemy ; but this
much may be said, if it be safe to nse essentially offensive tactics, the
task before the army is usually comparatively au easy one. Remembering bow easy it is for the euemy to ontBank our columns of attack, it
is evident that unless the success of the movement is practically
certain, or that it is known that the enemy will not follow up our
retreating men, if they have to fall back, it will be uneafe in the extreme
to push home an attack. Partial advances may be made to drive the
enemy from this point or Lhat, hllt a regular assumption of the offensive
will not be wise. Circumstances may compel us to run any risk, but
in doing so we should not blind ourselves to the fact that these risks
are being run.
But if we meet the enemy drawn up in position, whether on an
open plain or along some chain of hills, are we merely to form up our
army in a similar manner and wait til1 it please our ad versa1·y to open
the ball? Assuredly not. Circumstances can alone decide bow far
an assault of the enemy's position will prove necessary, but in any case
there is much that can be done without compromising the safety of our
force. For this purpose three weapons ai·e at our command-Artiller!,
Cavalry, and long.range Infantry fire. In many cases, perhaps 1n
most, it will suffice to shell the enemy's position, keeping the Cavalry
ready to charge in directly his men begin to give way. In the meantime the Infantry may be formed up at, say, 1,000 or 800 yards'. or
even less, according to circumstances, anU by a carefully supervised
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fire may add greatly to the effect produced by the shells. Such Fabian
tactics will seldom fail, except in very mountainous or other covergiving country, in bl'inging on one of two issues. The enemy will
either retreat with greater or less Joss, or he wi11 endeavour by an
attack to get out of a situa,tion where he suffers loss without the possibility of an effectual reply. In the former case follow up sharp with
all mounted men and guns, the Infantry also advancing as rapidly as
is consistent with safety. It is, however, hopeless to expect the
British soldier to compete with the savage in a running fight. The
black man can walk roand him as he will, and, even if overtaken, his
superior numbers will tell if the fight be hand-to-band. So long as
fire tactics can be used, superior arms and superior discipline must tell,
bnt when it comes to cold steel, t,he enemy, 1/ he wait to receive, must
have the advantage.
I have italicised the words 'if he wait to receive,' for therein
lies the kernel of the matter. Indian officers know, frow long experience, that the enemy they have to fight with will always give way
before a charge given with decision. How far their ideas may have
been altered by the Afghan war remains to he seen, but, even there,
victory after victory rewarded the pluck of our men. It is true that
our disaster at llfaiwand is attributed by some to the defensive
tactics employed, but it must be remembered that the Afghan is a
semi.civilised foe, and not an uncivilised one.
In dealing with other uncivilised uations, the certainty that they
will give way before a charge made by our men is by no means so
great. Experience shows that that portion actually charged will
almost invariably yielcl ground ; hut what then? Conceive the result
of a comparatively small body of men penetrating into the moss of the
enemy, becoming enveloped by them and fighting against great odds
at close quarters, auil. the peril of the situation becomes apparent.
Where, therefore, the enemy has sufficient organisation to keep toge~
ther in some sort of close formatiom, the use of the bayonet as an
offensive weapon.must be given up. The troops may advance against
the foe, but they must not charge borne. But, on the other hand, the
enemy when in close order will afford an excel1ent mark for both rifle
and shell, and will soon be made to pay heavily for his immunity from
the charge. Scatter he must, or advance to the attack. The latter
contingency we may neglect for the moment; it will be dealt with
when we come to defensive tactics. If be scatter, the danger of
charging is to a great extent l'emoved. He may then be driven from
advautag-eous points at the point of the bayonet, and a succession of
partial charges aided by rifle fire may put him to rout.

But even in this case the danger of the enemy collecting for a
general rush must always be held in view, and our men must always
be prepared for an assumption of the defensive. To send ont single
companies unsupported, as was done at Isandhlwana, is to court dis.
aster; for, once surrounded, they must either come to hand-to-hand
conflict in the endeavour to force their way out, or they must remain
where they are till their ammunition is exhausted.
In the old Dutch wars with the Zulus, we are told that the system
of fighting found most efficacious was as follows : Tbe whole of the
Commando, as the column was called, was composed of mounted men,
and most of them were first-rate shots. Having laagered their waggons
and left a guard to defend them, the Commando would set out to
meet the enemy, and engage him at long range. The superiority of
their weapons and the accuracy of their shooting combined to give
them a great advantage so long as they kept the enemy at a distance.
Their shots told, bis missed. They seldom or never lost a man, be was
continµally suffering loss. If he attempted to close they remounted
their hprses and retreated to a safe distance, reopening fire as soon as
possiblj. Keeping up a running fight in this way they gradually
wearied out the natives, causing them considerable loss in the mean~
time. When tired of this unequal combat the enemy commenced to
retreat, they followed him up with a perpetual fire, which gradually
.,.out. If worsted in this running fight,
converted his reti·eat into
they sowly retired on their laagered waggons, and defending themselves here, seldom failed to drive the enemy away with severe loss.
It as frequently suggested during the Zulu War that these
tactics hould be once more tried; that the whole of the mounted men
of the a y should be sent forward to make a dash at Ulundi, and that
meeting with resistance they should engage i~ a running
fight of his description. 'l'his method of procedure did not find
favour w b the authorities, and justly so. Putting aside t_he_ moral
effect of 'egular occupation of the country by the army, it is very
doubtful , ether these mounted men could have inflicted the same
loss upon he enemy in a fortnight's fighting, that half an hour's
Infantry fi'ng did on the banks of the Umvaloosi. They might,
it is possib have got to the king's kraa,l; they m1ghs also.' but it
is doubtful, ave driven the Zulus from it, and have fired it. But
the terrible sson that was taught the natives of the power of the
in the open, would have been withheld, and I cannot
Martini-He
that lesson was necessary to bl'ing the war to an early
close.
Howt:ver \ 11-mouutecl weu may work iu really opeu country,
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they are powerless in bush countries, while even on the apparently level
'veldt' of South Africa they would frequently be much hampered by
the 'dougas,' or dry watercourses, which intersect the country. It is
very easy to talk of anuoying the enemy with distant fire to which he
cannot reply, hut those who talk lightly of doing so forget that even
a savage may adapt his tactics to suit the moment. He will not be
likely to remain a helpless target to our mounted men in the middle
of ground just suited for our horses, but will choose a broken or hilly
country wherein to fight.
Even where the enemy is obliging enough to give us every chance,
it by no means follows that the task will be easy. It must be remembered that every man who falls into the enemy's hands is a dead man,
and that his death is often preceded by tort,nre. These facts are well
l.-uown to our men, and indeed are frequently exaggerated in tbeir
imagination. It is hopeless, therefore, to expect them to stand under
a heavy fire unless there be some means of providing for those who
are wounded or whose horses are shot. Mounted men attempting
to carry out Dutch tactics must abandon their wounded, or retire
before there are any wounded to abandon. Now, in the good old
days, the savages had no weapons save the assegais, consequently there
could be no wounded men to abandon, unless the enemy was allowed
to arrive at close quarters. But at the present day this is by no
means the case. It is true that the fire of the Zulus or the ~asntos
is inaccurate in the extreme, but still it is not without effect. It is
as far-reaching as our own, and we cannot insure inflicting loS3 upon
the enemy without exposing ourselves, at least in some degree.
Unless then our men know there is some safe place near at land, to
which their comrades who fall can he carried, they will scarcely
remain long under the enemy's fire. All men are not he·oes, and
there are few who can contemplate with equanimity the cert.in result
of falling into the hands of a savage foe.
Still worse will it be when rough and stony grou1d has to
be traversed. Much of the country worked over in Zu.uland "·as
sown with large loose bouldt:rs, or semi.embedded jagge1. stones, in
such a manner that the lithe native cou Id cover the f1.'0und even
faster than a horse. In such country the Dutch tactic would fail,
for the enemy could always close with our men if they tred to retreat.
On one occasion only did 1 see a large Cavalry force 3ngaged with
the Zulus, and that was during the Cavalry reconnaisance 1 the day
before the battle of Ulundi. Certainly the results of ,bat day, however satisfactory so far as the object immediatel in view was
concerned, did not tend to increase one's belief in tb Dutch tactics.

---
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On that day the mounted men under Colonel Buller, to the number
of some 500, crossed the river, partly to clear the opposite bank of
the men who were firing at our watering parties, part.ly to discover
the strength of the enemy, and partly to learn the nature of the
ground on which the decisive battle was to be fought. On first
crossing but small bodies of the enemy were seen, and these quickly
retired or hid themselves. After advancing about three miles, Colonel
Baller found himself suddenly in the presence of 4,000 or 5,000 of
the enemy who had been concealecl in a 'donga' or dry watercourse,
and who poared in a volley at 200 yards range. It is true that but
few men were hit; but the reconnaissance was at once stopped and
three men supposed to be dead ( they were dead enough when found
next day) were left in the bands of the enemy, two more being saved
by the gallantry of Lord W. Beresford and Commandant D'Arcy, who
earned the Victoria Cross by their conduct on this occasion. When
the Ca,valr_y returned, their horses were done to a turn, and I donbt
whether that force would have cared to have gone many miles from
the laa~er to engage the enemy. It is true they had not lost many
men, bn\ feeling that, with every horse shot, a man would fall iuto the
enemy's power, I doubt whether much of a running fight would have
been go out of them. Besides, if but few men were hit, it was because
they did not remain to give the enemy a chance. They were but a
reconuais auce and they acted rightly ; but I do not think they
could hav done differently if they had intended a serious attack.
Havin thns stated my own views, it is only fair to give those of
the others e-views which certainly were received with much favour
in the uno cial Councils of War among the junior officers of the
army. The were well expressed in a letter from Kambula camp,
dated April , sent to one of the daily papers, the name of which I
do not reme er.
'The Ion experience of the Boers has demonstrated that, to
deal effectual! with Zulus, white men must be mounted. Th_e
marching pow of these athletic savages is so marvellous that it
would hardly be n exaggeration to say that they, naked and carrymg
uo weight, woul cover five miles of ground while a British_ ~nfantry
man, strapped u and weighted with his kit, would be toilmg over
one. It is not ly that the white man needs to be mounted to
compete with the ulu in mere power of locomotion; but, the odds
against which he is ailed upon to fight make it absolutely necessary
that he should be a to accept or decline a combat. The catastrophe
at Isandhlwana sh •s what might be expected to occur wh_en ~
small force once be mes encircled by the horus of a Zulu impi.

n

With mounted men, however, it is very different; on anything like
good ground they gallop up well within range, dismount, fire into
the mass of the enemy with practical impunity until their proximity
becomes dangerous, then mount and away, to play the same game
over and over again. Instancefl have occurred here, more than once
during the present campaign, in which a troop of irregulars has
bullied a large force of Znlns in this fashion, killing more than their
own number of the enemy with no loss to themselves beyond a few
~rifling wounds to n1en or horses.'
I cannot remember the instances here alluded to, and I am certain
they never occurred when a large force of the enemy was encountered ;
and I am still strongly of opinion that a body of mounted men,
without some secure place on which to fall back, would never succeed
in carrying out these tactics. At the same time combined wittl the
use of a laager, or of a body of Infantry capable of holding it, own
defensively against the enemy, mounted men used in this w•y will
frequently give an offensive character to the action which would otherwise be wanting.
As an example of the successful use of these tactics, we may take
the relief of Mafeteng* (Pl. III.). It is trne that in this action the 1st
Cape Mounted Yeomanry fell into a trap and lost heavily, ,b1t on the
whole the action of the Cavalry was eminently successful. Tte greater
part of the fighting devolved upon them, and, with the ex,eption of
one occasion, when the enemy managed to get near the flank Jompanies
of the Duke of Edinburgh's Own Volunteer Rifles, they stcceeded in
keeping him at a respectful distance, occasioning him at tfe same time
considerable loss. Had the Basutos shown greater deternination, tbe
Cavalry could always have fallen back on the main b,dy, where a
defensive action could have been fought. When this hai ended in the
repulse of the enemy, the Cavalry could once more baveadvanced and
followed him up according to circumstances.
So far we have. looked upon these mounted mm as mounted
Infantry only, and uudoubtedly it is in that form thal they play their
chief p,wt. But their sphere of utility does not endaere. If trained
to act as Cavalry, there are many occasions in whch a cha1·ge may
lead to decisive results. If the advance of Infant-y carry with it a
great moral effect, a Cavalry charge carries even nore, and there are
few savages who will stand one if it be delivered wtb due energy. A
little farther on l shall have more to say ou this stbject in connection
with defensive tactics; here I note the fact that ,he use of Cavalry as
Cavalry is not debarred by their more frequent us as mounted Infantry.
In the late Basuto war.
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Few questions were more debated in the army after lsandhlwana,
than the proper method of handling Infantry against a numerous and
brave, hut uncivilised, foe like the Zulus. From the open order and
widely scattered line of the 24th Regiment, to the serried square of
illundi, was a great step, and it marked the change of opinion produced
by the Zulu victory. But I fancy few of those who stood in the
square at Ulundi were satisfied that the last word had been spoken
on the subject. The formation adopted was more or less suited to the
problem that had to be solveJ, but it was not one of universal application. It might answer in a level plain so long as the enemy was
kind enough to advance boldly in the open. It must fail in broken
ground or where the enemy has to be attacked. One cannot conceive
Morosi's mountain or Sekokuni's stronghold being captured by a
hollow square, and yet these both fell but a few months later. The
frontal attack must sometimes be undertaken, and it is necessary to
consider the formation best suited for it.
In dealing with this question, the first point to be remembered is
that in closing with the enemy, there is little or no danger to be feared
during the early stages of the attack. Indeed, it is not till we ar1ive
within reach of a sudden rush that the movement is attended with any
risk. It follows, therefore, that it is quite unnecessary to adopt
skirmishing or open order as a means of avoiding the effects of the
enemy's fire. So far as that is concerned, we may carry out the
advance as we 1ike. But as we near the enemy's position, the risk of
a sudden rush in overwhelming numbers contiuually increases. To
expose men in individual order to this danger is to court disaster, for
each man may be surrounded and slain. If kept in hand, however, in
close order, the danger is for a time removed, and if ammunition bold
out, or if relief be at hand, it is altogether obviated. A single man
with a bayonet falls au easy victim to half-a-dozen savages with
assegais, but a hundred men in line can hold their own almost indefinitely against ten times their number. The gallant stand of Yonnghusband's company at Isandhlwana, is a good example of the safety
resulting from close order, but the disaster of that day is a warning
against allowing an overwhelming number of the enemy to get m,wng
our men while iu open order.
Bnt the simultaneous advance of a long deployed line over a considerable distance, is by no means an easy matter, and the nec~ssity _£or
keeping up a heavy fire during the. advance does not _make it eas~er.
BeRides, if our men advance in line two deep, even w1tbou_t allowrng
for second line and reserves, they will show but a comparatively small
front; they will be out-flanked 11ud e, entually surrounded. 'l'o ol,,viate
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these defects, it would appear advisable to divide the line into sections,
perhaps double companies, with inter,als at least as great as the front
occupied, with a similarly formed second line of perhaps half its
strength ; the advance will be made by the more or less independent
movement of these sections, care being taken, however, that the general
alignment is preserved. Each section will be kept in close order, and
if need be, can be formed four deep on the principle of company squares.
If the enemy advance to the attack before the final charge is delivered,
each section will be capable of prolonged resistance, even when
smTounded, owing to its formation, while the second 1ine can be em.
played to disengage any portion that is in difficulties.
After arriving within charging distance, a heavy fire should be
maintained upon the enemy until the favourable moment arrives to
bring matters to a crisis. This will occur when our fire has so shaken
the e11emy that he shows signs of wavering. The charge should then
be made, still in close order, by a simultaneous advance of tbe whole
line, the second line, however, keeping at
safe distance in case the
assault should fail. This failure should, however, be impossible, for as
there can be no reason for bringing matters to a head until our fire bas
had due effect, nothing but impatience should lead us to close with the
enemy until he is on the point of retiring. When the adversary iq
already wavering the charge will certainly produce the desired result.
The real danger to be guarded against is that of the enemy
advancing to the attack before our fire b,;s bad time to destroy his
rnontle. In this case the second line should at once be moved np to
the intervals of the first line, reinforcing tbat portion of it most strongly
threatene<l, and each section must defend itself. It is not likely that
the enemy will be ab]e to surround our double companies, although he
may penetrate between them. It is attributing to him greater pluck
than is possessed by any nation of whom we know to suppose that be can
maintain himself ali close quarters for any length of time, even in front
of the line, between two fires it would be impossible. It is generally
admitted in all books on tactics that the crisis of the attack cannot last
more than t·wo or three minutes, and t,hat within that time the assaulting troop8 must succeed or retire. But in this caRe the native has no
means of bringing about a rapid success. His fire is too feeble, he
cannot break our company squares by mere weight. But unleRs be
can succeed in a few minutes, he must fall back or be nnnihilated.
It may be urged, however, tha.t our company squares will fire into
one another. Wel1, if we can conceive the Puemy rPally cloeing on our
men, penetrating between the squares, and remaining surging close
around them, this may undoubtedly take place, But is such a case
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conceivable, except when a disaster bas already nearly taken place?
If we have so miscalculated our strength that the enemy, by his overpowering superiority of numbers, is able to close in this manner, we
may consider ourselves lucky if we eventually put him to flight, even
with a heavy loss to ourselves produced by our own fire. Ent even in
snob a case as Isandhlwana this does not seem to have occurred.
According to all accounts the fire of our men was perfectly able to
check the enemy's advance until the breaking of the Native Contingent left some 800 men in extended order to cope with 20,000.
Even then it is doubtful whether they would not have maintained
themselves bad they not been taken in rear by a fresh party of the
enefily, and thus found themselves between two fires while not in a
formation capable of defence in both directions. I believe that if we
adopt a formation that will prevent our men from being swept away
at the first rush when the enemy attempts to close, bis failure is certain. It will not be many moments before he falls back again to a
respectful distance, and though his final defeat may not have been
accomplished, a fair chance will once more be afforded us of pursuing
onr own object.
Rhould it become necessary to retire before the enemy is broken,
care must be taken not to afford him an opportunity of falling unawares
upon our retreating men. Retiring by alternate sections would appear
to be the safest plan, or where the second line is intact, by altemate
lines.
The main principles of an attack of this nata.re would therefore
appear to be as follows :
(1) Full effect must be given to our superior fire before any
attempt is made to close with the enemy.
(2) Where the enemy is exposed in the open, it will seldom be
necessary to deliver an a.otual charge until he is on the point of break.
ing, although it may prove necessary to advance to closer quarters
than those first taken up.
(3) When, from the nature of t,l,e ground, the enemy is protected
from our fire, the attack may have to be carried out to the very end. In
this case, however, the natives will seldom be in a position to use large
masses suddenly, and the danger wi1l, therefore, be somewhat rednced.
( 4) While it may not be necessary to form the whole force in one
compact mass, each fraction of it must be kept in close order when in
dangerous proximity to the enemy.
(5) If the enemy attempt to rush, the men must be cautioned that
they are safe as long as they stick together, but that if Lhey break they
are lost,

l
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(6) Small compact bodies, even when surrounded by the enemy,
are not necessarily confined to the spot on which they stand. The
enemy cannot live long in actual contact with them, and when they
give way, a retirement or advance will always be possible.
(7) To clear a hill, or any other given point, of a comparatively
small body, tbe bayonet may be used. To defeat an a/'111y of natives
the rifle is the true weapon.
(8) The use of Cavalry as an auxiliary will frequently be very
advantageous. It is seldom tbat a savage foe can stand a regular
charge, and if one be given with due energy, it will frequently prevent
tbe Infantry being surrounded or disengage them if they are already
·
hemmed in.
Although it may often be advantageous to attempt an offensive
movement, such as tbat described above, there must always be a defensive element in all actions with uncivilised foes. What has already
been said about the advance into the enemy's country, applies equally
to the advance of an assaulting column. In neither case is the ground
in rear of the troops covered by their advance. Arrangements must
therefore be made to defend the convoy which accompanies the army,
and to preserve some secure place for the field hospital and non-combatants. This place will also form the refuge for the assaulting
column if obliged to fall back, and in it a defensive action can be
maintained, until tlie enemy is defeated by sheer loss of numbers. In
many instances it is here tbat the true battle is fought, the remaining
opera.tions being confined to skirmishing for various objects; such as
driving back small parties of the enemy that are annoying the column
from some vantage point, drawing on the enemy to bring him under the
fire of the main force, and following him up when be retires discomfited.
In some cases, as at Ulundi, this defended space is a fixed one, the
army being drawn up merely with the purpose of resisting the enemy's
atb'.u•k. Jn other instance!"!, as at Amoaful, or the relief of ~fafeteug,
the whole body moves slowly forward, fighting as it goes. In either
case the main principles are alike.
Such a formation would be adopted in the following cases:
(1) Where it is necessr.ry to carry the column in safety to a
given point, and where attacks may be expected upon it from any
direction.
(2) Wbere it is tolerably certain that the enemy is about to
attaC'k, and where, consequently, there is no necessity to do more than
await bis assault.
As an example of the first we may take Napoleon's army surrounded by Mamelouks in Egypt, the battle of Amoaful, and the
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relief of Mafeteng; of the second, the battle of Ulundi is a good
specimen.

Napoleon in Egypt fouucl himself exposed to the attacks of an
overwhelming number of l\lamelouks, men who combined skilful

horsemanship with expertness with the sword. But they were capable
only of shock tactics. They put their whole trust in their horses and
8Words, and knew not the value of the gun.

Against men in line or in

loose order they were formidable foes, all the more so that the musket
of that day had not the same stopping power as the modern rifle.
Napoleon's soldiers soon came to fear their unaccustomed enemy, and
to attribute to him even greater powei·s than be possessed. It became
'Ilecessary to adopt some formation capable of meeting the peculiar
;features of the case. The plan adopted was to form the army in
arge squares, a division in each square, with the guns at the angles.
l1hese squares were large enough to contain within them the ammuniion, hospital, and other waggons with the army, and also the Cavalry,
:the latter not being powerful enough to hold its own in the open.
jThe Mamelouks charged these squares repeatedly, naturally without
uccess. At each charge they lost heavily, aucl in the long run they
:became demoralised and defeated.
Here we have evidently very much tbe same state of things as
ccnrrecl during the Zulu war ; the same feeling of insecurity pervading the men unless formed up in a compact mass; the same
immunity from danger when once such a formation had been adopted.
It must be noted, however, that these large squares hacl but little
offensive power, that they were unwieldy to move, and that, large as
they were, they could not contain the baggage train of an army.
The battle of Amoaful was essentially a bush fight, and consequently differed greatly in character from the other examples I have
chosen. Here there was no chance of combined movements on a great
scale made by the enemy, for the bush which stopped our troops was
a hindrance also to the enemy. At the same time the enemy was ver_y
numerous, and it was essential that preparations sbonld be runcle to
meet his attack from whatever side it might come. To allow for this
a circular position was first taken up round Egginassie. The line was
formed of companies, in close order at considerable intervals, with a
comparatively small force held in reserve in the centre. As there was
but little chance of producing good effect from the fire of men in
close order, owing to the concealment of the enemy's movements by
the thick busb, it became necessary to throw out a. line of skirmishers
in front of the companies. In doing this thcl'e was bat little risk, as
the main line, behind them was not far off; at the same time it is as
:I
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well to note there would have been no necessity to run even this
semblance of a risk in the open.
By this arr:1ngeruent the troops surrounded a considerable space
of ground round the village of Egginassie, thus formiJ1g roughly
a hollow square. Sufficient space having been gained to either flank
the intention was for the whole to advance in three columns, the
men forming the sides of the square being the flank columns, the
front of tbe square the centre column. The bulk of the men in
the rear face were to be left in Egginassie as a rear-guard, but
they were to send forward two companies to follow the advance
at some distance to prevent the enemy from taking it in reverse.
The front face was also to drop behind two companies with the same
object. During the advance, as was natural in a bush country,
much of this formation was lost; and before half a mile had been
accomplished, the flank columns had joined the centre one, and the
whole force bad formed line to the front with the exception of the
companies detached to guard the rear.
As, however, the A~hanti army had retreated before our men, no
inconvenience was caused by this, and Amoaful was reached without
mishap.
In this action, therefore, we see the principle of Napoleon's squares
once more put in practice, but modified to suit the circumstances of
the case. The necessity for enclosing a space wherein the wounded
and non-combatants could be placed was recogn.ised, but the nature of
the country, combined with the character of the enemy, did not
necessitate a compact formation for the whole army.
Again, if we turn to the relief of Mafeteng, we find the same
guiding principle, modified, of course, to suit the particular case.
Here a convoy of some fifty ox-waggous had to be taken through a hostile
country infested by a numerous foe, whose attacks might come from
any quarter. The number of troops available to guard the waggons
was not sufficient to enable them to form a continuous cordon round
them, even bad that appeared advisable. The men were, therefore,
divided into four bodies placed one in front, one in rear, and one on
either flank of the convoy. Iu case of an attack, any one of these
hoclies, being kept in close order, could resist the enemy long enough
to allow as~istance to arrive from the remainder of the troops. If the
enemy attacked with his whole force on one side, the whole of the troops
guarding the convoy could soon be concentrated on that side to meet him.
If he attempted to attack on all sides at once, be could not be strong
C',erywhere, and then each body of our men could have defended itself.
But in order to introduce some element of ofl£'nsi~e tacticsr as wdl
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ns to discover the intentions of the enemy, three parties of yeomanry
preceded the column, one on the road by which it was moving, one on
eitber flank. In the result the Basutos never really attacked the
column, but confined themselves to hovering near it and maintaining a
hot but useless fire upon it from a distance. The yeomanry repeatedly
advanced against them, and uccasioued them some loss by their fire,
but on each occasion the enemy fell back. Once a body of the enemy,
slipping rounrl the flank of the advanced parties, attempted to close
with the column, but a single well-directed volley drove them back.
Once also one of the advanced parties, following up some retreating
Basutos, fell into an ambush. The Basutos retired up a hill and disappeared behind the crest. The yeomanry, in eager pursuit, dashed
over the same crest only to find themselves at close quarters with a
party of the enemy ten times their strength. The usual result followed.
The party was almost annihilated, and thirty-five men paid the penalty
of their rashness.
If we turn from these examples of actual warfare to consider what
would have occurred had the column that advanced on Ulundi been
attacked while on the march, we are at once met with a difficulty. I
have already described the arra.ngements made for defending the
convoy by laagering, but this plan by itself would have entailed the
cessation of the advance. It would have been quite possible to
conceive the Zulu army banging around the column, threatening an
attack but never delivering it while the waggons were laagered. To
unlaager and proceed on the journey woulcl have been highly dangerous,
as the column of waggons was too long to be efficiently guarded by the
number of men with it. But to remain waiting for an attack which
never came would not have been possible. It is here that the action
of mounted men, aided by guns, would have proved most nsefnl.
Advaucilig to within easy range of the enemy, they could soon have
occasioned him so heavy a loss that he would have been obliged to
bring matters to a head. He could not have remained quiet, but must
have retired, or advanced to the attack. There can be but little doubt
that the latter would have been the course chosen, and then the
problem before the army would have become merely that of defending
a laager against an attack. If the enemy retired he should have been
foHowed up and driven away to a safe distance; indeed, a pursmt of
this nature should be maintained as long as possible, perhaps even for
days, although in that case precaution must be taken to prevent the
pursuing troops being cut off by a fresh concentration of the enemy.
It is quite possible, however, that an attack on the c?lnmn could
have been beaten off without having recourse to laagenng at all, by
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employing the tactics of the llfafeteng relief columns; certainly would
one be inclined to think so against any savage foe who had not
proved his metal like the Zulus. For this purpose, the first thing
would be to close up the column as far as possible, marching the
waggons as many abreast as the nature of the country will permit.
The available troops should then be divided iuto parties, one in f1·ont,
one in rear, and one for every quarter of a mile in length of the column.
These parties should not be less than 300 or 400 in strength, and should
be kept in close order. In case of an attack they would usually be
able to defend, not only themselves, but also that portion of the column
intervening between them and the next party. It is, of course, just
possible that a very determined enemy would succeed in reaching the
waggons and slaying a, few of the oxen; but they would pay dear for
their temerity, and it is scarcely conceivable that they could maintain
themselves at such close quarters long enough to do much mischief.
Of course, if we must give credit to our enemy for that wonderful
plnck, contempt of death, and I had almost said invulnerability, with
which the Zulus were supposed to be gifted, such a plan of action
would seem rash. Laager and defend yourselves muGt then be the
cry, and farewell to all initiative or rapid movement on our part.
Where defiles had to he passed a further difficulty would have been
encountered, as then the column could not have been closed up, bnt
would have straggled over many miles of country. To overcome
this difficulty a different plan would have been necessary, for a long
defile to that employed for a short defile. In the former case the
safest plan would have been to laager the waggons at the entry of the
defile, and leaving a sufficient guard for them, to take the remaining
troops on to attack the enemy. Once defeated or driven away, the
enemy would not hinder the passage of the convoy. But to do this
might, in some cases, cause a delay which would be fatal to the objects
of the expedition; and a simpler way might possibly be found in taking
the convoy through in sections. Forming laager at the commencement
of the defile, as many waggons as could be safely guarded when strung
out at the greatly increased intervals (which would he inevitable), by
the men available, might be sent through it, to laager on the far side,
A garrison being left in the new laager, the remainder of the escort
might return and bring a fresh section with it, and so on. Some such
system might have been necessary had the eremy endeavoured to delay
our march through the bnsh below tLe Entonjaneni, but unless the
enemy shows greater skill in warfare than the Zulus, it may be
possible to advance without having recourse to so many precautions.
Where the defile is but a short one, the only change in the ordinary
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method of advancing which has to be made is to halt the leadinowaggons until the tail ones are through, thus avoiding any opening
of the column. As this, however, will cause a considerable delay when
the number of waggons is great, it may frequently be omitted if there
be no fear of attack.
When several such short defiles have to be crossed in succession
the leading waggons need not be halted till they have cleared the last:
provided always that the distance over which the column then extends
is not too great for defence.
In the foregoing pages I have discussed some of the chief points
connected with the advance of a column in contact with the enemy,
together with the tactics to be employed on the offensive. I propose
now to consider defensive tactics, and the more or less defensive battles
where the army takes up a position and awaits the enemy's attack. Of
this class we may take the battle of Ulundi as a good example. On
this occasion a force of 4,000 whites, 1,000 natives, and 14 guns
advanc.ed into the plain surrounding the great military kraals with the
intention of accepting, rather than giving, battle. It was known that
the Zulus were present in large force, and it was a generally understood
thing that if our men waited the enemy in the open, an attack would
certainly be made upon them. It was foreseen that this attack would
be an enveloping one made from all directions, and that consequently
front must be showed to every point of the compass. There was no
regular conyoy to be defended, but a certain nnmber of ammunition
and tool carts bad to accompany the force, and these must be protected. A safe place must also be arranged for the hospital. It was
tvident, therefore, that onr men must form a hollow square of some
sort, within which the waggons and field hospital could be placed.
Let us now see what were the arrangements actually made.
The whole of the Infantry was drawn up in a large hollow square
-two deep-with the guns equally divided among the faces. A
reserve of about two companies per face was kept inside the square,
the whole of the natives being also placed within it. The mounted
men were sent out on every side to meet the enemy, with orders to
engacre him but retire when pressed into the sq a.a.re. The whole of
these0 arran~ements w:re carried out' without any interference on the
part of the enemy, whose men were, however, seen on the slope~ of the
hills on every side. Gradually, however, the enemy closed 1n, and
soou the mounted men becam~ engaged. Retiring before the Zulus,
these slowly fell back upon the Infantry, and as soon as t~e enemy
had advanced within raDge of the square, the Cavalry were wi_thdrawn
into it. The foe then advanced simultaneously on every side upon·
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the square, firing heavily as they came on. On our side fire was
opened as soon as the enemy were within goocl range, and was kept up
without intermission during his subsequent advance until he fell back
again. This, however, did not occur until he bad got in some places
to within 60 or 70 yards, but the fire of our men was so heavy that
his loss was immense. Once he began to retire the ha ttle was practically over, for he had exhausted his moral force in endeavouring to
olose. The Cavalry was then let out upon him, and his retreat converted to a rout. In this way, without moving our men a yard from
the position they first took op, a decisive defeat was inflicted upon the
enemy, and with bot little loss to ourselves.
Certainly the battle ofIDundi fulfilled its object, and was cheaply
gained; so far the tactics employed justified themselves. But it by no
means follows that similar tactics would produce equally good results
on another occasion. The more closely we examine the details of that
action, the more clearly does it appear that the arrangements made
at Ulundi were defective in theory at least. Against the particular
foe who had then to be met they answered thoroughly, but they might
at least prove dangerous against another enemy.
Five thousand men were crowded into a space of about 150 yards a
side, and formed an almost solid square of that extent. It would seem
scarcely possible for the worst of marksmen to fail in hitting such a
target; but luckily the Zulus were inconceivably bad shots. Even
they, however, managed to hit about 140 men, and we can scarcely
hope to meet, at least it would he dangerous to trust to meeting, such
had shooting in future. It is true that our savage foes are never
likely to be as well armed or trained to the use of arms as oar own
men, but their superiority of numbers will help them to make up in
some measure for their inferiority in these respects.
In connection with this subject I may add a few words about the
native ideas of shooting. During the present Basuto war the Colonial
forces have been unpleasantly reminded of the natives' immunity from
many of the rules which guide civilised soldiers in their method of
fighting, by finding themselves exposed to a hot fire from an immense
range.
8ome of them have jumped to the conclusion that the
enemy is better armed than our own men, and of course an attempt
has been made to make political capital out of the fact. On examination we shall find that the reason of this lies rather in the methocl
of using them than in the arms themselves. Experience has taught
the natives two things.
Firstly, that they need not attempt to aim very accurately at the
object they wish to hit, for they are not likely to bit it if they do.
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Secondly, that the moral effect of a heavy fire, even if it does not
do any material damage, is very great against their felJow-savao-es
the foes they usually meet. Kn~wing as they do that, by maintainin~
a heavy fire from a great range they are almost as likely to occasion
a few casualties as by firing at moderate ranges, for in either case
e~ch hit is a fluke, they blaze away at any distance from l,oOO to
~,500 yards. If they use up all their ammunition they can disband
or retire, in either case without a decisive victory being scored
against them. To tbis long-range fire our men have no reply save
guns and the offensive action of Cavalry. The Infantry dare not
waste their rounds hy returning the compliment. But neither guns
nor Cavalry can be trusted to drive the enemy away to a greater
distance than 2,500, especially in broken ground. To offer such a
large mark as the Ulnndi square to fire of this nature is evidently
to expose the men to considerable loss. Against a foe like the
Basutos it is not unlikely that a severe le8son would be taught us if
we attempted to do so, and in any case it seems dangerous.
If we attempt to apply a square of this sort to even the most
level ground, it will be found that the field of fire in some parts of
it is greatly curtailed by some slight rise or depression in the surface,
or by bushes, rocks, or other cover. Thus at Ulundi, although tbere
was an average field of fire of some 500 or 600 yards round the
square, there were places where the Zulus could get very near our
men before tbey came full under fire. Thus it was that opposite the
corner guarded by the 21st Royal Scots Fusiliers, the natives anived
within 50 yards of the square and for a few minutes a band-to-hand
Rtruggle seemed imminent. In order to obtain a maximum effect from
a given number of rifles the formation of the troops must be made to
agree with the features of the ground, and this a rigid square will
not do. Iu places the liue must be pushed forward, in others drawn
back, and more attention must be paid to the development of the
offensive power of the weapon than to the defensive strengLb of
theoretical formations.
By adopting the continuous square formation all power of
manoouvring was lost. No arrangements were made for any advance
or retreat of any portion of the line. It was, and was intcmded to be,
a stolid defence, a stone wall against which the enemy could dash bis
head . Is it absolutely necessary to cast away the advantage which
the powor of manceuvring gives in order to resist a horde of savages~
Surely some more pliable formation may be adopted than the Uluod1
sq a are.
.
Cooped up inside the square the Cavalry were powerless durmg
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the continuance of the action. Unde1· no conceivable circumstances
could they have been employed, unless the square was broken and a bandto-band fight ensued. l!:ven iu that case their horses would have been
but an incumbrance to them, they could not have been nsed forcba.rging.
When at the opening of the fight the mounted men retreated t01rnrds
the Infantry followed by the Zulus, tbey had to retire inside tbe square
earlier thnn need otherwise have been done to clear the front of fire,
and also to allow the gap made in the square for their entrance to be
closed again. At the end of the battle, when tbe enemy wavered and
was evidently about to l'etreat, the Cavalry were ordered out to charge
and pursue them. There was so much delay, however, in getting
tbe~n out of the crowded square that comparatively little execution
was clone by them. No large bodies of the enemy were cut off in their
retreat and made to surrender their arms; and, though a certain number
of the hindmost stragglers were slain, no decisive results were obtainecl
by this arm of the service.
I think enough has been said to show that the hollow square formation is far from faultless. I began by admitting that a hollow square
formation of some sort must have been adopted, but need it have been
one of the nature of that actually used? Need it have been an accu.
rately formed geometrical square, or rather oblong? Need the sides
have been continuous?
If it was necessary to avoid all intervals in the line, it might still
have been possible to have adapted the shape of the square to the con.
figuration of the ground, so as to have improved the field of fire. At
t.he 8ame time it must be remembered that., with the force present, only
a limited length of line, two deep, could have been formed. rrhe space
enclosed by that length of line was already small, to have broken the
line with re-entering and salient angles wou]d have made it smaller.
Any great divergence from the straight faces employed was therefore
impossible, and it is questionable whether any good would have been
clone by small alterations.
But is it necessary that the line should be continuous ? A great
deal has been said and written about the unsteadiness of our young
soldiers during the Zulu war, and it is possible that not,hing- but a
close formation, such as that employed, would have answered, but. I
do not think so. In the majority of instances, however, this j~ not so.
The line may be formed in sections, each section in close order, with
eonsiderable intervals between them. To illustrate my meaning [
,viii apply this formation to the force present at the battle of Ulnndi.
There were present at that battle, roughly speaking. a,OOo
Infantry, 1,000 Cavalry, and 1,000 natives. '!'ho Infantry for tlio
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purposes of the action might have been divided into five battalions of
uOO men each, of which one would have furnished the reserve. The
remainder would have formed eight demi-battalions, each occupying a
front of about 100 yards. These would be formed on a more or less
circular front, with intervals of about 100 yards between the demibattalions, thus occupying a perimeter of about 1,600 yards, or a square
of about 400 yards a side. Within this square the Cavalry would have
retired when pressed by the enemy, but the retirement need not have
been effected so early; firstly, because they would not have masked the
fire of the Infantry behind them to the same extent, owing to the increased front taken up; and secondly, from tbe removal of the necessity
for closing nptbe gap in the square by which their entrance was effected.
'l'he reserve battalion would also be kept in the centre of the square
ready to reinforce any portion of the line where their services might be
required.
During the continuance of the attack each demi-battalion would
be self-supporting, at least for some time, however hard pressed by
the enemy. So long as ammunition holds out, experience shows that
it is impossible for the euemy to break a force of 300 men who are in
close order. But it may be urged that the enemy may penetrate
between the demi-battalions, and produce a moral effect- highly dangerous to the safety of the whole force. To guard against that we
have, firstly, the reserve battalion, which can fill up the intervals at any
portion of the line really seriously threatened; secondly, the Cavalry.
With regard to the reserve battalion, it must be remembered that
if its services are required at all, they will seldom be so on more than
one face at a time. To endanger the safety of the line the enemy must
mass against some point in it. If he attack on aU sides simultaneously
he must be comparatively weak everywhere. In the former case the
reserve battalion can be moved to the dangerous side, and be ernp1oyed
as occasion may require. In the 1atter its services will seldom, ot·
never, be required at all.
But necessary as it may be to keep one battalion in reserve, it is to the
Cavalry that the real defence of the intervals must be entrusted. At the
battle of Ulundi the large (for the number of men engaged, i·e1y large)
body of mounted men was practically useless daring the greater part
of the action. They added to the crowd inside the square, increased
the nnmber of casualties tbnt occurred, and, bad the front line given way
a.nywhere, would have made the ensuing confusion worse than ever.
But with such a formation as I have described there would be plenty
of sphere left for their action. If the enemy at any time should draw
dangerously near the line, a charge delivered with eucrgy through
h
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the intervals would almost certainly cause him to fall back. The
charge could be delivered, and the Cavalry could return within the
square, without masking the Infantry fire ( or n,t least without. doing
so to any great extent), and without upsetting the formation adopted.
Similarly, when the time came for the final charge and pursuit, the
Cavalry could be out of the square and upon the enemy without that
delay which took away so much from the effectiveness of the pursuit
at Ulundi.
The use of Artillery in such actions presents but little difficulty.
At the commencement of tbe battle the guns may be sent out with
the Cavalry to annoy the enemy; returning to the position in time to
~ssist in the subsequent defence. The number of guns available will
usually be small, consequently one should not expect any great
physical result from them. At the same time their moral influence
upon most natives is very great, while to our own men the sound of
the big guns blazing away by their side is very cheering. At the
same time guns are frequently of great use in counteracting the longrange fire of the enemy, and were it for this reason alone their
presence cannot be dispensed with.
Field works on the field of battle are usually intended solely to
protect the men who occupy them from the enemy's fires. Time will
seldom admit of any strong profile being given to them, and consequently
as a barrier to the advance of the foe their value is almost nil. But in
our savage waTs it is seldom the enemy's fire that has to be feared.
Consequently the construction of shelter trenches and similar works,
for which alone there is usually time available, cannot be regarded as
a necessity. At the same time a few men's lives may be saved by
them, and, therefore, it would always be well to construct them where
possible. More especially is this the case with the field hospital.
This is usually placed somewhere about the centre of the space
enclosed by our men, and like every inch of that space it must be
ex:posed to the enemy's fire. If time does not admit of the hospital
being surrounded with r. good wall before the fight begins, it is always
possible for the reserve to continue the work dUI·ing the progress of
the combat.
The importance of clearing away all cover from the immediate
front cannot be exaggerated. On the efficacy of our fire must our
safety in great measure depend. It is by shooting down the enemy
fast enough that a moral impression will be made upon him strong
•nough to make him forget his superiority of numbers. At Ulundi
a small patch of low bushes about 70 yards from the left rear face of
the square was occupied by a few of the enemy who maintained t,heir
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ground there till the very end, and who killed and wounded several
of our men not.withstanding the heavy fire brought to bear upon
them.
There is one point more connected with the battle of Ulundi
which deserves notice. The whole of the natives with the army were
placed vnside the square. It was felt that it would be eminently
unsafe to place them in line with the other troops, as they would
almost certainly have broken and destroyed the formation. It may be
asked then what was the use of having these men with us ?
The sad experience of Isandhlwana bas shown us how unsafe it
is to trust the defence of any portion of the line to inferior troops
in cases where the issue of the battle is likely to be at all doubtfnl.
If in the front line they will break, if in reserve they will disappear,
at the very moment when their assistance is most needed. The use
of friendly natives, however well armed, as trOops of the line, must
always be attempted with caution, frequently it must be given up
altogether. But even where it is determined to do without their aid
as fighting troops, it will usually be found that they are very valuable
auxiliaries in other respects. More especially on outpost duty will
they be found of use, where their good eyesight, and knowledge of the
enemy and the country, will freq11ently be of the utmost service.
There seems to be some freemasonry or instinct among them by which
they can scent danger from afar, and warn the white man of the
proximity of an ambuscade into which, but for their assistance, he
would most undoubtedly have fallen.
The best method of utilising their services as picquets is a matter
of some dispute. On the whole, I believe that it would be better to
attach a few natives to each picquet to be used in conjunction with the
l!:nropeans posted as sentries, rather than to put them out as separate
picquets. In t he la t,ter case it is not impossible that the whole picquet
may vanish on the approach of danger without giving any warning at
all. In this, as in all other cases, where the services of natives are to
be used, the rule must be, 'use, but do not trust them.'
I have uow gone over-very imperfectly no doubt, but still I have
gone over-the various points I had set myself in commencing this
essay. It only remains to record my reason for choosing as my motto
'Serrez les rangs.' At the commencement of the Zulu war thl'
necessity for close order does not seem to have been recognixe~. T~e

experience of t he Ol<l Colony War had led our men to deapise thenenemy. They never expected him to close with t~em, and for the
purposes of a fire-fight only the wider t.he front occupied the better. It
<lj.minisbed the chances of being turned or surrounded. lsandblwana
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came as a rude awakening from this dream of semll'ity. 1t is true
that the old tactics were successful at Zunguin Nek and Inyezane.
But the fact remained that the Zulus meant to close when they adrnnced
to the attack, and Isandhlwana proved that under certain circumstances our fire would nut stop them. It became, therefore, necessary
to prepare, not merely to use our firearms upon foes at long range,
but also to beat off the enemy when he came in overwhelming nnmbers
to assegai distance. Now, one man snrronnded by font· or five Zulus
stood little or no chance, but 100 men together might well beat off the
•ssault of 400 or 500. In close order our men would be safe, and yet
they might draw every advantage from their weapons. So far, I feel
that everyone must agree, and against a foe, onr superior in numbers ,
our equal -in pluck, '"·e must 'serrez les rangs.'
But having agreed to this, I must take leave to differ from those
who think it also necessary to close up the line of battle. I believe
that it is possible still to fight 011 an extended front, but to do so the
men must not be in individual order. Divide the line into secti011s, each
capable of independent defence, each kept in close order, and then,
more especial1 y if we have a fair amount of Cavali'Y available, we may
extend the front by leaving intervals between these sections. It is in
close order for the individual soldier, but open order for the tactical
units, that I believe the trne solution of the problem of savage warfaTe
will be found.
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